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About This eBook

View Rick Doble's blog 
DeconstructingTime

 that these blog-articles were taken from at:
http://deconstructingtime.blogspot.com

All photos and images are from commons.wikimedia.org
except as noted.

You can view and/or download  many of these articles as
individual PDF papers by Rick Doble at:

https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble

Non-profit organizations, teachers, educators, researchers, artists, etc. may used this
eBook or the individual documents at Academia.edu in their work without permission as long
as Rick Doble and the particular document are credited. Their work may include, but is not

limited to, individual projects, classes, workshops, and research projects.

If you would like to know more about me or my background 
please read "About The Author" in the Appendix.

CONTACT RICK DOBLE
rick_doble@yahoo.com
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Tips For Using This eBook

How to view this eBook:

This eBook looks best when viewed full screen. 
Please hit the full screen option/button on your eBook

eReader. 

About URLs listed in this eBook URL links cannot be active
(live) at this stage of development in eBooks. Please copy a

URL and paste it into your browser. Some URL's do not
display completely (for some unknown reason) but if you

copy from the start of the URL to an area below it, you will be
able to copy the entire address, even though that part that is

not visible.
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INTRODUCTION

PLEASE NOTE: All photographs and pictures, unless noted
otherwise, are from commons.wikimedia.org. 
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Preface By Rick Doble
This is the 3rd Edition of DeconstructingTime -- essay-blogs from my blog 

DeconstructingTime that I wrote from 2012 to 2017. These essays are about the human 
experience of time. 

Containing 63 essays this eBook now covers the gamut: from the biology of humans which
gives homo sapiens a sense of time that other animals do not have, to the development of 
consciousness to the manipulation of time by prehistoric, ancient and modern cultures. 

In the almost 5 years that this blog has been published, it has recorded over 50,000 
pageviews from readers in more than half of the countries in the world.

The essay-blog Animal Senses Compared to the Human Sense of Time which I reprinted 
as a separate PDF document has been viewed almost 900 times at the two academic 
websites, Academia.edu and Figshare.com.
https://www.academia.edu/8413225/Animal_Senses_Compared_to_the_Human_Sense_of_T
ime_By_Rick_Doble
https://figshare.com/articles/Animal_Senses_Compared_to_the_Human_Sense_of_Time_by_
Rick_Doble/3443591

The essay entitled: Computing the Winter Solstice at Newgrange: Was Neolithic Science 
Equal To or Better Than Ancient Greek or Roman Science? has been reprinted at the official 
site for the Newgrange neolithic passage tomb in Ireland.
http://www.newgrange.com/winter-solstice-newgrange.htm

The two essays How Photography Changed Time: Part 1 & 2 have been reprinted at the 
Light Painting World Alliance website in Moscow
http://www.lpwalliance.com/publication/44/ 

At the age of 68 when I started writing about the human experience of time for my new 
blog DeconstructingTime, I had become very aware of my mortality -- having just gone 
through two hip operations. I had a large number of ideas I wanted to explore in the time left 
to me -- which I could now find support for with the help of the Internet. Nevertheless, I have 
only been able to outline many of these ideas. It is my hope that scholars who read my work 
will continue where I left off and add to my ideas both with new insights and also new 
evidence for the truth of what I have written.

I also hope that others will add to and expand my inquiry into the human experience of 
time. It is my belief that such an understanding is crucial for the survival of the human 
species. Dealing with problems such as climate change, require an understanding of time, for 
example. Humans need to understand how quickly the changes will happen and how quickly 
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humans can respond. But this is just one of a host of issues that are associated with the 
human experience of time.
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Introduction
We are immersed in time. It surrounds us at every moment, at every turn. We take time as

a fact of life.

Yet, although we think very little about workings of time, we are at its mercy. In a sense it 
is all we/you have: on your gravestone, most likely, will be your name and the date you were 
born and the date you died.

PICTURE CAPTION: What could we gain by obtaining a perspective on time, by standing a bit
outside of time?
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About 100 years ago Freud uncovered our repressed feeling about sex. His discoveries 
did not change our sexual urges, yet his ideas gave us insights that allowed us to be more at 
ease with this basic drive.

I believe, the same could be said of time. We need to not dwell on the past yet realize that 
it is more important and accessible than we thought. As for the future, we can begin to get a 
grasp of what we can and cannot know and live within its boundaries.

Although the clock will still continue to tick, our relation to time will be changed. If my 
exploration is successful, for example, the past will become more relevant -- the future will be 
less remote and frightening.

And, hopefully, we can become more relaxed in the now moment. We can learn to shed 
the alienation, so common in today's culture, for a more comfortable sense of time and place.
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Explorations Into The Human
Experience Of Time

While time exists independently of human beings, our perception and experience of time is
uniquely human. I believe it is the modern human -- i.e. Homo sapiens sapiens -- sense of 
time that is the key difference between humans and the other animals. And further I believe 
that time, as we experience it, is created by our uniquely human brains and is critical to our 
sense of consciousness.

A friend of mine, who is an anthropologist with a PhD and who has spent a lifetime 
studying the effect migrating primitive humans had on the environment, made the point that 
whenever humans arrived at a new location, they radically changed the environment. 

I believe this is because humans can see patterns, remember those patterns and then 
project those patterns into the future. But understanding patterns requires a sense of time. 
Knowing when the fish ran in the past and will run in the future, the birds migrate, the crops 
grow, the seasons change is fundamental to human survival. This is also why humans have 
been able to adapt to just about any environment or part of the world, i.e. because they could 
grasp new patterns when they moved to a new place. 

Even the initial process of perceiving patterns required a sense of time. Humans had to 
see what was similar and recurring and discard what was random and inconsequential. The 
process of grasping a pattern meant that a culture had to relate later behavior to past 
behavior and understand the relationship. 

While tool making has often been cited as one of the key differences between humans 
and animals, it was an understanding of how a tool was to be used -- which first required a 
memory of the past -- that determined the construction, shape and usefulness of the tool. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Stone age tools. Small cropped area from the huge timeline of world
history: Adams Monumental Illustrated Panorama of History, 1878. 

Constructing a net for fishing, for example, required experience in the past of how fish 
moved.
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PICTURE CAPTION: I found this photo at Wikimedia in the section on charts and graphics, the
fishing net being a human-made pattern -- showing the close connection between tool making

and patterns. 

In fact our entire culture requires an ability to access the past. Learning in school, for 
example, would have no meaning or usefulness if years later we could not draw on the 
lessons and skills learned. Even understanding the words on this page requires that in the 
past you learned the meaning of each word -- and without that past these words would be 
meaningless.

Our sense of time is a unique function of our brains -- with short term, medium term and 
long term memories residing in our brain cells. Thus I believe it is our brains that have created
this time-world we live in. The best term I know to describe this human world of time is what I 
call 'human meta-time'.

Yet we are so immersed in time, it is difficult to consider and separate ourselves from this 
immersion. We swim inside of time and time is always now. Trying to understand time is a 
bootstrap operation; we must lift ourselves up to a new perspective -- and for the moment put 
ourselves outside of time.

So in this series of essays, I will put forth ideas and concepts that examine a more 
complex understanding of how time operates than the one we take for granted every day.
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Our Most Important Sense:
A Sense Of Time

Our sense of time is so much a part of our lives we hardly notice it's there. 

A deep-sea fish has probably no means of apprehending the existence 
of water; it is too uniformly immersed in it... 
Sir Oliver Lodge, British scientist

While the other senses such as seeing, hearing etc. are widely studied, the sense of time, 
while crucial, does not get much attention. 

There are two reasons for this: the first is that like the deep-sea fish we are too immersed 
in time so we have few means of apprehending its existence; the second is that our 
experience with time is quite complicated, so it's hard to know where to start or what 
questions to ask.

"Time perception studies the sense of time, which differs from other 
senses since time cannot be directly perceived but must be 
reconstructed by the brain." 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specious_present
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"Humans can perceive relatively short periods of time, in the order of 
milliseconds, and also durations that are a significant fraction of a 
lifetime. Human perception of duration is subjective and variable."
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_perception

In order to unravel time, as we experience it, we must separate the layers. I suggest the 
following is a good place to start:
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THE BIOLOGICAL BASIS 
FOR THE HUMAN SENSE 

OF TIME
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Animal Senses Compared
To The Human Sense Of Time

New findings about animal senses are being announced in the scientific media on a 
regular basis. In only the last month, for example, it was reported in National Geographic that:
Elephants Have 2,000 Genes for Smell, Most Ever Found and Bats Set Their Internal 
Compass at Dusk, A First Among Mammals. In addition, about a year ago, National 
Geographic reported that Dung Beetles Navigate Via the Milky Way, First Known in Animal 
Kingdom.
[http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2014/07/22/animals-elephants-smell-trunks-genes-
africa-science/]
[http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2014/07/22/bats-animals-science-navigation-
magnetic-field-compass/]
[http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2013/01/24/dung-beetles-navigate-via-the-milky-
way-an-animal-kingdom-first/]

In all three reports the findings were groundbreaking with phrases like "first known" and 
"most ever."

The range and sensitivity of senses and the different information being sensed -- in all of 
the animal kingdom -- is mind boggling and goes far beyond the traditional five human senses
of taste, touch, smell, hearing and sight. National Geographic, for example, wrote, "Greater 
mouse-eared bats set their internal magnetic compass using the pattern of light polarization --
light that vibrates in one direction."

PICTURE CAPTION: Human ears (left) with stereo capability can hear a broad range of sound
but other animals have more complex and sensitive ears and can hear a wider or different range
of frequencies. This young antelope (middle) has large ears which it can move to focus sounds.
Bats (right) depend on their antennae-like ears to determine distances using echolocation, i.e.

bouncing changing sounds off of objects. 
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But understanding animal senses does not stop with the raw data that is sensed. Often 
this data is processed by the animal's brain, making it much more sensitive. So while a dog 
has 300 million smell sensors vs. 6 million for humans (a factor of 50), it also has 
proportionally 40 times more of its brain devoted to analyzing smell than human beings. This 
means that a dog is 10,000 times more sensitive to smell than humans according to the latest
research reported by NOVA on PBS. 
[http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/nature/dogs-sense-of-smell.html]

PICTURE CAPTION: Human smell (left) is one of our weakest senses, far surpassed by dogs
(middle) who are 10,000 times more sensitive and bears (right) whose ability to smell is 7 times

more sensitive than dogs. 

Senses are also used in combination with other abilities of an animal, such as the duck-
billed platypus who can sense tiny electric impulses in its prey -- and then can zero in on the 
location by moving its bill in a sweeping manner.

PICTURE CAPTION: "The platypus can determine the direction of an electric source, perhaps
by comparing differences in signal strength across the sheet of electroreceptors. This would

explain the characteristic side-to-side motion of the animal's head while hunting."  
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platypus] 
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But defining and describing animal senses is only part of how senses operate in a living 
organism, which brings us to the classic subjective/objective debate. While the stimuli that a 
sense perceives is clearly outside the organism, the way that the stimuli is interpreted and 
acted on is determined by the animal, i.e. it is subjective.

With human eyes for example:

"Almost all higher order features of vision are influenced by expectations
based on past experience. This characteristic extends to color and form 
perception...to face and object recognition...and to motion and spatial 
awareness..." 
[http://www.brainhq.com/brain-resources/brain-facts-myths/how-vision-
works]

PICTURE CAPTION: Eyesight is probably the strongest human sense (left) with full color
stereoscopic vision and a remarkable ability for edge detection. But other animals such as

eagles (middle) have 3.6 times the human visual acuity. Some insects (right) have a compound
eye with a fisheye view (180 degrees) of the world that can see objects in focus both near and

far at the same time. 

In addition, many parts of the brain are often involved in processing the data that is 
sensed. With face recognition, for example.

Until now, scientists believed that only a couple of brain areas mediate 
facial recognition. However scientists have discovered that an entire 
network of cortical areas work together to identify faces. "This research 
will change the types of questions asked going forward because we are 
not just looking at one area of the brain,'" said Nestor...lead author of the
study. "Now, scientists will have to account for the system as a whole..."

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/05/110531121319.htm

This means a sound that is objectively 261.6 Hz and 70 decibels will have a different 
meaning for a human than for a mouse, for example. This sound is middle C or a musical 
note played at the normal volume on a radio. To a human being it would carry a musical 
meaning, perhaps reminding him or her of a sweet song, but to a mouse it might be a warning
that a human was nearby.

And what is my point in this blog about the human experience of time?

I believe that humans have a unique sense, a sense of time that only we possess. And 
given the wide range of animal senses, it should not be surprising that we might have a sense
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that other animals do not have. In addition we have the largest brain relative to our body size, 
a brain which we now know is quite flexible (neuroplasticity). 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroplasticity]

It is capable of storing memories, imagining future events and learning and working with 
concepts such as long term time both past and future. I believe that this unique sense of time 
is the principle reason we have become the dominant species on the planet.

SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS ABOUT 
THE HUMAN PERCEPTION OF TIME

Scientific findings have confirmed that there are unique parts of the human brain that deal 
with time.

"This ability to hold on to a piece of information temporarily in order to 
complete a task is specifically human. [ED: my emphasis] It causes 
certain regions of the brain to become very active, in particular the pre-
frontal lobe. This region, at the very front of the brain, is highly 
developed in humans. It is the reason that we have such high, upright 
foreheads, compared with the receding foreheads of our cousins the 
apes. Hence it is no surprise that the part of the brain that seems most 
active during one of the most human of activities [ED: short term 
memory] is located precisely in this prefrontal region that is well 
developed only in human beings."Perhaps the most extreme example of
short-term memory is a chess master who can explore several possible 
solutions mentally before choosing the one that will lead to checkmate."
SHORT-TERM MEMORY': McGill University, Montreal, Canada 

http://thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/d/d_07/d_07_cr/d_07_cr_tra/d_07_cr_tra.html
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I think it is quite possible that the human brain's unique ability to consider future actions in 
the short term became a model for time itself. This short term understanding of time could 
have been developed and expanded through language and symbolism to include time in the 
long term. So the skill of considering whether to go right or left in the heat of a hunt could -- 
over thousands of years -- be extended to considering whether to go to the river or the 
mountains by the next full moon.

The problem with complex, sophisticated time perception in humans is that it is not based 
on a specific sensory organ. Moreover, it is inextricably tied to language and symbols which 
have given us the tools to conceptualize time and to work with time.
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PICTURE CAPTION: MRI of human brain. 

QUOTE FROM WIKIPEDIA ABOUT HUMAN SENSES 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_senses#Time]
Perception not based on a specific sensory organ
Time
Chronoception refers to how the passage of time is perceived and 
experienced. Although the sense of time is not associated with a specific
sensory system, the work of psychologists and neuroscientists indicates 
that human brains do have a system governing the perception of time, 
composed of a highly distributed system involving the cerebral cortex, 
cerebellum and basal ganglia. 

NOTE: It is quite significant that the most used noun in the English 
language is *time* according to the Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
[http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/words/the-oec-facts-about-the-
language], with the words year, day and life not far behind. While I can 
document this for English, I don't have the resources to document this in 
other languages -- but I assume that time is the most used noun in other 
languages as well. 

While we cannot go back tens of thousands of years to reconstruct how a long term sense
of time came about, there is perhaps another way to understand how it developed. When our 
children are young, they only live in the moment, but over years, especially as a result of 
education, they learn a long term sense of time. This process, that starts in childhood and 
continues until adulthood, could be observed and studied.

Childhood
Measures of performance on tests of working memory increase 
continuously between early childhood and adolescence; theorists have 
argued that the growth of working-memory capacity is a major driving 
force of cognitive development.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Working_memory#Childhood] 

School Teaches Cultural Assumptions About Time

During the twenty year 'long childhood' of humans, young people learn their culture's 
expectations about time. While I will write a full blog about this, suffice it to say students in 
school learn about time more than any other subject. They learn to arrive on time, to not be 
late to each of their classes and to manage time such as doing their homework or studying for
a final exam. These time demands become more stringent as a student gets older.

WHAT IS OUR UNIQUE SENSE OF TIME?
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So what exactly is this different sense of time, you might ask? Well, it turns out it is quite 
simple. We are the only animal that understands 'when'.

But don't take my word for it, read the detailed article, Are Animals Stuck in Time? 
[https://www.msu.edu/course/psy/962/snapshot.afs/Roberts%20(2002)%20-%20Are
%20animals%20stuck%20in%20time_epidodic%20memory.pdf], that compares the animal 
sense of time to the human sense of time. The article concludes that in fact animals are stuck 
in time whereas we humans can work with and manipulate time.

Humans are not 'stuck in time' because understanding 'when' allows us to time-travel back
to our past and also to an imagined future. It allows us remember our personal story and to 
shape ourselves and our civilization. Furthermore it allows us to take control, to plan for the 
future based on our knowledge of the past.

PICTURE CAPTION: The TARDIS time machine from the science fiction TV show, Dr. Who. 

"People can time-travel cognitively because they can remember events 
having occurred at particular times in the past (episodic memory) [ED: 
e.g. the sense of when] and because they can anticipate new events 
occurring at particular times in the future. The ability to assign points 
in time to events arises from human development of a sense of 
time [ED: my emphasis] and its accompanying time-keeping 
technology." William Roberts, Are Animals Stuck in Time?
[https://www.msu.edu/course/psy/962/snapshot.afs/Roberts
%20(2002)%20-%20Are%20animals%20stuck%20in%20time_epidodic
%20memory.pdf]

As we go though our lives, we order and organize what we do with a sense of 'when':  
when in the past, when in the present and when in the future.
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Take, for example, this very simple sentence that anyone of us might say -- yet which is 
extremely sophisticated: 

"When I finish this job in about an hour, I will be done for the day." 

This sentence which includes past, present, future and future perfect (a past that is in the 
future at the present time but will be past at a future point), is something we humans 
understand, but cannot be understood by any other animal.

However, I believe that we have made a critical mistake in our thinking. Most people -- in 
fact virtually all people I have talked to -- think of time as an objective condition that exists 
independently.

While time does exist objectively -- the sun will rise every morning no matter what we do --
our sense of time is particularly and perhaps peculiarly human. The way that we work with 
time, remember time, conceive of time is related to the way that our brains function.

Therefore while the objective nature of time can be sensed, humans deal with it in a 
subjective manner. For example, as I have pointed out in my blog about 'human meta-time', 
we humans have the unique ability to move in a virtual world of space and time at warp 
speed. We can travel in our minds from past and current events and past and current houses,
schools and jobs to places and activities we imagine we will do soon in the present and in the 
future.

And although civilization has developed a highly sophisticated way of marking and telling 
time such as clocks and calendars, when people remember the past it is rare that they can 
give dates. Instead they relate the past to things that happened before and after, i.e. when 
something occurred in their personal history. So our personal memory is not tied to the 
artificial time-telling and timekeeping devices of our cultures but rather the natural human 
sense of memory. See William Roberts, Are Animals Stuck in Time? 
[https://www.msu.edu/course/psy/962/snapshot.afs/Roberts%20(2002)%20-%20Are
%20animals%20stuck%20in%20time_epidodic%20memory.pdf]

While we have all learned to live with clocks and show up on time, our
personal sense of 'when' is not tied to man-made artificial timekeeping.

My point is that our inborn human sense of 'when' is separate from the man-made clocks 
and calendars that rule our workaday lives. Understanding when is a major part of being 
human. 'When' is our own personal story, knowing 'when' and how things happened in the 
past is how we became what we are, and thinking about 'when' in the future maps out who we
hope to be.

CONCLUSION

The concept of 'when' adds a new dimension to time. Time is not just one dimensional, i.e.
always in the moment or subject to an immediate need, or two dimensional, i.e. cyclical such 
as breakfast and dinner, night and day, and yearly migrations -- which are the way time is 
perceived by all the other animals. Instead 'when' adds a third dimension to time, a linear 
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dimension of past, present and future.  We are the only animal that perceives and uses this 
dimension of time.

Data that is sensed is often multidimensional but not every animal can detect all of the 
dimensions. Sharks not only have a far better sense of smell which can detect a small amount
of blood in the ocean 1/3 of a mile away but also a more dimensional sense of smell than 
humans have. Once having sensed the presence of blood, for example, they can locate the 
direction of the source of the blood with their two nares (snouts) in much the same way that 
our two ears are used to locate the source of a sound.

"Sharks smell through a pair of nostril-like holes, called nares...When its 
olfactory sensors detect the odor of a potential catch, the shark will turn 
into the current that is carrying the chemical. In addition, a shark's 
olfactory talents are so refined that it can often tell which of its nares is 
getting the stronger scent signal, guiding it even more precisely toward 
its prey."  
[http://www.pbs.org/kqed/oceanadventures/episodes/sharks/indepth-
senses.html] 

As I pointed out in my blogs about moderncentric thinking (the often superior attitude 
modern people have about historic cultures), we humans are also guilty of humancentric 
thinking. We, unknowingly, have assumed that animals possess the same basic senses we 
have -- only with some changes. Yet if we want to really understand how animals sense, we 
need to see the world from their point of view. For example, how does a dolphin perceive its 
world? I won't say 'see' because even though sight may be involved, the echolocation 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_echolocation] ability of dolphins goes far beyond anything 
we have experienced either as humans or in our labs and perhaps beyond anything we can 
yet imagine. 
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"A recent discovery we made is that dolphins appear capable of directly 
perceiving the shapes of objects through echolocation. Prior to this 
finding, it had been generally assumed that dolphins learned to identify 
and recognize objects through echolocation by a process of associative 
learning -- by comparing the echoes returning from targets with the 
visual appearance of those targets."
[http://www.dolphin-
institute.org/our_research/dolphin_research/seeingthroughsound.htm] 

"The sounds they [ED: dolphins] hear create a kind of holographic image
in their minds...they perceive echoes as 3-D shapes and textures...Their 
ultrasonic clicks penetrate flesh, giving them an X-ray view of your 
bones and innards."
[http://www.cracked.com/article_19952_the-6-most-mind-blowing-
animal-senses_p2.html#ixzz38QE2EboO] 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Understanding other types of animal senses has led to major scientific
breakthroughs in the past, such as the development of radar which came about in part due to

the study of how bats navigated in the dark and which also led to the development of sonar and
ultrasound technology.   

[http://www.usgraweb.hk/en/Pdf%20Slide%20Show/History%20of%20Ultrasound.pdf]
         [http://www.rfcafe.com/references/articles/who-invented-radar.htm] 

And once we can see the world from the point of view of a different species, we may begin
to understand our own world better. This is because the particular senses we humans 
possess have led us to build this world that we live in.

PICTURE CAPTION: Because humans have hands that are free along with good vision, eye-
hand skills have been critical to the creation of civilization. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Because of our intelligence, we have been able to enhance our ability to
sense through our technology. In this photo from the 1920's, a man is listening to the radio

through ear phones, listening to music that is being played hundreds of miles away. 
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AFTERWORD

The incredibly intuitive ancient Greeks said most of what I have written here about the 
human sense of time through their mythology.

PICTURE CAPTION: Detail: "The creation of man by Prometheus. Marble relief, Italy, 3rd
century CE." Louvre Museum, Paris, France. 

The Creation Of Humans And The Animals

"Prometheus was said to be wise and possessed the gift of foresight 
and often considered what would be needed several years in the future."
[http://www.greekmythology.com/Myths/The_Myths/Creation_of_Man_by
_Prometheus/creation_of_man_by_prometheus.html] 

The brother of Prometheus, Epimetheus, who was rash and impulsive, was given the job 
of creating the animals, fishes and birds. Prometheus, a god who was wise and had the 
power of foresight, took his time making man out of clay. Yet when it came to giving man 
attributes, it turned out that this brother of Prometheus had already given most qualities away.

"Epimetheus began by giving the best traits to the animals -- swiftness, 
courage, cunning, stealth, and the like -- and he wound up with nothing 
to give to man. So Prometheus took the matter in hand and gave man 
an upright posture like the gods."
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 [http://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/m/mythology/summary-and-
analysis-greek-mythology/the-beginnings-8212-prometheus-and-man-
and-the-five-ages-of-man-and-the-flood]

Yet since the natural qualities of fur, flight and strength etc. and had been taken, 
Prometheus went a step further to help mankind. He famously stole fire from the gods.

"Fire was bestowed upon mankind by Prometheus and with it came the 
beginning of civilization. Prometheus taught man how to craft tools from 
iron ore. He showed them how to plant crops and live through 
agriculture. Man learnt to craft weapons to defend themselves from wild 
animals. With fire they learnt to survive cold winters and defy the 
seasons. With fire man began to thrive and became superior to the 
animals of the wild." 
[http://classicalwisdom.com/prometheus-the-creation-of-man/]

In stealing fire from the gods, Prometheus also taught humans how to think ahead 
because starting a fire, keeping a fire going, cutting wood for the winter -- all took forethought,
the skill needed to master time.

By stealing fire from the gods, teaching men crafts and agriculture, Prometheus, the god 
of forethought, gave man the gift of long term time, a quality more powerful than claws and 
sharp teeth. He taught humans about planning, about steps in a process, about the concept 
of 'when'. So only humans were given the ability to understand this dimension of time -- 
something the creatures impulsively made by his brother, Epimetheus, did not have.
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TIME AND EARLY HUMANS
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Patterns & Memory
It could be a "which came first -- the chicken or the egg?" type of problem, but I'm betting 

on the chicken.

When I first considered writing this blog about the human experience of time, I questioned 
whether time was as crucial as I thought. The only other human capability that seemed 
equally important was our skill at grasping patterns.

The power we have as humans comes from our ability to see patterns. We see patterns 
everywhere. Discovering and utilizing patterns gives us the control that has allowed us to now
dominate the Earth.

Finding a pattern is finding order. We are hardwired to see order, to create order, to 
manipulate our world based on order -- this is an essential drive in the human psyche, almost 
as compelling as sex.

...patterns have an underlying mathematical structure; indeed, 
mathematics can be seen as the search for regularities, and the output 
of any function is a mathematical pattern. Similarly in the sciences, 
theories explain and predict regularities in the world.   
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern]

A scientific law "is a theoretical principle deduced from particular 
facts...expressible by the statement that a particular phenomenon 
always occurs if certain conditions be present." (Oxford English 
Dictionary) Quoted in this article: 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_physics] 

Also read: Humans Are the World's Best Pattern-Recognition Machines 
[http://bigthink.com/endless-innovation/humans-are-the-worlds-best-
pattern-recognition-machines-but-for-how-long] 

Once a scientific law is established, it gives us the ability to build, create and predict based
on those laws -- as we have now, in effect, cracked the code of nature by discovering an 
underlying pattern.
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Why Order Is So Important: 

Comprehending order gives us comfort, 
predictability,  control, safety and removes uncertainty -- 
all of which allows us to have a better chance of survival.

I believe that this compulsion to find patterns is separate from our experience of time and 
the way that our brains put memories together.

SO WHICH CAME FIRST?

I believe the human sense of time -- hundreds of thousands of years before civilization 
began -- gave us the edge as a species and came first. Because without an ability to recall 
the past, we would not have the data necessary to discern a pattern.

Before we could perceive patterns we had to have had a clear memory and
a detailed understanding of what we had seen and experienced so we

could connect the dots.

Yet the combination of the two: a sophisticated understanding of time combined with a 
sophisticated perception of patterns, gave us a tremendous advantage.

The beauty and power of patterns is that they can apply to a variety of very different 
phenomena. Take the spiral: this basic design in nature can be the structure of a shell, a 
storm or a galaxy.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A spiral in a fossil shell. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A spiral in the aloe plant. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: A spiral in a low pressure system when seen from a satellite. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Massive spirals: colliding galaxies. (NASA)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Spirals can be understood mathematically as in this example by
Theodorus of Cyrene, a Greek mathematician in the 5th Century BCE. Fundamental aspects of

the spiral will apply to a sea shell, a plant, a storm or a galaxy and even similar molecular
stuctures such as the DNA helix even though they are made up of quite different materials and

vary considerably in size. 

And what does this have to do with time?

Finding a pattern means that we connect things we have seen in the past
to things in the present which we can then project into the future.  

My point is that human memory came first but it was combined with a separate remarkable
ability to discover patterns. This led to agriculture, astronomy, mathematics, science, 
technology and civilization.

As our civilizations have progressed we have become increasingly sophisticated at finding
patterns and building on what we have established. The discovery and development of fractal 
geometry was only possible with computers, for example.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A natural fractal is displayed in the veins of this plant. It was not until
computers could do the complex calculations that a mathematical pattern was discovered in

fractal structures. 

In the following, wonderful example, the famous mathematical relationship discovered by 
Pythagoras 2500 years ago (in a right angled triangle the square of the hypotenuse is equal 
to the sum of the square of the other two sides) is used as the basis for an increasingly 
complex fractal design ending with a lifelike tree. This illustrates how we often build on our 
existing patterns to make increasingly sophisticated patterns.
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There often is no use for a pattern when it is first discovered. This was true for fractals. Yet
as time goes on, people often see how a new pattern applies to various real world problems. 
In one of the first practical applications, the fractal antennae is much smaller, lighter and more
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sensitive than previous small antennas and quite useful for cell phones. I believe we have 
only begun to see the ways that fractals can be used in the real world.

PICTURE CAPTION: Design for a fractal antennae. 

The impulse to see patterns is so strong we often find them when there is none -- such as 
the face on the surface of Mars. Since a large part of our brains is devoted to face 
recognition, it was hard to *not* see a face when the lo-res image had facial characteristics. It 
turned out, of course, to be a geological feature on Mars, a mesa. Yet millions of people 
believed it was evidence of life on Mars while logically it was almost certain that it was simply 
a surface feature on the planet.

PICTURE CAPTION: The low resolution photo on the left appeared to show a face on the
surface of Mars, but as the photographic resolution increased (middle photo & higher still on the

right) the facial characteristics disappeared. (NASA)

When I watch the very popular detective shows on TV, shows that seem to dominate 
programming -- such as Criminal Minds, Elementary, Castle, The Mentalist, Person of 
Interest, Law And Order, CSI, NCIS, Hawaii 5-O, Cold Case, Numb3rs, Bones, Without a 
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Trace plus numerous made for TV movies and documentary type shows like NBC's DateLine 
-- the bulk of the story is about finding the pattern that leads to the killer. It appears that even 
in our leisure moments, we are looking for patterns and enjoy the game of finding them.

PICTURE CAPTION: Karl Malden and Michael Douglas in The Streets of San Francisco -- a
popular TV police drama. In the last 60 years there have been about 650 crime dramas on TV

around the world. Many ran for a number of years. 
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The Human Revolution: 
Symbolic Culture

"Symbolic culture" is a term used by social scientists to describe the symbolic world of 
shared language and concepts that each one of us carries within us and is a creation of our 
culture.

Symbolic culture is a domain of objective facts whose existence 
depends, paradoxically, on collective belief. [ED: such as money or 
marriage]
Long before the late twentieth century invention of the Internet, evolution
allowed humans to flit between two realms, reality on the one hand, 
virtual reality on the other. Symbolic culture is an environment of virtual 
entities lacking counterparts in the real world. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbolic_culture]  

While all words are symbolic, there are gradations when it comes to their reality. For 
example, everyone has to share a belief in the value of paper money or it would be worthless 
-- although the paper itself would still exist.
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PICTURE CAPTION: This Hungarian money became virtually worthless after World War II. It
experienced the worst hyperinflation the world had ever seen. 

Yet everyone does not have to share a belief in the sun -- as the sun will come up 
tomorrow whether they believe or not.

What's in a name? That which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet.

Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet

Symbols are both virtual, subjective and shared collectively but also relate to an 
independent objective reality. Some independent objective realities are more independent 
than others -- to paraphrase Orwell from Animal Farm. And some symbols are more 
subjective than others, think of 'love' for example.

Related to the idea of symbolic culture, the "human revolution" is a term also used by 
social scientists who study the origins of human beings. This revolution refers to the point in 
human evolution when the symbolic culture emerged -- and which changed humanity forever.

"The Human Revolution is a term used by archaeologists, 
anthropologists and other specialists in human origins; it refers to the 
spectacular and relatively sudden  'apparently revolutionary ' emergence
of language, consciousness and culture in our species...
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Symbolism was not an optional extra 'life following the transition became
fundamentally organized through symbols'. (A summation of the 
thinking of Christopher Henshilwood and Ian Watts)
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Human_Revolution_(human_origins)]
Wikipedia

Now to relate this to the topic of deconstructing time

I believe that time is one of our shared subjective symbols. Yet it does relate to the 
unrelenting undeniable objective progression of time. For example, we have all agreed that 
12:25 in the afternoon is a symbol we understand. But we can also correlate this clock time to
a specific point in objective time.
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WHY MODERN TIME IS SUBJECTIVE

Yet just about a hundred years ago there were no time zones in the United States, for 
example, but literally hundreds of local times in towns and cities each of which were 
synchronized to the noonday sun, which was different every couple of miles east to west. 
When the transcontinental trains were built, local time became too confusing for train 
schedules, so time zones were implemented. While time zones made scheduling much easier
for commercial reasons, the local times were more accurate as each local noon correlated 
exactly with the sun at the peak of its travel -- a fact which kept people more in tune with the 
daily rhythm of the sun.

Clocks were actually an intrusion into daily life and changed the nature of time itself 
around the year 1300.

It was into a world of "natural time," based on the sun's march across 
the sky, and varying with the seasons, that the first mechanical 
timepieces -- time machines -- were introduced in thirteenth century 
Europe. At odds with the conception of time as something that flows, 
with the first clocks came the idea of measuring time by splitting it into 
equal, discrete chunks and counting those chunks. (Before that hours 
were variable based on the movement of the sun during the day which 
varied from season to season.) 
Keith Devlin from his blog: Devlin's Angle: 
[http://www.maa.org/devlin/devlin_12_99.html] 

The combined effect of modern time keeping has been to disconnect us from the natural 
cycles of the planet. Few people today notice when the solstices or equinoxes occur, for 
example. Noon, that should be the highest point of the sun in the day, is no longer at the 
zenith for most locations since time zones mandate that noon be the same for all locations 
within a time zone. And even though the word 'month' comes from moon, our calendars are 
not synchronized with the moon and few of us know when the phases of the moon occur. 
Even fewer people can identify constellations which had been used for thousands of years to 
indicate seasonal changes.

Instead the modern world has substituted the rhythm of commerce for the natural and 
more precise cycles of the Earth.

Yet we can imagine that in paleolithic and neolithic societies, and older civilizations up until
about 500 years ago -- or about 99% of the time humans have been alive -- people told time 
by the sun, the moon and the stars. I imagine that members of these cultures were expected 
to know exactly what phase the moon was in and which stars or constellations were rising or 
setting. Of course the above is conjecture, yet I believe it is quite reasonable given my 
research.

If you think such ideas are out of date, consider the fact that much of Asia operates today 
on a lunisolar calendar. These areas include some of the most advanced and rapidly growing 
economies. And it you think it doesn't matter see my note at the end of this blog.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The phases of the moon were critical for most cultures before the
industrial age. They organized time based on the moon's cycle. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Eight months from a medieval calendar known as the Book of Hours: This
is from the Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry. Each month is illustrated with the appropriate

activity or work for that time period and days can be read in either a solar or lunar mode. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Above each month in the Tres Riches Heures are the positions of the
important Zodiac constellations for that time period. Before the industrial age, the Zodiac was

used for telling time on a monthly or seasonal basis. 

Galileo, whose insights formed the basis for modern science, realized that time 
measurement was critical to his understanding of physics. He was the first to use pendulums 
to improve the accuracy of his measurements. His discoveries led to our mechanical world 
and changed our idea of time -- from being a continuous flow to time consisting of sliced and 
diced fragments.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Drawing from the Works of Galileo Galilei, Volume 2, illustrating the
dynamics of a pendulum. 

Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.
Galileo Galilei  

Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything 
that counts cannot necessarily be counted.
Albert Einstein
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PICTURE CAPTION: "A geometrical and military compass designed by Galileo Galilei,"  and
built around 1604. 

PICTURE CAPTION: An early pendulum clock design -- by Galileo. 

Time is not a reality (hypostasis), but a concept (noema)...
Antiphon the Sophist, Greek thinker circa 5th century BCE

People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between
past, present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.
Albert Einstein

While this blog is a work in progress, I am certain of this: our shared notions about time 
create what we think of as time -- and that with different symbols, words and shared beliefs 
we would have a different experience of time. Our sense of time lives in our virtual internal 
world of symbols, our symbolic culture -- and that if we choose we could change it.

A MODERN TIME DILEMMA 

A Choice About Time You Can Make Today

With the advent of digital readouts for time, the circular, cyclical aspect of time is no longer
apparent. People accustomed to the round, repeating time clock wonder if something hasn't 
been lost when time is simply a number that goes forward in a linear fashion. But you can 
make a choice: you can decide which type of time display you prefer.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A digital readout is linear -- time going forward in a straight line with no
sense of the cyclical character of time. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A circular clock emphasizes the repeating, cyclical nature of time. 
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NOTE: Mechanical time vs. natural time -- does it matter? Time is a basic reference point that we refer to many times a day, 
thousands of times a year. The word 'time' is the most used noun in our languages.

For example, If we look at the moon for a time reference, we might be more in tune with nature itself -- and be less prone to 
adversely affecting the environment. I think our current commercial type of time affects us in major ways -- but I will save 
a full discussion for a later blog.
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How Our Concept Of Time
Is Embedded & Derived

From Our Language

INTRODUCTION

For words are to thought what tools are to work; 
the product depends largely on the growth of the tools.
Will Durant, History of Civilization: Part 1
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PICTURE CAPTION: Some letters from the world's written languages. This is the Wiktionary
logo.

Words and language are the primary tools a culture uses to conceive of time and to 
manage, plan, and communicate time. Embedded in every language is a concept and a 
structure of time that is understood by each individual but that is also shared by the culture as
a whole.

In each language, in virtually every sentence, a kind of time stamp or time code is implied, 
such as verb tenses which vary from culture to culture and language to language.

I do not think that we as a species would have the power to manage time -- which I believe
is the key reason we humans have become the dominant species on the planet -- without 
these time tools. We are the only animal that can place a number of events in sequence both 
in the past and in the future. This is because we are the only animal that understands the 
concept of *when*: when in the past, when in the present, and when in the future. 

Language is a set of symbols invented by humans. Without these shared symbols, a tribe 
or group of people could not work with time because they could not plan or coordinate their 
activities. Without these shared symbols, we would be lost in time. Without this ability to 
navigate in time, our cultures, our civilizations, our inventions, our way of life would be 
impossible.

The key point is that language allows each one of us to manage time and
also allows us collectively, in a coordinated manner, to navigate in time. 

PICTURE CAPTION: New Year's Eve at Times Square in New York City. A collective celebration
of time.
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This blog is about the human experience of time. If we want to understand that 
experience, we need look no further than our language and how it is used -- e.g., the 
expressions -- to understand that our basic concept of time is part and parcel of the language 
we have all learned from an early age. 

But each language and culture has a different understanding of time. Perhaps through a 
study of time contained in all the world's languages we could gain an overall understanding of
the human relation to time and how we can best work with time to insure the future survival of 
the human species.

JUST HOW IMPORTANT IS 
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF TIME? 

PERHAPS IT CONCERNS THE FATE 
OF OUR SPECIES

In the next hundred years or so climate change will radically affect our planet, our cultures,
our way of life and our survival. Understanding how we relate to this looming future involves 
our understanding of time and what we must do now to prevent even worse consequences in 
the future -- as well as planning for things that appear to be inevitable such as sea level rise.

For example, one of the very few universities that includes a Study of Time,

The Centre for Time 
at the University of Sydney in Sydney Australia 
offered the following conference about the future of humanity:
An interdisciplinary conference on the relationships 
between time, personal identity, and the future of humanity. 
Blue Lagoon Geothermal Spa, Grindavik, Iceland: 6th-8th July, 2015
http://sydney.edu.au/centre_for_time

Despite being aware (and reminded on a frequent basis) of the difficult 
future we face (both as individuals and as whole, including future 
people) if we don’t curb our consumption, our numbers, our carbon 
footprints and so on, in general we tend to fall back into our old ways. 
This is despite the fact that the future people might include ourselves 
and our family and offspring. Why is this? Is it not deeply irrational? Why 
do we privilege the now (present selves) and discount the future (and 
future selves)? Of course, there has been much work conducted on 
impulse control, self-regulation, temporal discounting and on the identity 
over time of selves, but rarely are these approaches brought together in 
the study of the pressing problem of humanity’s future. Time is deeply 
entangled with the problem, and so this conference aims to bring 
together researchers from a diverse set of fields, all engaged in some 
way with our behaviour over time, our stance towards time, or the 
nature of time in the universe, to think of new ways of integrating 
knowledge both to get a better grasp on the sources of humanity’s 
projected problematic future, [ED: my emphasis] and to possibly serve
up some initial strategies for resolution.
http://sydney.edu.au/centre_for_time/events/past_events/2015.shtml
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THE PERVASIVENESS OF LANGUAGE

From the moment a child is born he or she hears words: that of the doctor, the mother, the 
father, the nurses, the brothers and sisters. Although the child cannot speak, it is surrounded 
by language. And when the infant starts to speak, this is seen as a major step in the child's 
growth. 

PICTURE CAPTION: This French book was created to teach children the alphabet and the
French language.

All your life you are immersed in words and speech. Language is so much a part of us, we
forget that it is a uniquely human invention of symbols about things -- but also symbols that 
describe a shared imagined time structure. 

With language we can move back and forth in space and time such as the party we went 
to last week or will go to next week or talk about a place we know that is miles away. With the 
aid of language we can move in our minds forward and back instantly from home to office or 
to our vacation spot. I believe this virtual world each one of us has is in part a by-product of 
language. 

We are all immersed in language, or perhaps more accurately, blanketed by language. 
Language gives us the power to talk in generalities, such as about trees in general. It allows 
us to engage in abstract thought. It gives us the power to share our thoughts and plan and 
coordinate our activities. Yet language also confines and limits us.

We do not realize what tremendous power the structure of an habitual 
language has. It is not an exaggeration to say that it enslaves us through
the mechanism of s[emantic] r[eactions] and that the structure which a 
language exhibits, and impresses upon us unconsciously, is 
automatically projected upon the world around us. 
Korzybski (1930) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_relativity
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If we want to understand obtain an overview of how the human animal understands time, 
then the various concepts and structures that are built into our many languages is a good 
place to start. While all of this could be a fascinating academic study -- it also has immense 
practical value such as how to plan for global climate change and how to prevent further 
damage as I said earlier. 

EXAMPLE OF HOW OUR CONCEPT OF TIME 
IS BUILT INTO OUR LANGUAGE

While language can be about things, generalities and ideas, it is always about time. 
Virtually every sentence you speak has a time stamp or a time code. Something did happen, 
is happening right now, will happen in the future.  Language is quite good at pinpointing 
events on a thread of time, a timeline, both past, present and future by specifying 'when'. 

Take this simple sentence:

When I finish this project this afternoon, I will be done for the day.

This is a ordinary sentence that no one would have trouble understanding, but embedded 
in it is a very sophisticated sense of time. 

Lets take it apart:

When: This is the key word -- as I have said we are the only animal on the planet that can 
work with different points in time.

When I finish this project this afternoon: This means that finishing this project is in the 
future. 

I will be done: This is the most intriguing phrase because it means that in the future, the 
future project now completed will be in the past.

done for the day: The future project now done and in the past means that in the future 
when you have completed your task, your work for that day will be completed.

BUT WAIT THERE'S MORE: Now that we have parsed this sentence, there is one more 
aspect to it. This sentence was spoken to someone, lets say a colleague. What this means is 
that the colleague can now understand your moment in time and also plan and coordinate his 
or her activities based on what you communicated. 

No other animal on this planet can conceive of such a thought other than we humans.
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PICTURE CAPTION: This 1840 wood engraving showed the mind/brain with a number of
compartments or sections, many of which were created by language.

TIME IS A FUNDAMENTAL ASPECT 
OF LANGUAGE

The built in 'time code' is an essential part of our communication which has shaped our 
conceptualization of our world. It is now believed by some that this time code is basic to all 
languages.

Some linguists working on Universals of semantics, such as Anna 
Wierzbicka and Cliff Goddard, argue that there is a Natural Semantic 
Metalanguage that has a basic vocabulary of semantic primes including 
concepts such as TIME, WHEN, BEFORE, AFTER.  [ED: My emphasis] 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopi_time_controversy 

Thousands of languages have evolved for tens of thousands of years, possibly hundreds 
of thousands of years. Assuming that concepts of time were/are a part of all of these 
languages, this points to the importance of time in all human societies.

"There are roughly 7,000 languages spoken and signed around the 
world, and these languages have been evolving for at least tens of 
thousands of years, if not many more..."
Finding iconicity in spoken languages 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/09/150909125157.htm
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For example, a comprehensive study of creation stories and myths, such as Genesis in 
the Bible, concluded that all of them included an understanding of time -- and this 
understanding was conveyed in the language of the culture in the telling of the creation myth.

In addition to reveling or expressing essential elements of particular 
cultures, creation myths, when compared, reveal certain universal or 
semi-universal patterns or motifs. The first and most important of these 
is the fact that the creation myth always expresses the given culture's, 
and, by extension, the overall human place and role in time and 
space; in the world and the cosmos. [ED: bolding is my emphasis]          
David A. Leeming, Creation Myths of the World - An Encyclopedia

PICTURE CAPTION: A page from a description of the Mexican creation mythology.

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES HAVE 
DIFFERENT CONCEPTS OF TIME

Although each language contains a concept of time, various societies and cultures which 
speak the same language may view time differently.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Logo for the Elgin Watch Company in the USA, 100 years ago
Promotional logo of the Elgin National Watch Company in the United States 100 years ago. The
logo combines Father Time (derived from the Greek God Chronos) holding an Elgin watch along
with his traditional sythe and an hour glass at his feet. But for a modern touch an airplane floats

in the sky.

Example from a trip to the Bahamas:

My wife and I took a trip to the Bahamas some years ago. When the locals asked us how 
long we were staying, we would say we are leaving on a plane in a few days. Always, when 
we said this, the locals corrected us and said "You HOPE you are leaving on a plane in a few 
days." So even though the Bahamians spoke English their understanding of time was quite 
different from the US concept.

In the modern world today there are a number of distinctly different ways of relating to 
time. See the following article for an explanation of different contemporary time relationships.

Linear, Flexible, and Cyclical Time: Analyzing Time in Cross-Cultural 
Communication
Sana Reynolds, PhD, Association of Professional Communication 
Consultants      
http://consultingsuccess.org/wp/?page_id=1204 
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In addition to conceiving of the flow of time differently, some cultures conceptualize time in 
an entirely unique manner. This is especially true with hunter-gatherer societies and 
indigenous cultures. For example, the "traditional Hopi way of experiencing time as tied 
closely to cycles of ritual and natural events, [ED:is quite different from] the Anglo-American 
concept of clock-time or school-time." In fact many cultures see time as cyclical (sunrise 
returns to sunrise, the seasons repeat each year) rather than linear as we do in the west. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopi_time_controversy 

NOTE:This is not to suggest that the modern view or western view of 
time is superior -- but rather that time can be understood and shared 
within a society in a variety of ways. I suspect that the modern world 
could learn a lot from these less technological cultures.

For a totally different way of understanding time, consider the Lakota American Indians 
who lived in the Black Hills of South Dakota. 

The nomadic Lakota believed that different areas of the Black Hills were connected with 
the sun's path as it moved through different constellations, which in turn indicated the time of 
year. Over a year's time the Indians moved around the Black Hills according to these beliefs. 
So the landscape of the Black Hills became, in a sense, their calendar and was a way of 
keeping track and in harmony with time and the seasons. The constellations, the different 
areas, the seasons all had names -- so their sense of time was shared and communicated via
their language.

What makes their case particularly interesting, though, is the added 
dimension of timing. Cosmic harmony is preserved by being in the right 
place at the right time and performing the appropriate rites. The 
terrestrial world is connected to the spirit world both in space and time, 
and the key to this connection is the sky. Not only are places in the 
landscape associated with particular asterisms, but the time to be there 
is prescribed by reference to the sun’s passage through the stars.           
Clive Ruggles, Ancient Astronomy: An Encyclopedia of Cosmologies 
and Myth

DIFFERENT *MODERN* LANGUAGES CONCEPTUALIZE TIME
DIFFERENTLY

Languages not only work with time but also contain a metaphor for viewing time. In the 
west this concept tends to be spatial such as "back in time" or "the future is ahead of us."  

However, in the Stanford University study entitled How Languages Construct Time 
by Lera Boroditsky, time was seen quite differently in a number of ways across various 
cultures.

Across the studies cited here, people in different cultures or groups have
been shown to differ in whether they think of time as stationary or 
moving, limited or open ended, as distance or quantity, horizontal or 
vertical, oriented from left to right, right to left, front to back, back to front
or in cardinal space east to west.
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This study went on to say:

The findings reviewed in the first four sections above demonstrate that 
the metaphors we use to talk about time [ED: meaning as part of our 
language] and other cultural factors have both immediate and long term 
consequences for how we conceptualize and reason about this 
fundamental domain of experience. How people conceptualize time 
appears to depend on how the languages they speak tend to talk about 
time, the current linguistic context (what language is being spoken) and 
also on the particular metaphors being used to talk about time in the 
moment.                                                              
Lera Boroditsky, How Languages Construct Time
http://lera.ucsd.edu/papers/language-time.pdf

A SCIENTIFIC STUDY ABOUT
TOOL-MAKING AND LANGUAGE

A current brain study implies that from the earliest development of speech, language 
contained an understanding of time. This study looked at regions of the brain that were 
activated when using language or tool-making and found that the regions were the same. This
suggests that time was a crucial component for both language and tool-making because 
language was needed to conceptualize time and to communicate and coordinate with others. 
This understanding of time was crucial to tool-making since a tool was made for a specific 
purpose which required forethought. Making a tool required planning along with a number of 
skills that needed to be done in a certain order. And then in addition these finished tools 
needed to be available at the appropriate time such as for a hunt or for a harvest.

The study is entitled: Language and tool-making skills evolved at the same time

This study of brain activity has shown that: 

"The same brain activity is used for language production and making 
complex tools, supporting the theory that they evolved at the same time.
"Dr Georg Meyer, from the University Department of Experimental 
Psychology, said: "Our study found correlated blood-flow patterns in the 
first 10 seconds of undertaking both tasks. This suggests that both tasks
depend on common brain areas and is consistent with theories that tool-
use and language co-evolved and share common processing networks 
in the brain."

The study went on to say:

"Darwin was the first to suggest that tool-use and language may have 
co-evolved, because they both depend on complex planning [ED: e.g., a
complex understanding of time] and the coordination of actions but until 
now there has been little evidence to support this."
See this report: Language and tool-making skills evolved at the 
same time
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/09/130903102003.htm 
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In the late 1700s Benjamin Franklin put forward the key idea of man 
the toolmaker.
Man [is a] tool-making animal.
Quoted by James Boswell in The Life of Samuel Johnson, April 7, 1778 
(1791).
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Benjamin_Franklin

While the idea of 'man the tool-maker' has been questioned recently because 
chimpanzees were found to use rudimentary tools and even crows use sticks as tools, the 
notion is still profound. While humans may not be the only animal that uses tools, I believe we
are the only animal that makes tools that in turn are used to make primary tools such as a 
bow and arrow. Or to put it another way, we are the only animal that can plan and execute a 
complex process that requires many tools and materials to make the final tool and many 
steps which must be done in a certain order.

PICTURE CAPTION: The caption of this photo reads: Tools Used In Shaping Stone, 
i.e., tools used to make other tools.

The photo is from the History of Inventions, by the United States National Museum.
Numbers 1,2,4,5 are tools from the Stone Age; the others are from the American Indian and

Alaskan Eskimo indigenous cultures 100 years ago
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:History_of_Inventions_USNM_55_Tools_used_in_Shap

ing_Stone_01.jpg 

The recent study cited above finds that the same areas of the brain are activated when 
using language or making tools. Since complex tool-making requires considerable thought 
about tools used to make tools, the use of various materials, and the order of steps in the 
process, it seems likely that language and its concept of time was an integral part of both 
making tools and passing that information on to succeeding generations.
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EXAMPLE OF TOOLS FOR MAKING 
BOWS AND ARROWS 

STARTING ABOUT 50,000 YEARS AGO

Here is a description of one specialized tool used just for making an arrowhead. Making 
the arrow, the bow and bow string required many more tools, materials and steps.

"A billet is a specialized tool designed for making arrowheads. 
It is cylindrical and usually made from hard wood or antlers." 
https://www.thereadystore.com/diy/10063/how-to-make-your-own-
arrowheads

Here is a recent article about a study at the University of Tuebingen as reported by the 
DailyMail in the UK.

Researchers from the University of Tuebingen say that...making the bow
[ED: in Paleolithic times] took 22 raw materials and three semi-finished 
goods (binding materials and multi-component glue) as well as five 
production phases. Further steps were needed to make the 
complementary arrows, reports the Cambridge Archaeological 
Journal.Other primates such as chimps are able to use tools, but 
complex processes such as making bows are beyond them.   
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2170895/Inventing-bows-
arrows-took-early-humans-TWO-MILLION-years.html 

CONCLUSION

"Time" is the most used noun in the English language according to the 

Concise Oxford English Dictionary --  which attests to its importance. I assume that it is 
also the most used noun in many other languages as well.

#1. A concept of time appears to be fundamental to all languages.

#2. It seems quite likely that our understanding of time and our ability to work with, 
manage, navigate and coordinate time comes in large part from language.

#3. In addition it seems likely that each society's particular understanding of time is a 
direct reflection of the specific language that is spoken -- and that the time 
structure/metaphors in each society have been created by that language.

#4. The conception of time will be different from language to language and culture to 
culture.

#5. If we want an overall understanding of how humans relate to time, a study of the 
world's languages is a good place to start.

AFTERWORD

When I was eighteen I saw the movie, The Miracle Worker. The story was about the blind, 
deaf and dumb Helen Keller who suddenly comprehended language after having lived in a 
kind of primeval darkness all of her life. 
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In the key scene her tutor, who had been unable to find a way to communicate with Helen,
splashed water on her hand while spelling out the word water on the other hand. All at once 
the intelligent Helen 'got it' and the world of words, the world where everything had a name, 
opened up for her. And it was one of those moments for me as a movie goer when chills ran 
down my spine -- to see a person step from an inner darkness into light. 

Here is what Helen Keller said about that experience:

Some one was drawing water and my teacher placed my hand under the
spout. As the cool stream gushed over one hand she spelled into the 
other the word water, first slowly, then rapidly. I stood still, my whole 
attention fixed upon the motions of her fingers. Suddenly I felt a misty 
consciousness...and somehow the mystery of language was revealed to 
me. I knew then that "w-a-t-e-r" meant the wonderful cool something that
was flowing over my hand. That living word awakened my soul, gave it 
light, hope, joy, set it free!

A few years ago, writing for this blog, I read what Helen had to say about time when she 
went from being wordless to knowing language. The following is from her 1908 autobiography
The World I Live In.

(This is an edited composite of things she said)
Once I knew only darkness and stillness.
My inner life, then, [ED: before language] was...without past, present, or 
future.
It was not night—it was not day. .      .      .      .      . 
But vacancy absorbing space, 
And fixedness, without a place; 
There were no stars—no earth—no time—

When I read these words, I realized that before Helen understood language she had no 
sense of time. And after she understood what language was about, that every object had a 
name for example. But in addition she also understood the concept of time past, present and 
future -- and that each object existed in time.
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Time & Consciousness
Some scientists have said that human consciousness is perhaps the biggest unsolved 

scientific mystery of today. I would not disagree. 

While I do not pretend to understand the latest findings from brain studies, I do believe 
human consciousness must involve language plus a sense of time. The combination of these 
two things allows humans to create a virtual world in their minds, a virtual world of meta-time 
and meta-space -- which I have written about before. See my blog on Virtual Human Meta-
Time.

To test this idea, it would be helpful to find a person who had not been conscious but who 
then suddenly became conscious. If we could find such a person, we could examine their 
experience and the transition they went through. Like the studies of left brain and right brain 
activity that looked at people whose brains had been damaged and the effects this had on 
language, could we find a person whose affliction would highlight aspects of consciousness?

It turns out there was such a person -- and she was thoughtful, intelligent and articulate. I 
am speaking of the famous deafblind Helen Keller who went from not knowing any words to 
mastering a complex vocabulary. After her breakthrough she became the first deafblind 
person to obtain a college degree graduating from Radcliffe with honors. She was also the 
first deafblind person to write a book and she went on to write 14 books.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Helen with her teacher, Anne Sullivan, and her doll. 

Anne Sullivan ... began to teach Helen [ED: at age 6] to communicate by
spelling words into her hand, beginning with "d-o-l-l" for the doll that she 
had brought Keller as a present. Keller was frustrated, at first, because 
she did not understand that every object had a word uniquely identifying 
it....Keller became so frustrated she broke the doll.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_Keller

The following is what Helen Keller herself had to say about her discovery of language. 
NOTE: I have taken a number of sentences from Helen Keller's various works and arranged 
them to focus on the aspect of her sudden consciousness of time. 
http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Helen_Keller 

Once I knew only darkness and stillness.
My inner life, then, was a blank without past, present, or future [ED: 
my emphasis] 
It was not night—it was not day. .      .      .      .      . 
But vacancy absorbing space, 
And fixedness, without a place; 
There were no stars—no earth—no time— [ED: my emphasis] 
Since I had no power of thought, I did not compare one mental state with
another. So I was not conscious of any change or process going on [ED:
another aspect of time]
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But a little word from the fingers of another fell into my hand that 
clutched at emptiness, and my heart leaped to the rapture of living. Night
fled before the day of thought,
With the first word I used intelligently, I learned to live, to think, to hope. 
Darkness cannot shut me in again. 
When I learned the meaning of "I" and "me" and found that I was 
something, I began to think. Then consciousness first existed for me.

The famous moment when she became conscious is well known and depicted in the 
play/movie The Miracle Worker. Here is Helen's description of that pivotal moment:

Some one was drawing water and my teacher placed my hand under the
spout. As the cool stream gushed over one hand she spelled into the 
other the word water, first slowly, then rapidly. I stood still, my whole 
attention fixed upon the motions of her fingers. Suddenly I felt a misty 
consciousness...and somehow the mystery of language was revealed to 
me. I knew then that "w-a-t-e-r" meant the wonderful cool something that
was flowing over my hand. That living word awakened my soul, gave it 
light, hope, joy, set it free!
The Story of My Life by Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan

We can assume from her earlier comments that this awakening of her soul now included a
sense of past, present and future -- which she did not have before that moment.

PICTURE CAPTION: Helen 'feeling' the words from the mouth 
of Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, wife of the president. 
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I find it quite significant she emphasized time did not exist before language. Once she had 
grasped the meaning of words as symbols -- that they represented things and concepts -- her 
world opened up and an understanding of time was a direct result. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Helen in her graduation outfit. 

Thought made me conscious of love, joy, and all the emotions. I was 
eager to know, then to understand, afterward to reflect on what I knew 
and understood, and the blind impetus, which had before driven me 
hither and thither at the dictates of my sensations, vanished forever.
The World I Live In by Helen Keller
(this book goes into a detailed description of her transition)
NOTE: You can get a free copy of this book on Gutenberg.org in a 
variety of formats: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/27683 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Helen's signature after she learned to write. 

As I have written, I believe humans have a unique sense of time -- we are the only animal 
who understands and can place moments in time on a timeline and who can communicate the
concept of 'when' in the past, present and in the future. And we can do this because of 
language. 

 As reported next in an article from the American Association For The Advancement Of 
Science,  recent studies have shown that other animals may actually be quicker and more 
skilled at momentary tasks. Yet as the following quote suggests this may because of "a 
tradeoff between memory and language" in the human brain.

It would be extremely rare to find a human with the “extraordinary 
working memory” of a chimpanzee...but the reasons for this may stem 
from a tradeoff between memory and language. Human language 
makes memory portable over time and space, making it less essential 
for us to hold items in mind at a precise moment.“Chimps are living in 
the world of here and now,” Matsuzawa said. “We [ED: humans] are 
living in the world, thinking about the past, thinking about the future, 
trying to understand the meaning of what we see, and bringing the 
information back to friends and families and colleagues to share the 
experience.” 
http://www.aaas.org/news/releases/2013/0214_primate_cognition.shtml  

So this scientist is making the point that a sense of time -- past and future -- is an essential
part of the human psyche and that this sense is intertwined with language. This unique sense 
of time combined with language creates its own virtual world, the world of human meta-time 
and the world of human consciousness.
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Virtual Human Meta-Time
In this series of blogs I have made the point that the human perception of time is very 

different from clock time. Plus the human capacity for understanding time is different from all 
other animals on the Earth. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the way we conceptualize 
and use time in our conscious functioning. 

I like to think of it as "human meta-time" -- 'meta' meaning time above and beyond the 
standard moment to moment existence of time, beyond now -- an almost different dimension 
of time, a kind of virtual time. This 'human meta-time' works in conjunction with a 'human 
meta-space' -- our mental map of the places where we live, work, drive through, visit, etc. 

Within each of our minds is a conception of space and time that we have gained over the 
years -- a space and time that we can move around in and that is created from memories -- 
and a space where we can even create new areas with our imaginations. This virtual meta-
space includes past, present and future -- and we can move easily within it across both time 
and space at warp speed. 

For example, in a matter of seconds, I can walk through my childhood home that I have 
not seen in 30 years and that is 600 miles away and vividly remember events at the age of 8, 
think about what I am going to do in the next minute and then walk around an exhibit I am 
planning in my mind, that will be in a building an hour away and does not yet exist.
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This aspect of human time is so complex, this article can only begin to scratch the surface.

Memory is the key component of meta-time and our ability to manage, shape and organize
time. Because of memory we can learn skills, learn to conceptualize, recall what we have 
accomplished so far in a task, and build on experience. 

Beyond the basic cataloging of our past, it also remembers things that happened in a 
unique way. It can remember occurrences as events, not measured by minutes or hours, but 
rather as an internal experience with its own sense of time. This aspect of memory 
comprehends duration -- that is time beyond the now moment -- and creates depth, 
dimension and perspective. It also puts together composites of places and events and allows 
us to walk through them at will. 

We all work with meta-time and meta-space 
everyday yet think little of it. 

In an example of meta -time and -space, each of us can visualize places where we are not
now. For example a co-worker in your office an hour from you, might call you from your office 
and ask for the location of a book. In your mind you could move around in your office, open 
and close desk drawers and guide that co-worker in their search.

And in another example of meta -time and -space, I can go back into the past and walk 
through the house where I lived as a child. I can stand outside and see the door, the bushes 
and the windows -- then walk up the steps, open the front door and walk down the hallway, 
touching the walls with my hands and looking at the pictures hanging on the walls -- pictures 
that were there years ago and are not there now. When I taught a creative writing class, I 
used this idea as one of my exercises. Everyone was able to write a detailed description of a 
home that they had not visited in decades yet that they could conjure up in their memories.
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All of us have a remarkable capacity to move though meta -time and -space effortlessly. If,
for example, I asked you about a party you were at last Saturday that was held a hundred 
miles away, you would probably be able to walk around that party in your mind and tell me 
who was there, how they were dressed and what some of them said and recall in seconds 
things from the beginning, middle and end of the five hour party. Yet you might be hard 
pressed to say exactly what time -- i.e. clock time -- each thing happened, only that it 
occurred within the 'time frame' of the party.

This same meta capability works just as well for future events. For example, last spring I 
was involved in designing an exhibit of my digital photography. In my mind I ambled around 
the gallery space where the show was to be hung, made diagrams, looked at my work, not 
there yet, on the walls -- so that in my imagination I was actually able to walk through the 
exhibit that did not yet exist and rearrange furniture and displays.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram of my exhibit months before I set it up. (Rick Doble)

PICTURE CAPTION: The exhibit after I had put it together -- very much like my plan above.
(Rick Doble)
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To Summarize:
Human meta-time is a virtual time that we can access in our minds. In meta-time you can 

go forward and back in time and also into the future. The normal real world constraints do not 
apply in this virtual realm. 

Nevertheless, your personal meta-time must mesh or work in conjunction with objective 
time and cultural time, as I described earlier in this eBook. So when you are driving down the 
road thinking of the last time you saw your girl friend a hundred miles away and imagining 
what it will be like when you see her again, you'd better pay attention to stop lights up ahead 
and apply the brakes when a car in front of you stops unexpectedly.

PICTURE CAPTION: This wonderful composite self portrait shows the artist as he is now and
photos of him as a child, a young adult and also his parents -- not unlike the meta-time

described in this blog. 
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The Metaphor Of Consciousness
In Creation Myths

Recently I came across the book creation myths by David Maclagan. He emphasized that 
words and language were frequently key elements in creation stories around the world. Often 
words spoken by God or gods were what created the universe.

For example a Christian website said the following:
God spoke the universe into existence by a word. 
Genesis 1:20-21, 24 "And God said... and it was so."

It is well established that many 'primitive' (for lack of a better word) rituals and myths 
were/are based on metaphors derived from human existence and that these were/are used to
explain or to tell stories about the world in general. For example, a number of creation stories 
involve an egg, a womb, a pregnancy, a birth, a mother and a father. These clearly are 
metaphors taken from the human condition.

The "attribution of human traits, emotions, and intentions to non-human 
entities and is considered to be an innate tendency of human 
psychology" according to Wikipedia and is known as anthropomorphism 
and also personification. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropomorphism 

PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) A personification of winter in the form of "Old Man Winter."
        (Right) A personification of the North Wind blowing in a storm.
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What struck me was that 'words' are uniquely human. Further I believe that the invention 
of language and the development of language was a key element in the development of 
human consciousness. This led me to the idea of consciousness itself and how it came about 
-- a major question in science today.

David Maclagan makes the following point in his book creation myths about the unique 
power of language.

Because of its unique correspondence to the structure of the world -- 
because in effect, by articulating it, it creates that structure -- language 
has a power that is more than notative or descriptive.

I would also say this about the power of language: Separate tribes, separate groups of 
people each developed their own language. Their words were interconnected within their 
language and interconnected in relation to their culture and in relation to the world at large. So
each language created a complicated virtual world that had a reality all its own and that was 
shared by those who spoke it.

The journey from preconsciousness to consciousness must have been quite remarkable. 
But it was conscious verbal humans who invented stories of how the world came to exist. 
Since language had in a sense helped in the birth of their consciousness, it was also the 
perfect metaphor for how God or the gods created the Universe. 

So it occurred to me that some of these creation myths could also be stories of humans 
becoming conscious. To say it another way, the story of human beings building a complete 
and complex symbolic world through language -- in a sense creating a conscious world that 
had not existed before and which clearly separated them from all the other animals -- might 
have been the metaphorical basis for a number of creation myths. Humans creating a virtual 
world with words became a metaphor for God or gods using words to create the world. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) Athena was, among other things, the goddess and personification of
wisdom.

(Right) A figure who is the personification of geometry.

But there is another aspect to this use of language. The word 'word' is derived from the 
Latin verbum in which 'word' often indicates an action. 

...the nature of the world as we know it is marked, not only by man's 
material techniques, but by his use of language. The very word 'poetry' 
comes from a root which means 'to make'.               
David Maclagan, creation myths

'Word' is used in the sense of 'making' in the very first sentences in the Gospel of John in 
the New Testament of the Bible.

The Gospel of John (King James Version)
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the 
Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. All things were made
by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made.

As I have pointed out in my essay on language, actions in all languages are given a kind 
of time stamp, such as actions in the past, present or future. So not only does the 'word' 
create the world through actions, it also adds the element of time and places the world in 
time.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The old man who is a personification of the year just past (right) hands
over the symbols of time, the scythe and the hour glass, to the young baby (left) who is the

personification of the New Year.

A comprehensive study of creation stories and myths concluded that all of them included 
an understanding of time -- and this understanding was conveyed in the language of the 
culture in the telling of the creation myth.

In addition to reveling or expressing essential elements of particular 
cultures, creation myths, when compared, reveal certain universal or 
semi-universal patterns or motifs. The first and most important of these 
is the fact that the creation myth always expresses the given culture's, 
and, by extension, the overall human place and role in time and space; 
in the world and the cosmos. [ED: bolding is my emphasis] 
David A. Leeming, Creation Myths of the World - An Encyclopedia

EXCERPTS FROM VARIOUS CREATION STORIES

India
This story is from the second and fourth Brahmanas of the Brhad-
arayaka Upanishad, which was written in India in the 700s or 600s B.C. 
The principal actor in this story can be taken to be Praja-pati, the Lord of
Creation, or Brahma the Creator. (Quoted from the website listed next.)

In the beginning there was absolutely nothing, and what existed was 
covered by death and hunger. He thought, "Let me have a self", and he 
created the mind. 
http://www.gly.uga.edu/railsback/CS/CSSelf.html

 India
Rigveda X 129
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The Rigveda is part of the sacred texts of Hinduism known as the Vedas.
Veda means knowledge, i.e., awareness, consciousness.

Was neither Being nor Non-Being then...
No sign to mark day from night...

Poets, seeking by reflection in their selves
Made out, within Non-Being, Being's thread.

From David Maclagan, creation myths

Australian Aborigine

From an Australian Aborigine creation story:

There was a time when everything was still. All the spirits of the earth 
were asleep - or almost all. The great Father of All Spirits was the only 
one awake. Gently he awoke the Sun Mother. As she opened her eyes a
warm ray of light spread out towards the sleeping earth. The Father of 
All Spirits said to the Sun Mother,
"Mother, I have work for you. Go down to the Earth and awake the 
sleeping spirits. Give them forms."
Quoted from this website: 
http://www.cs.williams.edu/~lindsey/myths/myths.html

Mayan 

The Popol Vuh is the  creation story of the Quiche Maya of Guatemala. 
In this story, "the first real men are given life by the sole power of the 
word: 'It is said they only were made and not formed; they had no father,
they had no mother...Only by a miracle, by means of incantation, were 
they created and made by the Creator.'"
David Maclagan, creation myths

Judeo-Christian

In Genesis from the Old Testament of the Bible God creates the world 
with words:
And God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.  
After that He creates the rest of the world by speaking His commands.
Further He creates the stars so that humans can tell time
And God said, “Let there be lights in the vault of the sky to separate the 
day from the night, and let them serve as signs to mark sacred times, 
and days and years..."
Then He gives humans the power to invent their own words:
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And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and 
every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what he would 
call them: and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was 
the name thereof.
And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to 
every beast of the field; 
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+1  

It could be argued that when Adam and Eve ate from the 'tree of knowledge of good and 
evil' and because of that told God that they were naked and felt ashamed, that they had 
reached full consciousness. The innocence of preconsciousness, in which nakedness was be 
natural, was now lost to them.

NOTE: When the 'tree of knowledge of good and evil' was mentioned, 
the word 'knowledge' in Hebrew can also mean awareness. This also 
ties in with the notion of consciousness,since consciousness from the 
Latin means 'with knowledge' and after all what is knowledge but 
awareness. With this interpretation, then, eating the fruit from the 'tree of
awareness' caused a separation from the original state of oneness with 
nature -- and also indicated a separation since good and evil are 
particularly human and not animal concerns. For more about this please 
see:  http://www.creationtips.com/tree_of_knowledge.html  

As I have written: The cost of becoming conscious was quite high. Before consciousness 
humans had been part of nature. When they developed full consciousness, they were 
removed and separated from nature.

"Man is distinguished above all animals by his self-consciousness, by 
which he is a 'rational animal'."   
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason
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PICTURE CAPTION: In 1900 an allegorical woman representing the dawn and hope of the 20th
Century holds "a standard identifying her as "XXth Century". She has an electric light bulb atop

her head and stands on a winged wheel, representing Progress." 
Quoted from:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DawnOfTheCenturyMarchTwoStepPaull.jpg

CONCLUSION

The central idea of this blog-essay is pure speculation on my part. Yet I do believe there is 
a good chance that some creation myths contain information about how human 
consciousness occurred. In the quest to understand the beginnings of human consciousness, 
these myths might be a good place to start and could yield valuable clues about how 
consciousness developed.

Book Cited:
Maclagan, David. creation myths. New York: Thames & Hudson, Inc., 1977.
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PALEOLITHIC PEOPLE 
AND TIME
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The Genius Of Cavemen
More than 10,000 years before the earliest beginnings of civilization in Egypt and 

Mesopotamia and about 5,000 years even before the start of agriculture, cavemen were 
creating sophisticated and accurate paintings in color of animals that they hunted and ate.

In the pitch dark of the Altamira cave in Western Spain -- two hundred meters or so from 
the entrance -- they must have been aided by lamp or torch light. Deep inside they could only 
have painted from memory. And while the skill of these artists is as good as any modern 
painter, what impresses me the most is the accuracy of their work.

PICTURE CAPTION: Artist's conception of how cave drawings were made. 

While the particular bison they hunted, the steppe bison (Bison priscus), is now extinct, we
can gauge the accuracy of their paintings by looking at photographs of the closely related 
wisent or European bison (Bison bonasus).

In the next pictures compare a painting of a single bison cropped from a photograph of the
famous Polychrome Ceiling in the Altamira cave with a photograph of a European bison. 
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 PICTURE CAPTION: Cropped bison painting from a photograph of the polychrome rock
paintings at the Altamira Cave in Western Spain. About 15,000 years old, this painting was

created with a sophisticated airbrush technique. 

PICTURE CAPTION: European bison photograph. 
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To begin with it is clear that the cave painting is of a bison and no other animal. Next look 
at the back legs, the curve of the rump, the back bone, the angle of the head, the horns, etc.

While a painting like this might not seem that difficult, bear in mind that up until the 
photographs of Eadweard Muybridge in the 1870s no painter had depicted the movement of a
horse's legs correctly when galloping. No one had seen that all four legs left the ground at 
one point in a gallop -- which was only proved by Muybridge's sequential high speed 
photographs. Furthermore these painters knew horses quite well and had observed them 
close at hand, often for decades. My point is that accurately depicting an animal is not an 
easy task.

PICTURE CAPTION: Photograph of a galloping horse by Eadweard Muybridge that proved what
painters had not seen for centuries. 

As I said in my introduction to this eBook, "I believe it is the modern human -- i.e. Homo 
sapiens sapiens -- sense of time that is the key difference between humans and the other 
animals. And further I believe that time, as we experience it, is created by our uniquely human
brains..."

In the case of this Altamira bison painting, it appears that the human sense of time, i.e. 
memory, was exceptional. This drawing of the bison, which must have been drawn from 
memory, is proof that primitive humans had remarkable powers of recall as well as keen 
powers of observation. 

It is even quite possible that the cavemen's ability to remember was much better than 
ours, as non-literate societies had to rely on memory rather than the written word. This has 
been well documented in studies of the oral tradition, before literacy, in which very long works 
such as Homer's Iliad and Odyssey were often committed to memory, for example.

But even more than this, memory was a key component of the cave dwellers' ability to 
survive. In the hunting pictures seen next, we can see a coordinated bow and arrow attack on
a herd of animals. This attack required a number of memory and time related skills: a 
knowledge of animal habits, day to day, month to month, season to season; a plan of attack 
that coordinated the efforts of the hunters; and the preparation for the attack with the 
construction of bows, arrows and spears that were designed for the greatest effect in the 
hunt.
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PICTURE CAPTION: "Hunting Scene" from the Cave of the Horses of Valltorta in Eastern Spain.
Such an attack required knowledge of the animal's habits plus planning, coordination and

preparation. 
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 PICTURE CAPTION: Arrowheads. These are much more sophisticated than it appears to us
moderns.

PICTURE CAPTION: Detailed description of arrowhead construction. 
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The Moderncentric Bias Against
Prehistoric Cultures: Part 1

We are all biased. There is no getting around it. This is not a criticism. This is simply a 
fact. Each of our cultures teaches us to think, act and follow rules in certain ways. We are so 
immersed in our own culture -- from the time we are born -- we are often unaware of our 
biases. Yet when we travel or come into contact with people from another culture, the mental 
filter of our society can make it hard to grasp what might be right in front of our eyes.

Like fish unaware of living in water, people tend to be unaware of being 
totally enveloped by their culture.
Kalyanpur & Harry, 1997; 1999

When we look at those who are different from ourselves, we are often in 
the position of a deaf man who sees a bunch of people with fiddles and 
drums, jumping around every which way, and thinks they are crazy. He 
cannot hear the music, so he doesn't see that they are dancing
(Myerhoff 1978) (Nanda & Warms 2007)

This idea of cultural bias originated in anthropology -- especially when it came to the study
of 'primitive' societies by people from 'advanced developed' nations. But this idea also works 
equally well when considering and excavating prehistoric cultures -- such as the Neolithic.

Anthropologists have called cultural bias:
ethnocentrism

I call a sense of modern superiority:
moderncentrism

By moderncentrism and moderncentric I mean the belief that modern people are more 
advanced, more intelligent, more developed than the 'barbarian, primitive, superstitious, stone
age people of the past.' And, I might add, this attitude is also often directed at contemporary 
indigenous societies and 'third world' or 'developing' countries.
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Yet for the last 200,000 years humans have had the same brain and the same intelligence.
No culture is more advanced than another. Each culture adapted to its particular conditions.
[http://genealogyreligion.net/classifying-cultures-grade-v-clade] 

 Although, of course, some societies are more powerful than others or more dominant or 
have more sophisticated technology -- but that is another question entirely.

WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL CHANGING OUR BIASES MAKE?

If we assume prehistoric people were intelligent, we can then make connections that we 
would not make otherwise. Using a term from psychology, we can give ourselves 
*permission* to look for signs of intelligence. Take the example of the discovery of 
sophisticated cave paintings in the Cave of Altamira about 100 years ago. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_Altamira] 

PICTURE CAPTION: Polychrome rock paintings of bison in the Cave of Altamira, Spain. 

Altamira, "was the first cave in which prehistoric cave paintings were 
discovered. When the discovery was first made public in 1880, it led to a
bitter public controversy between experts which continued into the early 
20th century, as many of them did not believe prehistoric man had the 
intellectual capacity to produce any kind of artistic expression. The 
acknowledgement of the authenticity of the paintings, which finally came
in 1902, changed forever the perception of prehistoric human beings."
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_of_Altamira] 

Unfortunately for the man who discovered the cave, Marcelino Sanz de Sautuola  
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcelino_Sanz_de_Sautuola], the controversy was more than an
argument between experts. Sautuola's finding was ridiculed at the Prehistorical Congress in 
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Lisbon in 1880 by prehistoric art expert Émile Cartailhac whose arguments were so 
convincing members of the Congress did not feel the need to visit Altamira to see for 
themselves. But then it got worse.  "Sautuola was even accused of forgery. A fellow 
countryman maintained that the paintings had been produced by a contemporary artist, on 
Sautuola's orders. (Wikipedia.org)" Before the controversy was settled, Sautuola died at an 
early age. Some believe he died young because of these accusations.

PICTURE CAPTION: Marcelino Sanz de Sautuola  

Finally in 1902 after other caves had been discovered with similar art, Sautuola's harshest 
critic, Cartailhac, did agree that the paintings were authentic and apologized to Sautuola's 
daughter (who had actually found the cave) and then to the world in a famous article, Mea 
culpa d'un sceptique. He flatly admitted he was wrong and that he had done damage to the 
name of a good man and to the discipline of prehistoric art -- and further that he had 
dismissed the authenticity of the cave paintings without investigating.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Sautuola's daughter 

After Altamira was discovered over 10 more major caves with extensive artwork were 
found across Europe, caves which had been there for at least 10,000 years, but which no one
had looked for. And as of this writing, "Nearly 340 caves have now been discovered in France
and Spain that contain art from prehistoric times. (Wikipedia.org)"

It seemed that once people realized prehistoric cave paintings did exist, they could then 
go out and find new caves -- caves that had been there all along.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Picasso was so impressed by the skill and impact of the cave paintings at
Altamira and Lascaux he was reported to have said, "We have learned nothing." Others quoted

him as saying, "We have invented nothing." 

SO WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

In a detailed article about prehistoric art, author Paul Bouissac makes the point that 100 
years after the discovery of Altamira, many professionals today still carry a moderncentric 
bias:

Moreover, prehistoric "art" has variously been characterized as 
"primitive", "childish", "magic", "hallucinatory", etc., in other words as 
lacking "sophistication", "maturity", "rationality", and "normality"...The 
specialized literature still abounds [ED: this was written around the year 
2000] in theories whose authors purport to demonstrate that the 
prehistoric agencies [ED: e.g., cavemen] who produced these signs of 
pictorial activities lacked full (that is, modern) cognitive competence, or 
had reached only an early stage of mental development...
[http://www.semioticon.com/frontline/probing_prehistoric_cultures.htm] 

AND HOW DOES THIS APPLY TO NEOLITHIC CULTURE?

There has been a long running controversy about the ability of Neolithic people, in 
particular, to make structures or devices that were astronomically sophisticated.

This idea that ancient people, long before Greece, Rome or Babylon, were skilled 
astronomers has been around for over 100 years. Joseph Norman Lockyer 
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[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Lockyer], a well respected scientist who discovered the 
element helium and founded and edited the journal Nature, suggested in his book, 
Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments Astronomically Considered (1906) 
[http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/eng/sac/index.htm], that Stonehenge and other British 
monuments contained astronomical alignments. He was also concerned that many of these 
structures were going to disappear -- and that their secrets might be lost.

One reason for doing so [ED: Writing his book about British stone 
monuments] was that in consequence of the supineness of successive 
Governments, and the neglect and wanton destruction by individuals, 
the British monuments are rapidly disappearing.
Norman Lockyer, Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments 
Astronomically Considered, 1906

Yet Lockyer's ideas were not well received. As with Altamira the opinion during his time 
was that ancient Britons could not have achieved a high level of astronomical sophistication. 
So it took about another 60 years before scientists began to seriously consider the possibility 
of alignments in the large number of prehistoric monuments in Britain and also Ireland.

The following quote from  the US space agency NASA -- *the* authority on precise 
alignments (think of the Moon and Mars missions) -- is about the Neolithic passage tomb  
known as Newgrange in Ireland that was built about 5200 years ago.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newgrange] 

Once a year, at the winter solstice the sun shines directly along the long 
passage into the chamber for about 17 minutes and illuminates the 
chamber floor. This alignment is too precise to be widely considered to 
be formed by chance. Professor M. J. O'Kelly was the first person in 
modern times to observe this event on December 21, 1967.
[http://spacemath.gsfc.nasa.gov/SED11/P8Newgrange.pdf] 

Confirming the alignment of an ancient stone monument is controversial -- as it should be 
since many apparent alignments can happen by chance. Yet I feel the possibility of significant 
alignments should always be considered and tested.

But the task might be more complicated than finding familiar alignments. Some 
alignments, which are not important to us moderns, apparently were quite important to the 
ancients -- such as the 18.6 year lunar standstill cycle -- as this alignment has been found in a
number of monuments.

Why do I care? My reason for wondering about astronomical alignments is simple. The 
sky, the heavens, the moon, the sun and the stars were the clock for the ancients. This is how
they told time. And if we can understand what they measured and calculated, we might gain a
better understanding of their sense of time and how that understanding developed.

WHY BOTHER?

Why should we care about Neolithic peoples and culture? Quite simply -- because they 
are us!
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And that is not just a metaphor. They are our ancestors, our great-great-great-etc-
grandparents. Without their knowledge and skills they would not have survived which means 
we would not be alive today -- and we would not have the civilization we have today.

Plus in a very real sense we will be reclaiming our past, our heritage -- where we actually 
came from.

The arrival of the new stone age, the Neolithic, was the single most 
momentous shift in all of our history. It was the moment we stopped 
being hunter-gatherers roaming from place to place and became 
farmers tied to the land and to the seasons. Everything we consider part 
of the modern world...all of that has its roots in the Neolithic.
Neil Oliver, Archaeologist, A History of Ancient Britain, BBC Two

From the point of view of civilization, time -- as we understand it today -- began with the 
Neolithic change from nomadic hunter-gatherers to people living sedentary lives in houses, 
growing crops and keeping animals. The human sense of time -- about the past, the present 
and the future -- would never be the same once the Neolithic Revolution was in place. It set 
the stage for all other civilizations -- the ones we are more familiar with, the ones who have 
gotten better press coverage -- such as Egypt, Greece and Rome. The Neolithic was the 
foundation for these empires and more importantly for today's modern world.
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The Moderncentric Bias Against
Prehistoric Cultures: Part 2

The Moderncentric Bias Against Old Stone Age Societies

In Part 1 of this two part blog, I offered the term moderncentrism. By moderncentric I 
mean the modern sense of superiority that sees prehistoric societies as inferior.

And what does this have to do with this blog, Deconstructing Time? There are a number of
theories that Upper Paleolithic people, about 15,000 years ago, had a sophisticated 
understanding of astronomy -- which to me means they may have had a sophisticated 
understanding of time, since the stars, moon and the heavens were their clock. And if they 
did, I want to understand it -- because their sense of time might shed light on our 
contemporary understanding of time.

Unfortunately there is also a more powerful contrary opinion which holds that these people
were not capable of such complex thought.

I believe that much, but not all, of the rejection of these theories comes from a 
moderncentric point of view. So in this blog I want to discuss the biases against old stone age,
Paleolithic, people in particular -- you know, the cavemen everyone makes fun of.

BIAS #1:
OLD STONE AGE PEOPLE WERE BARBARIC SAVAGES

Think this attitude is long gone? Think again. Here is a current quote from the online 
Encyclopedia Britannica of April 2014:

The Neolithic Revolution:Toward the end of the last ice age, some 
15,000 to 20,000 years ago, a few of the communities that were most 
favored by geography and climate began to make the transition from the
long period of Paleolithic, or Old Stone Age, savagery [ED. my 
emphasis] to a more settled way of life depending on animal husbandry 
and agriculture. 
[http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/1350805/history-of-
technology/10392/The-Neolithic-Revolution] 

From the Google dictionary
DEFINITION OF 'SAVAGE'
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Noun:
1. (chiefly in historical or literary contexts) a member of a people 
regarded as primitive and uncivilized.
synonyms: barbarian, wild man, wild woman, primitive
2. a brutal or vicious person.
synonyms: brute, beast, monster, barbarian, sadist, animal
Adjective:
1. (of an animal or force of nature) fierce, violent, and uncontrolled.
2. cruel and vicious; aggressively hostile.
synonyms: vicious, brutal, cruel, sadistic, ferocious, fierce, violent, 
bloody, murderous, homicidal, bloodthirsty

PICTURE CAPTION: Stereotypical view of an old stone age man with the obligatory club in
hand. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: These are drawings of wild men or savages by Durer in the 15th century. 

The characterization of any prehistoric people as barbaric savages has been around since
the Romans. For example, when the invading Roman General Suetonius was about to go into
battle against tribes of Britons in England, he said to his troops:"Despise the savage uproar, 
the yells and shouts of undisciplined Barbarians," according to the Roman author Tacitus. 
[http://www.athenapub.com/britsite/tacitus1.htm]

From the Google dictionary
DEFINITION OF 'BARBARIAN'
Noun:
(in ancient times) a member of a community or tribe not belonging to 
one of the great civilizations (Greek, Roman, Christian).
an uncultured or brutish person.
synonyms: savage, heathen, brute, beast, wild man/woman
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PICTURE CAPTION: Uncivilized barbarians destroying everything in their path as they attacked
the Romans in 451 CE. Notice the helpless bound woman and naked child being trampled by

horses at the bottom of this 19th century drawing. 

While the tribes of Briton were not stone age people, they were seen by the classical world
as wild beasts who were less than human -- as savage and uncivilized. Therefore they could 
be conquered and dominated. And this word 'savage' was later used to justify the domination 
of other 'savage' people by a number of colonial powers throughout history. For example, the 
Indians of North and South America were seen as savages by the English, Spanish and 
Portuguese. Read a detailed exploration of these concepts from the contemporary Berkshire 
Encyclopedia of World History. 
[http://pzacad.pitzer.edu/~dsegal/1492/Other%20Pages/Civilization%20and%20for
%20Encyclopedia%20of%20World%20History.pdf] 

I believe the loaded words 'savage' and 'barbaric' are a kind of name calling with little 
substance. As I will show later in this blog, stone age people had a sophisticated knowledge 
of their world. They studied and understood in depth a number of things that we modern 
people are ignorant about.

"Savages we call them because their manners differ from ours." 
Benjamin Franklin
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However, a characterization of savagery, that has been around for thousands of years and
continues to this day, will be hard to discard. To get rid of this notion, we must become aware 
of our prejudices.

Here is a current blog on the Internet that shows how easily the words 
caveman, barbarian and savage are accepted in contemporary thought: 
Curing the Caveman Mentality : "I'm sure that the 'finger pointing' blame-
game approach for determining responsibility dates back well into 
prehistoric times. Battles between Harry B. Barbarian and Charlie Q. 
Savage were likely fought..."
[http://blog.k2sg.com/2011/03/17/curing-the-caveman-mentality/] 

About a 100 years ago, Sir James George Frazer, author of The Golden Bough, was 
perhaps the first writer to attempt a modern understanding of 'primitive' people. Yet even he 
could not avoid the bias of his age. He used the word 'savage' 229 times in the book and 
variations of 'barbaric' 47 times. He wrote, "Contempt and ridicule or abhorrence and 
denunciation are too often the only recognition vouchsafed to the savage and his ways."

Oddly this tone, which continues throughout the book, has drawn little attention. But it is 
typical of the attitude of people living in 'advanced' civilizations -- note that even the word 
advanced  has the same tinge of superiority.

A savage hardly conceives the distinction commonly drawn by more 
advanced peoples between the natural and the supernatural...Along with
the view of the world as pervaded by spiritual forces, savage man has a 
different, and probably still older, conception in which we may detect a 
germ of the modern notion of natural law or the view of nature as a 
series of events occurring in an invariable order without the intervention 
of personal agency.
Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough

BIAS #2:
MODERN PEOPLE ARE MORE INTELLIGENT 

THAN STONE AGE PEOPLE

Quite simply this is not true. According to anthropologists, about 200,000 years ago Homo 
sapiens sapiens evolved and they were anatomically modern humans with the same brain 
that we have today.

"One of the traps we have to avoid, I think, is that we shouldn't think 
people back in those times were dumber, not so bright, not so intelligent.
So far as we know, they had brains exactly like ours. And if they 
survived in the conditions in which they lived, they were probably a lot 
smarter on their feet than most of us are today."
Prehistorian Prof. Trevor Watkins
[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWLbQjbqGfs]

'Nuf said.
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BIAS #3: 
STONE AGE PEOPLE DID NOT HAVE THE SOPHISTICATION TO

UNDERSTAND COMPLEX PHENOMENA IN ANY DEPTH

NOTE: Since the focus of this blog is about time, I will go into some detail about stone age
cultures and astronomy -- because the moon, sun and stars were the clock for Paleolithic 
people.

In an article, Prehistoric Astronomers? Ancient Knowledge Created By Modern Myth, Dr. 
Emilia Pasztor glibly dismissed theories and possible evidence of complex Upper Paleolithic 
astronomy, yet acknowledged in a rather condescending tone that "members of prehistoric 
societies would have acquired a certain level of knowledge and understanding of the celestial 
landscape." 
[http://journalofcosmology.com/Consciousness159.html]

Dr. Emilia Pasztor's statement plays to our stereotypes about 'cavemen' as illiterate 
savages. Yet if you were suddenly transported back to Paleolithic times, I believe that you 
would be the one who was illiterate and they instead would be the sophisticated ones who 
could read the night sky effortlessly and in detail.

Rather than a limited knowledge of the celestial landscape, it is more likely that Upper 
Paleolithic people had a complex understanding of the night sky, one they had been taught 
and studied since birth -- a knowledge that had been handed down for thousands of years. It 
is quite possible they were able to read the stars, moon, and planets like a book. And not just 
any book, but rather a sacred book they had grown up with and memorized cover to cover, 
with perhaps constellations as chapters and stars as verses.

Most modern people today are lucky if they can find one or two constellations.

Plus as we all know, when you learn something from a very early age, it becomes second 
nature and part of your world. In addition it is also quite likely that from time to time over 
thousands of years, a particularly brilliant star gazer would have been born who would have 
added to the existing knowledge, just as Isaac Newton single-handedly added to scientific 
knowledge in the west.

But am I overreaching in my assumptions or is there evidence? It turns out that there is a 
wealth of evidence from a living stone age people, the Aborigines who live in Australia today 
and who have been there for about 40,000 years -- years before the stone age paintings, for 
example, were made at the Lascaux Cave in France.
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PICTURE CAPTION: This confusing carpet of stars was familiar to Paleolithic people -- it was
possibly like a book that they knew how to read from hour to hour, day to day, month to month

and year to year. 

"Of such importance is a knowledge of the stars to the Aborigines in 
their night journeys and of their positions denoting particular seasons of 
the year, that astronomy is considered one of the principal branches of 
education." (Dawson 1881)

"The Aborigines of the desert are aware of every star in their firmament, 
down to the fourth magnitude, and most, if not all, of these stars would 
have myths associated with them." (Mountford 1976)

Each member of an Aboriginal desert tribe was expected to know about 500 stars plus the 
constellations and myths associated with them. And more than 300 of those stars were quite 
dim  (4th magnitude). They were even aware of the color of a number of stars. In addition this 
information was passed down orally for perhaps a thousand generations.
[http://cosmoquest.org/forum/archive/index.php/t-148331.html]

Nevertheless, none of the above proves that Upper Paleolithic people understood complex
astronomical phenomena such as the yearly cycle of the zodiac -- it just means that it was 
possible.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Graphic of the ecliptic path, the path that the sun, moon and planets follow
during the year. While stone age people probably saw and named different constellations in

what became later known as the zodiac in the west (this particular word from the Greek meaning
"circle of animals"), the paths of the sun, planets, and moon would still have passed through

these same groupings of stars no matter what the culture. It is quite likely that the phases of the
moon were used as a monthly calendar, but that the rotating zodiac was used to keep track of
time in relation to the yearly cycle and the changing seasons -- which was essential as time-

keeping based only on the moon goes out of sync with the seasons. 

But astronomy was probably only part of the complex expertise of Paleolithic peoples.

During the day, these people probably knew their landscape in detail. Based on evidence 
from contemporary hunter-gatherer societies, stone age people knew about wild plants, for 
example: what was edible, how to prepare them, where they were located and when they 
should be harvested. And they knew which ones were poisonous. Modern people would not 
have a clue. In short Paleolithic people could read the sky, plants and the environment with a 
sophisticated knowledge.

Indeed, foraging peoples are legendary for their vast stores of local 
zoological and botanical knowledge. Lee, for example, writes that !Kung 
"tools and techniques of gathering are relatively simple" but the 
"knowledge of plant identification, growth, ripeness, and location . . . is 
extremely complex, and the !Kung women are highly skilled at 
distinguishing useful from nonuseful or dangerous plants and at finding 
and bringing home sufficient quantities of the best food species 
available." (Dobe !Kung 37)
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Michelle Scalise Sugiyama and Lawrence S. Sugiyama, Use Of Oral 
Tradition To Buffer Foraging Risk 
[http://pages.uoregon.edu/sugiyama/docs/HungryforMore97%5B1%5D.p
df]

BIAS #4: 
STONE AGE PEOPLE WERE ILLITERATE

Okay, stone age people probably did not have a written language -- but that was for a very
simple reason. They did not need it. As we know "necessity is the mother of invention" and in 
their case there was no necessity.

Writing was only developed when human settlements became large and complicated. We 
now know that writing was originally invented for accounting -- for example, for keeping track 
of grain and supplies in the big cities of the Middle East.

Yet many people feel that literacy is an essential part of culture.

"All the known world, excepting only savage nations, is governed by 
books." 
Voltaire

And while they did not have a written language, they had a spoken language -- which, 
according to the current thinking in linguistics 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_complexity], was not primitive but capable of complex 
thought and concepts.

What the hunter-gatherers had was an oral tradition  which often used memory in a 
sophisticated manner -- and I suspect they were much better at remembering things than we 
are today for precisely the reasons that Socrates stated next. No less than the giant intellect 
of Socrates distrusted the written word and felt that a good memory was far superior. In 
Plato's Phaedrus Socrates recounts a story about the Egyptian god, Theuth, the inventor of  
writing, who explains his great invention to the god/king Thamus. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_tradition]

"This invention, O king," said Theuth, "will make the Egyptians wiser and
will improve their memories; for it is an elixir of memory and wisdom that
I have discovered." But Thamus replied, "Most ingenious Theuth...you, 
who are the father of letters, have been led by your affection to ascribe 
to them a power the opposite of that which they really possess. For this 
invention will produce forgetfulness in the minds of those who learn to 
use it, because they will not practice their memory. Their trust in 
writing...will discourage the use of their own memory within them. You 
have invented an elixir not of memory, but of reminding; and you offer 
your pupils the appearance of wisdom, not true wisdom..."
[http://www.english.illinois.edu/-
people-/faculty/debaron/482/482readings/phaedrus.html]

NOTE: Even the word 'prehistoric' -- which originally was an unbiased word meaning that part of history before written 
records -- now has a negative connotation.
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BIAS #5: 
PALEOLITHIC PEOPLE USED PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY, 

THAT OF STONE

While the term 'stone age' carries with it the most negative connotations, the reality is that 
stone was their material, their medium. These people were masters of stone. They knew a 
variety of stones, their properties, where to find them, how to mine them, how to shape them, 
etc. They also knew how to attach wooden handles to stone implements or arrow heads to a 
shaft. The beautiful paintings on cave walls that have survived as long as 30,000 years were 
made from powdered stone paint that was applied to stone walls.

PICTURE CAPTION: Lithic flake. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Lithic core -- the piece that gets shaped by the removal of lithic flakes. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Finished flint knife - shaped so that a handle could be attached to it. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Stone sculpture of horse head from the same period as Lascaux. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 'Primitive' polychrome cave paintings were made with red, yellow, black,
brown, and violet paints. The paints were produced from powdered stone mixed with binders
using a type of spray painting technique. The stone pigments were then applied to the stone

walls of the cave. This particular group of paintings, illustrated here from the cave at Lascaux,
has lasted about 17,000 years, 12,000 years longer than the Egyptian pyramids. But, of course,

we should not forget that these are unsophisticated works by savages incapable of complex
thought. 

During the Stone Age, humans fashioned tools from a variety of rocks, 
including flint, chert, basalt and sandstone. These materials were initially
collected as loose rocks and, as demand grew, openpit and 
underground mining methods were developed. At some point...early 
humans discovered that certain minerals can be used to make paint. 
From natural pigments, such as manganese oxide, hematite and 
goethite, early artists created life-like images of bison, deer, mammoth 
and other Paleolithic animals. What compelled these artists to dig 
minerals out of the ground, grind them to fine powders, mix them with 
various binders (animal fat, saliva, water, blood) and apply them to cave 
walls hidden from view is unknown.
A look at the history of mining, Mining Engineering Online
[http://www.mineralseducationcoalition.org/sites/default/files/uploads/july
_2013pres_entirearticle_mining_history.pdf]

In the painted caves of western Europe, namely in France and Spain, 
we witness the earliest unequivocal evidence of the human capacity to 
interpret and give meaning to our surroundings. Through these early 
achievements in representation and abstraction, we see a newfound 
mastery of the environment and a revolutionary accomplishment in the 
intellectual development of humankind.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
[http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/lasc/hd_lasc.htm]
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Lamp of Lascaux, carbon dated to about 17,000 BP.  Discovered in
the floor of the Lascaux cave, this lamp shows the remarkable skill of Upper Paleolithic people.

It is constructed of sandstone with a precise geometry. 

The (exterior) oval bowl of the lamp of Lascaux is an almost perfect 
geometrical figure, of which the carving, according to craftsmen, has 
been done directly into the mass of sandstone...Some colleagues, like 
M. Delporte, believe that the eye of the Palaeolithic artist was better than
the eye of a modern technician, and that for the sake of beauty of form, 
he obtained an astonishing precision.
Beaune, S., White R., Ice Age Lamps , Scientific American, March 
1993.[http://donsmaps.com/lascauxlamp.html]

CONCLUSION: 
DISCARDING OUR MODERNCENTRIC POINT OF VIEW

When it comes to astronomy, we moderns do not spend much time looking up at the stars 
as they are not important to us. When we do, we rarely take the half hour or more required to 
let our eyes adjust to full night vision. We have not spent the hundreds of hours it would take 
to learn to see the sky as groupings rather than a confusing carpet of lights. We do not know 
the constellations; we do not know how the constellations and stars relate to the seasons and 
the time of night. We are not familiar with the movements of the planets, the constellations of 
the zodiac and we even are often unaware of such basic events as the spring and fall equinox
and the winter and summer solstice -- events which were crucial to early humans. As a result I
think it is very hard for us to understand how vital astronomy was to Paleolithic people.
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And it is also important for us modern people to remember that until Galileo -- a mere 400 
years ago -- the stars were quite mysterious. People did not know what they were -- but few 
thought of them as distant suns, like our Sun. In fact Giordana Bruno was burned at the stake,
in part, for suggesting this only 410 years ago.

"We have not the reverent feeling for the rainbow that a savage has, 
because we know how it is made. We have lost as much as we gained 
by prying into that matter." 
Mark Twain

Since Dr. Emilia Pasztor felt he had the right and knowledge to assume that "members of 
prehistoric societies would have acquired a certain level of knowledge and understanding of 
the celestial landscape," I will take the liberty to make my own assumptions based on 
evidence from hunter-gatherers.

Bronislaw Malinowski, the important early anthropologist stated that the 
"goal of the anthropologist, or ethnographer, is 'to grasp the native's 
point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his world'. " 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bronis%C5%82aw_Malinowski]

IF WE TRY "TO GRASP THE NATIVE'S POINT OF VIEW," 
I THINK IT IS REASONABLE TO POSTULATE THE

FOLLOWING 
ABOUT THE UPPER PALEOLITHIC VIEW OF THE STARS.

* The landscape of the stars -- the celestial landscape as Dr. Emilia Pasztor called it -- was
as familiar to Upper Paleolithic people as the landscape of the ground. Living in the open 
much of the time meant there was ample time at night, lying on the ground looking up, to 
observe the sky.

* Children would be exposed to the night sky from birth and would probably be given 
instructions about the stars from an early age.

* These people were in a sense comfortable with the night sky, it was a place where they 
spent a lot of time and that they used for a guide. While the terrestrial landscape did change 
with storms, floods, volcanoes, lightning, earthquakes and snow, the night sky remained 
about the same year after year. It was something they could depend on to be constant.

* Based on a wealth of data from hunter-gatherer societies and texts from ancient 
civilizations such as Sumer, Babylon and Greece, it is quite likely that groups of stars were 
seen as constellations of mythical figures. Constellations had stories associated with them 
which helped people remember them.

* Paleolithic people were able to recognize the stars and constellations in all kinds of 
weather and lunar phases. So, for example, the stars looked quite different on a hazy night 
under a full moon or at dawn or dusk than they did when the moon was new and the sky was 
clear. These people also were able to identify constellations at varying angles and recognize 
parts of constellations when they set and rose.
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* The unpolluted skies of Paleolithic times offered a better view of the sky than today.

* They were not only masters of stone but also of fire. They knew how to build fires in 
combination with stone to store or reflect heat over many hours.

* The color temperature [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_temperature] of an ember fire 
would have been perfect for staying warm while not interfering with the eye's ability to adjust 
to the dark sky and to continue to see the night sky once eyes had adjusted. Read more 
about this in an article about star gazing 
[http://www.skyandtelescope.com/howto/basics/3304001.html?page=3&c=y].

PICTURE CAPTION: Fire with embers. 

Based on evidence from contemporary indigenous people and these reasonable 
assumptions, I believe it is likely that old stone age hunter-gatherers did know the stars quite 
well and, after tens of thousands of years, began to see patterns and cycles. It is also likely 
that they felt the need to depict on the walls of caves some of the mythological figures they 
saw in the stars. However, long held beliefs about 'primitive cultures', in archaeology and 
other fields, dismiss such theories.

"Evidence that contradicts the ruling belief system is held to 
extraordinary standards, while evidence that entrenches it is uncritically 
accepted."
Carl Sagan

Writing about a similar attitude in the United Kingdom Dr. Lionel Sims said that there is, 
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"a deep assumption within archaeology that such is the complexity of 
the moon's horizon properties compared to those of the sun, that 
farming cultures just emerging out of foraging [ED. meaning old stone 
age] lack the sophistication to design monuments with lunar alignments. 
This view is contradicted by that of anthropology, which sees hunter-
gatherers as fully human, as 'sophisticated' as agriculturalists, and who 
use lunar cycles to time their ritual life (Knight 1991, Sims 2006)."

He further added:

"Science should not be limited to the socio-political pressures of 
institutional acceptance."
A new model instead "both explains the findings of archaeoastronomy 
and at the same time integrates those findings that remain from 
archaeology and anthropology."
Lionel Sims, Ph.D.
[http://journalofcosmology.com/AncientAstronomy107.html]

WHY DOES A 
MODERNCENTRIC ATTITUDE MATTER?

A moderncentric attitude, that sees stone age people as inferior, damages our 
understanding of the past  and our understanding of how we as humans developed. "Deep 
assumptions" as Dr. Lionel Sims calls them stand in the way of truth.

In addition, criticisms that play to our prejudices need to be discredited. Dr. Emilia Pasztor,
for example, while dismissing possible astronomical evidence, never explained his statement 
that nevertheless "members of prehistoric societies would have acquired a certain level of 
knowledge and understanding of the celestial landscape." This statement is vague and 
unscientific and plays to our assumptions that "a certain knowledge" by stone age people 
means that their understanding would not be very complex.  But I could just as easily say: A 
person today with a college degree would have acquired a certain level of knowledge and 
understanding of written material. And in this case we would assume, because they were 
college educated, that they would be quite proficient.

If archaeologists and others in the field want to hold onto their assumptions, they need to 
put them to the test. These assumptions need to be out in the open and subject to scientific 
scrutiny. Then let the chips fall where they may. But assumptions, almost by definition, are a 
bit hidden -- like unwritten rules.

About 100 years ago Sir James George Frazer, author of The Golden Bough, did set the 
proper tone for investigating people of the past and stone age cultures in general.
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For when all is said and done our resemblances to the savage are still 
far more numerous than our differences from him; and what we have in 
common with him, and deliberately retain as true and useful, we owe to 
our savage forefathers who slowly acquired by experience and 
transmitted to us by inheritance those seemingly fundamental ideas 
which we are apt to regard as original and intuitive. We are like heirs to 
a fortune which has been handed down for so many ages that the 
memory of those who built it up is lost, and its possessors for the time 
being [ED. meaning us] regard it as having been an original and 
unalterable possession...
Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough, Chapter  23, Our Debt 
to the Savage
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THE NEOLITHIC 
SENSE OF TIME
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The Ancient Manipulation of Time:
Part 1

As I wrote in my blog The Genius of Cavemen, early human beings had remarkable 
powers of recall, powers that allowed them to accurately draw bison from memory.

It is only recently that scholars have agreed that they also were keen observers of the sun,
the moon, the stars, the planets and the seasons. This, of course, required a number of skills:
accurate long term observations and memory of those observations, the ability to pass along 
that information to others and to pass down that info from generation to generation, and the 
ability to extract long term patterns in the celestial movements. Comprehending these 
movements was essential for survival as it told people when to plant and harvest. As I have 
said from the beginning of this blog, humans could do this because they had a superior 
memory and sense of time which allowed them to understand time as no other animal had 
done.

Yet the implications are even more profound. By accurately observing the past and 
projecting that behavior into the future, humans could now, in a limited way, use time as a 
resource. They could manipulate time. Being able to predict meant that they not only knew 
when to plant, but when to start preparing months before the seeds went in the ground plus 
how much grain to store for the winter and how much fire wood to cut. They had, to use the 
modern term, a handle on time.

The following pictures from prehistoric and ancient astronomy show both the early interest 
in astronomy and something about the extent of knowledge, although our full understanding 
of what humans knew back then will always be incomplete.

For a good listing of our current knowledge about this era, go to Archaeoastronomy: 
(Prehistoric Astronomers) on the Ancient Wisdom site in the UK.

Ironically, the advent of modern computers has made it easier to verify these astronomical 
calculators of the past -- because the complex movements of the planets thousands of years 
ago, for example, were quite difficult to simulate until now.

Yet what you will read in this article is only the beginning of ancient wisdom -- in my next 
blog I will show how, about 3800 years ago, discoveries were made in astronomy, 
astronomical science and technology which led directly to the modern day computer and our 
modern way of life. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Goseck Circle in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany, built around 4900 BCE, is
the oldest solar observatory discovered so far. The two southern openings line up with the two
solstices plus it could have been used to reconcile the monthly lunar cycle with the solar year.

Built by stone age peoples and only recently discovered, it reveals a sophistication that modern
archaeologists had not thought possible. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram showing the openings that correspond to the two solstices. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: It is now generally accepted that Stonehenge in England, built and
reworked over a number of years between 3100 and 1600 BCE, was both a kind of clock that

lined up with the sun during solstices and equinoxes and was possibly a astronomical calculator
that could predict eclipses and other celestial occurrences. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Gathering of people to see the sunrise on the summer solstice at
Stonehenge 2005.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Nebra Sky Disk is the earliest -- ca. 1600 BCE -- accurate
astronomical picture of the sky. Relatively small and portable it had the ability to reconcile the

monthly lunar cycle with the solar year and could be used to predict when to plant. It was found
not far from the Goseck Circle, but fabricated more than 3000 years later in the Bronze Age. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Southern star panel of the earliest Egyptian star catalog, known as the
Egyptian Celestial Diagram, ca. 1470 BCE. It was found in the Tomb of Senemut. This shows

the intense interest Egyptians had in mapping the heavens in detail. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Copy of a chart that served as a night clock during the Egyptian month of
Thoth, ca. 1140 BCE. The name of star is on the right, the hour on the left and the position of the

star is indicated in the column. 

PICTURE CAPTION: The month of Thoth was associated with the God Thoth. 
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The God Thoth, "invented all the arts and sciences, astronomy...and 
most important of all - writing. ...he was the first of magicians and 
compiled books of magic which contained 'formulas which commanded 
all the forces of nature and subdued the very gods themselves'." 
(Quoted from www.thewhitegoddess.co.uk) 

 

PICTURE CAPTION: Model of an Egyptian sundial or shadow clock. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Plowing in Egypt ca. 1200 BCE. 

Civilization was only possible because agriculture created a surplus of food. This 
ample supply of food was due in large part to a precise knowledge of the changing and
repeating seasons that was uncovered by astronomy. The insights of astronomy were 
discovered because humans were able to see and grasp long term repeating patterns.
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Computing The Winter Solstice 
At Newgrange:

Was Neolithic Science Equal To 
Or Better Than Ancient Greek Or

Roman Science?
 This blog has been reprinted at the Newgrange website in Ireland

 http://www.newgrange.com/winter-solstice-newgrange.htm

Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.
Galileo Galilei

The purpose of this article is to compare the scientific accuracy and precision of two 
methods of determining the day of the winter solstice: that of the Neolithic builders of the 
Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland around 3000 BCE and that of the Roman Empire 3000 
years later around 0 CE. It is my contention that the Neolithic method of capturing light in a 
massive 'spot dial' was equal to or superior to the Roman method of sighting the sun at noon 
over a period of days and then interpolating the time of the solstice. I believe I can support 
this argument with available research.

MY BACKGROUND

But before I make my argument, I would like to give my readers a bit of background and a 
personal story.

Once when I was teaching an advanced photography workshop, my class went on a field 
trip to the Duke greenhouse in Durham, NC in the winter. As we walked in, a student saw a 
flower in perfect light, lit by a shaft of sunlight coming down through the leaves of vegetation 
above it. He reached for his camera but then realized he was at the end of a roll of film, so he 
quickly rewound the exposed roll and put in a new one. But when he turned around about a 
minute later the flower was in shadow and the shaft of light had moved onto a leaf next to it. It
was then that I realized how quickly the sun moves and how precisely moving light from the 
sun could be marked.
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As a professional photographer for 40 years and the author of 3 books about the craft and 
art of photography along with a MA in Media, I understand how light works. Photography 
(literally meaning 'light drawing' from the Greek) is the medium of light. Photographers are 
craftsmen and artists who work with light and because of this, I believe photographers are 
more sensitive to light and its effects than non-photographers. So it is with this background I 
approach the subject of the remarkable 'light instrument' at the Newgrange passage tomb.

See my resume at: https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble/CurriculumVitae

THE PROBLEM WITH MEASURING THE TIME OF THE
WINTER SOLSTICE

PICTURE CAPTION: The sun's declination during a year viewed from the side. 

PICTURE CAPTION: The sun's declination during a year viewed head on. 

The Duration Of The Winter Solstice

...the sun appears to halt in its incremental journey across the sky and 
change little in position during this time.
National Geographic
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http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/12/1220_021220_solstic
e.html

It is important to note that at the winter solstice the sun barely moves (i.e., the sun's 
declination). In fact the word solstice means just that. It comes from the Latin 'solstitium' 
meaning "point at which the sun seems to stand still" (dictionary.com). While modern scientific
explanations assert this happens only on one particular day and after that the days get longer 
-- this is not quite true. The length of the shortest day and longest night can remain almost the
same (within a few seconds) for about week.

Because the sun 'stands still' for a number of days with very little movement, it is hard to 
determine the precise day that the solstice occurs. 

The changes in Solar declination become smaller as the sun gets closer 
to its maximum/minimum declination. The days before and after the 
solstice, the declination speed is less than 30 arcseconds per day which 
is less than 1/60 of the angular size of the sun...This difference is ... 
impossible [ED: to detect] with more traditional tools like a gnomon or an
astrolabe [ED: ancient tools the Romans and Greeks would have used]. 
It is also hard to detect the changes on sunrise/sunset azimuth due to 
the atmospheric refraction changes. Those accuracy issues render it 
impossible to determine the solstice day based on observations made 
within the 3 (or even 5) days surrounding the solstice...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solstice

HOW THE ANCIENT ROMANS & GREEKS MEASURED THE
WINTER SOLSTICE

Measuring the difference in the sun's movement at the time of the solstice was impossible 
with Greek and Roman tools and is barely "detectable with indirect viewing based devices like
a sextant equipped with a vernier" which were not available until the 18th century. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solstice)

The following was the method almost certainly used by the ancient Romans & 
Greeks:
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It is most likely, then, that equinoxes and solstices were determined by 
observing noon solar altitudes for a series of days before and after 
the events. [ED: my emphasis] When the Sun is crossing the meridian 
at noon, it is relatively easy to measure its altitude, and then knowing the
geographical latitude, to compute the declination. From the declination, it
is easy to compute the Sun’s position on the ecliptic (the longitude), and 
we know that Hipparchus knew how to do it. But it is only at noon that 
such an easy determination is possible. It is then fairly straightforward to
estimate the time that the Sun’s declination reaches some specific 
targeted value: 0° for an equinox, and maximum or minimum for a 
solstice. That series of daily altitude measurements were used to 
determine the time of cardinal events can hardly be doubted, even 
though no surviving ancient source has documented such an episode. 
Especially for the solstices, it is essentially the only viable option...
[ED: my emphasis]
Dr. Dennis Duke, Four Lost Episodes in Ancient Solar Theory, Journal 
for the History of Astronomy, (2008)
http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~dduke/episodes3.pdf

HOW THE NEWGRANGE NEOLITHIC WINTER SOLSTICE
INSTRUMENT WAS DISCOVERED AND HOW IT FUNCTIONED

The Newgrange winter solstice alignment was first observed by renowned archaeologist, 
Professor Michael O'Kelly about 50 years ago:

Over the course of the early excavation, some of the many local visitors 
would often tell the O'Kelly's of a tradition, that the rising sun, at some 
unspecified time, would light up the triple spiral stone in the end recess 
of the chamber at Newgrange. 
Some minutes before sunrise on the 21st of December 1967, Professor 
O'Kelly stood alone in the darkness of the chamber at Newgrange, 
wondering what, if anything, would happen. To his amazement, minute 
by minute, the chamber grew steadily lighter and a beam of sunlight 
began to enter the passage and to travel inwards, "lighting up everything
as it came until the whole chamber – side recesses, floor and roof six 
metres above the floor – were all clearly illuminated". 
[http://www.newgrange.com/michael-j-okelly.htm]
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PICTURE CAPTION: Entrance to Newgrange -- the critical roof-box is above the entrance. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Overhead diagram of Newgrange passage and solstice light. (Irish Art
History Section, Professional Development Service for Teachers, P.D.S.T., Ireland)

PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram of Newgrange passage and solstice light from the side. (Irish Art
History Section, Professional Development Service for Teachers, P.D.S.T., Ireland)

After about 50 years since it was first discovered, there is now general agreement that the 
passage and chamber at the Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland is aligned with the winter 
solstice and that around the time of the solstice and only then, light falls down the long 
passageway to the farthest part of the chamber.
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Once a year, at the winter solstice [the sun] shines directly along the 
long passage into the chamber for about 17 minutes and illuminates the 
chamber floor. This alignment is too precise to be widely considered to 
be formed by chance...Today the first light enters about four minutes 
after sunrise, but calculations based on the precession of the Earth 
show that 5,000 years ago, first light would have entered exactly at 
sunrise.
Document of the US space agency NASA. 
http://spacemath.gsfc.nasa.gov/SED11/P8Newgrange.pdf

The key piece of the Newgrange design was a 'roof-box' or 'light-box' which controlled the 
way light came into the passage. It was built with carefully crafted baffles that restricted the 
entry of light to the time of the winter solstice and also so that the light only came in at 
sunrise.

For 17 minutes, therefore, at sunrise on the shortest day of the year, 
direct sunlight can enter Newgrange, not through the doorway, but 
through the specially contrived slit that lies under the roof-box at the 
outer end of the passage roof.
O'Kelly, Michael J., and Claire O'Kelly. Newgrange: Archaeology, Art, 
and Legend.

PICTURE CAPTION: Roof-box that controls the light coming into the passage during the
solstice.  
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PICTURE CAPTION: Shaft of light going into the passage. Used with permission: photo by
Anthony Murphy, http://www.mythicalireland.com
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PICTURE CAPTION: Triple spiral carved in a stone in the chamber at the end of the passage.
According to legend, the light from the sun illuminated these triple spirals on the day of the
solstice. Used with permission: photo by Anthony Murphy, http://www.mythicalireland.com

THE NEWGRANGE NEOLITHIC WINTER SOLSTICE
INSTRUMENT IS A 'SPOT DIAL' TYPE OF SUNDIAL

As a photographer it struck me, that the setup at Newgrange is very much like a camera: 
there is an opening with a lens or aperture, there is a dark chamber (the word camera is 
derived from the Latin, camera obscura, meaning ‘dark chamber’), there is an exposure (a 
period of time that light is allowed into the camera and then shut off), i.e., the 17 minutes that 
the light shines down the hallway each morning and only during the time of the winter solstice.
Plus, like a camera there is a point of focus, i.e., the day of the solstice when legend has it 
that the light shines down to the furthest chamber and illuminates the stone with triple spirals.

In fact, the Newgrange instrument has many similarities to a pinhole camera whose origins
go back into prehistory. For example, it was already a well known phenomena when it was 
examined by Aristotle in the fourth century BC. The discovery of the pinhole effect is based on
a common occurrence:

The camera obscura [ED: pinhole camera] works on a naturally 
occurring phenomenon...and can, for example, often be observed when 
sunlight filters through dense leaves. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinhole_camera

Because of Newgrange's striking similarity to a camera, I dug a bit deeper on the Internet 
and found the following by Martin Brennan, a respected researcher, who discovered the 
following about a Neolithic structure related to and not far from Newgrange:
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In 1980 Irish-American researcher Martin Brennan discovered that Cairn
T in Carnbane East is directed to receive the beams of the rising sun on 
the spring and autumnal equinox - the light shining down the passage 
and illuminating the art on the backstone. The Cairn T alignment is 
similar to the well-known illumination at the passage tomb at Brú na 
Bóinne (Newgrange), which is aligned to catch the rays of the winter 
solstice sunrise. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loughcrew]

Here is what Martin Brennan said about his discovery:

Suddenly, I stared in amazement as this beam of light began to register 
against a stone bearing measured inscriptions. As the day progressed, 
the beam of light slowly moved from west to east across the stone, the 
sequence being measured by the inscriptions. This observation 
provoked a chain reaction of intriguing thoughts. First of all, if there was 
any sundialling, it was advanced sundialling. They were using a ray of 
light. This is called a "spot" dial and it is a considerable advance over 
using a shadow. Secondly, a gnomon, which is simply a stick used to 
cast a shadow, is thought to be the first scientific instrument and its 
earliest uses can be placed over twenty thousand years ago, back in the
Ice Age. A progressive development of this leading to the use of a spot 
dial could exploit the full potential of the instrument and its astronomical 
implications. 
http://www.newgrange.eu/stonelight27d.htm

A spot dial is, in a sense, the opposite or negative of a traditional sundial, i.e., it is the 
reverse of a sundial that casts a shadow. Instead of capturing a shadow that is cast by the 
sun, a thin beam of light from the sun is captured in a dark chamber where it can be closely 
studied.

MAGNIFICATION OF THE SUN'S POSITION 
AND MOVEMENT AT NEWGRANGE

The spot dial at Newgrange magnified the movement of the sun at the winter solstice 
when the sun's movement was particularly hard to detect. With the right construction the 
movement of the sun can be magnified significantly. Here is O'Kelly's description of the 
movement.

...minute by minute, the chamber grew steadily lighter and a beam of 
sunlight began to enter the passage and to travel inwards, "lighting up 
everything as it came until the whole chamber – side recesses, floor and
roof six metres above the floor – were all clearly illuminated" 
http://www.newgrange.com/michael-j-okelly.htm

In addition O'Kelly also stated that in 17 minutes the 'first pencil' of direct
sunlight widened to a 17cm band and then narrowed before 
disappearing entirely. 
O'Kelly, Michael J., and Claire O'Kelly, Newgrange: Archaeology, Art, 
and Legend
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However, J. Partrick, who investigated the alignment, at the request of Professor O'Kelly, 
found that originally the maximum width of the light would have been 40cm. The beam of light
is now only 17cm because "...some of the stones are now leaning inwards, thus trimming 
down the width of the beam of light." (J. Patrick, Midwinter sunrise at Newgrange, Nature, 
1974)

DOING THE MATH

At exactly 8.54 hours GMT the top edge of the ball of the sun appeared 
above the local horizon and at 8.58 hours, the first pencil of direct 
sunlight shone through the roof-box and along the passage to reach 
across the tomb chamber floor as far as the front edge of the basin 
stone in the end recess. As the thin line of light widened to a 17 cm-
band and swung across the chamber floor, the tomb was dramatically 
illuminated and various details of the side and end recesses could be 
clearly seen in the light reflected from the floor. At 9.09 hours, the 17 
cm-band of light began to narrow again and at exactly 9.15 hours, the 
direct beam was cut off from the tomb. For 17 minutes, therefore, at 
sunrise on the shortest day of the year, direct sunlight can enter 
Newgrange...
O'Kelly, Michael J., and Claire O'Kelly. Newgrange: Archaeology, Art, 
and Legend. 

I would like to have very exact figures, such as the width of the beam of light every 5 
seconds, as well as the position of the light on the walls and floor. But these figures are not 
available. However, with the figures we do have, we can do a rough estimate of the rate of the
sunlight's movement.

I am guessing that the light spread from an original 4cm to 40cm at its maximum (the 
estimated original maximum as computed by J. Partick). Then according to O'Kelly, it took 11 
minutes from the first pencil of light to reach the maximum width.

So:  Widening of light = 40cm - 4cm = 36cm or 360mm

Time it took to widen = 11 minutes = 660 seconds

So the movement of the light grew at this rate: 360mm/660 sec. = or about .5mm 
every second or about 3cm per minute (a little more than 1 inch per minute).

This means that the movement of the light was significantly magnified, enough to study it 
and to use that information to make a determination about the day of the winter solstice.

The above refers only to the widening of the light and not the movement of the band of 
light from one side of the passage to the other -- which I do not have any data for, but which 
would be an additional indicator for this instrument.

I believe that with this kind of magnification, it would be possible to make fine distinctions 
that could pinpoint the actual day of the solstice in real-time -- if the sky was clear.
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A magnified display of the sun's movement is possible with large structures and the figure 
of .5mm per second is consistent with another large sundial, the Giant Sundial of Jantar 
Mantar in Jaipur, India.

PICTURE CAPTION: "The Giant Sundial of Jantar Mantar in Jaipur, India, also known as the
Samrat Yantra (The Supreme Instrument), stands 27m tall. Its shadow moves visibly at 1 mm

per second, or roughly a hand's breadth (6 cm) every minute."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_sundials
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THE PURPOSE OF THE NEWGRANGE INSTRUMENT

One supposition that emerges from these studies of monuments 
incorporating astronomical alignments is that many of them became 
“special” when the astronomical body in question appeared at the 
appointed place. At these times, their sacred power was surely 
reinforced. Another way in which a similar effect could be achieved -- 
creating a very considerable visual impact at certain special times -- was
through the interplay of sunlight and shadow.. A famous example occurs 
at the passage tomb of NEWGRANGE in Ireland.
What was the purpose and meaning of such hierophanies (ED: meaning
"to bring to light the sacred" from the Greek]?  By carefully placing rock 
art designs, sunlight could be made to play across them at certain times,
with impressive effect. The Luiseño [ED: a California Indian tribe], for 
example, had an intense ceremonialism, a rich sky lore, and a calendar 
regulated by various astronomical observations. Although their seasonal
calendar was lunarbased, they observed and celebrated the solstices, 
attaching particular importance to the winter solstice, which they 
regarded as a time of cosmological crisis.
Dr. Clive Ruggles, (Professor of Archaeoastronomy), Ancient 
Astronomy: An Encyclopedia of Cosmologies and Myth

THE PRECISION OF THE NEWGRANGE NEOLITHIC WINTER
SOLSTICE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

"Today the first light enters about four minutes after sunrise, but 
calculations based on the precession of the Earth show that 5,000 years
ago, first light would have entered exactly at sunrise."
Document of the US space agency NASA. 
http://spacemath.gsfc.nasa.gov/SED11/P8Newgrange.pdf
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PICTURE CAPTION: Detailed drawing of Newgrange passage showing the precise placement
of stones and the shaft of solstice light. Used with permission: 

http://www.ancient-wisdom.co.uk/irelandnewgrange.htm 

First, the roof-box is an anomalous feature without any obvious function 
in utilitarian terms (as it seems to us). Second, if the gap in the roof-box 
were merely 20 cm [8 inches] lower or higher, or the [lower] passage a 
few metres [10 feet] shorter or longer, then sunlight would never have 
entered the chamber.
Dr. Clive Ruggles, Astronomy in Prehistoric Britain and Ireland 
Astronomy in Prehistoric Britain and Ireland

Speaking of the original alignment 5000 years ago:

Originally, the beam would have struck the rear chamber orthostat (C8) 
and, possibly, would have been reflected onto another chamber stone, 
C10, which contains the famous triple spiral. 
Anthony Murphy, quoted from a lecture to Astronomy Ireland in January
2002 
http://www.mythicalireland.com/astronomy/ancientastronomers.html

The Ancient-Wisdom website in the UK made this comment:

The Light-box/Roof-box - Above the entrance passage is a 'light-box', 
which precisely aligns with the rising sun at the winter solstice of 21st  
December, so that the rays touch the ground at the very centre of the 
tomb... Many of the upright stones along the walls of the 19m (62ft) 
passage, which follows the rise of the hill, are richly decorated. 
http://www.ancient-wisdom.co.uk/irelandnewgrange.htm
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A researcher who took photographs at Newgrange over a number of days surrounding the 
winter solstice has this to say:

I noticed from my photographs that it [ED: the shaft of light] was in a 
different position each day. As the solstice approached the beam of light 
seemed to penetrate further each day, beginning on the left and ending 
on the right. However after the solstice the beam withdrew from the 
furthest point of entry and penetrated the central chamber less each day
until it eventually failed to enter the central chamber at all.
Tim O'Brien
http://www.newgrange.com/loughcrew-newgrange.htm

Tim O'Brien also said:

"The construction features of Newgrange provide the ideal environment 
in which to study the minute movement of the sun when it is at visual 
standstill." 

Writing about another but related Loughcrew Neolithic passage tomb in 
Ireland:

"As the sun shines directly onto the symbols engraved on the backstone
they act not just as primitive representations of the sun, but as devices 
precisely positioned to measure solar movement." 
[www.iol.ie/~tobrien/new.htm]

Dr. Kate Prendergast made this point about its precision:

Further research has demonstrated just how precise this alignment is. 
Patrick (1974) has proved that the winter solstice orientation was 
operative when Newgrange was constructed, and therefore is an 
original, central and permanent feature of the monument. O’ Brien 
(1988) has shown that the chamber and passage are sophisticated and 
complex constructions, designed to maximize the accuracy and length of
the beam of light coming into the chamber. His research indicates that at
the time of construction, the beam of light entering the passage at 
Newgrange was so precisely framed by the roof-box that it could be 
used to calculate the day of the solstice itself. In short, Newgrange was 
precisely aligned on the winter solstice rising sun in such a way it 
could be used as a ‘clock’ to calculate the exact moment of the 
solstice. [ED: My emphasis]
Dr. Kate Prendergast, The Neolithic Monument of Newgrange in 
Ireland: A Cosmic Womb?
http://kateprendergast.typepad.com/files/newgrange_bar_12.pdf 
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF 
THE NEWGRANGE DEVICE

I believe this device could have determined the day of the solstice even during cloudy 
periods, and when the sky was clear, it might have been able to pinpoint the day of the 
solstice in real-time.

Since the weather in Ireland is unpredictable, the Neolithic Newgrange astronomers, 
nevertheless, would have been able to determine the specific day of the winter solstice even if
it was cloudy or rainy. They could do this by noticing the pattern of light on clear days before 
and after the solstice when the light was advancing and receding. Then they could make a 
determination by interpolating, a method very similar to that of the Romans who, as I have 
said, calculated the actual day of the solstice after the fact by making a number of 
observations followed by interpolation.

O'Kelly has remarked that in the years since he discovered the 
Newgrange solstice alignment, there has always been at least one clear 
day during the period surrounding the solstice. 
O'Kelly, Michael J., and Claire O'Kelly. Newgrange: Archaeology, Art, 
and Legend

However, when the sun was out and the days were clear, I believe that it was possible for 
the astronomers at Newgrange to determine the day of the solstice in real-time, something 
which was not possible for the Romans or the Greeks.

If we can view the Newgrange structure and winter solstice alignment 
as an instrument, then we can say the following:

Light at sunrise near the time of the solstice was at first restricted to a narrow beam that 
went down a narrow hallway where it spread out, but in a controlled manner. This 'device' was
very much like a magnifier that could enlarge and exaggerate the movement of the sun at a 
time when detecting movement was particularly difficult. Everyday the angle of the light 
changed along the walls and floor, and the light advanced further or retreated.

It is, therefore, possible that Neolithic astronomers could have made a determination 
about the day of the solstice with the following data their instrument had gathered: the entry 
point of the light, the length of time the light shown, the angle and amount of the light on the 
walls and floor, the width of the light, the rate at which the beam of light widened and 
contracted and possibly the quality of the light and shadows on the deeply grooved triple 
spiral stone and other stone carvings.

CONCLUSION

This Neolithic instrument at the Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland, that was designed to
measure the sun's movement around the time of the winter solstice, was possibly equal to or 
superior to ancient Greek or Roman methods of measuring the day of the winter solstice.

It seems possible that the Newgrange instrument could determine the exact day of the 
solstice:
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 If The Weather Was Cloudy: by measuring a one or more days near the time of the 
solstice and then calculating with interpolation the precise day of the solstice -- similar to what
the ancient Romans and Greeks did but possibly requiring fewer days of observation to make 
a correct calculation

When The Sky Was Clear: on the exact day of the solstice by observing the character of 
the band of light -- something which the ancient Romans and Greeks could not do

Today it might be possible with computer simulations to test out these hypotheses. 
Hopefully in the future, this will be done.

AFTERWORD

Examples Of Precision With Sundial Technology

These sundials demonstrate that with the right construction and design, sundials can be 
extremely accurate.

PICTURE CAPTION: A precise modern sundial that is correct within 30 seconds all year long --
showing that sundials can be quite accurate when constructed properly.  
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PICTURE CAPTION: "Precision Sundial at the Carl Zeiss Planetarium in Stuttgart. Martin
Bernhardt created a special gnomon for an equatorial sundial which adjusts for the equation of
time and that allows one to read the time without knowing the date, to a precision of less than a

minute." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_sundials
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Stone-Age Scientific
& Astronomical Instruments:

Newgrange & Portuguese
Burial Tombs Compared

Scanning the latest science news, as I do everyday, I came across this intriguing headline:

Are 6,000-year-old Stone Burial Tombs The World’s First Astronomy Telescopes? 
[http://www.inquisitr.com/3261971/are-6000-year-old-stone-burial-tombs-the-worlds-first-
astronomy-telescopes/ ]

PICTURE CAPTION: The Dolmen of Cerqueira in Portugal showing the long passageway.
"A dolmen is a type of single-chamber megalithic tomb, usually consisting of two or more vertical

megaliths supporting a large flat horizontal capstone ("table"), although there are also more
complex variants. Most date from the early Neolithic (4000–3000 BC)."
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The idea is that passageways in Portuguese burial tombs were designed to enhance the 
view of a portion of the sky. This made it much easier to see the first appearance of a 
particular star just before dawn or just after sunset. 

Archaeologists studying 6,000-year-old burial tombs in Portugal believe 
that the stone edifices could very well be the oldest astronomy 
telescopes in existence. Researchers from the United Kingdom, noting 
the alignment of the tombs, think that the passages into the burial 
chambers may have formed a tunnel-like effect, thus effecting possibly 
the world’s first ever astronomy telescopes. 
http://www.inquisitr.com/3261971/are-6000-year-old-stone-burial-tombs-
the-worlds-first-astronomy-telescopes/

After reading a number of articles about these 'prehistoric telescopes', I realized that this 
idea is very similar to what I proposed over a year ago in this blog about the ability of Neolithic
people 5,000 years ago at the Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland. They were able to 
determine the exact day of the winter solstice with a carefully built passageway that 'trapped' 
the winter solstice sunlight. 

In both cases the passageways can be thought of as instruments that were designed to 
enhance a view of the sky so that accurate observations of heavenly bodies could be made. 
In the case of the Portuguese burial tombs the observation was of stars, in the case of 
Newgrange, the observation was of the sunrise at the time of the winter solstice.

The following is quoted from the article:

Are 6,000-year-old Stone Burial Tombs The World’s First Astronomy Telescopes?
[http://www.inquisitr.com/3261971/are-6000-year-old-stone-burial-tombs-the-worlds-first-

astronomy-telescopes/]

The Guardian reported on June 29 that astronomer Fabio Silva from the 
University of Wales Trinity Saint David and the research team found that
the 6,000-year-old burial tombs look to be positioned to spy out certain 
bright stars, such as Aldebaran, thus providing their ancient builders an 
astronomical telescope ...The telescope was made by the passageway 
providing a tube that blocked out other extraneous phenomena, allowing
the viewer to see the targeted object.

Silva had the following to tell The Guardian. “The key thing is that a 
passage grave with its long corridor acts like a telescope that does not 
have a lens – it is a long tube from which you are looking at the sky.” As 
Kieran Simcox, a student at Nottingham Trent University (and leader of 
the project), pointed out in the National Astronomy Meeting 2016 press 
release: “It is quite a surprise that no one has thoroughly investigated 
how, for example, the color of the night sky impacts on what can be 
seen with the naked eye.”  
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jun/30/the-prehistoric-tombs-
that-may-have-been-used-as-telescopes

Another Article Stated:
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The findings were presented June 29 at the Royal Astronomical 
Society's (RAS) National Astronomy Meeting 2016 in Nottingham, in the 
United Kingdom. They were presented in a special session addressing 
how cultures and societies have been shaped by studying the sky, and 
vice versa.  
http://www.livescience.com/55248-prehistoric-tombs-were-first-
telescopes.html

And in another article:

While a modern telescope works by magnifying images with mirrors or 
lenses, this ancient structure is a long, narrow corridor designed to filter 
out unwanted light. The corridor helps when viewing stars during the 
hours of dawn and twilight, when the light from the sun makes it hard to 
view stars near the horizon.The researchers believe that the Seven-
Stone Antas corridor was used to view the star Aldebaran, the red giant 
in the constellation Taurus. Aldebaran first becomes visible in the 
Northern Hemisphere in the early morning of late April, just before 
sunrise, and viewing it through the passage could make it visible days 
earlier. Aldebaran likely was a seasonal marker, and its appearance 
would signal migration patterns or weather changes.  
[http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a21612/6000-year-old-
telescope/]

And still another article: 

Researchers are focusing on the alignment of the stars with megalithic 
tombs—stone structures known as dolmens that feature long narrow 
entrances that act as apertures, essentially zooming in on stars and 
planets that wouldn’t always be visible from the outside.  
[http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/06/oldest-
telescope/489362/]

THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN THIS IDEA  AND MY
ASSERTIONS ABOUT THE PASSAGEWAY AT NEWGRANGE

This is of particular interest to me because on March 17, 2015 I wrote the following article 
for this blog DeconstructingTime:

Computing the Winter Solstice at Newgrange: Was Neolithic Science Equal To or
Better Than Ancient Greek or Roman Science?

This blog of mine has now been reprinted on the official Newgrange website in Ireland: 
http://www.newgrange.com/winter-solstice-newgrange.htm
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PICTURE CAPTION: A shaft of light shining into the passageway at Newgrange in Ireland. 
Used with permission: photo by Anthony Murphy, http://www.mythicalireland.com

In this article I argued that the passageway at Newgrange was an instrument which was 
capable of accurately determining the day of the winter solstice in real time, something which 
the Greeks and Romans could not do 3,000 years later. See the following Wikipedia article: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solstice

There is a good deal of similarity between this idea and the theory that a 6,000 year old 
telescope was used to see a key star at it's earliest appearance around dawn or dusk. 

With both Neolithic structures the passageway was an astronomical instrument designed 
to enhance the view of the heavens to make a precise observation possible. For example, in 
the case of one Portuguese burial-tomb it is suggested that the passageway helped to 
determine the earliest heliacal rising of the star Aldebaran and in the case of Newgrange the 
passageway helped to determine the day of the winter solstice at sunrise.

With the prehistoric Portuguese telescope the idea was to block out some of the predawn 
sunlight with the walls of the tunnel/passageway to make the star Aldebaran visible in the 
brightening sky.
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"The entrance creates an aperture as large as 10 degrees through 
which your naked-eye view is restricted," Daniel Brown, another 
research team member, explained. "This would allow enhanced 
observing, especially in the twilight hours of dusk and dawn." 
[http://www.livescience.com/55248-prehistoric-tombs-were-first-
telescopes.html]

With the passage tomb at Newgrange I argued that the long passageway greatly 
magnified the movement of the sun's rays at dawn so that the actual day of the winter solstice
could be determined with precision.  

PICTURE CAPTION: "Sketch of a cross section of the Newgrange passage grave made by
William Frederick Wakeman."  

Quote from commons.wikimedia.org
Wakeman's Handbook of Irish Antiquities (1903). p. 85.

 http://www.archive.org/details/wakemanshandbook00wake

QUOTED FROM MY BLOG

If we can view the Newgrange structure and winter solstice alignment as an instrument, 
then we can say the following:

Light at sunrise near the time of the solstice was at first restricted to a narrow beam that 
went down a narrow hallway where it spread out, but in a controlled manner. This 'device' was
very much like a magnifier that could enlarge and exaggerate the movement of the sun at a 
time when detecting movement was particularly difficult. Everyday the angle of the light 
changed along the walls and floor, and the light advanced further or retreated.

It is, therefore, possible that Neolithic astronomers could have made a determination 
about the day of the solstice with the following data their instrument had gathered: the entry 
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point of the light, the length of time the light shown, the angle and amount of the light on the 
walls and floor, the width of the light, the rate at which the beam of light widened and 
contracted and possibly the quality of the light and shadows on the deeply grooved triple 
spiral stone and other stone carvings.

TESTING THESE IDEAS

In any case both ideas can be tested. 

In the case of archaeologists studying the 6,000-year-old burial tombs in Portugal:

Astronomer Fabio Silva, from the University of Wales Trinity Saint David, told The 
Guardian, “We are going to simulate this star rising at twilight conditions and allow people to 
tell us when they can see it. Then [we will] compare that with a control group of people that 
are in a room which would replicate the conditions of being outside the passage grave.” 
[http://www.inquisitr.com/3261971/are-6000-year-old-stone-burial-tombs-the-worlds-first-
astronomy-telescopes/]

In the case of Newgrange I believe that with the help of archaeological laser scanning 
devices and CAD software the orientation and passageway at Newgrange could be 
accurately simulated along with the sunlight from the rising sun around the day of the winter 
solstice -- but taking into account the conditions when Newgrange was built 5,000 years ago. 
This should provide definite proof of the accuracy of the Newgrange passageway instrument. 

NOTE:To add an aside: While the passageways in the Portuguese burial
tombs have been compared to telescopes to see a star more clearly, the 
passageway at Newgrange could be compared to a pinhole camera -- as
it is designed to capture light from the sun.
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Neolithic Fertility Symbolism 
During The Winter Solstice 

At The Newgrange Passage Tomb 
In Ireland

NOTE: This article was published separately from my blog and contains a bibliography at 
the end -- so references in the quotations refer to that bibliography.

A GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE PURPOSE

I have made the argument that the winter solstice alignment 'instrument' (the roof-box that 
only allowed light to enter the carefully constructed narrow passageway around the time of 
the solstice at the Newgrange Passage Tomb in Ireland) was more precise and employed 
more exact science than that available to the Greeks or the Romans. This was  because it 
could indicate the actual day of the solstice on the day of the winter solstice, i.e. in real time, 
which the Greeks and Romans could not.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The 'roof box' in the middle of the left photograph was designed to only
allow light to enter around the time of the winter solstice. This carefully shaped shaft of light then

entered the passageway and slowly advanced and then retreated. The entire event took
seventeen minutes on the day of the winter solstice. 

PICTURE CAPTION: In this enlargement of the 'roof box' the baffles around the box can be
clearly seen. These restricted the Sunlight so that only light around the time of the winter solstice

could enter the passageway.
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Having made this argument, several people, after reading my article, asked why would 
they do this -- what was the reason? While we will never have a precise knowledge, we can 
take some educated guesses in a general way.

FIRST:
They created this 'instrument' because they had a compelling need -- otherwise there was 

no reason to build it. They needed to know exactly when the winter solstice occurred and they
needed to know on the day of the solstice or very close to the day of the solstice -- if the 
weather was cloudy. In either case what they built was more accurate than the science 
available to the Greeks or Romans according to my research.

One probable reason is that because they were a farming community on an island in a 
cold climate, the timing of the growing season was crucial to their survival. Knowing the exact 
day of the winter solstice would allow them to reconcile the lunar calendar with the solar year. 
Once they knew the day of the solstice, they could then reset their calendars and make 
predictable plans for plowing, planting and harvesting.

We know that determining the day of the solstice was important because understanding 
the Sun's annual movement and building an 'instrument' that aligned with the winter Sun and 
that measured that movement was a monumental task. While the following is speculation, it 
presents a plausible scenario of the work involved that led to the construction of Newgrange.

The mathematical understanding and then the building of this instrument might have taken
a thousand years or more. This was because they would have needed: to carefully measure 
the alignment and movement of the Sun on the horizon around the time of the winter solstice, 
to notice the precise virtually imperceptible movement (solstice means standstill) of the Sun 
near the exact day of the solstice (a quite difficult task), then to build some early devices that 
magnified that movement so that the precise day of the solstice would be indicated and finally
to perfect these science/observations and then to build the monumental structure at 
Newgrange that has survived intact with this remarkable solstice alignment for five thousand 
years.

Widespread evidence indicates an interest in creating carefully 
orchestrated interplays of shadow and light at sacred places, sometimes
producing special effects visible on only very rare occasions. A famous 
example occurs at the passage tomb of NEWGRANGE in Ireland. Here, 
for a few precious minutes after Sunrise on a few days around winter 
solstice, the dark interior of the tomb becomes lit up by Sunlight shining 
directly down the passage.
What was the purpose and meaning of such hierophanies? There is no 
simple answer, but further clues can be found by looking at more modest
examples, often to be found in rock art. By carefully placing rock art 
designs, Sunlight could be made to play across them at certain times, 
with impressive effect. 
Ruggles, Clive. (2005). "Introduction." In Ancient Astronomy: An 
Encyclopedia Of Cosmologies And Myth

While characterized today as pre-science by astronomers, the culture at Newgrange, 
nevertheless fashioned a precise and accurate instrument that could read the time of the 
winter solstice better than Greeks or Romans could. And while the driving impulse to do this 
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was probably a desire to magically interact with the forces of nature and supernatural spirits, 
the result was good science.

Very early cosmology...was extremely local. The Universe was what you 
immediately interacted with. Cosmological things were weather, 
earthquakes, sharp changes in your environment, etc. Things outside 
your daily experience appeared supernatural, and so we call this the 
time of Magic Cosmology.
Schombert, James. (2014). "Ancient Cosmology." In Astronomy 123: 
Galaxies and the Expanding Universe. University of Oregon: Lectures. 

SECOND:
It is probably safe to assume that the Sun, the planting, growing and harvesting of plants, 

had a spiritual aspect to them -- as well as the annual winter 'death' of plants and the 'rebirth' 
in the spring. The building of Newgrange and its precise alignment, provided a meeting place 
for Heaven and Earth, one that humans had created and one that made them feel that they 
were in touch with the Heavens and Heavenly powers, a timeless world of spirits that were 
normally out of reach.

THIRD:
It is likely that Neolithic societies had a circular sense of time rather than a linear sense of 

time such as we have today. This meant that in addition to having the need for a ritual to stay 
in harmony with the spiritual forces of nature, they needed to perform critical rituals at critical 
times, rituals that would assure that the circular nature of time would continue to revolve for 
another year.

This aspect of time is particularly important -- as it is hard for us today to understand 
circular time because we live in a culture of linear or progressive time. Circular time means 
that time and growth and fertility are understood as repeating cycles that wax and wane year 
after year. The critical aspect is that time needs to repeat in an orderly fashion -- for example, 
these Neolithic people knew that plants would not grow in the winter, but they wanted a 
bountiful harvest by the late summer.

The passage of time (as we would think of it) might have been 
conceived in many different ways. One of the most fundamental 
conceptual distinctions is between circular and linear time — the one 
implying an endless perceived repetition of regular events and the other 
a single history and future.
Similarly, there are numerous ways of perceiving the world that differ 
from our view of things separated by empty space, from which stems our
own idea of space as an abstract backdrop. Notions of the spatial 
interrelationship of things were inherently conceptualized in places and 
paths with particular qualities and meanings. Furthermore, spatial and 
temporal attributes of things were intricately bound together in many 
ways, with the distinction between them (as we would see it) rather 
blurred. Thus, for the Lakota, the names and meanings of some places 
changed according to the time of year as they followed the buffalo 
through the landscape, mimicking the passage of the Sun through the 
sky.
Ruggles, Clive. (2005). Ancient Astronomy: An Encyclopedia Of 
Cosmologies And Myth.
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Circular time also meant that certain times of the year were sacred and consequently must
be observed with reverence. I believe that the winter solstice was the most sacred time -- the 
critical time for this culture. Therefore knowing when the winter solstice occurred and enacting
a ritual with that occurrence would have been quite powerful, probably the pivotal point in time
for the year.

FOURTH:
Such societies felt the need for 'cosmic maintenance', for rituals that assured a good 

harvest and that made sure they were in harmony with the spiritual forces of nature. Most 
experts believe that, for Neolithic people, nature was alive.

Now magic and ritual are shared among thousands to invoke “Cosmic 
Maintenance.” The collaboration from the unknown worlds to ensure and
improve survival in the known world becomes the new way to 
understand and think about solutions to problems of survival.
"Pre-Axial Thought: The Neolithic Era." In The Human Journey. 
Cambridge, MA: Institute For The Study Of Human Knowledge

For these farming communities, the collaboration of the spirit world and 
of their newly conceived gods of nature – the sun, wind, rain and soil – 
was needed to maintain the cycles of nature and ensure their survival. 
The increase in population lead to organized religion involving 
collaboration and control of large numbers and with symbolism, 
ceremonies and iconography...
"Pre-Axial Thought: The Neolithic Era." In The Human Journey. 
Cambridge, MA: Institute For The Study Of Human Knowledge

When a religion's purpose was cosmic maintenance, the religion 
functioned chiefly as a ritual means for human beings to collaborate with
the divine powers to assist in keeping the world in good working order. 
The gods and goddesses relied on humans to help them provide the 
means to ensure reproduction and the productivity of the land, and to 
keep the Sun and the seasons on course.
Muesse, Mark W. (2013). "Introduction." The Age of the Sages: The 
Axial Age in Asia and the Near East. Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress. 

I believe their rituals, performed in and around the Newgrange Passage Tomb during the 
time of the winter solstice, joined the Sun with the Earth at the most auspicious time of day, 
the dawn, on the most auspicious day of the year, when the Sun was at it's lowest and 
weakest point. On that day, the light penetrated the passageway and created a union -- a 
connection between Heaven and Earth -- and after that day the Sun grew stronger.

For a society that saw time as circular, this was vital, as this ritual renewed the bond 
between Sun and Earth, between humans and Heaven -- it was a kind of annual covenant 
between the spiritual world and the human world. It was also quite likely a fertility ritual, one 
that was meant to assure abundant crops and healthy babies.
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What made these ideas powerful [ED: a fully developed symbolic 
language], easy to remember and easy to transmit was people’s ability 
to signify abstract and even supernatural concepts in terms of physical 
symbols. They turned the building of houses into symbolic architecture...
Finally and most importantly, they symbolised their ideas about the 
supernatural world and its population in terms of physical embodiments 
of supernatural beings and forces.
Watkins, Trevor. (2000). "The Neolithic Revolution and the Emergence 
of Humanity: A Cognitive Approach to the First Comprehensive 
Worldview." ETANA. Http://www.etana.org. 

TOWARD A MORE SPECIFIC UNDERSTANDING

These general notions describe a possible overview of what the Neolithic people at 
Newgrange were trying to accomplish. But could we go even further, could we speculate 
about a more exact description?

It turns out that Ireland, in particular, has left us many clues -- many pieces of the puzzle. I 
will attempt to put these together and suggest a more precise meaning for the winter solstice 
event at Newgrange.

With no written records, I will, of course, be only making educated guesses, but in Ireland 
there does seem to be a continuity from prehistoric times to the present. For example, the 
central symbol of Ireland, the triple spiral, was carved in stone at Newgrange -- and has  
continued as a central symbol ever since that time up to the present day.

Also the only way that O'Kelly, the archaeologist who discovered the winter solstice 
alignment at Newgrange, suspected there was some kind of solar alignment was due to 
stories he was told by a number of locals in the 1960s. This indicates that very old lore from 
Neolithic times was passed down for thousands of years and that it perhaps merged with 
Celtic and Irish myths.

So while much of the following deals myths and stories in the bronze age or iron age -- 
much later than Neolithic times -- perhaps a core of Neolithic thinking is still present in these 
mythologies.

EVIDENCE FOR A FERTILITY PURPOSE

There is ample evidence that suggests the event of the winter solstice Sun lighting up the 
passageway at Newgrange was in part a fertility rite and highly sexual. Fertility for these early 
societies was a critical and compelling need.

Every known culture past and present has and has had specific and usually strict rules 
about sexual behavior. Having said that acceptable practices in one culture might be 
unacceptable in another.  It is probably safe to assume that the rules were quite different for 
Neolithic people than the rules for people today.

Since the Neolithic people were farmers, I think we can assume that the mating of animals
was a common occurrence and that sex in general was seen as simply part of nature and part
of being alive. With human population constantly at risk, crop failure likely and death a 
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common event, fertility was a major concern. Whether it was to help the crops grow or to 
breed children, we do know that fertility rituals with explicit imagery, symbols or actions were 
performed throughout much of the ancient world and we can assume the Neolithic world.

The imagery surrounding [ED: early Irish mythology] would appear to 
confirm that in Irish oral traditions of the early Middle Ages, Newgrange 
was associated with birth at winter solstice — a place where a god was 
conceived and born. In these myths, the entry of the Sun into the 
passage and chamber at dawn is the moment of conception (i.e. the 
marriage of the gods), and the subsequent day the product or offspring 
of this union (the birth of the cosmos).
Prendergast, Kate. (2012). "The Neolithic Monument Of Newgrange In 
Ireland: A Cosmic Womb?" In Archaeology of Mother Earth Sites and 
Sanctuaries through the Ages: Rethinking Symbols and Images, Art and 
Artefacts from History and Prehistory. Edited by G. Terence Meaden. 
Oxford: Hadrian. 

THE EARTH AS THE MOTHER GODDESS

There is solid evidence to support the idea that early Irish people believed in a Mother 
Earth goddess. First we can point to the Paps of Anu, a geological feature of two mountains 
that look like female breasts.

The hills are named after Anu [also known as Danu]; believed to have been an 
ancient mother goddess. Cormac's Glossary (published 1862) describes Anu or Danu as "the 
mother of the gods of Ireland" and "from whose name are called the Two Paps of Ana." 
https://archive.org/details/threeirishglossa00cormuoft 

In the case of "Danu"/Danand, one particular element should hold our 
attention: her relation to a specific feature of the Irish landscape, the 
Dhá Chíoch Anann, two hills in Luachair in West Munster whose shape 
suggests the breasts of a vast supine woman whose body is the Land 
itself. It "was recognized as a place of importance in some of our earliest
written sources."
Murphy, Anthony. "Danu and Bile: The Primordial Parents?" In Mythical
Ireland. Web. [http://www.mythicalireland.com]

PICTURE CAPTION: "The Paps of Anu (Irish: Dá Chích Anann, 'the breasts of Anu') are a pair
of breast shaped hills near Killarney in County Kerry, Ireland ." (Picture left: Google Earth)

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paps_of_Anu>
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Squire's [ED: Charles Squire, Celtic Myth and Legend, Poetry and 
Romance, 1905] comparison of her [Danu] to Demeter is particularly apt,
since the Greek goddess was...first and foremost tied to the processes 
of the agricultural cycle, and relevant to the lives of farmers ... her name 
meant "Mother Earth" (suggesting that she once had a more primordial 
role)... The association of Danann with a probably much older figure 
named 'Anann' or 'Anna' also suggests that she may have been 
superimposed on a goddess with more primeval "Mother Earth" traits.
Murphy, Anthony. "Danu and Bile: The Primordial Parents?" In Mythical
Ireland. Web. [http://www.mythicalireland.com]

Newgrange is known as a brugh, or brú, which is sometimes translated 
as mansion. But the old Irish word for womb is Brú.
....
Many researchers, archaeologists, and artists, plus your average 
adventurer, believe that the layout of the entrance, passage, and the 
chamber of Newgrange resembles the female reproductive organs.
"Newgrange: 20 intriguing facts." Authentic Ireland. Web. Accessed 29 
June 2015. <http://www.authenticireland.com/newgrange>

PICTURE CAPTION: Many passage tombs resemble a human mons Venus.

Neolithic groups in southern Europe and the Near East also drew on 
explicit images of female fertility and reproduction. 
Prendergast (2012:63)

Because of the importance of her function in the life of the Neolithic 
agricultural community, Earth Mother was often the most important spirit 
or god within the extensive religious pantheon of the community. 
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Thus the "life principal" of Neolithic culture was essentially "sexual" and 
the manipulation of these religious insights in order to guarantee crops 
and herds involved the periodic performance of what we consider 
shocking sexual fertility rites.  Thus we think of these ancient cultures as
sexually "loose."  Actually, the very sacredness of the sex act also 
involved conformity of society's members to a very strict sexual code 
regulating human sexual relations...
We now believe, in general, that settled agriculturalists tended to 
emphasize the female principle of life:  the earth or womb out of which 
their crops grew and life depended on this rite as the true source of life...
All agricultural peoples of the Ancient World worshiped some variant of 
the Great Goddess or "Earth Mother":  Inana (Sumeria), Ishtar (Babylon)
or Ashtarte (Syria), Anat (Canaan), Isis (Egypt), Aphrodite (Greece). 
Mckay, Dr. Edrene S. (2010). "Paleolithic & Neolithic Societies." In 
World Civilizations I; Prehistory.  Web. 
<http://online-history.org/wc1-docs/Paleolithic-Neolithic-Societies.doc>

THE MALE ASPECT OF NEWGRANGE

PICTURE CAPTION: This object which is widely believed to be a phallic symbol was found at
Newgrange.
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The following Irish myth show the close association between Newgrange and the Sun

Newgrange is said to have been the place where the great mythical hero
Cúchulainn was conceived by his mother Dechtine. His spiritual father, 
Lugh, visited Dechtine in a dream while she stayed at the Brugh—
Newgrange.
Murphy, Anthony. "Danu and Bile: The Primordial Parents?" In Mythical
Ireland. Web. [http://www.mythicalireland.com]

Lugh or Lug is an Irish deity.
Lugh's name has been interpreted as deriving from the Proto-Indo-
European root *leuk-, "flashing light", and he is often surrounded by 
solar imagery, so...he has often been considered a Sun god, similar to 
the Greco-Roman Apollo.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lugh

CONCEPTION & BIRTH

Dagda gains possession of the Bru Na Boinne [ED: Newgrange] and 
achieves carnal union with Boand by utilizing his mastery over time. He 
sends Eclmair on an errand which lasts for nine months, during which 
time Oengus, or ‘Mac ind Oc’—‘the Youthful Son’—Is conceived and 
born. Boand describes Oengus as the son who was begotten at break of
day and born betwixt it and evening. His birth is associated with a 
magical lengthening of the day at Newgrange. Newgrange is most 
widely known in the ancient literature as ‘Bru Mac ind Oc’, or the ‘Bru of 
Oengus’, as Oengus takes over habitation of the mound from Dagda, by 
utilizing his own power over time
The imagery surrounding Oengus in these accounts would appear to 
confirm that in Irish oral traditions of the early Middle Ages, Newgrange 
was associated with birth at winter solstice — a place where a god was 
conceived and born. In these myths, the entry of the Sun into the 
passage and chamber at dawn is the moment of conception (i.e. the 
marriage of the gods), and the subsequent day the product or offspring 
of this union (the birth of the cosmos).
......
It is notable in this context that in Rome in the fourth century AD, Jesus’ 
birth was synchronised with the winter solstice—a direct echo in the 
Christian Trinity of earlier pagan and prehistoric beliefs and practices 
revealed at Newgrange (Miller 1993:10-11).
Prendergast (2012:63)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Danae receiving the Golden Rain, painting by Gaspar Becerra, 1560. 
Danae, locked in a dark dungeon, is impregnated by Zeus who leaves Mount Olympus to come

down to her as a shower of golden rain from the sky. There are many myths about gods
impregnating mortal women, Gods who descend from the sky. 

The winter solstice, especially in the Northern climates, has been associated with 
conception and birth in a wide range of ancient cultures including those of Egypt, Greece, 
Rome and Scandanavia -- this is true to this day with the celebration of Christmas, the birth of
Jesus, at the time of the solstice.

SEXUAL RITUALS

Neolithic religion reflected the new interest in food production, for the 
Neolithic peoples had learned the secret of reproducing food through 
controlled implantation of the seed into the womb (whether the earth or a
female animal). So too, Neolithic peoples typically performed "pre-
enactments" of the all-important agricultural or animal life cycles – often 
in ways that are shocking to our more prudish sensitivities.
Mckay (2010)
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"Thinking and acting by metaphor is the key characteristic of the modern
mind (Mithen 1996), especially those metaphors that draw upon the 
human body (Lakeoff & Johnson 1999)."
Mithen, Steven; Finlayson, Bill; Shaffrey, Ruth. (2005). "Sexual 
symbolism in the Early Neolithic of the Southern Levant: pestles and 
mortars from WF16." Documenta Praehistorica XXXII. Ljubljana, 
Slovenia: Ljubljana University Press, Faculty of Arts. Page 109. 
Accessible online: 
<http://revije.ff.uni-lj.si/DocumentaPraehistorica/article/view/32.6>

The following annual ritual is quite similar to what I am suggesting. While there is not a 
direct connection between this particular myth and the Neolithic culture at Newgrange, 
nevertheless this example demonstrates that such rituals did in fact exist.

The Oraons of Bengal worship the Earth as a goddess, and annually 
celebrate her marriage with the Sun-god Dharme...
With beating of drums and singing, dancing, and jumping, all proceed to 
the priest's house, which has been decorated with leaves and flowers. 
Then the usual form of marriage is performed between the priest and his
wife, symbolising the supposed union between Sun and Earth [ED: 
my emphasis]. After the ceremony all eat and drink and make merry; 
they dance and sing obscene songs, and finally indulge in the vilest 
orgies. The object is to move the mother earth to become fruitful." Thus 
the Sacred Marriage of the Sun and Earth, personated by the priest and 
his wife, is celebrated as a charm to ensure the fertility of the ground...
Frazer, Sir James George. (1926). "Ch.12: The Sacred Marriage: Part 
2, The Marriage of the Gods." In The Golden Bough: A Study In Magic 
And Religion, Third Edition. London: Macmillan Press. Accessible online:
<http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/3623>

COSMIC INTERCOURSE

Dr. Kate Prendergast in her article 'The Neolithic Monument Of Newgrange In Ireland: A 
Cosmic Womb?', which I have quoted here extensively, has suggested that the Neolithic 
Passage Tomb at Newgrange is a a cosmic womb. I would agree but I would take it one step 
further.

On the day of the winter solstice when the light from the Sun entered the passageway at 
Newgrange for only seventeen minutes, it was 'cosmic intercourse'. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram of Newgrange showing 2 views: one from the side and one from
above. The diagram shows how the light from the Sun penetrated the passageway during the

winter solstice. It is believed that when Newgrange was first built, on the exact day of the
solstice, the Sun penetrated the entire length of the passageway, to shine on the stones at the

back. This event took 17 minutes from the first entry of the Sun, to the light slowly spreading and
advancing to the end of the passageway, to its final withdrawal.

(Irish Art History Section, Professional Development Service for Teachers, P.D.S.T., Ireland) 

The supernatural force of light penetrated the womb of Mother Earth connecting the 
people to its power. The annual ritual/event at the holiest moment (the dawn) of the holiest 
day renewed a promise that for one more year the Sun would be reborn and that the Sun's 
light would return in full strength -- the Sun that warmed the Earth, brought the plants back 
from the dead and made the crops grow.

In a modern sense it can be seen as a ritual, but to the Neolithic people, I believe it was an
event -- a critical moment of extreme importance, a cosmological crisis -- a meaning shared 
with other cultures.
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The Luiseño [ED: a hunter-gatherer tirbe in California], for example, had 
an intense ceremonialism, a rich sky lore, and a calendar regulated by 
various astronomical observations. Although their seasonal calendar 
was lunar based, they observed and celebrated the solstices, attaching 
particular importance to the winter solstice, which they regarded as a 
time of cosmological crisis. 
Ruggles (2005)

"A ritual can be defined as an enactment of a myth. By participating in a 
ritual, you are actually experiencing a mythological life. And it's out of 
that participation that one can learn to live spiritually."
Joseph Campbell
http://www.crossroad.to/Books/UnderSpell/7-sacred-sex.htm#campbell

Nine months later -- the length of a human pregnancy -- the crops would be fully grown 
and the fall equinox would occur. Their name for the month of September (Meán Fómhair) 
meant 'middle of harvest' and was an important time for farming communities -- as by then 
they knew how successful their farming had been.

If this interpretation is correct, then the solstice light at Newgrange was a powerful annual 
ritual in which the Neolithic people connected with the eternal timeless immortal supernatural 
spirits of the heavens in a fertility rite that assured people of another year of harvests and 
births.

AFTERWORD: ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS 

Sacred Time
The sunrise on the day of the winter solstice would have been seen as the most sacred 

moment of the year. Sunrise in many mythologies, such as those of Greece, Rome and India, 
is seen as the most powerful moment of the day. The winter solstice is seen in many 
mythologies as the most critical moment of the year -- as the Sun finally stops its decline and 
begins its return -- a promise of rebirth and renewal. For Neolithic people the combination of 
the two possessed cosmic power that their structure at Newgrange was able to connect with. 
This moment in time combined with the Newgrange structure, an axis mundi (see next), would
have given the people immense power and also crucial contact with the world of the spirits.

Axis Mundi -- A Sacred Point On The Earth

The axis mundi (also cosmic axis, world axis, world pillar, center of the 
world, world tree), in certain beliefs, and philosophies is the world center
or the connection between Heaven and Earth. As the celestial pole and 
geographic pole, it expresses a point of connection between sky and 
earth... At this point travel and correspondence is made between higher 
and lower realms. Communication from lower realms may ascend to 
higher ones and blessings from higher realms may descend to lower 
ones and be disseminated to all.
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The image is mostly viewed as feminine, as it relates to the center of the
earth... It may have the form of a natural object [such as a mountain, 
a tree, or a fire] or a product of human manufacture... The axis 
mundi symbol may be found in cultures utilizing shamanic practices 
or animist belief systems...
Axis Mundi are quite common throughout history, for example:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_mundi

The social implications of archaic [ED: Neolithic] religion are to some 
extent similar to those of primitive religion.  The individual and his 
society are seen as merged in a natural-divine cosmos. Traditional 
social structures and social practices are considered to be grounded in 
the divinely instituted cosmic order, and there is little tension between 
religious demand and social conformity. Indeed, social conformity is at 
every point reinforced with religious sanction.
Bellah, Robert N. (June, 1964). "Religious Evolution." American 
Sociological Review, Vol. 29, No. 3, pages 358-374. Washington, DC: 
American Sociological Association. Page 365. Accessible online: 
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/2091480>

It is impossible to distinguish between what we are accustomed to 
viewing as practical problems and matters we now believe belong on a 
more rarefied plane [ED: religion, spiritual beliefs]. Technological and 
spiritual challenges went hand in hand.
"The Unseen World: The Rise of Gods and Spirits." (2002). Monograph 
Series No. 43. London: The Institute for Cultural Research. Page 10. 
Accessible online: 
<http://www.i-c-
r.org.uk/publications/monographarchive/Monograph43.pdf> 

Man tries to make for himself in the fashion that suits him best a 
simplified and intelligible picture of the world; he then tries to some 
extent to substitute this cosmos of his for the world of experience, and 
thus to overcome it. This is what the painter, the poet, the speculative 
philosopher, and the natural scientist do, each in his own fashion. Each 
makes this cosmos and its construction the pivot of his emotional life, in 
order to find in this way the peace and security which he cannot find in 
the narrow whirlpool of personal experience.
Albert Einstein
http://www.todayinsci.com/E/Einstein_Albert/EinsteinAlbert-
Quotations.htm

My Thoughts About Light:
The event of the winter-solstice light entering and penetrating the passageway had many 

layers of meaning: it was a ritual of fertility, a union, a consummation but also a ritual about 
light itself where light under these conditions would have had a sublime meaning. The light 
was perhaps a bridge to the Heavens or to a pre-Celtic mythological otherworld or even a 
physical connection as the heat of the light would have warmed the stones and the people in 
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the passageway. The light would have gone from dim to blinding to fading perhaps like 
celestial music that approached, got louder and then faded away.

In this sense, the light itself might have been seen as an actual bridge that connected the 
spirit world   and the timeless world of the 'gods' with the Earth and with people.

About Religion And Science:
Quite simply, spiritual matters and astronomy (or what we call science) were not 

separated; they were one and the same. The Sun, the moon, the stars were spirits and gods 
-- and making precise calculations about how they moved and their annual cycles was a way 
to understand these spirits and to be in better contact with them.

Sky knowledge was typically interwoven with the broader ability to 
access supernatural power from the spirit world and from powerful 
forces of nature. The specialists concerned often considered 
themselves, and were considered, as operating not so much in the 
realm of science as in that of magic. Yet we should not see an inherent 
dichotomy between these realms so much as different (and not 
necessarily exclusive) cultural perceptions of ways of perceiving the 
cosmos. Studying perceptions of the history and meaning of occult 
magic offers, in other words, the opportunity for broader insights into the 
cultural context of different perceptions of reality (Aveni 1996).
Ruggles, Clive & Urton, Gary, Editors. (2010). "Introduction." In 
Skywatching in the Ancient World. Boulder, CO: University Press of 
Colorado. Page 12. Accessible online: 
<http://upcolorado.com/university-press-of-colorado/item/1919-
skywatching-in-the-ancient-world>

“… the concentration which they bestowed upon their spiritual ideas led 
men to new ways of thinking which broadened their outlook in other 
directions. And from early on, this spiritual quest drove people to 
Herculean efforts which in turn expanded the frontiers of technical 
possibility at the time. …  Without their gods to drive them on, it is 
unlikely that men would have considered, let alone undertaken, such a 
vast achievement of engineering. …Technological and spiritual 
challenges went hand in hand.”
"The Unseen World: The Rise of Gods and Spirits." (2002:10). 

Doing The Math?
Whether Neolithic people had a developed sophisticated mathematical system of numbers

is not important -- although from our modern point of view it would seem essential. At its core 
math is about relationships, how one thing relates to another based on certain criteria. I 
believe Neolithic people had keen powers of observation, much more acute than ours when it 
came to understanding nature and patterns in nature. It was the recognition of patterns, more 
than abstract math, that allowed them to determine the day of the winter solstice and then to 
build an 'instrument' that would indicate the exact day of the winter solstice in real time. As I 
pointed out in my blog-article this was quite difficult and something that the Greeks and 
Romans about 3000 years later did not do with their mathematical methods and their 
instruments. This was probably because the Greeks and Romans did not feel a compelling 
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need to know the exact day of the winter solstice in real time whereas the Neolithic people did
feel such a need.

This idea should not seem odd, but may in our number obsessed world where computers 
use numbers to almost think like people. Music, for example, can be understood entirely as 
numbers, e.g., frequencies, decibels, overtones etc. However, most musicians play based on 
relationships between notes, a relationship that does have a mathematical structure but which
is not understood mathematically but instead understood melodically. 

It would be possible to describe absolutely everything scientifically, but it
would make no sense. It would be without meaning, as if you described 
a Beethoven symphony as a variation of wave pressure.
Albert Einstein
http://www.todayinsci.com/E/Einstein_Albert/EinsteinAlbert-
Quotations.htm

All religions, arts and sciences 
are branches of the same tree.

Albert Einstein
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The Development Of Consciousness
& The Origins Of Religion

Once homo sapiens had evolved biologically, I believe modern humans acquired full 
consciousness perhaps 50,000 years ago. This is when there was an explosion of new more 
powerful tools, and an increased understanding of how to make tools.

Consciousness
Definition (Google):
The fact of awareness by the mind of itself and the world.

The English word "conscious" originally derived from the Latin conscius 
(con- "together" and scio "to know"), but the Latin word did not have the 
same meaning as our word -- it meant "knowing with", in other words 
"having joint or common knowledge with another". There were, however,
many occurrences in Latin writings of the phrase conscius sibi, which 
translates literally as "knowing with oneself", or in other words "sharing 
knowledge with oneself about something". This phrase had the figurative
meaning of "knowing that one knows", as the modern English word 
"conscious" does.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consciousness

In addition to making more powerful and effective hunting tools, humans now made certain
tools that were specifically designed to assist in the making of these hunting tools, or to put it 
another way they made tools to make the tools. In a sense, they had stepped back and 
carefully considered the needs of the hunt. Then they crafted tools that would help them make
these more sophisticated tools. And this, I believe, was a critical step; I call it meta-thinking 
because this meant their consciousness had now risen to a new level, a meta-level. (Meta is 
defined as: denoting something of a higher or second-order kind. Google dictionary)
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PICTURE CAPTION: LEFT: "About 45,000 years ago Cro Magnon developed blades and spear-
throwers with a considerably greater range, velocity and penetration. Hunters could now kill
large animals from a longer, much safer, distance."RIGHT: "Over this period our ancestors

invented burins to help make tools from antlers, such as bone spears and harpoons that were
often beautifully engraved and carved."Burin: a type of stone tool used for carving or engraving

on wood or bone."    
http://www.humanjourney.us/detail/toolsAdvancement.html

Beginning around the same time, there was also an explosion of sculptures and symbols.
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PICTURE CAPTION: "Löwenmensch - a lion-headed figurine found in Germany and dating to
the Upper Paleolithic, about 40,000 BCE"

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lion_man_of_the_Hohlenstein_Stadel
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PICTURE CAPTION: "The Venus of Brassempouy...is a fragmentary ivory figurine from the
Upper Paleolithic. It was discovered in a cave at Brassempouy, France in 1892. About 25,000

years old, it is one of the earliest known realistic representations of a human face."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venus_of_Brassempouy

My guess is that consciousness was both something that developed in each individual and
also in the tribe as a whole. This relates to the Latin meaning of consciousness as "having 
joint or common knowledge with another." It came about as a result of shared gestures, 
signs/symbols, song/ music/dance and language plus concepts and abstractions along with a 
sophisticated shared sense of time. This sense of time meant they understood the concept of 
'when', i.e., when in the past,  when in the present and when in the future along with the ability
to imagine 'what if?' which allowed them to plan. As I have written, I believe the key difference
between humans and other animals is the ability to understand time in terms of 'when' and 
this ability is a central part of human consciousness.

Because consciousness created a meta-world, a virtual world within the mind of each 
member of the tribe -- but a world that was also shared as a common ground -- it took 
perhaps a hundred thousand years or more to build this man-made internal landscape and to 
learn how to navigate through it and to share common thoughts.

Exactly how this happened or developed is lost to us in prehistory. But the sudden birth of 
consciousness in the blind/deaf Helen Keller might give us some hints about the process the 
human race went through to develop its conscious thinking and that a sense of time was 
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critical. In the following passage written by Helen, she describes her sudden breakthrough 
into consciousness.

My inner life, then, [ED: before consciousness] was...without past, 
present, or future. Since I had no power of thought, I did not compare 
one mental state with another. When I learned the meaning of "I" and 
"me" and found that I was something, I began to think. Then 
consciousness first existed for me.  
Helen Keller, The World I Live In

PICTURE CAPTION: The development of consciousness gave humans a power that allowed
them to imagine the future and the past, to plan, to coordinate, to 'time travel' in their mind's
virtual time. We now had a virtual tool that made us the most powerful beings on the Earth.

And while we cannot know the process that humans went through to obtain 
consciousness, nevertheless, we do know for certain that consciousness did develop and that
once it had a foothold, it  there was no turning back.

"Man is distinguished above all animals by his self-consciousness, by 
which he is a 'rational animal'."   
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason

But the cost was also quite high. Before consciousness humans had been part of nature, 
now they were aware they were removed and separated from nature.

And while the power of consciousness, shared symbols and culture allowed a rapid 
development of shared knowledge and added skills that could be passed down from 
generation to generation, it also opened the door to imaginings that were too painful to 
withstand. Because with the ability to imagine the future, humans now had a concept of 
death. This meant that they could be certain they would die and also their family would die -- 
and that early death was an ever present threat.
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Unlike animals, humans understand the inevitability of their own death 
and in fact can imagine a world in which we are no longer alive. 
To Death & Back, PBS  
http://www.pbs.org/howartmadetheworld/episodes/death/

We know that in human history there was a distinct change about 100,000 years ago 
when humans began to be buried in a ceremonial fashion. Burial practices are particularly 
important to our modern understanding of the past because when people were buried with 
pottery, jewelry and other artifacts it signaled an awareness of death and that a collective 
consciousness had reached a high level of sophistication.

The first undisputed deliberate human burial is:"About 100,000 years 
ago at Qafzeh, Israel, the remains of as many as 15 individuals were 
found in a cave, along with 71 pieces of red ocher and ocher-stained 
stone tools. The ocher was found near the bones, suggesting it was 
used in a ritual."  NOTE: Red ocher comes from iron embedded in stone
and is part of the lore and skills of old stone age cultures.  
http://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/behavior/qafzeh-oldest-intentional-
burial
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THE ORIGINS OF RELIGION

The focus of this article is not so much about consciousness but rather its consequences, 
as the price for acquiring consciousness was quite high. I believe the roots of religion are 
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directly attributable to the emergence of consciousness -- as consciousness created a 
separation from nature and also an awareness of death.

People in just about every culture, both in the past and in the present, have held a set of 
religious beliefs. Anthropologists include religious beliefs as one of the common traits of all 
cultures and civilizations. So it would seem that religion, from the earliest times to the present,
is a fundamental need of human beings. For more about this see: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_universal

Perhaps the best evidence for the connection between consciousness and religion comes 
from the story of Adam and Eve. This story is found in Genesis, a book of the Torah, the first 
of the first five books of the twenty-four books of the Tanakh, the canon of the Hebrew Bible 
(the first book of the Old Testament for Christians) -- which is considered a sacred text by 
Christians, Jews and Muslims, i.e., more than half the people on this Earth.

NOTE: When the 'tree of knowledge' is mentioned, the word 'knowledge' 
in Hebrew can also mean awareness. This also ties in with the notion of 
consciousness, since consciousness from the Latin means 'with 
knowledge' and after all what is knowledge but awareness. With this 
interpretation, then, eating the fruit from the 'tree of awareness' caused a
separation from the original state of oneness with nature -- and created 
an awareness of death. For more about this please see: 
http://www.creationtips.com/tree_of_knowledge.html   ALSO NOTE: "The
phrase in Hebrew ... translatable as 'good and evil', may be an example 
of the type of figure of speech known as merism. This literary device 
pairs opposite terms together, in order to create a general meaning; so 
that the phrase "good and evil" would simply imply "everything"." 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_the_knowledge_of_good_and_evil
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Genesis 2
And the Lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden;

but you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat 
from it you will certainly die.” [ED : My emphasis]

Adam and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.
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Genesis 3
When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and pleasing to the eye, 

and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her 
husband, who was with her, and he ate it.

Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were naked; so they 
sewed fig leaves together and made coverings for themselves.

Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as he was walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the Lord God among the trees of the garden.

But the Lord God called to the man, “Where are you?”

He answered, “I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked; so I hid.”

And he said, “Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from the tree that I 
commanded you not to eat from?”...

 To Adam he said, “Because you listened to your wife and ate fruit from the tree about 
which I commanded you, ‘You must not eat from it,’

“Cursed is the ground because of you;

    through painful toil you will eat food from it

    all the days of your life.

It will produce thorns and thistles for you,
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    and you will eat the plants of the field.

By the sweat of your brow

    you will eat your food

until you return to the ground,

    since from it you were taken;

for dust you are

    and to dust you will return.”...

So the Lord God sent him away from the garden of Eden to work the ground from which 
he was taken.

In another ancient passage from sacred texts, Enoch, the great-grandfather of Noah, 
writes of his perception of the tree of knowledge.
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NOTE: Although the Books of Enoch have been verified as being quite 
old, they are generally considered part of the Apocrypha. The text 
quoted here is from the Book of Watchers -- dated to about 300 BCE -- 
and considered part of the holy cannon by some Jews and Christians, 
but not by most others although "most Christian denominations and 
traditions may accept the Books of Enoch as having some historical or 
theological interest or significance..." For more about this see:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Enoch 

From the Books of Enoch: And I came to the Garden of Righteousness, and from afar 
off trees more numerous than these trees and great -- two trees there, very great, beautiful, 
and glorious, and magnificent, and the tree of knowledge, whose holy fruit they eat and know 
great wisdom.

That tree is in height like the fir, and its leaves are like (those of) the 
Carob tree: and its fruit is like the clusters of the vine, very beautiful: and
the fragrance of the tree penetrates afar. Then I said: ' How  beautiful is 
the tree, and how attractive is its look!' Then Raphael the holy angel, 
who was with me, answered me and said: 'This is the tree of wisdom, of 
which thy father old (in years) and thy aged mother, who were before 
thee, have eaten, and they learnt wisdom and their eyes were opened, 
and they knew that they were naked and they were driven out of the 
garden.'  
Enoch's Journeys through the Earth and Sheol, Chapter XXXII, 
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/boe/boe035.htm

In this text, it is clear that eating the fruit from the inviting, beautiful, fragrant tree of 
knowledge would give a person great wisdom -- but at a terrible cost.

My interpretation is that eating the fruit of 'knowledge and awareness' had turned Adam 
and Eve's original innocent oneness with nature into a self-consciousness separation from 
nature -- being naked (what is more natural?) was now something they were ashamed of and 
gaining knowledge meant that they now knew they were mortal.

The object of the myth evidently was to explain the origin of death,
C. Staniland Wake, Influence Of The Phallic Idea In The Religions Of 
Antiquity, 1870. 
http://www.sacred-texts.com/sex/ipi/ipi05.htm

These simple allegories [ED: the fall of man in Genesis] ... are 
condensed explanations, stripped of minor details, of the great 
underlying laws of existence.
Charles Fillmore, Mysteries of Genesis, 1936.  
http://www.sacred-texts.com/nth/unity/mog/mog05.htm

Thus man eats "of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil." In these few words is summed up the fall of man from an Edenic 
state...to a consciousness of matter and the desperate struggle of 
personality for existence.
Charles Fillmore, Mysteries of John, 1946.  
http://www.sacred-texts.com/nth/unity/moj/moj05.htm
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This story with many variations appears in a number of other cultures as detailed in the 
following chapter:

John Bathurst Deane, Heathen Fables Illustrative Of The Fall Of Man in the book:The 
Worship of the Serpent, 1833.  
http://www.sacred-texts.com/etc/wos/index.htm

In most hunter-gatherer cultures:"There are invariably two temporal 
orders of existence, with an Early mythical or 'dreamtime' preceding the 
present. In the former, nature and culture are not yet fully separated. Out
of this existence...crystallizes the distinction between humans and 
animals, even mortality itself, and virtually everything of cultural 
significance."  
Introduction: The Cambridge Encyclopedia of HUNTERS AND 
GATHERERS

The above quotes point to the two principle themes in religion: the fear of death and a 
separation from nature and the cosmos. Religion offers a solution by providing a connection 
to nature, by helping humans find their “place in the universe” as Carl Jung once said, along 
with a promise of an afterlife and/or an understanding of death.

RELIGIOUS PRACTICES

Based on what we know about contemporary hunter-gatherer cultures, early religious 
beliefs in the Paleolithic or Mesolithic eras were nothing like modern day organized religion. It 
was not until Neolithic times that formal observances with priests, buildings and rituals would 
appear.

It seems safe to assume, from the study of modern hunters and 
gatherers, that religion originally took the form of shamanism. Virtually 
every modern hunter-gatherer people today, for example, engage in 
shamanism or did in the recent past. 
Introduction: The Cambridge Encyclopedia of HUNTERS AND 
GATHERERS

This early division, this first separation from nature, required that within the tribe's symbolic
culture there had to be a way to connect, to understand, to communicate, to relate to the 
world of nature. And from this basic need, I believe religion, or what I prefer to call 'spiritual 
beliefs' at this state, was born. Because of the certainty of death and the desire to be in touch 
with nature, early humans needed to find a way maintain a relationship with the natural world 
that they believed was made of spirits. These beliefs meant that there was a "hovering 
closeness of the world of myth to the actual world" (Robert Bellah, quoted in the The 
Cambridge Encyclopedia of HUNTERS AND GATHERERS, Introduction).

In this early stage, shaman, who were part-time religious practitioners, were able to travel 
the gap between humans and nature and communicate with spirits and with the dead due to 
their ability to alter their consciousness. Shamanism was widespread and common among 
hunter-gatherers. They were not so much priests but people with special powers who could 
help people in the tribe -- especially those with concerns relating to spiritual matters. While 
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shaman were revered, their cultures were generally egalitarian (contemporary ones are 
according to The Cambridge Encyclopedia of HUNTERS AND GATHERERS) and they did not
have the same authority that priests would have in later forms of religion.

Definition: Shamanism:  Shamanism is a practice that involves a 
practitioner reaching ALTERED STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS [ED: 
my emphasis] in order to encounter and interact with the spirit world and
channel these transcendental energies into this world.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shamanism

PICTURE CAPTION: Shamanism is another major practice common to the great majority of
hunting and gathering peoples. The word originates in eastern Siberia, from the Evenki/Tungus

word saman meaning "one who is excited or raised."  The Cambridge Encyclopedia of
HUNTERS AND GATHERERS, Introduction

I find it telling that a key element of shamanism at this beginning stage of religious belief is
an 'altered state of consciousness', since I believe that the emergence of normal human 
consciousness is what caused the need for religious practices. An altered state of 
consciousness would bridge the gap and allow the shaman to have a relationship with the 
spirit world. The shaman could then try to heal, if you will, the rift with nature that normal 
consciousness had created.

A shaman is a person regarded as having access to, and influence in, 
the world of benevolent and malevolent spirits, who typically enters into 
a trance state during a ritual, and practices divination and 
healing.Shamanism encompasses the premise that shamans are 
intermediaries or messengers between the human world and the spirit 
worlds.---Shamans act as mediators in their culture. The shaman 
communicates with the spirits on behalf of the community, including the 
spirits of the deceased. The shaman communicates with both living and 
dead to alleviate unrest, unsettled issues, and to deliver gifts to the 
spirits.   
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shamanism
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The Sámi’s believed “that the living and the departed were regarded as 
two halves of the same family.” ...their belief was not just a religion, but a
living dialog with their ancestors  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sami_shamanism

Primitive religions are on the whole oriented to a single cosmos...The 
distance between man and mythical being, which was at best slight, 
disappears altogether in the moment of ritual when 'everywhen' [ED: a 
term coined by anthropologist W. E. H. Stanner] becomes now. All 
present are involved in the ritual action itself and have become one with 
the myth.Primitive religious action is characterized...by identification, 
participation, acting out. Just as the primitive symbol system is myth par 
excellence, so primitive religious action is ritual par excellence. In the 
ritual the participants become identified with the mythical beings they 
represent.In primitive ritual the individual is put in harmony with the 
natural divine cosmos.
Robert N. Bellah, Religious Evolution

Of course, it is hard to determine when the emergence of consciousness caused the break
with nature that was irredeemable. The most likely scenario is that as consciousness slowly 
developed, hunter-gatherers were able to keep and continue a sense of oneness with nature. 
Their survival depended on their ability to read the flow, the signs of nature -- when fish ran, 
animals migrated, plants bloomed, and when certain stars such as the Pleiades appeared. 
Hunter-gatherers lived off the land as they found it; they lived spontaneously. They lived in 
harmony with nature.
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Tim Ingold stated: "Hunter-gatherers do not, as a rule, approach their 
environment as an external world of nature that has to be 'grasped' 
intellectually ... indeed the separation of mind and nature has no place in
their thought and practice." Willerslev extends the argument by 
noting...that the animist self identifies with the world, "feeling at once 
within and apart from it so that the two glide ceaselessly in and out of 
each other in a sealed circuit."  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animatism

PICTURE CAPTION: Adam tilling the ground after his expulsion from Eden, from The Story of
Adam and Eve by Boucicaut Master circa 1400.

It seems likely that the break with nature came as farming and sedentary Neolithic thinking
encroached on the earlier nomadic way of life. The Neolithic point of view required planning, 
control and a new sense of time which separated it from the earlier hunter-gatherer lifestyle.

The arrival of the new stone age, the Neolithic, was the single most 
momentous shift in all of our history. It was the moment we stopped 
being hunter-gatherers roaming from place to place and became 
farmers tied to the land and to the seasons. Everything we consider part 
of the modern world...all of that has its roots in the Neolithic.It was also 
to profoundly alter our sense of ourselves as human beings, as part of 
the natural world...It would change the land, the things we ate. It would 
change our relationship with time.  
Neil Oliver, Archaeologist, A History of Ancient Britain, BBC Two
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Rather than being part of the environment, Neolithic people made their own environment 
on their farms. The areas beyond the fields and houses of the Neolithic villages began to be 
seen as wild and untamed. This division created "a wound of awareness" or the "pain of 
consciousness" [my phrases], a break with their earlier sense of belonging in which they were
a part of nature -- which was perhaps a romanticized memory of a former Garden of Eden.

A new kind of religion in Neolithic cultures provided a way for that wound to heal -- but like 
a broken leg or arm, the point where the break occurred would mend, yet it would always be 
scarred.

It is sometimes said that animist worldviews are unitary, totalized, and 
seamless...Animist worldviews neither recognize nor use a series of 
dichotomies that we tend to take for granted and which are prevalent, if 
not dominant, in modernist worldviews. These dichotomies include (but 
are not limited to): 
Nature/SupernaturePhysical/MetaphysicalMatter/SpiritMaterial/Ethereal..
..It is my contention that these conceptual dualisms arose in 
conjunction with and as a consequence of the Neolithic transition. 
[ED: My emphasis] The process, I surmise, began with the newly built 
environment featuring the settlement and house. From this materiality 
flows ideas about inner/outer and private/public. In these seemingly 
innocent dualisms we find conceptual seeds that will eventually sprout 
into ideas about property, ownership, wealth, and distinction.  
UNITARY ANIMIST WORLDVIEWS  
http://genealogyreligion.net/unitary-animist-worldviews

During this [Neolithic] period it does seem that for the first time we 
began to think of ourselves as separate from the natural world which is 
sometimes in opposition to us and which we need to control. From now 
on it becomes important to appease the spirits......an enormous 
communal effort was required to impress these invisible beings, an effort
that shaped the beginnings of organized religion, and created the first 
divine beings or gods. Now magic and ritual are shared among 
thousands to invoke “Cosmic Maintenance.” The collaboration from the 
unknown worlds to ensure and improve survival in the known world 
becomes the new way to understand and think about solutions to 
problems of survival  
http://www.humanjourney.us/NeolithicEra.html

In this stage of human culture, in this Neolithic age of sedentary farming, it appears that 
over time the powers of nature became personified as gods and spirits. It also seems likely 
that an upper caste of divine priests developed. These officials with high authority were a 
reflection of the more complex farming culture, new stone age technology and increasing 
specialization as well as the fact that now much larger communities shared the religion.
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BTW I find it interesting that quite learned Biblical scholars, such as 
Isaac Newton, James Ussher, Johannes Kepler in the 17th century, 
made an effort to determine the age of the Earth based on the Bible. 
They made careful calculations using the information in Genesis and 
came to the conclusion that according to the Old Testament the world 
was created about 4000 BCE or around the start of the Neolithic Era -- 
just when many scholars believe religion as we now know it, such as 
Judaism, began.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ussher_chronology

With the arrival of city-states and empires, the gods became more stratified and 
hierarchical, reflecting the structure of the civilizations -- such as the religions and gods of 
Babylon, Egypt, Greece and Rome.

PICTURE CAPTION: This Greek pottery depicts a dead hero being carried by the Greek god of
Death, Thanatos, while being helped by Hypnos (Sleep) as Hermes looks on.

During the last 400 years with the emergence of science and technology, the inner world 
of humans has grown, civilization has expanded and our store of conscious scientific 
knowledge greatly increased. As a result the outer world of nature -- we even speak of it as 
'outside' -- has become even more remote. People, in a sense, now live inside their virtual 
man-made worlds and often see the forces of nature as things to be subdued or controlled.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Yet from the beginning, there has always been a deep felt need to belong,
to be a part of something larger, to feel a oneness with the cosmos, to find a “place in the

universe” as Carl Jung said. Religion through its symbols and rituals satisfies that need -- and by
connecting people to a spiritual divine world that is timeless and boundless, religion is

comforting and for most people, essential.
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In this brief transit where the dreams cross

The dreamcrossed twilight between birth and dying...

This is the time of tension between dying and birth

The place of solitude where three dreams cross...

Suffer me not to be separated

And let my cry come unto Thee.

TS Eliot, Ash Wednesday 

     PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram of the conscious mind by Robert Fludd, died 1637.
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ANCIENT AND 
CLASSICAL TIME
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The Ancient Manipulation of Time:
Part 2

The First Computer?

Today clocks are everywhere. In addition the time on your computer, your cell phone or 
your cable TV is usually in sync with a central atomic clock server which means that clocks 
now differ only seconds at most. Clocks are a particularly human invention and their 
ubiquitous presence means that we have accepted them as fundamental to our lives. [1] Yet 
the invention of clocks involved thousands of years of development -- a story that is as 
fascinating as any detective movie.

About 4000 years ago, the Babylonian's began the ultimate leap from observations to 
predictability. In so doing they created the foundations for modern science and technology, 
which as we all know, has given humans the ability to dominate the Earth. Their work even 
led to what was arguably the first analog computer, a device that is still in wide use today.

The movement of the sun, moon, stars, constellations and planets were, for the ancients, 
the way they told the time of day, the month, the seasonal changes, the solstices and 
equinoxes and the new year. This was essential for knowing when to plant and when to 
harvest, when the fish ran, when animals migrated and when annual rains or floods would 
come.

Astronomical movements were to the Babylonians a celestial clock. And since time ruled 
the lives of people and empires, they looked to understand the complexity of time. Starting 
about 1800 BCE, the Babylonians kept comprehensive records of astronomical movements 
on clay tablets written in cuneiform. Known as the Babylonian astronomical diaries, these 
diaries now combined the power of human memory with the power of the written record.

For the purposes of this blog about time, it is important to note that observations deal with 
the past while predictability derives from these past observations and then projects into the 
future. This simple point is a key to understanding the human relation to time and how it has 
given us so much power.

It is also important to note that when human memory was recorded on clay tablets it was 
then not dependent on living individuals. Memory was still the key to the power that humans 
were unlocking, yet now it had achieved a new form, a more permanent form in writing that 
could be accessed by civilized humans indefinitely into the future. [2] 

Careful astronomers, the Babylonian's measured and recorded the positions of the sun, 
the moon, the stars, the constellations and the planets over hundreds of years. At some point 
they grasped the fact that celestial movements repeated. [3]
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PICTURE CAPTION: This is a close-up of a section of a cuneiform tablet that recorded the daily
movement of the planet Venus over a period of 21 years. It is the first time that the movement of

a planet was understood as repeating. Although this tablet has been dated to the 7th century
BCE, it is believed to be a copy of a much older record from the 17th century BCE.

Once having understood these repeating patterns, they created mathematical formulas 
that correctly matched the previous paths and predicted future movements. 

Historian A. Aaboe said about Babylonian astronomy that "all 
subsequent varieties of scientific astronomy, in the Hellenistic world, in 
India, in Islam, and in the West -- if not indeed all subsequent endeavor 
in the exact sciences -- depend upon Babylonian astronomy in decisive 
and fundamental ways."

Now lets fast forward just a bit in the ancient world to around 150 BCE. With the 
conquests by Alexander the Great, the science and discoveries of Babylonian astronomy 
became known to the Greeks. Building on the Babylonian's knowledge, the brilliant Greek 
astronomer Hipparchus created the first astrolabe which was perhaps the earliest computer. 
In later centuries, when the astrolabe became fully developed it could be used for obtaining 
the time, for nautical navigation, surveying, locating stars and hundreds of other uses. It is still
widely used today in parts of the world.
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PICTURE CAPTION: On the left is a drawing of the basic lines for an astrolabe in Chaucer's
time, in the middle is an actual astrolabe during Chaucer's time, on the right is a sexton which is

a specialized astrolabe for use at sea. 
 

PICTURE CAPTION: Screen grab of a digital astrolabe. Get your own free copy at:
www.astrolabes.org/pages/electric.htm

The construction and calculations of the astrolabe were based on mathematical formulas 
derived from the movement of astronomical bodies. Early clocks in fact were put together 
based on formulas carved into astrolabes.

During the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance many astronomical clocks were built -- 
clocks that displayed the position of the planets, the zodiac, the moon and the sun along with 
the current time. While the use of these clocks eventually faded in favor of today's clocks that 
simply give the time of day, they could not have existed without their astronomical ancestry.

Lynn White Jr., Medieval researcher, said, "Most of the first clocks were
not so much chronometers as exhibitions of the pattern of the 
cosmos...Clearly the origins of the mechanical clock lie in a complex 
realm of monumental planetaria...and geared astrolabes.”
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PICTURE CAPTION: On the left is a drawing showing the moving plates of an astrolabe, in the
middle is a diagram that shows how a clock based on an astrolabe can display the sun's daily

and yearly movement. The last photo is of Prague Orloj, the famous astronomical clock in
Prague that was built in 1410 and is still working today. 

PICTURE CAPTION: This chart explains what information can be read from the Prague
Astronomical Clock. 

The point is this: 

Time and yearly changes being critical to human survival and the fact that humans 
possessed remarkable memory (see my earlier blog: The Genius of Cavemen) led to the 
discovery of repeating patterns in the heavens that corresponded to seasonal changes and 
then to the ability to predict future patterns.

SUMMARY:

== The first time keeper was the movement of the sun, moon, stars, constellations and 
planets

== Humans, due to their unique memory, noticed long term patterns and began to 
correlate celestial movements with changes in the year

== Civilizations, such as the Babylonians, took these observations to a new level of 
accuracy via written records

== After hundreds of years of written data, the Babylonians were able to create formulas 
that predicted the movement of these celestial bodies
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== These mathematical formulas were eventually built into the astrolabe device that could 
be used to make calculations derived from sighting objects in the sky; this led to the 
development of early geared clocks which were often geared astrolabes 

== This device eventually led in part to today's computers

Modern Note: The computer you are using to read this blog has, at its heart, a CPU (Central Processing Unit) which contains 
a clock -- and this clock is critical to computer processing as a CPU could not function without it. Simply put the modern 
world could not function without precise clocks.

PICTURE CAPTION: Virtually all microprocessors contain a clock which regulates the actions of
the chip. The chip could not process information without the clock. 

By accurately observing the past and projecting that behavior into the future, humans 
could now, in a limited way, use time as a resource; they could manipulate time. Being able to
predict meant that they not only knew when to plant, but when to start preparing months 
before the seeds went in the ground, how much grain to store for the winter and how much 
fire wood to cut. My guess is that over time, the ability to predict seasonal changes in 
weather, flooding, temperature, prevailing wind etc. lead to a substantial increase in crop 
yields which in turn led to the rise of complex civilizations. Humans had begun to have, to use
the modern term, a handle on time, which gave them a power possessed by no other animal 
on the planet.
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PICTURE CAPTION: On the left is a chart of the seasonal winds known in Homer's time, ca.
700 BCE; on the right, from Aristotle's book Meteorology, is Aristotle's 'wind rose' showing a

much more sophisticated understanding of wind patterns as they related to the seasons about
400 years after Homer. Aristotle coined the word meteorology and the term 'weather forecast'. 

FOOTNOTES:

[1] It is only in the last two hundred years or so that standardized and accurate clocks have become a necessity -- with the 
need to create time zones and schedules for the railroads, for example, and the need for factory workers to show up on 
time when the Industrial Revolution took hold.

[2] Even today, astronomers are learning from these clay tablets. For example, the appearance of Halley's Comet was 
recorded on a Babylonian clay tablet in 164 BCE.

[3] The Babylonians were so good at finding patterns they even discovered the Saros Cycle, which predicted solar and lunar 
eclipses due to repeating patterns over about 18 years. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A picture of activity in the Istanbul observatory showing the intense interest
in astronomy by Islamic and Middle Eastern scientists in the 15th century. Arab scientists went

on to perfect the astrolabe. 
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   How The Discredited Geocentric
Cosmos Was A Critical Component

Of The Scientific Revolution

HOW PTOLEMY'S GEOCENTRIC ASTRONOMY 
HELPED BUILD THE MODERN WORLD

If you took the standard required western history course in college as I did, you learned 
that about 400 years ago astronomers Copernicus,  Galileo and Kepler along with Isaac 
Newton were key players in the scientific revolution that overturned the cumbersome system 
of geocentric astronomy. In this outdated system the Sun, moon and stars went around the 
stationary Earth. Instead these early scientists proved that the Earth and the planets went 
around the Sun. Known as the Copernican Revolution, it is considered the beginning of the 
scientific revolution, a new way of thinking which continues to this day and has created our 
modern world and our modern hi-tech marvels.

Well, that story is sort of true, but in hindsight it greatly simplifies the complex path that the
scientific revolution took, the path that ultimately led to today's scientific and technological 
wonders. Specifically it leaves out the fact that the geometry of a geocentric universe and its 
foremost astronomer, Ptolemy, who perfected the geocentric system, were key players in this 
new scientific outlook. In fact the discredited geocentric theory was, oddly, essential for 
building our new scientific/technological world.

BACKGROUND OF 
THE GEOCENTRIC/PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM

Over hundreds of years the early ancient Greeks put together a concept of the Solar 
System as a coherent system of concentric circles -- which was a major advance for Western 
thought. Later in the 4th century BCE, Plato and then Aristotle decided that the Earth was 
stationary and at the center of the universe, while the Sun, moon, planets and stars moved in 
perfect circles -- thought of as concentric spheres -- around the Earth. In the ancient Greek 
view of the cosmos, the orbits had to be perfect circles since all things in Heaven were 
considered 'perfect'. Each heavenly object moved with its own uniform motion. For more 
about this see: http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/ast121/lectures/lec02.html
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PICTURE CAPTION: However, "the geocentric model of Plato could not explain the retrograde
motion of the planets. Around 140 A.D. Ptolemy proposed his refined geocentric model. In the
Ptolemaic universe, a planet moves in a small circle called an epicycle, and the center of the

epicycle moves along a larger circle around the Earth."
http://www.hyperhistory.com/online_n2/people_n2/science_n2/geocentric.html
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PICTURE CAPTION: "A simple illustration showing the basic elements of Ptolemaic astronomy. 
It shows a planet rotating on an epicycle which is itself rotating around 

a deferent inside a crystalline sphere." Quoted from:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ptolemaic_elements.svg

Claudius Ptolemy in his book the Almagest (published around 150 CE) laid out his refined 
geometry for the movement of the heavenly bodies, based on earlier Greek science and the 
work of the Greek astronomer Hipparchus. His revised system was quite accurate and this 
view of the universe lasted for almost 1500 years.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Ptolemaic  Model Of The Solar System

From NASA's Cosmos: By selecting suitable radii and speeds of 
motion, Ptolemy could use this system of uniform motion around two 
[ED: perfect] circles to reproduce the apparent motions of the planets 
with remarkable accuracy. He succeeded so well that his model was still 
being used to predict the locations of the planets in the sky more than a 
thousand years after his death.  
http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/view_chapter.asp?id=1&page=1

The problem people had with Ptolemy's cosmology was that it was 
complicated:The resultant system...seems unwieldy to modern 
astronomers; each planet required an epicycle revolving on a deferent, 
offset by an equant which was different for each planet. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model

Eventually the new heliocentric science advanced by Copernicus, observed by Galileo, 
perfected by Kepler and then explained by Newton was easier to calculate. It was accepted in
part because it was a more elegant and simpler mathematical solution and once refined was 
more accurate than the predictions of Ptolemy's system.
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So what is my argument with all of this you might ask?

HOW PTOLEMY'S GEOMETRY WAS A KEY FACTOR IN THE
SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

Ptolemy's system had a large but hidden benefit. The perfect circles that were the key 
component of his system meant that man-made machines -- first clocks and later engines -- 
could be easily constructed with circular gears.

Ptolemy's system mapped out how mechanical models could be made of the solar system 
and these machines eventually led to the building of clocks. Yet even before the first 
astronomical clock was made, the idea of a mechanical universe based on Ptolemy's ideas 
was widely known.

PICTURE CAPTION: Page from De sphaera mundi
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The Sphere of the Cosmos (De sphaera mundi) is a medieval 
introduction to the basic elements of astronomy written by Johannes de 
Sacrobosco (John of Holywood) [ED: publication date] c. 1230. Based 
heavily on Ptolemy's Almagest, and drawing additional ideas from 
Islamic astronomy, it was one of the most influential works of pre-
Copernican astronomy in Europe. Sacrobosco's De sphaera mundi was 
the most successful of several competing thirteenth-century textbooks 
on this topic. It was used in universities for hundreds of years. 
Sacrobosco spoke of the universe as the machina mundi, the machine 
of the world... This concept is similar to the clockwork universe 
analogy that became very popular centuries later, during the 
Enlightenment. [ED: my emphasis]   
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_sphaera_mundi

Around 1264 Campanus of Novara, an Italian astronomer, "wrote a 
Theorica Planetarum [which] ... included instructions on building a 
planetary equatorium as well as its geometrical description. The data on 
planets are drawn from the Almagest [by Ptolemy] and the Toledan 
Tables of the Arab astronomer Arzachel. Campanus gave precise 
instructions on using the tables, and made detailed calculations of the 
distances to the planets and their sizes."      
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campanus_of_Novara

The Theorica Planetarum has been called "the first detailed account of 
the Ptolemaic astronomical system... to be written in the Latin-speaking 
West."
Benjamin, Francis Seymour; Toomer, G. J. (1971). Campanus of 
Novara and medieval planetary theory: Theorica planetarum. 

Thus, the ancestors of Western clocks were early planetaria, and 
forerunners of what later became known as astronomical clocks. 
Fraser, J.T. (1978). Time as Conflict: A Scientific and Humanistic Study.

In the middle ages starting in 1364 CE, many astronomical clocks were made throughout 
Europe. They were both timekeeping instruments and devices that showed the movement of 
the Sun, moon, planets and the zodiac.

See a list here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Astronomical_clocks

Most of the first clocks were not so much chronometers as exhibitions of
the pattern of the cosmos ... Clearly the origins of the mechanical clock 
lie in a complex realm of monumental planetariums...   
White, Lynn Jr. (1966). Medieval Technology and Social Change.

The first documented astrarium clock was completed in 1364 by 
Giovanni de' Dondi (1318–1388)... The original clock, consisting of 107 
wheels and pinions, was lost..., but de' Dondi left detailed descriptions 
which have survived, enabling the reconstruction of the clock. It displays
the mean time, sidereal, or star, time and the motions of the Sun, moon 
and the five then known planets Venus, Mars, Saturn, Mercury, and 
Jupiter. It was conceived according to a Ptolemaic conception of the 
solar system.[ED: my emphasis] 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrarium

PICTURE CAPTION: "The Prague astronomical clock [above] was installed in 1410...and is the
oldest functioning Astronomical clock in the world." Quoted from:

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Czech-2013-Prague-Astronomical_clock_face.jpg  

The Prague clock was built more than 130 years before Copernicus published On the 
Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres in 1543. The publication of Copernicus' book is 
considered by some to be the beginning of the modern age, yet was preceded by 
astronomical clocks starting in 1364 (see above) -- almost 180 years earlier.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Explanation of the information on the Prague astronomical clock.

The design of these mechanical clocks, a huge technological advance for the age, was 
largely based on Ptolemy's geometry. Clocks eventually became the symbol for the 
Newtonian age -- the age of the scientific revolution. They helped spawn the idea that God 
was the great watchmaker.

In the history of science, the clockwork universe compares the universe 
to a mechanical clock. It continues ticking along, as a perfect machine, 
with its gears governed by the laws of physics, making every aspect of 
the machine predictable.   
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clockwork_universe

René Descartes saw "the cosmos as a great time machine operating 
according to fixed laws, a watch created and wound up by the great 
watchmaker."   
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watchmaker_analogy
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PICTURE CAPTION: Gears in a pocket watch.

So the idea of a mechanical universe -- a central idea to this new scientific revolution -- 
was derived from the discredited geocentric astronomy. In addition the building of geared 
clockwork machines was also due to the geocentric model, showing the importance of this 
system to the manufacture of practical technological devices.

Clocks were the "key machine of the modern industrial age."
Strandh, Sigvard (1979). A History of the Machine.

This was the ultimate irony: The central image for the new scientific mechanical age was a
watch which was created with the discredited geometry and physics that the scientific 
revolution had overturned.

HOW THE MODERN WORLD WAS/IS BUILT, IN PART, WITH
GEOCENTRIC PHYSICS

Yet the story does not end here -- it continues today. In fact you probably use geocentric 
physics everyday. For example, much of the gearing in automatic transmissions in cars and 
other vehicles is based on a geocentric design. Let me explain.

What Ptolemy achieved with his circles within circles was an advanced design of gears 
and gearing -- gearing that worked well and was quite reliable -- as had been shown in the 
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creation of clocks. The ability to create such gears was not only critical to the construction of 
clocks but later to the design of engines and machines such as the early Watt steam engine --
the mechanical device that kick started the industrial age and the Industrial Revolution.

About the Watt steam engine in 1785:

"The firm's [ED: Watt's company] fourth innovation [was] Sun and planet gearing...

As Boulton and Watt engines were prime movers in the Industrial 
Revolution, this very significant engine represents not just invention and 
entrepreneurship, but also wealth creation, mass consumerism, great 
changes in working life, a massive shift in the use of resources, and 
consequent damage to the natural environment."
http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/collection/database/?
irn=7177#ixzz3YRs8FYM8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lap_Engine

NOTE:While it was called a Sun and planet gear with the Sun in the 
middle, in fact the gearing was based on the geocentric geometry of 
Ptolemy with his understanding of perfect circles, epicycles and uniform 
motion.

PICTURE CAPTION: Sun and planet gearing. "This particular [Watt steam] engine was installed
in Whitbread's brewery in 1785, and clocked up 102 years' work." Quoted from:

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flywheel_of_the_Boulton-
Watt_steam_engine_(4803665199).jpg
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PICTURE CAPTION: Early locomotive gearing due in part to the geocentric system of
interrelated circles.

Today epicycle gears, also known as planetary gears, are used in a wide range of 
machines including automatic transmissions for automobiles and bicycle gearing.

About modern epicycle gears from Wikipedia:

Epicyclic gears get their name from their earliest application, which was 
the modeling of the movements of the planets in the heavens. Believing 
the planets, as everything in the heavens, to be perfect, they could only 
travel in perfect circles, but their motions as viewed from Earth could not
be reconciled with circular motion. At around 500 BC, the Greeks 
invented the idea of epicycles, of circles traveling on the circular orbits. 
With this theory Claudius Ptolemy in the Almagest in 148 AD was able to
predict planetary orbital paths.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epicyclic_gearing
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PICTURE CAPTION:  A modern epicycle gear train or planetary gear train.

AFTERWORD

One of the reasons Ptolemy's science has gotten such bad press and even been labeled 
bad astronomy was due to the trial of Galileo by the Catholic Church which prevented him 
from criticizing this geocentric system. This was seen later as a huge impediment to the 
advance of science, when the new ideas of Copernicus, Kepler and Newton won out. As a 
result the Ptolemaic system itself took part of the blame for standing in the way of scientific 
investigation. Yet it is important to note that the cosmology of Copernicus was initially not as 
accurate as that of Ptolemy and even more complicated -- although it did solve a number of 
nagging problems.

However, Copernicus, like Ptolemy, also used circular orbits and had to 
resort to epicycles and deferents to explain retrograde motions. In fact, 
Copernicus was forced to use more epicycles than Ptolemy, i.e. a more 
complicated system of circles on circles. Thus, Copernicus' model would
have failed our modern criteria that a scientific model be as simple as 
possible.  
http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/ast123/lectures/lec02.html

Yet, as we know, history is written by the victors and in this case, the science of Newton et 
al was the victor, so the previous science was discredited.

Stephan Jay Gould in his book Time's Arrow And Time's Cycle pointed out that something 
of a similar nature occurred in the science of geology. It would seem that this attitude of 
denigrating and distorting past thinkers is also true in just about every branch of science. 
(Gould, Stephan Jay (1987). Time's Arrow, Time's Cycle: Myth and Metaphor in the Discovery 
of Geological Time.)

Perhaps Albert Einstein understood the process of theorizing better than anyone and 
understood how one theory builds on another -- which does not mean that the earlier theory 
was in error, but rather that it was a necessary step in the process.
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Physical concepts are free creations of the human mind, and are not, 
however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external world. In our 
endeavour to understand reality we are somewhat like a man trying to 
understand the mechanism of a closed watch. He sees the face and the 
moving hands, even hears its ticking, but he has no way of opening the 
case. If he is ingenious he may form some picture of a mechanism 
which could be responsible for all the things he observes, but he may 
never be quite sure his picture is the only one which could explain his 
observations. He will never be able to compare his picture with the real 
mechanism...But he certainly believes that, as his knowledge increases, 
his picture of reality will become simpler and simpler and will explain a 
wider and wider range of his sensuous impressions.
Albert Einstein
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The Persistence Of Ancient Beliefs 
In Modern Culture

PICTURE CAPTION: A fairie from circa 1860 (left) and today's fairies, Silvermist and Tinker Bell
at Pixie Hollow, Disneyland (right).

Look at this list of about 70 words and see if there are any you *DO NOT* recognize (in 
alphabetical order):

Abracadabra, Apollo, Athena, boogeyman, brownies, Cupid, conjure, 
curse, demigod, demons, devils, divination, dragons, dwarf, 
enchantment, elves, Fates, fairies, flying reindeer, genii, ghosts, ghouls, 
giant, gnomes, goblins, gremlins, Grim Reaper, hobgoblins, hocus-
pocus, incantations, Jupiter, leprechauns, love potions, magic, magic 
potions, mermaids, monsters, Muses, nymphs, occult, ogre, pixies, 
poltergeist, Grim Reaper, Santa Claus, sea serpents, sorcerer, spells, 
spirits, Sirens, supernatural, titans, tooth fairy, trolls, Venus, vampires, 
voodoo, werewolves, witches, witchcraft, wizards, Zeus, zombies

I would guess you probably know almost all of these. And most people know quite a bit of 
additional lore such as stories of pixie dust, silver bullets, and wooden stakes through the 
heart.

These mythical characters, gods, concepts, and rituals are well known and virtually all 
come from 'pagan' and ancient beliefs  -- the word pagan coming from the Latin meaning 
villager or rustic. The fact that we are familiar with them shows quite clearly that an 
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understanding of them has never gone away. And while we might treat them with a wink and a
nod and relegate them to fiction or childish beliefs, we, nevertheless, as adults have more 
than a superficial knowledge.

But interest in the supernatural goes even further. Today I see a wide range of popular 
movies and TV programs about the supernatural such as, Grimm, Once Upon A Time, Harry 
Potter, Lord of the Rings, Supernatural and Charmed. In addition there are many Steven King 
type stories, dozens of vampire sagas, and a slew of horror movies about the Grim Reaper or 
an evil demon -- even through he may not go by that name -- along with the current obsession
with serial killers who are a modern form of demons. But it does not stop there, because we 
also are offered tales about the 'good' fairies and mythical folk of Disneyland such as Tinker 
Bell along with the Disney movies of Cinderella and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.

PICTURE CAPTION: Dracula through the ages: 
Vampire attacking a Christian, 15th century (left). Killing a vampire, 1864 (middle). A modern

Dracula, 1980 (right).
"The notion of vampirism has existed for millennia; cultures such as the Mesopotamians,

Hebrews, Ancient Greeks, and Romans had tales of demons and spirits which are considered
precursors to modern vampires."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vampire

This interest is a continuation of TV shows such as Bewitched in the 1960s, the 40s movie
I Married a Witch, the many silent movies such as The Golem series plus stories of vampires 
and witches that go back many centuries. And we can be quite sure that before that there was
an extensive oral tradition of folklore that was passed down from generation to generation.

Now don't get me wrong. This is not a criticism, far from it -- it is an observation that our 
very human nature continues millennium after millennium. It continues even when prohibited 
by powerful governments and authorities. For example, in the Roman Empire after 451 CE 
performing rites in honor of the Roman gods instead of following the Christian faith was 
punishable by death. Yet old beliefs die hard and often reappear centuries later in different 
guises.

I believe the full spectrum of ancient beliefs in animism, animatism, polytheism and 
demigod heroes are still part of our psyches and lurking just below the surface.
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See The Common Elements of Religion
http://anthro.palomar.edu/religion/rel_2.htm

PICTURE CAPTION: In the small area where I live, there is a statue of Neptune, a number of
buildings with classical Greek columns, and a central clock with Roman numerals.

In addition there are many holdovers from earlier eras. The first six months of our 
calendar, for example, are based on Roman gods and festivals. 

January: Janus, Roman god of doors, beginnings, sunset and sunrise, 
had one face looking forward and one backwards
February: On February 15 the Romans celebrated the festival of 
forgiveness for sins; (februare, Latin to purify)
March: Mars, the Roman god of war
April: Roman month Aprilis, perhaps derived from aperire, (Latin to open,
as in opening buds and blossoms) or perhaps from Aphrodite, original 
Greek name of Venus
May: Maia, Roman goddess, mother of Mercury by Jupiter and daughter 
of Atlas
June: Juno, chief Roman goddess
Quoted from: 
http://www.design.caltech.edu/erik/Misc/month_names.html

Also the days of the week were named in honor of Roman gods. Each day is named for a 
planet and each planet is associated with a Roman god. In the Romance languages the link is
obvious as each day of the week clearly reflects the name of the planet and god. In English, 
however, equivalent Norse gods were used for the days of the week, although Sunday = Sun,
Monday = Moon and Saturday = Saturn's Day for the Roman god are still obvious. Another 
day like Thursday is less obvious; it is named for Thor, the German god of thunder who is 
equivalent to the Roman god Jupiter, the god of thunder -- in French the day is called Jeudi 
meaning the day of Jupiter or in Spanish, Jueves with the same meaning.

How The Days Of The Week Were Named In English & German
"The Germanic peoples adapted the system introduced by the Romans 
but glossed their indigenous gods over the Roman deities (with the 
exception of Saturday) in a process known as interpretatio germanica 
[ED: i.e., Germanic interpretation]."
Quoted from:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_the_days_of_the_week
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MODERN MYTHOLOGY

While we may think we have defanged and tamed these ancient beliefs, that fact that they 
are still very much with us is a testament to their power. The current  popular series about 
Greek mythology, Percy Jackson & the Olympians, for young adults, the obsession with a 
fictional Zombie Apocalypse and the huge number of garden gnomes shows that these beliefs
are still just below the surface.

PICTURE CAPTION: Gnomes have been around with that name since the 16th century, but seem
especially popular today. They are similar to dwarfs and generally defined as mythical small elemental

humanoid beings who live underground and are associated with the earth.
"Able to move through solid earth as easily as humans move through air"... this "earth-dwelling,

spirit has precedents in numerous ancient and medieval mythologies..."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gnome

I am certain advertisers are well aware that deep down many of us still believe in mythical 
beings -- as I see ads that feature helpful tiny animated brushes with eyes and smiles that 
busily clean your bathtub when you buy a cleaning product. Or talking bears that encourage 
you to buy a fabric softener or the childlike Pillsbury Doughboy who laughs and giggles and 
makes baking easy.

Wikipedia lists well over 400 advertising characters, many of which are animated
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_advertising_characters
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PICTURE CAPTION: Characters in advertising: Bibendum also known as the Michelin Man, the
Pillsbury Doughboy. and the McDonald's Officer Big Mac.

Breakfast cereals use animated characters aimed at children who are particularly 
susceptible to magic and animated depictions -- think of Tony the Tiger of Kellogg's Frosted 
Flakes or the Rice Krispies pixies, Snap, Crackle and Pop. These cereal characters are 
targeted to the children's market and advertised heavily on kid's programs and cartoon 
shows. 
http://www.powtoon.com/blog/why-your-business-needs-an-animated-character-animated-
character/

PICTURE CAPTION: The evolution of ads for Corn Flakes and Kellogg's Frosted Flakes: From
informational ads (left and middle) to a character based ad with the animated Tony the Tiger

(right).

Many people, from young readers to classical scholars, have suggested that today's 
superheroes are reworked Greek gods because they have supernatural powers and are 
immortal. The popularity of these characters is world wide. This includes people identifying 
with them and even dressing up like them which is not unlike the Greek adoration of their 
gods.
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PICTURE CAPTION: "Siegel [ED: co-created of Superman] himself noted the influence of
mythic heroes in the traditions of many cultures, including Hercules..." (picture left).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superman

For example, Superman was about 20-some years old when he first appeared, i.e. when 
he was first invented in 1933. This means that today he should be about 100 years old, but he
is always the same young age indicating that he is immortal.

"The point is, these modern myths [ED: i.e. comic book heroes] do 
resemble true myths... What does this say about modern culture? 
Probably that it is far more in touch with its ancient, primal roots that 
either fans or detractors of modernity tend to admit. Even that less has 
changed than we think. Human beings have always created myths and 
legends and we still do.... Magic has not left the world. Batman will be 
back."    
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2008/nov/2
8/comics-batman-superheroes

And I can't resist asking: Who of us has not talked to our car, when it wouldn't start saying 
something like, "Come on girl, you can do it. I need you to help me now, let's get going."

THE RESURGENCE OF ANCIENT FOLK RELIGIONS AND
TRADITIONS AROUND THE WORLD

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_religion

When I was researching folk traditions, I was struck by the number of ancient  beliefs that 
have persisted in spite of the most difficult obstacles. It is remarkable that even after centuries
of violent repression, death threats, incarceration, executions and deportations, traditional lore
continued to be passed down from generation to generation often in oral form. And when the 
repression was lifted, these beliefs frequently experienced a rapid resurgence and wide 
spread acceptance. It appears the human psyche needs to believe, to participate in and to 
practice beliefs that are part of our ancient past.

The Return Of Chinese Folk Religion
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Chinese folk religion was suppressed or outright banned for two centuries. But now that it 
is no longer being attacked, the number of participants has tripled in less than 20 years, from 
300 million to about 900 million.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_folk_religion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Growth_of_religion#Chinese_traditional_religion

The Fire Ceremony In Lithuania

Over shadowed by Christianity for 600 years and violently suppressed by the Soviet 
Union, Lithuania folk rituals are now experiencing a major revival.

"Romuva is a contemporary continuation of the traditional ethnic religion 
of the Baltic peoples, reviving the ancient religious practices of the 
Lithuanians before their Christianization in 1387."
"The Lithuanian pagan movement was stopped by Soviet occupation in 
1940. The Soviet Union forcefully annexed Lithuania in 1940 and 
renamed it the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic. Due to the 
nationalist nature of Romuva, the faith was suppressed during the Soviet
occupation and many practitioners were executed or deported to forced 
labor camps in Siberia."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romuva_(religion)

Candomblé Religion in Brazil

Based on African beliefs the imported slaves of Brazil created a religion 
that was a blend of African religion, Roman Catholicism and Indigenous 
American Indian traditions. Begun around 1550, but repressed from the 
beginning, it was violently and officially banned until 1970 -- after which it
surged in popularity having always survived just below the surface. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candombl%C3%A9

We treat Halloween as a time for crazy fun, a bit of madness and weird costumes -- but it 
is nevertheless a time when we think about death and dying -- something that will happen to 
all of us and those we love.
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PICTURE CAPTION: I believe the growing popularity of Halloween is also part of this
resurgence. Halloween dates back to our most ancient traditions. Yet today it is more popular
than ever -- not just in the US but world wide. It generates 7 billion dollars in sales in the US,

and is the fourth most popular holiday after Christmas, Thanksgiving and Easter, based on data
from the Alliance Data Retail Services (ADRS).

No matter which tradition, Christian or Ancient, Halloween is about the death and the 
dead. Yet most scholars believe that Halloween in the US has its origins in prehistoric beliefs 
from Ireland and from ancient traditions derived from pre-Columbian roots in Mexico. I would 
suggest that in the West at least Halloween is the one day when we let ourselves think about 
death, something we know for certain will happen to all of us -- so it is a day that we ritualize 
and celebrate.

There are also many aspects of Christmas and New Years traditions that reach much 
further back than 0 AD. But I will save that for another blog.

CONCLUSION

And just how far removed is our most modern achievement, science, from previous ideas 
about gods and goddesses?

Commenting on the Western fascination with science, Dr. Eugen Weber -- at the end of his
52 lectures entitled The Western Tradition -- pointed out the importance of Greek mythological
ideas which have lead to today's obsession with modern technology. Weber believed that 
modern science is, in a sense, stealing fire from the gods and putting this power into our own 
hands.

"Really when you think about it, our patron saint [ED: meaning the 
patron saint of the modern world] is Prometheus who stole fire from the 
gods." 
Eugen Weber, Professor of History, UCLA
Public Television Series: The Western Tradition

PICTURE CAPTION: The TV program Space Patrol in the 1950s (left) inspired kids to think
about traveling through outer space, like Greek gods who could fly through the heavens. Aimed
at a young audience the program offered a number of space related toys (right) along with an
Official Space Patrol Membership from Ralston-Purina's Chex cereals so that young boys felt

that they were participating in the adventure.
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Science -- which wants to see itself as rational, reasonable and objective -- may, 
nevertheless, be driven by mythic forces, such as the Myth of Prometheus, because in a very 
real sense science has stolen the secret of fire and many other things from the gods.

And ironically today's hi-tech media can now make the supernatural more real than ever 
via computer games, animation, special effects, and 3-D film.

So I believe the full range of spiritual beliefs -- from animism to polytheism to monotheism 
and today's organized religions -- is fundamental to human nature even in our rational, 
modern, civilized, scientific, hi-tech world.

"The Child is father of the Man," Wordsworth wrote. And Freud observed that our 
childhood forms our personalities as adults. In the same way of thinking, we might say our 
ancient beliefs are the foundation for our modern beliefs.
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Winter Solstice Celebrations:
Roman Saturnalia 

And Modern Christmas
While the celebration of Christmas is clearly associated in some manner with the winter 

solstice, why does it occur a few days after the solstice? And why is there an informal seven 
day period of celebration between Christmas and New Year's?

"Myth changes while custom remains constant; men continue to do what
their fathers did before them, though the reasons on which their fathers 
acted have been long forgotten. The history of religion is a long attempt 
to reconcile old custom with new reason, to find a sound theory for an 
absurd practice."
Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough, 1922.

I asked myself these questions and a month later after going down many roads on the 
information superhighway, I believe I found much of the answer. But in order to do that, I had 
to research ancient astronomy, Roman festivals and Christian traditions along with a detailed 
understanding of different calendars and also the continuing Roman legacy that is still part of 
our daily lives.

I also was curious about this time because it is a pivotal moment when one year ends and 
a new one begins. On Christmas Day almost all stores and businesses close in the US, for 
example -- even Walmart. In addition there is a profound feeling that this time period is 
different from any other point in the year, an emotion that is hard to define but nevertheless 
quite real.

But to really understand I felt I needed to put myself in the shoes of Romans thousands of 
years ago -- away from our modern scientific instruments,  precise clocks, electric lights, 
centrally heated homes and ample food at the local supermarket. 

Why did I focus on Rome, you might ask? Our winter holiday season comes directly from 
Rome. For example, the date for Christmas was officially decreed by a pope in 350 CE. 

"In 350 AD Pope Julius I declared December 25 the official date" for Christmas.
http://www.lnstar.com/mall/main-areas/xmas-not-first-choice.htm

Furthermore, prior to the Roman adoption of Christianity, there was a Roman winter 
solstice celebration that lasted about a week and involved gift giving.
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When I did imagine myself in Roman shoes, I saw Rome as a very dark city at this darkest
time of the year -- almost pitch black when the moon was not out. It was a city and culture that
was ruled by a number of gods with mysterious powers. In addition the Roman experience, 
even their perception of the solstice, was quite different from ours.

THE ROMAN CONNECTION TODAY

The calendar we use today is essentially the same Roman calendar that Julius Caesar 
created over 2000 years ago. 

This innovative solar calendar was quite remarkable for the time as it ignored the cycles of
the moon and instead created a way to stay in perfect sync -- well almost perfect as Pope 
Gregory XIII had to tweak it 15 centuries later -- with the seasonal movement of the sun and 
the solstices and equinoxes. This was very different from the earlier moon based lunisolar 
calendars when the months drifted from year to year until a leap-month was added to bring 
the calendar back in line with the sun's position. 

In addition because the Julian calendar was solar based, it emphasized the sun -- making 
the sun central to the Roman culture. 

And it was also clear to me, that just as temples in Rome were holy places, in a culture 
that was centered around the sun (and even the worship of the sun at times) the solstice 
period -- when the sun almost disappeared -- was considered a sacred point in time.

In fact most of our time keeping comes from Roman culture: all our months have Roman 
names and the point at which the old year ends and the new year begins was decided by the 
Romans -- as this transition could have occurred at any point during the yearly cycle.  In 
addition the words solstice (Latin: solstitium = sun still) and equinox (Latin: aequinoctium = 
equal night) for the four key points of the year are Latin based. Virtually every town of any 
size in the US has a clock with Roman numerals for the hours. So it should be no surprise 
that our modern end of the year festival would have Roman roots, as we have inherited our 
time keeping from Roman traditions. For a more detailed explanation see notes at the end of 
this blog.

Then I remembered something that our local TV weather man pointed out. While 
scientifically the solstice occurs on a specific day, the days just before and after the solstice 
are almost the same length. This means that, on average, there was a week long period of 
the shortest days, ones that are only a few seconds apart in duration. In a civilization without 
a quite accurate way to measure time, these days would have appeared to be the same 
length.

To get exact data, I looked up the length of the days during the solstice at Rome's latitude 
to see how the declining winter sun would have been seen. You can see the length of the 
days for the current winter solstice in 2015 in the chart below.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Screen grab of the chart of daylight hours in Rome 
during the winter solstice in 2015 from the URL listed next.

You can see it for yourself at this URL for the current winter solstice. 
http://jan.moesen.nu/daylight-calculator/?location=Rome

%2C+Italy&latitude=41.9027835&longitude=12.496365500000024

And this brings up a crucial point. According to my research the Romans could not 
determine the exact day of the solstice in real time, but only after the fact. However, because 
they were able to pinpoint the exact day after the fact, they could affirm the accuracy of their 
calendar. At the end of the year they would, however, know that the solstice did occur within 
their celebrated week-long time period -- and that was all they needed to know.

THE DURATION OF THE WINTER SOLSTICE

It is important to note that at the winter solstice (Latin: brumale solstitium) the sun does not
move, in fact the word solstice means just that. It comes from the Latin 'solstitium' meaning 
"point at which the sun seems to stand still" (dictionary.com). While modern science says this 
happens only on one particular day and after that the days get longer, this is not quite true. 
The length of the shortest day and longest night remain almost the same (within a few 
seconds) for about week at the latitude of Rome.

"...the sun appears to halt in its incremental journey across the sky and 
change little in position during this time."
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/12/1220_021220_solstic
e.html

The following method was almost certainly used by the Romans and was how Ptolemy 
and ancient astronomers could determine the exact day of the solstice after the fact, but not in
real time.
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"It is most likely, then, that equinoxes and solstices were determined by 
observing noon solar altitudes for a series of days before and after the 
events. [ED: my emphasis]"
"When the Sun is crossing the meridian at noon, it is relatively easy to 
measure its altitude, and then knowing the geographical latitude, to 
compute the declination. From the declination, it is easy to compute the 
Sun’s position on the ecliptic (the longitude), and we know that 
Hipparchus knew how to do it. But it is only at noon that such an easy 
determination is possible. It is then fairly straightforward to estimate the 
time that the Sun’s declination reaches some specific targeted value: 0° 
for an equinox, and maximum or minimum for a solstice."
"That series of daily altitude measurements were used to determine the 
time of cardinal events can hardly be doubted...Especially for the 
solstices, it is essentially the only viable option for achieving ¼ day 
accuracy. [ED: my emphasis]"
Dennis Duke, Four Lost Episodes in Ancient Solar Theory, Journal for 
the History of Astronomy, 39, (2008)  
http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~dduke/episodes3.pdf  

"The solstice time is not easy to determine. The changes in Solar 
declination become smaller as the sun gets closer to its 
maximum/minimum declination. The days before and after the solstice, 
the declination speed is less than 30 arcseconds per day which is less 
than 1/60 of the angular size of the sun...This difference is ... impossible 
[to detect] with more traditional tools like a gnomon or an astrolabe [ED: 
ancient tools the Romans would have used]. It is also hard to detect the 
changes on sunrise/sunset azimuth due to the atmospheric refraction 
changes. Those accuracy issues render it impossible to determine the 
solstice day based on observations made within the 3 (or even 5) days 
surrounding the solstice without the use of more complex tools. [ED: not 
available to the Romans]" 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solstice
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PICTURE CAPTION: In our modern scientific age, we understand the laws that govern
planetary motion, so that we are certain the sun will return each year from its lowest point at the

winter solstice. But to the ancients this low ebb in the sun's travel must have been quite
frightening. It is believed that Neolithic people, for example, felt the need to help the sun return

with rituals during which they used sympathetic magic, such as lighting fires, to aid the sun in its
return.

So when I looked at the numbers -- the length of the days before and after the day of the 
solstice -- I arrived at a probable reason for the week-long Roman festival. The period of short
days lasted about a week every year -- and because the day of the solstice can vary from 
December 20-23, it meant that the festival would have always included the precise day of the 
solstice no matter what.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DECEMBER 25

Now that leaves the question of why December 25 was so important?

According to Roman tradition December 25 was usually the first day after the week-long 
solstice period when days began to noticeably lengthen and this could be determined in real 
time with the existing Roman science. To the ancients it would have been seen as a mythical 
rebirth of the sun and because of this the day was treated with great reverence. After a week-
long period of short solstice days when the sun was at its lowest ebb, the clearly visible 
lengthening of days and reversal of the sun's movement was a time for great celebration and 
rejoicing.

This is similar to the way the new moon was treated by ancient peoples. Scientifically the 
new moon is when the moon is in full shadow ("when the Moon and the Sun have the same 
ecliptical longitude"). However, "in non-astronomical contexts [ED: e.g. religious contexts], 
new moon refers to the first visible crescent of the Moon, after conjunction with the Sun...the 
first crescent marks the beginning of the month...in lunisolar calendars such as the Hebrew 
calendar."  [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_moon]

"December 25 was commonly indicated [ED: in Roman times] as the 
date of the winter solstice [ED: which like new moon discussed above 
had a different meaning in ancient times], with the first detectable 
lengthening of daylight hours."  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol_(mythology)

THE ROMAN SATURNALIA FESTIVAL

Having done the math for the winter solstice, I then wanted to understand the Roman 
mythical rituals that were related to the winter solstice.  So I researched the annual Roman 
solstice festival known as Saturnalia which was celebrated during this period. 

When I started this article I was aware the Romans held a festival at the time of the winter 
solstice that included the practice of gift giving and some other similarities to our 
contemporary Christmas. Yet, to my surprise, there were at least fourteen similar customs and
symbols -- so many it is highly improbable the similarities are coincidental.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Roman depictions of the god Saturn, an old man with a full beard, who is,
among other things, the god of time. He holds a sickle which is a symbol of harvest and bounty

and also death and destruction. Bas-relief, 2nd century CE.

The festival was named after the Roman god Saturn, the god of time. The theme of time 
was key as the solstice marked a critical point when the sun was at its lowest ebb. This time 
must have been frightening and auspicious to many ancients as it appeared that the sun 
might disappear entirely. A number of activities occurred during during the solstice period at 
the Temple of Saturn, the oldest temple of the Roman Forum.
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PICTURE CAPTION: In this 18th century depiction of the god Saturn, the sickle has turned into
a scythe, as that had become the normal tool for harvesting grain. Saturn now had wings, as

wings had become a symbol for time. Nevertheless, Saturn was still seen as an old man with a
full beard.

PICTURE CAPTION: The Latin phrase "tempus fugit" or "time flies" is something we still say
today. 

This photo is of a graveyard fixture with an hour glass surrounded by winged time.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Temple of Saturn is on the right and is the oldest temple 
in the Roman Forum.

Because there had been an ancient alter even before 497 BCE, 
it is probable that this festival was much older.

"It was among the oldest cult sites in Rome, and had been the location of "a very ancient" altar
even before the building of the first temple in 497 BCE."  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturnalia#Theology_and_philosophical_views

The Roman Saturnalia festival in late December was the most important festival in Rome 
and went on for almost 1000 years, starting in 497 BCE -- about 500 years before the 
beginning of  Christianity and about 800 years before Christianity became the official Roman 
religion. Saturnalia was celebrated throughout the Roman provinces and the empire. Most 
historians say it ran from December 17-23 or 24 -- a period which, as I have said, usually 
included several days before the astronomical date of the winter solstice and a few days after.

Saturnalia was one of about forty festivals in Rome -- so that fact that it was the most 
popular and was celebrated for seven days is quite significant. Read more about these 
festivals in this link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_ancient_Rome
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PICTURE CAPTION: Drawing from the Roman Calendar of Philocalus, dated 354 CE, 
depicting the month of December with Saturnalian activities.  

STRIKING SIMILARITIES WITH TODAY'S CUSTOMS

Like today schools, businesses and government offices closed. Now, for example, 
Christmas Day is the only day that Walmart is closed.

And like today people exchanged gifts, children were given toys, candles were lit, special 
foods were prepared, and people sang and ate too much. Flamboyant dress was allowed 
along with wild parties (think of ugly Christmas sweaters and today's wild Christmas office 
parties or those at New Year's).

There was even a customary greeting or shout (not unlike 'Ho-Ho-Ho', 'Merry 
Christmas' or 'Happy New Year').

"The phrase "io Saturnalia" was the characteristic shout or salutation of 
the festival...The interjection is pronounced either with two syllables (a 
short i and a long o) or as a single syllable (with the i becoming the Latin
consonantal j and pronounced yo). It was a strongly emotive ritual 
exclamation or invocation..."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturnalia#Io_Saturnalia
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Even decorations were similar to those of today.

"Saturnalia decorations consisted of great swathes of evergreen and 
holly. Gold and silver star and sun symbols were hung throughout the 
house and used to decorate outdoor trees."
https://reedsclassics.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/saturnalia-1.pdf

Like today, this period was a festival of lights.
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"Macrobius (5th century AD) presents an interpretation of the Saturnalia 
as a festival of light leading to the winter solstice."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn_(mythology)

And frantic holiday preparations were similar.

"It is now the month of December, when the greatest part of the city is in 
a bustle...Everywhere you may hear the sound of great preparations, as 
if there were some real difference between the days devoted to Saturn 
and those for transacting business."
Seneca, Epistolae  
http://www.ancientworlds.net/aw/Article/242252

Many Romans felt it was the most wonderful time of the year.

"For how many years shall this festival abide! Never shall age destroy so
holy a day! While the hills of Latium remain and father Tiber, while thy 
Rome stands and the Capitol thou hast restored to the world, it shall 
continue." 
Statius, Roman author, 1st century CE 
http://www.ancientworlds.net/aw/Article/70036

And today?

Lyrics to the popular Christmas Song:
"It's the most wonderful time of the year
(Most wonderful time)
With the kids jingle-belling
And everyone telling you
Be of good cheer
It's the most wonderful time of the year"
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http://www.metrolyrics.com/its-the-most-wonderful-time-of-the-year-
lyrics-christmas-song.html

THE MINGLING OF SATURNALIA WITH CHRISTMAS

Why did Saturnalia die out and its traditions become part of our holiday season? Quite 
simply, it was banned and that ban was strictly enforced.

About 40 years after Pope Julius I made December 25 the official date for Christmas in 
350 CE,  all pagan Roman religious holidays were prohibited by the decrees of Emperor 
Theodosian. At the same time many temples from these earlier religions were destroyed.

"Between 389-391 he [ED: Emporer Theodosius I]  emanated the 
infamous "Theodosian decrees," which established a practical ban on 
paganism; visits to the temples were forbidden, remaining Pagan 
holidays abolished, the eternal fire in the Temple of Vesta in the Roman 
Forum extinguished, the Vestal Virgins disbanded..." 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decline_of_Greco-Roman_polytheism

Later the penalties became even more severe: people who practiced the customs of the 
old religions could have their property seized and they could be executed. So this ban ended 
any overt or public practice of the old traditions, forcing these practices to go underground or 
to find expression as part of a Christian ritual.

"Emperor Marcian decreed, in the year 451, that those who continued to
perform the pagan rites would suffer the confiscation of their property 
and be condemned to death. Marcian also prohibited any attempt to re-
open the temples and ordered that they were to remain closed." 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decline_of_Greco-Roman_polytheism
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Yet folk and older traditions when banned have a way of going underground without really 
going away. This can be seen in China today. The government has recently allowed the 
practice of Chinese folk religions after more than almost two centuries of discrimination. 
Suddenly the numbers of people involved in these customs have tripled to almost a billion and
traditions -- that were perhaps thousands of years old and were never forgotten but passed 
down in private for hundreds of years -- reemerged. Read more about this on Wikipedia at: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_folk_religion

Virtually every authority I have read believes that many of our modern traditions during 
Christmas come from Saturnalia but they are celebrated in a Christian context. The week long
Roman Saturnalia celebration before December 25 has now turned into an extended 
celebration during the days after December 25, a time period that is more in harmony with 
Christian thinking, for example.

Saturnalia "has left its traces and found its parallels in great numbers of 
medieval and modern customs, occurring about the time of the winter 
solstice." 
William Warde Fowler, The Roman Festivals of the Period of the 
Republic, 1899.

"Saturn’s great festival, the Saturnalia, became the most popular of 
Roman festivals, and its influence is still felt in the celebration of 
Christmas and the Western world’s New Year." 
 Encyclopedia Britannica  
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/525167/Saturn

ANCIENT CUSTOMS AND MODERN CELEBRATIONS

The fact that earlier rituals merged with later customs should not be surprising. We know, 
for example, that the tradition of the Christmas tree came from non-Christian beliefs.

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica:
"The use of evergreen trees, wreaths, and garlands to symbolize eternal life was a custom of 
the ancient Egyptians, Chinese, and Hebrews. Tree worship was common among the pagan 
Europeans and survived their conversion to Christianity in the Scandinavian customs of 
decorating the house and barn with evergreens at the New Year..."

From a Biblical Website:
"More recent studies have shown that many of the holiday’s modern trappings do reflect 
pagan customs...The Christmas tree, for example...
From the mid-fourth century on, we do find Christians deliberately adapting and Christianizing
pagan festivals. A famous proponent of this practice was Pope Gregory the Great, who, in a 
letter written in 601 C.E. to a Christian missionary in Britain, recommended that local pagan 
temples not be destroyed but be converted into churches, and that pagan festivals be 
celebrated as feasts of Christian martyrs." 
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/new-testament/how-december-25-
became-christmas/
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PICTURE CAPTION: A contemporary church with Christmas trees inside the church.

AFTERWORD

Why the winter solstice does not always happen on the same day

As with the June solstice, the December solstice's varying dates are mainly due to the 
calendar system. The Gregorian calendar, which is used in most western countries, has 365 
days in a common year and 366 days in a leap year. Since a year is actually 365 1/4 days, 
the date of the solstice will move a bit in relation to the calendar. Read more about this at: 
http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/december-solstice.html

The exact astronomical time for the winter solstice could/can take place on a number of 
December days, from Dec. 20-23 -- although most often on December 21 or 22. Since the 
date for the week-long Saturnalia festival was generally listed as December 17-23, this was 
very smart as it meant that the winter solstice occurred during the festival no matter what. 
Also Romans could be reasonably sure that December 25 would be a date when the days 
began to lengthen.

The solar calendar and fixed dates

Because the Julian calendar was solar and the same every year (unlike a lunisolar 
calendar), it meant that certain annual dates became 'fixed' even though there might be some
astronomical variation. For example, December 25 might not always be the day with the  "first
detectable lengthening of daylight hours" but on average it was -- so this day was designated 
and became a date that people could count on and plan for.

Also because the Julian calendar was a 'solar' calendar, it emphasized the movement of 
the sun and ignored the phases of the moon. This meant that the winter solstice would have 
been especially important to a culture that used the sun as its point of reference.
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About the term 'solstice' for historians and researchers 

There can be some variation in the meaning of the word 'solstice' in Roman times. The 
word solstice may have meant the time period of the astronomical solstice and/or the first 
longer day after the sun's standstill -- just as the 'new moon' has two different meanings 
depending on the context (see explanation above). So when looking at Roman sources this 
should be kept in mind. In addition before the Julian calendar, a lunisolar calendar was in use,
so any date from that time period is hard to pinpoint in relation to the Julian calendar. Also the 
Julian calendar itself was off by one day every one hundred years, so this 'drift' needs to be 
taken into account when researching the winter solstice, until the drift was corrected by Pope 
Gregory XIII in the 15th century.

Pagan elements that are part of today's world

Some people might be surprised that 'pagan' practices and ideas, such as the customs of 
Saturnalia, are still part of our modern celebrations. But there are many holdovers from earlier
eras. The first six months of our calendar, for example, are based on Roman gods and 
festivals. For example, January is named for the Roman god Janus and June for the most 
powerful Roman goddess, Juno. And the last day of our week, Saturday, comes from the 
Roman god Saturn -- indicating an end of the work week, just as Saturnalia indicated the end 
of the year. 

Other days of our week are named for Norse gods who were equivalent to Roman gods in 
a manner known as interpretatio germanica.

Many mythical elements are very much part of the winter solstice and Christmas 
celebrations. Santa is a mythical figure who flies through the air -- and incorporates many of 
the themes found in Saturnalia and other ancient celebrations at this time of year.

Days of the week

"The Germanic peoples adapted the system introduced by the Romans but glossed their 
indigenous gods over the Roman deities (with the exception of Saturday) in a process known 
as interpretatio germanica [ED: i.e., Germanic interpretation]."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_the_days_of_the_week
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The Protective Bubble 
Of Civilization

We live inside a bubble. All of us in the developed world live inside this protective bubble 
we call civilization. 

No matter what the season or the weather, we leave our safe dry insured heated or cooled
homes to travel down all weather roads inside comfortable cars to temperature perfect offices 
or stores. We eat sanitized food made from plants and animals that humans have learned to 
domesticate. We make sure we have shots or medicine to ward off disease. Often man-made 
music is everywhere we go. And while we can chose to step outside the bubble briefly to go 
for a walk -- usually in a well maintained park or down a city sidewalk -- most of our lives are 
spent inside the protection of this bubble.

Outside this bubble there is the natural world -- which the bubble of civilization depends 
on. Unfortunately we who live inside the bubble often forget that our lives and the lives of our 
children rely on the natural world such as the world's oceans and the world's climate. 

One of the dangers of being inside the bubble is that we can forget civilization depends on
the much more powerful environment of the Earth.

And while the obvious parts of the bubble are buildings and transportation, there are other 
parts as well. We humans have learned to domesticate plants and animals, but those we use 
for food and other purposes are a very small part of the natural plant and animal world. Mass 
cultivation of these specialized plants is beginning to affect the world's ecosystems and also 
cause the extinction of many plants and animals that are not useful to civilization. In another 
example, we are protected from some diseases by modern antibiotics. But the overuse of 
antibiotics has resulted in resistant bacteria. And the vast majority of climate scientists agree 
that our highly developed technology is contributing to global warming.

The civilization bubble has worked so well and helped us live longer, more comfortable, 
healthier lives that we are no longer connected to the larger environment of the Earth. Yet the 
bubble of civilization has gotten so big -- leading to over seven billion people on the Earth -- it 
is starting to affect the world outside the bubble.

Because of the protection of the bubble, we are insulated and increasingly out of touch 
with the natural world and the effect that civilization has on the natural world.

What does this have to do with time, the subject of this blog? Time is a critical part of 
civilization and the bubble we live in. Yet because of the 'advance' of civilization we have 
distanced ourselves from the natural time cycles of the Earth and instead now, for example, 
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depend entirely on an artificial time which is man-made. This means we are not in tune with 
the rhythms of the natural world. 

NOTE:While civilization took perhaps ten thousand years to develop, it is
only in the last hundred years or so that the industrial-technological 
revolution has taken civilization to the tipping point -- where it has both 
provided a comprehensive protective bubble for its citizens and also 
begun  to affect the larger environment of the Earth.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAN-MADE TIME

Our modern artificial time of minutes and hours and clocks and time zones took thousands
of years to develop. It developed in a number of stages.

Upper Paleolithic: The awareness of repeating yearly cosmological events: 
Humans began to notice specific recurring events in the sky such as the position of the 

sun at the summer and winter solstices and the seasonal occurrence of certain stars and 
constellations.
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PICTURE CAPTION:  Cave painting from the Lascaux caves. While not yet proven, two different
experts concluded that some paintings by old stone age people in the cave at Lascaux have a

number of astronomical aspects. The evidence is so strong the cave has been declared a
UNESCO heritage site for astronomy. 

Neolithic: The creation of sophisticated astronomical structures:
Buildings and structures were created that aligned exactly with key moments in the sun's 

travel such as the winter solstice -- showing a precise understanding of annual time and the 
seasons.

PICTURE CAPTION: The Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland, built about 5200 years ago.
"Once a year, at the winter solstice [the sun] shines directly along the long passage into the

chamber for about 17 minutes and illuminates the chamber floor. This alignment is too precise to
be widely considered to be formed by chance. Professor M. J. O'Kelly was the first person in

modern times to observe this event on December 21, 1967." Document of the US space agency
NASA. http://spacemath.gsfc.nasa.gov/SED11/P8Newgrange.pdf 

Ancient Civilizations, Sumer and Babylon: The mathematical creation of hours and 
minutes:

For administrative reasons,  the ancient cities and civilizations of Sumer and Babylon 
invented a way to treat time as a commodity, just like grain or bronze. Daily time was divided 
into hours, minutes and seconds and reasonably accurate clocks, such as water clocks, were 
constructed.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Sumerians divided time mathematically from seconds to minutes to hours
to days to months to years to great years (19 years or the Metonic cycle). Today we still use

much of what they invented.  
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PICTURE CAPTION: Water clock calculations on a Sumerian clay tablet. 

Classical Civilization, Rome: The Julian Calendar:
Julius Caesar came up with today's calendar which accurately kept track of the days in the

year (even though it was tweaked a bit later by Pope Gregory)  -- but ignored the cycles of the
moon. This calendar created a way of keeping track of time with a time-keeping chart. It was 
a way of accounting for time -- rather than referring to or looking directly at the sun or the 
moon or the stars -- thus distancing people from the astronomical cycles. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: This Julian calendar we use today keeps accurate yearly time, but ignores
lunar cycles and downplays seasonal events such as the summer and winter solstices. 

Medieval Civilization: The invention of mechanical clocks:
Most early mechanical clocks indicated not only the time of day but the position of the sun,

moon, stars and the zodiac. Later clocks got rid of their references to the heavenly bodies and
only indicated the time in mechanical hours and minutes -- thus removing time from its 
relationship to the cosmos.

PICTURE CAPTION: Built in 1410 the Prague astronomical clock displays a wealth of
astronomical information. Lynn White Jr., Medieval researcher, said, "Most of the first clocks

were not so much chronometers as exhibitions of the pattern of the cosmos...Clearly the origins
of the mechanical clock lie in a complex realm of monumental planetaria...and geared

astrolabes.” 

The Culture of Science, 19th century: 
Time is divided across the world into time zones.

Prior to time zones each town and city set its clocks to high noon when the sun was at its 
zenith. The creation of time zones severed the connection between noon and the sun at its 
highest point at a local location. And this in turn distanced people from the relationship 
between the time of day and the position of the sun.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Standard Railway Time was adopted in the United States in 1883, dividing
the country into 5 time zones. Many protested. The Indianapolis Sentinel wrote that people

would now "eat sleep work ... and marry by railroad time." 

The Culture of Science, 20th century: 
The clock is no longer tied to the Earth's natural cycles.

In the 20th century the clock itself was removed from its connection to the natural cycle of 
the Earth's rotation. In 1967 an atomic clock became the standard for a second, creating a 
very accurate way of telling time -- but removing the clock from nature.
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PICTURE CAPTION: "NIST-F1 Cesium fountain atomic clock, serving as the US time and
frequency standard, with an uncertainty of 5.10-16 (as of 2005)." Picture and quote from

commons.wikimedia.org.

The Culture of Science, late 20th century: 
Artificial electric lights blot out the night sky.

In a related development the ever-present light of modern civilization -- known as light 
pollution --  has washed out the night sky so most people are no longer able to keep in touch 
with the constellations and the seasonal astronomical cycles. These cycles were crucial to 
humans until about 50 years ago.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The same region of sky near a town of about 200 people (top) and near a
city of about 400,000 people (bottom) in Utah, USA. The light pollution near any urban area now

blots out much of the sky. 
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Light Pollution Is 
Blotting Out The Stars

As I have written, our moderncentric point of view  makes it hard to understand some 
simple basic facts about the history of human development. 

For example, until several hundred years ago virtually all towns and cities, large and small,
were dark at night -- quite dark. Nevertheless, even with the introduction of street lighting in 
Paris and London about 300 years ago, the candle lamps were dim and only on main roads. 
And although cities became better lit by the 19th century, these lights did not wash out the sky
until recently -- about 50 years ago.

While doing research for my blogs, I realized that our ever present electric lighting has 
blinded us to the fact that for most of human history, we humans had a clear view of the stars 
at night -- no matter where we lived. Interest in the stars and constellations goes back tens of 
thousands of years -- possibly hundreds of thousands of years. This means that until the rise 
of the modern well lit world, the stars were familiar and important to the average person -- 
whether a cave dweller in Paleolithic times, a Roman in the Roman Empire or a Victorian in 
London. 

Even using conservative estimates, our modern lighted environment has been part of the 
human lifestyle for about 1/10 of 1% of the life of our species -- i.e., only 300 years of the last 
200,000 years since we (homo sapiens sapiens) evolved.

As I have written I believe Paleolithic people would have been able to read the stars like a 
sacred book, a book they had seen since birth. However, modern scholars often dismiss this 
idea -- in part because they are unfamiliar with the night sky, blinded as they are by the bright 
lights of today.

This is important because it is my belief that the original clock and calendar were  based 
on the stars, the moon, the planets and the constellations. Yet many assume that once the 
great cities of Rome and Greece had risen, the streets were somewhat well lit and 
consequently people paid much less attention to the night sky. But this is totally false.

No less an authority than the British Museum had this to say about ancient Greek culture 
in their "Summary of the Greeks' relation to the stars:"

"The stars were used as gigantic clocks to measure the changes in the seasons."
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My Point Is This 

For most of history people had a clear view of the stars and the moon which were a point 
of reference -- a nightly clock and a monthly, seasonal and yearly calendar. Also because the 
cities were not lighted, people's eyes were often well adjusted to seeing in the dark -- and so 
the night sky was an ever present background. This fact is critical because eyes that have 
adjusted to darkness can see many more stars. 

Yet, our picture of ancient times is often quite different. 

THE HOLLYWOOD/ART VIEW 
OF LAMP AND CANDLE LIGHT

Our moderncentric view has been shaped in part by paintings and Hollywood movies. We 
think historic cities were not dark because the movies have shown us well lit nighttime 
scenes. Yet the night images we saw in such movies as Ben Hur and Gladiator and the 
paintings beginning with the 16th century were not realistic.

PICTURE CAPTION: In the fictional historic worlds created by Hollywood, light seemed to be
everywhere. So in this screenshot from the trailer for the 1951 film Quo Vadis (left) Deborah Kerr

was seen in light that illuminated the background and delicately highlighted her face -- all from
Roman lamps! In reality the light was probably more like the picture on the right, where the

background was dark and her face was lit in a much starker manner.  NOTE: The picture on the
right is my own reworking of the original trailer screenshot and my best guess about the actual

lighting in ancient Rome.

Depictions of historic time periods often show bright lamps and candles that illuminate 
wide areas. Yet this is not accurate. While this may seem like a minor point, it is not. As a 
photographer, I know how light operates. Light diminishes according the to square of 
distance, which means that light falloff is quite rapid.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Quote from Wikipedia: "The intensity (or illuminance or irradiance) of light
or other linear waves radiating from a point source (energy per unit of area perpendicular to the
source) is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source; so an object (of

the same size) twice as far away, receives only one-quarter the energy (in the same time
period)." 

PICTURE CAPTION: The above is a completely unrealistic painting in terms of lighting. In this
painting one candle is brightly shining on the man in the bed and the two women several more

feet away. The intensity of the light does not change with the distance from the candle. It is
images like these that have given us a false picture of how light operates. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: This is a much more realistic picture of how light works. The torch on the
left illuminates the person it is closest to and then the light falls off rapidly as the distance

increases. 

If we want a realistic understanding of people in the past, we need to know that they spent
much of their time in near darkness -- a darkness they were accustomed to and that they 
understood. 

So just how dark were the cities? Let's take ancient Rome as one example.

This is in fact one of the characteristics which most markedly 
distinguishes Imperial Rome from contemporary cities: when there was 
no moon, its streets were plunged in impenetrable darkness. No oil 
lamps lighted them, no candles were affixed to the walls; no lanterns 
were hung over the lintel of the doors, save on festive occasions...
Jerome Carcopino, Daily Life In Ancient Rome: The People And The 
City At The Height The Empire 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Roman bronze oil lamp. Oil was poured into the filler hole in the middle
and the wick came out of the nozzle. 

But in addition, the illumination that did exist was from a variety of oils (olive, fish, sesame,
whale and nut oils, for example) used in lamps, then later from candles and even later from 
kerosene. All of these created light in the red end of the spectrum. Candle light, for example, 
is 1,850 K putting it in the far red end. 

As I mentioned in an earlier blog faint red light does little harm to night vision -- meaning 
that people would have been able to see the stars clearly on a nightly basis, with little or no 
adjustment needed. As a result the night sky was not just background or unimportant, but 
something people paid attention to. Like today's celebrity stars, I suspect Romans discussed 
the movement and changes in the heavenly stars and planets just about every day and 
educated citizens commented on anything unusual -- not unlike our news stories now. 

And how about the cities of Europe after ancient times?

Around 1590 probably in London, Shakespeare wrote the following, showing that he had a
clear view of the night sky -- one that his theater audience would be familiar with:

The poet's eye, in a frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven;
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them into shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name. 
William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, circa 1590

Candles became widely available in Europe around the 13th century.  In the 17th century 
cities began to install candle street lights.
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"In 1667, Paris became the first city in the world to light its streets, using 
wax candles in glass lamps...by the end of the century, more than 50 of 
Europe's major towns and cities were lit at night." 
Quoted from. http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-16964783

While street lighting began in Paris in 1667, it was only from November to March and only 
on main streets. Yet by 1700 it had been extended to nine months of the year. The idea of 
street lighting with candles spread to other cities, yet many only lit their lamps on moonless 
nights. And although candles helped, the general lighting was still quite dim. (Information 
paraphrased from:: Joan DeJean, How Paris Became Paris: The Invention of the Modern 
City)

 

PICTURE CAPTION: A painting of Frederick the Great of Prussia playing the flute. While the
best quality approx. 50 candles -- pictured here in the mid-18th century -- were a lavish

expense, the total light output was about as much as one 100 watt incandescent bulb of today. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Although there were street lamps in major cities, they were quite faint.
London was so dim in the early Victorian era that boys called link-boys (bottom left) made a
living by carrying a candle or torch at night to guide people to their destination. The picture
above is of a woman arriving home in her 'sedan chair' -- with a street lamp behind her, a

footman with a candle and a link-boy with a torch. Picture of contemporary London life from
Dicken's Pickwick Club 1837. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Another unrealistic painting. The bright light for this well lit coffee house
comes from only a couple of candles. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Gas lighting in Paris in 1889. Gas lighting became common by the end of
the 19th century. Yet although brighter than candles, it was relatively dim compared to today's
electric lights and also burned in the red end of the spectrum. So the stars and the night sky
were still visible in the 19th century and were an integral part of people's lives up until a few

years ago. Countrywide electric lighting did not take over until after World War II. 
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TODAY: BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY

Today in just about any city of any size, electric lights blot out the sky. Even in the country 
area-lights have begun to take over. Light pollution is everywhere. As a result the stars of the 
night sky are lost to us. 

Google translation from the French Wikipedia entry about light pollution: 
"With the emergence and rapid spread of the light bulb and the electric 
network, public lighting became widespread in the world, producing in 
the 1940s an early bright halo, reported by astronomers as being a 
hindrance to their work. The concept of "light pollution " was born (under
that name) in the late 1980s." 
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollution_lumineuse

Today few people know the constellations or keep track of the phases of the moon or are 
aware of the summer or winter solstice or the spring or fall equinox -- things that were 
essential to our ancestors for hundreds of thousands of years. The stars and moon were the 
original clock -- one that we have exchanged for an artificial man-made system of 
timekeeping that is virtually removed from the natural cycles of the Earth.

Here is a quote from a discussion group about why astronomy is not 
important: 
Science & Mathematics > Astronomy & Space
I think that most people are focused on a few things that are critical to 
their own existence. For some, that means family; for others, a career. In
those specific areas, they are generally articulate and 
knowledgeable...What this means is that astronomy is a backwater in 
the knowledge pool for most folks. They could understand it if it was a 
priority, but it's not. 

If we wonder why so many urban people today feel alienated, one reason could be
that they are no longer in touch with the cycles of the Earth and the Sun and the

natural sense of time told to us by the stars.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Coney Island's Luna Park, an amusement park in New York City at the

beginning of the 20th century (1903), when electric light was still a novelty. 
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PICTURE CAPTION:  NYC around 1935 from the top of a construction site. 
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 PICTURE CAPTION: Times Square today in NYC. 

 
PICTURE CAPTION: Satellite composite of lights at night on the Earth. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Map showing light pollution in Europe: red is the most, yellow next. 
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PICTURE CAPTION:  The same region of sky near a town of about 200 people (top) and near a
city of about 400,000 people (bottom) in Utah, USA. The light pollution near any urban area now

blots out much of the sky. 
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My Education Interferes 
With My Learning

The only thing that interferes with my learning is my education.
Albert Einstein

I recently watched the PBS Nova program about the Antikythera Mechanism, the geared 
device found on a Roman ship that sank around 100 BCE. While this device was discovered 
in 1900, it took another fifty years before it was taken seriously. And it has only been in the 
last ten years that we have begun to understand its remarkable sophistication. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Antikythera Mechanism as it was found and there were also a number
of fragments. 

It turns out it is an ancient Greek analog calculator that could predict eclipses (the Saros 
cycle) and calculate the Metonic cycle which reconciled the lunar cycle with solar years to 
keep the calendar in sync. Plus it could calculate the complex movement of the moon "around
the ecliptic in a 8.88 year cycle (Wikipedia)" and also, it is speculated, replicate the movement
of the planets. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: X-Rays revealed a complex set of interlocking gears.  

It is now seen as an ancient computer and perhaps the most sophisticated device of 
classical antiquity -- one that changes our study of history.

The Antikythera Mechanism means that the Greeks who built it had reduced time to a 
mathematical and geometric formula and in addition put those concepts into a geared 
machine that could also predict the future such as eclipses. This is a major leap toward the 
modern concept of time.

Yet although all of this is quite fascinating, there is another aspect to this story that I find 
even more intriguing.

When this device was dredged up from the Roman shipwreck along with many other items
such as sculptures in 1900, it went unnoticed for two years. When it was finally noticed by the 
archaeologist Valerios Stais, he believed it was an astronomical clock -- an intuition which 
proved to be correct.  However, most experts assumed it was an anomaly. The thinking of 
educated people at the time was that any such geared device was too advanced for the age 
of the ancient vessel so it must have somehow ended up on the ship accidentally. As a result 
nobody examined the device further for another 50 years.
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On 17th May 1902, archaeologist Valerios Stais was examining the finds
and noticed that one of the pieces of rock had a gear wheel embedded 
in it. Stais initially believed it was an astronomical clock, but most 
scholars considered the device to be prochronistic, too complex to have 
been constructed during the same period as the other pieces that had 
been discovered. Investigations into the object were soon dropped...  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikythera_mechanism 

It was not until the 1950s that  Derek J. de Solla Price, a professor of the History of 
Science at Yale, took a long look at the device and realized that it deserved a full 
investigation. He X-rayed the corroded metal to reveal the hidden gearing underneath. His 
investigations opened the door to a full study of the device which now finally, with state-of-the-
art 3-D X-ray equipment, have begun to be revealed. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Derek de Solla Price with his recreation of the Antikythera Mechanism.  
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The mechanism consists of a complex system of 30 wheels and plates 
with inscriptions relating to signs of the zodiac, months, eclipses and 
pan-Hellenic games. The study of the fragments suggests that this was 
a kind of astrolabe. The interpretation now generally accepted dates 
back to studies by Professor w:en:Derek de Solla Price, who was the 
first to suggest that the mechanism is a machine to calculate the solar 
and lunar calendar, that is to say, an ingenious machine to determine the
time based on the movements of the sun and moon, their relationship 
(eclipses) and the movements of other stars and planets known at that 
time. Later research by the Antikythera Mechanism Research Project 
and scholar Michael Wright has added to and improved upon Price's 
work. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Antikythera_Mechanism  

To me this is a classic tale of people's preconceptions and their education interfering with 
knowledge and understanding. For example, what were the odds of such a device 
accidentally falling into an ancient sunken ship?

I have written about this before. When the 'caveman' paintings in the Cave at Altamira 
were first discovered, they were not taken seriously and the man who discovered them was 
accused of fraud, even though none of his educated accusers had gone into the cave and 
looked at the paintings. It was not until twenty years later, when a number of other caves with 
prehistoric paintings had been discovered, that his accusers admitted they were wrong.

With the Antikythera Mechanism I see the same dynamic at work. When it was first 
discovered, calculators were uncommon, so educated scholars could not make the leap that it
could be an ancient calculator. Yet by the 1950s modern calculating devices and our 
awareness of computers -- the first commercial computer the UNIVAC became available in 
1951 and was used to predict the outcome of the presidential election -- were almost 
commonplace. With this new perspective, historians could then look at an ancient device and 
recognize that it could be a complex calculator. 

Now admittedly understanding the nature of this mechanism and the paintings at Altamira 
required a leap. In the case of the paintings it meant rethinking our understanding of 
prehistoric humans and stone age culture and in the case of the Antikythera Mechanism, 
rethinking our ideas about the sophistication of ancient Greek science.  

A similar dynamic takes place with experimentation. A scientist who experiments but has a
high expectation of a certain result will not be receptive to results that do not fit his or her 
theory.

Men who have excessive faith in their theories or ideas are not only ill 
prepared for making discoveries; they also make very poor 
observations. Of necessity, they observe with a preconceived idea, and 
when they devise an experiment, they can see, in its results, only a 
confirmation of their theory. In this way they distort observations and 
often neglect very important facts because they do not further their aim.
Bernard, Claude. An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine
(1865)., New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1957.  
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Now to use the old expression, I feel strongly about this because I, personally, do have a 
dog in this fight. 

As I have written, I believe the passageway at the Passage Tomb in Newgrange Ireland -- 
that everyone now (finally) agrees is aligned with the rising sun on the day of the winter 
solstice-- is a precise instrument that was equal to and possibly superior to the science of the 
Greeks and Romans. I say this because I believe it could indicate the exact day of the winter 
solstice in real time which the science of the Greeks and Romans could not. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Detailed drawing of Newgrange passage showing the precise placement
of stones and the shaft of solstice light. Used with permission:

http://www.ancient-wisdom.co.uk/irelandnewgrange.htm 

My point in a way is very simple. Modern humans for 200k years have always been 
intelligent and used their resources in a sophisticated manner -- given their technology at the 
time. Neolithic people built a precise solstice device for a simple reason, they felt they needed
to know the exact day the solstice occurred -- perhaps to reset their calendar and also for 
ritual purposes. This was not as important to the Greeks and Romans. They could calculate 
the day of the winter solstice after the fact, but did not feel a need to know on the actual day 
when it occurred. 

If what I am saying is true, it will change our perception of Neolithic people and our 
understanding of the complexity of their culture. 

Yet when I proposed this idea and posted it on various sites related to Neolithic study, it 
has been almost automatically rejected, due to our current assumptions about the skills of 
Neolithic culture. 
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Yet this is an idea that can be tested. An accurate computer model of Newgrange using 
GPS and laser scanning along with a computer simulation of the rising winter solstice sun 
adjusted for the time when Newgrange was built should prove or disprove this theory. 

I anxiously await the day when funds and a research team will be available to do this.
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THE MODERN
UNDERSTANDING OF TIME
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A Revolution In Time
A little more than a hundred years ago, a revolution occurred, a revolution that echoes 

today and that many people still find troubling. Darwin, Freud, and Einstein radically changed 
the understanding humans had of their place on Earth. In addition another revolution was 
taking place in manufacturing -- as Henry Ford pioneered mass production.

And while these ideas were about human evolution, human nature, physics and consumer
goods respectively, they also contained new ideas about our understanding of time.

Prior to this, most people believed that the world had been created about 6000 years 
earlier. Instead Darwin asserted that humans had evolved for possibly millions of years. 
Geologist later found that the Earth itself was 4.5 billion years old and astronomers 
established that the universe was 13.8 billion years old. Freud made the assertion that 
childhood affected us for the rest of our lives and that our adult behavior could be controlled 
by our early upbringing. Einstein said that time was part of a space-time continuum and could 
not be seen as separate from space. And even more troubling, he stated that time was 
relative.

PICTURE CAPTION: Freud believed that adults were often ruled by their childhood, thus
making them prisoners of their past. 
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Darwin's findings meant that humans were not a special species created by a supreme 
being but instead had evolved from animals. The related findings of geologists and 
astronomers meant that humans had only been alive for a tiny portion of the time that the 
universe had been around and therefore were not that important. Freud's ideas meant our 
adult behavior was controlled by our past childhood and therefore we were not nearly as 
rational or in control as we thought. And finally Einstein showed that time itself was 
changeable and not what we had believed.

The cumulative impact of these findings was to divorce us from our previously cherished 
ways of understanding and relating to time.

PICTURE CAPTION: The short time that humans have been on this Earth pales in comparison
to the vast age of the universe. This very modern understanding of time has only come about

during about the last 100 years. The latest contemporary estimates put the age of the universe
at 13.8 billion years. 

Then Henry Ford developed the assembly line which sped up production by a factor of 
eight. With his new system, for example, a Model T took 1.5 man-hours to put together, 
whereas before it had taken 12.5 man-hours. Based on efficiency, time now became just 
another commodity which could be utilized. This method was so successful, it was copied 
around the world and led to millions of mass produced quality goods while shackling workers 
to repetitive boring work and the iron grip of the clock.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Henry Ford's assembly line is now applied to a wide variety of tasks, even
to making doughnuts! It is a critical component of the industrial world which treats time as a

commodity. 

But the revolution did not stop here. The invention of electronic communications, the 
adoption of standards for world time and time zones, plus the invention of incredibly accurate 
clocks created a world where clocks were synchronized to each other and could be found 
everywhere.

PICTURE CAPTION: Standard Railway Time was adopted in the United States in 1883, dividing
the country into 5 time zones. Many protested. The Indianapolis Sentinel wrote that people

would now "eat sleep work ... and marry by railroad time."

In addition, still and film photography, video and television all created a different sense of 
time. They recorded the world so that we could look at the past as it happened -- so that time,
in a sense, could now be grabbed and taken hold of. Family photo albums, instant replays, 
news reports and YouTube allowed us to freeze the past and to look at time in a totally new 
way.
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Yet there was still another dramatic change in the human relation to time -- a shift caused 
by the switch from a farm culture to an industrial one. Only one hundred years ago, around 
1900, most societies were agrarian and most people worked on farms. Yet with 
industrialization, people brought up on farms moved to the city to find work. And so farmers 
who had woken with the sun were now going to work by the clock.

All of these different revolutions signaled the end of long held beliefs, the end of a close 
relationship to the Earth and the dominance of clock time. 

I believe that much of the alienation, 
felt in cities today, is due to a disconnect 

between people and their world around them -- 
which is partly due to the dominance of clock time

We are governed by clock time -- be late to work and you'll be fired. Be late to class and 
you'll flunk. Be late to a restaurant and it may be closed. Stay in the bathroom too long and 
you'll miss the beginning of your favorite TV show. And at the same time be constantly on 
alert 24/7 for text messages, phone calls, emails and voice mails. 

What is needed now is a more nuanced understanding of time -- one that realizes the 
human experience of time is different from clock time. The clock has allowed us to manage 
time and to coordinate. Our state-of-the art devices can slice, dice and synchronize time like 
never before. And this is very useful. Yet human nature and human needs operate differently 
-- so it is essential that we be in touch with that aspect as well.

The point is that there are occasions when we should divorce ourselves from clock time. 
We should develop another way of relating to time, while realizing that work and such will be 
governed by it. Clock time keeps us focused, vigilant, on the lookout -- which will cause a 
person to be nervous and anxious if that is their only experience of time. 

We need to have two time skills:
one by the clock

the other off the clock

Clocks slay time... time is dead as long as it is being clicked off by little 
wheels; only when the clock stops does time come to life. 
William Faulkner

The society already provides a few ways to escape the grip of clock time. 

Films, for example, are never a specific length. When we go to a movie we simply let the 
story and music carry us along until the end. Music often does not have a specific duration. 
Go to an art gallery and lose yourself in the timelessness of the art. At bars people forget 
about the time. We tend to let weekends be less rigid than workdays.

A number of slang terms express this sense, such as: chill, hang out, down time, off the 
clock, veg out, vegging, take it easy.
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Nevertheless the modern world makes it hard for us to relax, to experience the 'now 
moment' as it happens. Our minds are often elsewhere -- thinking about plans for tomorrow or
mistakes we made today.

If you really want to turn off the clock and feel time in a different way, go watch a sunset. 
Get caught up in the drama of the lengthening shadows, the changing colors on the clouds, 
the golden light -- the magic time as filmmakers call it. But don't rush off the minute the sun 
sinks below the horizon, instead stay there and watch the light fade, the gradual shift from 
color to black and white -- okay I'm a photographer, I notice these things -- the twilight time 
when light passes into night. And BTW, shut off your cell phone :)
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Modern Time: 
Time As A Commodity

Spend a little of your time with me and I will explain how our industrialized and commercial
civilization has changed the nature of time for us as human beings.

We have all dealt with children who live entirely in the now moment. Part of our job as 
adults is to teach them our shared beliefs about time. This is so critical that it often becomes a
major sticking point and causes serious arguments.  

This is what we teach them: In our consumer society we often think of time as a 
commodity with expressions such as 'time is money' or 'wasting time' or 'lost time' or 'time to 
spare'. When our children 'have time' they can 'spend time' with or 'give time' to a friend. And 
if they are about to 'run out of time', they might be able to 'buy some time' if they are clever.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Becoming widespread around 1300 BCE, the hourglass was accurate and
also provided a way to visualize time. The future was the sand at the top, the tiny hole where

sand fell was the present and the sand at the bottom was the past. Time became a commodity.
Because the hourglass was so visual, it became an universal symbol for time. 

To 'manage time' we teach our children to think of time spatially, with the past behind and 
the future forward. We teach them to make sure they always have the 'right time' and then to 
'make room' for the things they want to do and have to do. They want to avoid a 'crowded 
schedule', do some things 'ahead of time' and to not be 'pressed for time' and to not get 
'behind schedule' or 'run late'. As they grow older this sense of time expands and they learn to
get to the school bus 'on time' and go to bed with 'time to spare'.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A typical modern planner, where time is envisioned as chunks & blocks of
space. A person's daily, weekly and monthly future is laid out on a spacial grid. 

In the process we are teaching our children that actions have consequences and that what
they did in the past matters. We tell them that they need to remember what they did, so they 
can build on the past to accomplish things in the future. And we encourage them to imagine 
the future -- all within the framework of western culture.

PICTURE CAPTION: A long term project planner page for the MUOS satellite system (Mobile
User Objective System) from 2006-2013. This page describes the schedule for the build, launch

and operation of 4 geosynchronous satellites. 

All of these time expressions are concepts and the values we share are based on 
mechanical, clock time.
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Most of us think of the time produced by our clocks as time itself. Yet the
only thing natural about the time produced by clocks is that it is originally
based on a complete revolution of the earth (or more precisely, the 
average of such revolutions). The division of that period into 24 equal 
hours -- generally treated as two successive periods of 12 hours each 
(AM and PM), the division of each hour into 60 minutes, and the further 
division of each minute into seconds are all conventions -- human 
inventions. 
Keith Devlin from his blog: Devlin's Angle 
[http://www.maa.org/devlin/devlin_12_99.html]

The idea of time as a commodity has been around for hundreds of years in the US:

Time is money.
Benjamin Franklin, Advice to Young Tradesmen (1748)

And 150 years later:

Observe a method in the distribution of your time. Every hour will then 
know its proper employment, and no time will be lost. 
Bishop George Horne

PICTURE CAPTION: A BMW production line, where every aspect has been scrutinized using
time-motion studies to provide the most efficient methods for assembling cars. 
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Although work time is treated as a commodity, as humans we also need to experience 
time as a flow, not as chunks. This is why young people flock to rock concerts which erase 
fragmented and divided time. And other people drink, since alcohol can dissolve the division 
between each tick of the clock.

Time is different depending on how we treat it and value it. We all know the concept of 
'quality time', which is not the same as distracted or rushed time. We all know that ten 
minutes of intense and satisfying love making is qualitatively different from eight hours on the 
job. Many of us have had an 'ah-ha' moment of feeling wonderfully alive and joyful -- which 
may have only lasted for a brief time, but which we will carry with us for the rest of our lives.

SO MY POINTS ARE THESE:

* Time is real, objective and exists independently -- just like the sun . We know this 
because the sun sets every night and rises every morning and the seasons change and
our children grow older.

PICTURE CAPTION: Winter Solstice at Stonehenge in modern tines (1980s). The same sun
that rose 5000 years ago at Stonehenge rises today -- it is only our way of telling time that has

changed. 

* Our understanding of time is cultural -- how we experience time and deal with time
is determined by our culture
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PICTURE CAPTION: A free program, that I downloaded and installed on my computer, tells time
worldwide within a second, as it synchronizes itself to an atomic clock over the Internet. 

* Time is subjective: when we are off duty, we experience time differently than when 
we are on-the-clock. For example, you need to arrive at 2 pm sharp for a meeting at 
work, but it's okay to arrive 15 minutes late for a 2 pm party on the weekend.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Hope you're not watching the clock when this is happening to you. 

* Different from all the other animals, the human brain has given us an expanded 
and sophisticated sense of time, another sense just like touch or smell. This sense, 
which is related to memory (past) and imagination (future), is the reason we can grasp 
time and not just live in the moment. And also this is why we have survived and are the
dominant species on the planet.

MY LAST POINT IS THIS:

You as an individual can learn to live both on the clock and off the clock, to experience 
time in a number of ways. These are skills just like any other skills.

There are times when you need to be able to feel the moment intensely as it is happening 
or you need to let time flow effortlessly when being creative.

Yet when you are at work, you must operate quite differently -- you need to be vigilant, 
constantly alert and on top of things.

There are other times when you need to turn off your cell phone and give your full 
attention to your spouse or child or best friend. And there are other times when you need to 
withdraw and follow an interesting idea within your thoughts without being interrupted.

These choices about time are up to you and they greatly affect the quality of your life, your
personal comfort zones and how you feel about yourself.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Does Bluebell, the cat, care what time it is or whether there is a message
on the cellphone? 
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How Photography Changed Time:
Part 1

As a photographer for the last forty years, I only just begun to appreciate the power of 
photography and how it changed the world.

Time is very different now than it was before photography. Before photography there were 
only written records, which were often subjective, along with paintings and drawings -- plus 
memories that were often flawed or that faded within a few year's time.

Photography freezes time. Photography can record reality, objects and details in the real 
world, independent of our memories. This objective ability can allow us to view the past 
without the mist of emotions, the rose colored glasses that often tint our recollection of the 
past.

Why photography is the art of time: 
A photographic exposure is a combination of the amount of light coming 
through the lens combined with the amount of time that light is allowed 
to hit light sensitive material. Time is at the core of photography. This 
works in two ways. 
One: the moment the photo is shot freezes an instant in time. 
Two: the length of the shutter speed can capture an image so that it 
looks normal to the human eye or capture a picture in ways that the eye 
cannot see. 

Photographs are used routinely in court cases and other legal matters because they are 
believed to show an objective picture of reality. While not entirely true, the phrase, "the 
camera doesn't lie" echoes this idea. 

Time, in a sense, can now be grabbed, taken hold of. We can look at our past in our family
photo album or an old yearbook.

100 years ago when Kodak introduced the Brownie, photography became available to 
every level of society, from government, to companies, to the upper class and to the average 
citizen. 
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The Wikipedia article on the Brownie included this fascinating comment: 
"In 1908, the Austrian architectural critic Joseph August Lux wrote a 
book called Künstlerische Kodakgeheimnisse (Artistic Secrets of the 
Kodak) in which he championed the use of the camera for its cultural 
potential. ...he argued that the accessibility the camera provided for the 
amateur meant that people could photograph and document their 
surroundings and thus produce a type of stability in the ebb and flow of 
the modern world."

Now, of course, there are many subjective aspects to photography in which a 
photographer can chose what to photograph or emphasize and what to leave out -- or even 
stage the shot. Yet at the moment the shutter is snapped, the photograph is a real world 
record of what was in front of the lens. (See footnote about Photoshop.)

Look at your family album with photos from ten or twenty years ago. A sharp shot will show
the patterns on a dress, the hair cuts, the toys, the decorations in precise detail -- detail that 
could not have been preserved any other way.

We might call the time before photography 
pre-photographic 

just as we call the time before written records
prehistoric 

If there is truth to the idea that "a picture is worth a thousand words" then visual/photo 
literacy is now just as important as the written word.

The illiterate of the future will be the person ignorant of the use of the 
camera as well as the pen. 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy

If you think that I am exaggerating the importance of photography, try to imagine the world 
without it: no television with photography (film, video, still photos), no instant replays, no 
YouTube videos, movies, camera-phone snap shots, no photos sent to you on your cell 
phone, no baby pictures, no yearbook portraits, no photos in catalogues, online stores, 
newspapers, books or blogs...

THE FOLLOWING PHOTOGRAPHS
ARE FROM 100 YEARS OF WAR

These pictures demonstrate the power of photography. They affect us today not only 
because they document war in precise detail -- detail that historians will study for centuries -- 
but because we know that they recorded an actual moment of real people whose lives were 
wrenched apart. No other art form has this feeling of reality and brings the past alive. 

NOTE: This series of photographs shows war in all its horrible extremes from death to 
unbridled joy when the war was over -- and contains pictures that may be disturbing to some 
readers. Viewer discretion is advised.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Union locomotive "Hero" was captured by Confederates in the US
Civil War during the fighting in Atlanta. (Mathew Brady) 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Blowup of a portion of the above photo. A railroad buff would be able to
glean volumes about the construction of this engine from the sharp detail in this photograph.

(Mathew Brady) 

PICTURE CAPTION: Did you know that balloons were used in the US Civil War? I didn't. This
photo reveals a variety of information. (Mathew Brady) 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Ambulance during the US Civil War. (Mathew Brady) 

PICTURE CAPTION: Dead Confederate soldier at the siege of Petersburg, Virginia --US Civil
War. (Mathew Brady) 
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PICTURE CAPTION: The last photograph of Lincoln before he was assassinated. (Mathew
Brady) 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Damage in London by German bombers during the Blitz -- World War II.

PICTURE CAPTION: People walking by smoldering destruction in London during the Blitz in
World War II. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Abandoned boy in London toward the end of the war -- World War II.
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PICTURE CAPTION: German Solder during World War I. 

PICTURE CAPTION: The famous Soviet T-34 tanks in night fighting in the winter during what
the Russians called "the Great Patriotic War." 

PICTURE CAPTION: Soviet soldiers relaxing during a lull in the fighting during the Great
Patriotic War. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: A US officer looking at a dead German 'last stand' soldier he believed had
killed a number of his men in the battle for Cherbourg, France -- World War II. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Destruction in Berlin as a result of the war -- World War II. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Celebration in Times Square, New York City after the surrender of the
Japanese in World War II. This photo shows the many happy faces of young men who now

knew they would not have to fight and die. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Civilians, caught in the middle of deadly fighting during the Vietnam War,
being directed by a South Vietnamese soldier. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Wounded US soldier during the Tet offensive in the town of Hue during the
Vietnam War. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: One of many confrontations, between protesters and authorities in the
United States, during the Vietnam War. 

Footnote: Okay -- Photoshop can change what the camera saw, but that is a different question. Plus digital manipulation is 
usually pretty obvious and only a tiny fraction of the billions of photos being shot now are being altered. 
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How Photography Changed Time:
Part 2

All media are extensions of man that cause deep and lasting changes in 
him and transform his environment. 
Marshall McLuhan

The camera has offered us amazing possibilities, which we are only just 
beginning to exploit...for although photography is already over a hundred
years old it is only in recent years that the course of development has 
allowed us to see beyond the specific instance and recognize the 
creative consequences. 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy

Technologies can extend our reach physically and allow us to go beyond the limits of our 
senses. Television brings events from around the world into our living rooms, for example, 
and photography lets us see in the non-visible part of the light (electromagnetic) spectrum 
such as in the x-ray or infrared wavelengths.
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PICTURE CAPTION: X-ray of a human hand (left); normal photo of a tree (bottom right), infrared
shot of the same tree (top right). The camera can 'see' in ways that the human eye cannot. 

But, as I said in my first article, How Photography Changed Time: Part 1, photography 
also extended our ability to perceive time. It has expanded our sense of time -- which I believe
is another sense just like touch or smell or hearing but even more important.

As you will see in the following photographs, we can now take a one million second 
exposure to reveal 10,000 galaxies in the furthest part of space and also millisecond or 
nanosecond shots of subatomic particles. These long and short exposures give us a slice of 
time and the power to see worlds unavailable to the eye. The ability of photography to do this 
has allowed us to confirm that the universe was created with the Big Bang. It has also allowed
us to discover the most fundamental building blocks of matter with photographs of subatomic 
particles released in high speed collisions.

In another blog for the Pixiq website, I wrote "starting as early as 1840, cameras were 
designed to take photographs with astronomical telescopes. After 1900 large telescopes were
optimized for photography rather than for observation -- making them essentially telephoto 
cameras." Coupling photography with astronomy has led to many of the major discoveries 
about the universe during the last 100 years -- discoveries that were only possible with long 
exposure photographs. 

PICTURE CAPTION: This composite photograph was included in Edwin Hubble's doctoral
dissertation of 1917 and shows photographs of different types of 'spiral nebulae'. Later Hubble
proved that spiral nebulae were galaxies outside our own galaxy, the Milky Way. Up until then

everyone had assumed that the Milky Way was the entire universe but because of photography
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scientists found that the universe was much larger than anyone had imagined.
From Edwin Hubble's Ph.D. dissertation: Photographic Investigations of Faint Nebulae

(archive.org) 

Even in the normal world photography can 'see' things that the eye cannot see: events 
that happen much faster and also events that happen much slower -- such as a photo finish at
a race, a bullet piercing a light bulb, the time lapse growth of a plant or the slow motion replay
of a touchdown at a football game.

In addition artists have used photographic long exposures to capture continuous motion -- 
to reveal a moment in time smeared across the picture area like a painting. Or photography 
can capture moving light sources, such as flashlights used like paint brushes, to create light 
painting photographs taken over many seconds or even minutes. As a photo artist I have 
used both of these techniques for over 10 years now and have written a book about it: 
Experimental Digital Photography, Rick Doble, Sterling Publishing, New York/London, 2010.

PICTURE CAPTION: Chronophotography: Named for the primal Greek god of sequential time,
Chronos, chronophotography was invented by Edweard Muybridge in the 1870s and produces a
number of sharp photographs of movement in sequence. Series on the right shows Muybridge's
famous sequence of a horse galloping in which he proved that all four hooves left the ground at

the same time (top right) -- which the human eye could not see. Photo on the left shows a
modern day chronophotograph of a diver, very similar to diving photos shown recently at the

Olympics. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: One million second exposure of deep space by the Hubble telescope; this
is a cropped enlarged detail showing over a hundred galaxies. The full original photo shows

about 10,000 galaxies in the deepest part of the universe. (nasa.gov)

PICTURE CAPTION: Photograph of the first atomic bomb test, code named Trinity, 25
milliseconds after its detonation in New Mexico USA on July 16, 1945. Taken with a Rapatronic
camera developed by Harold 'Doc' Edgerton, the high speed photography wizard, exposures of

atomic blasts were frequently about 10 nanoseconds (0.00001 milliseconds).
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PICTURE CAPTION: A streamer chamber photograph of subatomic particles: a proton-
antiproton interaction at CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron in 1982. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Very fast photo triggered at the moment a bullet pierced a light bulb.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Photo finish of a race. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: The same water current taken at a very fast and a very slow shutter
speed. The fast shutter speed photo at the top shows water in sharp frozen detail, much sharper

than the eye can see; the slow shutter speed photo at the bottom shows the same water soft
and foaming -- again in a way that the eye cannot see. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 'Light painting' digital photograph: a self-portrait taken at eight seconds.
Digital photography has expanded the ability of artists to use photography for artistic purposes.
This self-portrait I took of myself was done entirely by me with a handheld flashlight in one shot.

(Rick Doble) 
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Environment & War Technology

HOW A CENTURY OF WAR 
CREATED TODAY'S ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS

Before we can come to terms with today's environmental crisis, we need to understand 
how it came about. 

I believe that much of it happened for a very simple reason. Technology developed faster 
than our ability to understand the consequences. And this happened because of three world 
wars (I include the Cold War) that gave the development of superior technology an urgency it 
would not have had otherwise -- along with a need to mass produce. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: This US poster from WWII egged companies and employees to produce
more of everything for the war effort.

Many people have pointed out that war speeds up the development of technology. This is 
almost an obvious point, since each side wants to get an edge. During wartime the full 
resources of a country are committed to getting the upper hand, such as: cracking the 
enemy's code, for example, with computers, as the British did with the German Enigma code. 
Or building massive weapons such as the atomic bomb. Or adding wireless radio 
communication between tanks to allow coordinated attacks such as the Nazis did with their 
Blitzkrieg tactic. Or the development of the jet plane and the development of rockets with 
warheads, as Germany did in World War II.

Beginning with World War I in 1914, the conflicts that followed can be seen primarily as 
conflicts of technology -- as it was the development of superior technology rather than 
manpower that gave each military the upper hand. Technology allowed a military to leverage 
its manpower -- so that a few soldiers operating a machine gun emplacement or a pillbox, for 
example, had the same fire power as a hundred soldiers in the past. Relatively few sailors in 
submarines could sink vital supply ships and starve an entire country into submission -- 
something the German's came close to achieving with Great Britain in WWII.

So the research, development, improvement and manufacturing were often seen as more 
important than the number of soldiers and the size of the military. For example, Germany with 
a smaller army was certain it could defeat a much larger Russian military because of 
Germany's superior technology. And when Russia finally did defeat Germany, it was due in 
large part to the superior Russian technology, the T-34 tanks which the Russians could 
produce in vast numbers along with the Soviet Katyusha multiple rocket launchers, for 
example.

This 'battle of technology' was a mindset for about 80 years until the collapse of the Soviet
Empire around 1991. 

Yet the battle was not only about technology but about production. Massive production 
became the goal. In WWII, for example, the US greatly out produced Germany and Japan 
which gave the US a decided advantage. But when the war ended, a production system was 
in place that could then mass produce consumer goods, a system which continues to this day.

PARTIAL LIST OF WAR TECHNOLOGIES THAT CREATED
OUR MODERN WORLD

The following is only a partial list of the technologies that were rapidly developed due to 
the demands of war. Today these technologies form the core of our modern world and are 
also responsible for many of the environmental problems we now face.

Quantity has a quality all its own.
Joseph Stalin
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PICTURE CAPTION: In WWII the manufacturing of goods 
was as important as soldiers firing their rifles.

The war was a battle about production as much as military might. The US proved, for 
example, that it could build ships faster than Germany could sink them.

Mass Production
Perhaps the most important and least understood technological development due to a 

century of war was the huge infrastructure and methodology that developed for the creation of
planes, tanks, boats, guns, clothes, bombs, bullets, K-rations, fuel, Jeeps, etc. While the basis
for this type of production already existed with, for example, Sears and the Sears catalog -- 
the war created a mammoth system unlike any that had existed before.

This colossal network relied on thousands of subcontractors who themselves relied on 
suppliers and who were spread out across the country. The technology required that all 
contractors could do precision manufacturing. When the parts from various subcontractors 
were assembled at a central plant, everything needed to go together properly -- such as the 
building of the B-29 Superfortress bomber. 

Once completed mass produced products had to be transported to the right military 
operation which usually involved crossing the Atlantic or the Pacific. Then clothes, bullets, 
rifles, K-rations etc. had to be distributed to individual units and individual soldiers. 

This system set into motion the infrastructure and systematizing of our modern day world 
-- where, for example, products made in China are shipped to the US and then put in 
thousands of Walmart stores in the right quantities and on time. And it is this massive 
manufacturing and distribution system that has contributed to our environmental problems 
today.
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PICTURE CAPTION: In 1903 the first Wright Brothers' plane flew (left). A later early design
(right).

Airplanes
The Wright Brothers' first airplane few in 1903. Because of the pressures of war and the 

military, less than forty years later the highly advanced B-29 Superfortress bomber was tested
and soon after thousands of these planes were flying in the Pacific. The pressures of war 
caused airplanes to be developed much faster than they would have developed in peace 
time. Planes, of course, have now become the main means of long distance transportation.

In 1939, total aircraft production for the US military was less than 3,000 
planes. By the end of the war, America produced 300,000 planes. No 
war was more industrialized than World War II. It was a war won as 
much by machine shops as by machine guns. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_aircraft_production_during_
World_War_II 

PICTURE CAPTION: State-of-the-art B-29 Superfortress only 40 years after the first Wright
Brothers' flight (left). Assembly plant for the B-29s which were produced in large numbers (right).

Radar
The development of sophisticated radar in Britain created an early warning system for 

attacking Nazi airplanes which was a major factor in the defeat of German airplanes during 
the Battle of Britain. Today radar is a critical component of air traffic control along with weather
monitoring and prediction.

Computers
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Computers were a key factor in the British effort to break the Nazi Enigma code. Without 
computers this code could not have been broken. Later during the American program to land 
a man on the moon -- which was really a "Space Race," a Cold War battle between the 
Russia and the US -- computers were also key. Today, of course, we now live in a world 
dominated by computers

Antibiotics
Manufacturing the first antibiotic, penicillin, on a massive scale was a major war effort by 

the Americans. On D-Day, June 6, 1944, huge quantities were available. Today it is hard to 
imagine modern life without antibiotics. Just about everyone at some point has had an 
infection that required an antibiotic. Without this treatment they would have died or suffered 
from that untreated ailment for the rest of their lives.

Wireless Communication 
A key element of the very successful German Blitzkrieg -- lightning war that overran 

Poland and France -- was the new wireless radio communication between the tanks on the 
field and also with the tank commanders. Radio became another crucial component of war, as
effective communication was often the difference between victory and defeat. Today wireless 
technology such as satellite communication, the Internet and wireless phones are an 
everyday part of our lives and the modern world.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Recreation of a Nazi V-2 rocket.

Rockets  
A crash Nazi rocket program succeeded in developing the V-2 rocket by the end of the 

war. The rocket was then perfected during the Cold War with ICBMs (InterContinental Ballistic
Missiles). Today, this technology is essential for the placement of satellites which modern 
phone, weather, GPS, television, computers and communication depend on.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The US Interstate Highway System was built in part 
so that Atlas nuclear missiles could be transported rapidly and efficiently.

Superhighways
Hitler built the Autobahn in Germany which was the first superhighway. President 

Eisenhower copied this idea and inaugurated the Interstate Highway System. These 
superhighways in the US have been a major benefit to trucking, shipping and to a nationwide 
distribution system. These highways were also designed with a Cold War military purpose: the
high bridges and extensive network of roads were and still are used to transport nuclear 
weapons.
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Synthetic & Other Materials
Because some countries did not have access to certain key materials such as rubber, a 

major war effort was made to develop synthetic materials that were as good as the natural 
material. For example, because the Axis Powers controlled almost all of the natural rubber, 
the US embarked on a major effort to develop synthetic rubber. By the end of the war, the US 
was producing more than twice as much synthetic rubber as the world production of natural 
rubber at the beginning of the war. This success led to a number of substitute synthetic 
materials being developed -- which are today a major part of the modern manufacturing 
ability. From the massive production of plywood, deemed an "essential war material" in the 
US, to the creation of synthetic gasoline and oil by the Germans, the war accelerated the 
development and manufacture of hundreds of everyday materials.
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PICTURE CAPTION: More than 100 million K-rations were produced in 1944. Some believe this
was the beginning of modern fast food.

PICTURE CAPTION: Landing on Omaha Beach on D-Day, June 6, 1944.
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The Wizard War
The success of the Allied invasion of Normandy on D-Day was due as much to an 

electronic arsenal as it was to the ships, planes and men who landed. Using sophisticated all 
weather radar navigation systems, the ability to jam German communications and even an 
early GPS type of technology, the victory was achieved in part with state-of-the-art electronic 
and wireless technology that Churchill dubbed "The Wizard War." This sophisticated 
understanding of electronics led to the electronic world of today.

See the list of about 40 different ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS USED BY THE ALLIES ON D-
DAY: http://airandspace.si.edu/exhibitions/WWII-DC/electronic-systems.cfm 

For an overview of the use and development of technology

in WWII, see this page on Wikipedia:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_during_World_War_II 

Virtually all of these military technologies listed above helped build our modern world. But 
because they were built with such urgency, attention was focused on their successful 
development with little thought about the consequences -- the by-products.

The environmental impact of the new war technology and a large manufacturing base was
far reaching but I'll save a more detailed discussion for another blog.

However, the following is a brief overview. 

The environmentally-friendly consumer practices of WWII such as sharing rides, extensive
recycling and home gardens known as "Victory Gardens" went by the wayside after the war. 
With a now established large manufacturing capability, company demands for higher profits  
and huge demand from soldiers who were returning to civilian life, the austerity of the war 
years was gladly forgotten. For example, the practice of returning soda-pop bottles for a 
deposit gave way to convenience with a "use once and throw away" culture that has today 
created severe environmental problems. Ever increasing electronics has led to the 
construction of a large number of generating plants that are today principle contributors to 
greenhouse gases. And over the last century the average number of people in a household 
was halved yet the average home size more than doubled.

Yet occasionally the environmental consequences became so serious, they were dealt 
with -- such as the problem of atmospheric testing of atom bombs which was causing 
radiation to be spread around the world. This led to the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 
1963 under President Kennedy, for example.

But the subtler aspects such as the effects of mass production were not recognized. And 
today we are paying the price. For example, it was recently reported in 2015 that nearly every
seabird, about 90%, has eaten plastic.

While I will need to do further research on this, I believe that during the war years a 
successful product was the most important consideration -- with little thought about by-
products, pollution, toxic wastes, environmental consequences, etc. Winning the war was the 
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overriding consideration, understandably. But once the war was over, these side effects 
needed to be studied and taken into consideration, which I do not believe they were.

WHAT TO DO NOW

Understanding the history of how we arrived at this environmental crisis may help us find a
way out. And the problem in a way is quite simple: we are now playing catch-up.

If there had been no wars in the last hundred years, it might have taken two hundred years
for our modern technology to develop. With that slower development -- with more time to 
focus on the production methods as well as the product, for example -- we might have had 
time to adjust our technology to be more in tune with the Earth's environment.

Today our system of technology and manufacturing -- a result of the technology wars of 
the last century -- is entrenched. It has been allowed to grow and flourish without much 
control or awareness, in part due to the urgency of war. And because it is now entrenched 
there is substantial opposition to changing the status quo. 

However, it is now becoming obvious that we have no choice. We must create a 
technology which is Earth friendly, rather than Earth disrupting. But perhaps there is hope. It 
seems likely that the next generation, born in the 21st Century, understands the 
environmental urgency and will do something. But it will be decades before they are in charge
and in the mean time, we, the older generation, may have done irreparable harm.

Keep your fingers crossed.

Note to students and scholars: I believe a number of books could be 
written on this subject, perhaps targeting each industry or innovation. 
This might help us understand not only how we got into this situation but 
also how to tame the beast we have unleashed -- using the lessons of 
history.
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THE FUTURE AND TIME
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The History Of The Future

THE WORK OF THE IMAGINATION

Before we could go to the moon, we had to imagine we could go to the moon.

This 'work of the imagination' was essential to finding the will, the funds, the talent and the 
tenacity to accomplish this task. And while the moon mission was accomplished with state-of-
the-art technology, the fundamental thrust that led to the moon launch was one of collective 
imagination.

In this blog-article I will use the moon mission as an example of how ideas move from 
fiction to reality, how the future can be shaped by human beings -- and how this might apply 
to ideas that we are coping with today, such as global warming.

In 1865 Jules Verne wrote the novel From the Earth to the Moon followed by a sequel. 
Using available data, Verne made a number of calculations so that his story would be as 
realistic as possible. Surprisingly many of his predictions were quite accurate.

In the following illustrations you will see remarkable similarities between the imaginary 
ideas of sci-fi visionaries and the actual space travel equipment used and space environment 
encountered many years later.

During the return trip to Earth on July 23, 1969 after the first landing on 
the moon, astronaut Neil Armstrong said, "A hundred years ago, Jules 
Verne wrote a book about a voyage to the Moon. His spaceship...took 
off from Florida and landed in the Pacific Ocean after completing a trip to
the Moon." Which was exactly what Armstrong's first moon mission, 
Apollo 11, had done and was about to do.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: Still from the Méliès 1902 sci-fi film: A Trip to the Moon. Based on
Jules Verne's story, the space command module landed in the ocean and then was tugged to

shore by a paddle wheel steam ship. BOTTOM: Helicopter from the ship the USS Hornet picks
up the astronauts from the Apollo 12 mission. The splashdown of the astronauts was in the

Pacific Ocean as Verne had predicted a 100 years earlier. (NASA)

There was a bit more that 100 years between Jules Verne's novel and the actual moon 
landing (1865-1969). It took this long for the collective imagination to accept that such a 
venture was possible and then to commit to a long term program. Even then it took the cold 
war between the United States and the Soviet Union to force the issue, as the race to the 
moon became a competition between the two countries.

But I am getting ahead of the full story -- during those 100 years, there were a number of 
steps both forward and back. Yet in the end the public's imagination had been captured.

In 1902 Georges Méliès produced the first science fiction movie, A Trip to the Moon. It was
based on Verne's novel and also H.G. Wells novel The First Men in the Moon. It employed 
special effects and animation -- and sent the public's imagination into outer space.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: Still from the Méliès 1902 sci-fi film: A Trip to the Moon. The
command module that held the astronauts was inserted into a super-gun to send it to the moon.

BOTTOM: A 1964 NASA drawing of the command module that would take astronauts to the
moon. The similarity in the shape between the 1902 film fantasy and the actual NASA design is

remarkable. (NASA)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Apollo 17 command module floating above the moon in 1972. Notice the
similarity in shape and even the similarity in construction between the module in the Méliès 1902

sci-fi film: A Trip to the Moon (above) and the actual module that went to the moon. (NASA)

PICTURE CAPTION: LEFT: Still from the Méliès 1902 sci-fi film: A Trip to the Moon. The Earth
people (left) who have landed on the moon watched the Earth floating up in the sky. RIGHT:

Known as 'Earthrise' this shot by an Apollo astronaut shows the Earth floating above the moon's
surface. (NASA)

In 1898, at the age of 16, Robert Goddard read H.G. Wells' The War of the Worlds which 
inspired him to think about space flight. He began to experiment with rocketry and by 1914 
had registered two of the key patents for successful rocket flights -- a multi-stage rocket 
design and a liquid fuel method of propulsion. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: In 1924 Robert Goddard illustrated how a rocket could reach the moon
from the Earth. 

But soon he hit a brick wall known as the media. When he suggested that a rocket could 
go to the moon, the New York Times printed the following unsigned editorial, ridiculing his 
ideas. 

That Professor Goddard, with his "chair" in Clark College and the 
countenancing of the Smithsonian Institution, does not know the relation 
of action and reaction, and of the need to have something better than a 
vacuum against which to react -- to say that would be absurd. Of course 
he only seems to lack the knowledge ladled out daily in high schools.
Unsigned editorial, New York Times, January 13, 1920

This condescending yet ignorant opinion from the prestigious New York Times dealt the 
idea of a moon mission a severe blow as others in the American press took the cue and also 
mocked his efforts. (In 1915 Goddard had tested his rockets in a vacuum and had proven that
they worked.) As a result Dr. Goddard's work lost credibility in the US and was virtually 
ignored.

Don't you know about your own rocket pioneer? Dr. Goddard was ahead
of us all. 
Wernher von Braun, the key German and later US rocket scientist who 
designed the Apollo Saturn rockets that sent men to the moon

Nevertheless, the public's fascination only continued to grow as it began to envision a 
world in space. Science fiction stories about rocket and space travel continued in movies, 
magazines, comics, books and on radio and television from the 1920s through the 1950s -- 
although without much attention or respect from the authorities. 
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A number of movie serials (shorts shown every week before the main feature) were quite 
popular such as the Flash Gordon and the Buck Rogers film series. During the radio era, 
there were shows such as Dimension X and X Minus One, devoted to thoughtful adult science
fiction plots. The popular Twilight Zone TV series in the early sixties often featured well crafted
stories about space travel. Even the notorious tail-fins on 1950s American automobiles were 
based on rocket fins.

This pop phenomenon [ED: of Buck Rogers] paralleled the development 
of space technology in the 20th century and introduced Americans to 
outer space as a familiar environment...
wikipedia.org/wiki/Buck_Rogers

PICTURE CAPTION: LEFT: In a 1929 story, Buck Rogers in a future world watches a TV-like
screen while operating controls. RIGHT: A NASA lead space flight officer keeps track of

information coming from a space mission in 2009. (NASA)

The dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.
Robert Goddard
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PICTURE CAPTION: Cover from Amazing Stories magazine in 1947. 

In the early 1950s German-turned-US rocket expert Wernher von Braun wrote a series of 
articles for Collier's magazine called Man Will Conquer Space Soon! and collaborated with 
Walt Disney Studios on TV films about space exploration which drew large audiences. 

PICTURE CAPTION: 1953 cast photo for the popular ABC TV sci-fi space adventure series:
Space Patrol. 
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On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the first man made satellite. The 
successful launch of the rocket and then the deployment of Sputnik meant the Soviets were 
far ahead of the United States in rocketry.

PICTURE CAPTION: A replica of Sputnik in the National Air and Space Museum. (NASA)

This prompted President Eisenhower to create NASA (The National Aeronautics And 
Space Agency) in 1958. As a former general and the Supreme Allied Commander of Allied 
Forces in World War II, he deliberately created an agency that was independent and separate
from the military and that would have a peaceful and scientific orientation. Three years later 
President Kennedy committed NASA to a moon landing.

I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, 
before this decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon and returning 
him safely to the Earth. No single space project...will be more exciting, 
or more impressive to mankind, or more important...and none will be so 
difficult or expensive to accomplish...
President John F. Kennedy, 1961
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PICTURE CAPTION: Kennedy announcing his plans to fund a moon mission in a speech to the
US Congress in 1961.

While couched in peaceful terms, the space race was in effect an arms race between the 
two most powerful countries -- which was a key reason why the public supported the cost of 
this program. 

PICTURE CAPTION: LEFT: Robert Goddard in 1926 with an early rocket. The rocket was held
in the middle of a frame until it was fired. 

RIGHT: The Apollo 11 rocket that took astronauts to the moon in 1969. (NASA)

When Neil Armstrong stepped down onto the moon's surface on live TV in 1969, it was a 
moment that most people will never forget. I certainly never have. And although the Apollo 
program ended 40 years ago, the International Space Station (ISS) is now part of everyday 
life. Among young people, the hunger for further exploration has only begun -- with a Mars 
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mission in the foreseeable future along with planned landings on asteroids. Now that we know
space travel is possible, the thirst to explore will only keep growing.

PICTURE CAPTION: Live TV shot of Neil Armstrong taking his first step onto the moon on July
20, 1969. (NASA)

PICTURE CAPTION: Neil Armstrong took this photograph of his fellow astronaut Buzz Aldrin
during the first lunar landing. Armstrong is reflected in Aldrin's face mask. (NASA)

In hindsight, the creation and success of the moon mission was a century long effort which
took imagination, technology and a cold war threat to become a reality. And once the goal of 
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landing on the moon had been achieved, there was little public support for more expensive 
manned space exploration projects. 

Fast forward to today and our future: While global warming poses a great risk, it does not 
have the same hold on our imaginations. But we have been through this before. 

During the energy crisis in 1977, President Carter said that curtailing our energy imports 
and reducing our energy use, was the "moral equivalent of war." This phrase was borrowed 
from William James in 1906. "James considered one of the classic problems of politics: how 
to sustain political unity and civic virtue in the absence of war or a credible threat..." 
(Wikipedia.org) As we know, Carter was not successful in convincing people of the 
seriousness of the threat and as a result lost the presidency and the effort to make the US 
less dependent on foreign oil. 

If we are to deal with global warming, we must give it the same urgency as war. As I wrote 
over ten years ago in my essay entitled The World Environmental Crisis Today (which is/was 
ranked in the top ten search results from Google for most of those ten years):

As Hans Blix, the United Nations weapons inspector before the second 
American-Iraq war, has pointed out, these environmental questions are 
much more dangerous than weapons of mass destruction. 
Rick Doble, 2002

In hindsight, the moon mission, gave us something few of us had imagined: It showed 
dramatically that Earth was our home -- for all of us together. Seeing it alone in empty space 
evoked a sense of awe and a global perspective -- that could only have been achieved by 
viewing the Earth from tens of thousands of miles in outer space.
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PICTURE CAPTION: This photograph of the Earth, known as Blue Marble, was taken during the
last manned lunar mission in 1972 from a distance of about 20,000 miles (about 32,000 km)

from Earth. (NASA)

We went to explore the Moon, 
and in fact discovered the Earth. 
Eugene Cernan (Apollo Astronaut)
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Global Warming & The Future:
Part 1

When I was growing up, my parents would say that while the world had changed, "there is 
nothing new under the sun," quoting the ancient saying -- meaning that the truisms of life 
were still the same and would always be the same. For a long time I agreed with them, but 
now at the age of 68 I don't. 

PICTURE CAPTION: An 'Earthrise' photograph taken by an Apollo astronaut, showing the Earth
from the surface of the moon. For the first time, humans saw an actual photograph of the Earth

from a distance, our planet floating in empty space. (NASA)

I believe technology has fundamentally changed our lives both for good and for ill. And we 
must come to terms with this change or suffer the consequences.

As a painter, my Dad emphasized that artists should get their inspiration from nature, a 
point of view held by most painters and eloquently expressed by Paul Klee in this following 
quote.

For the artist communication with nature remains the most essential 
condition. The artist is human; himself nature; part of nature... 
Paul Klee, Paths of the Study of Nature, 1923
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Yet for hundreds of years, going back to the Renaissance, the goal of humans was to 
conquer nature so that we were not subject to the natural forces of weather and disease, for 
example. And with the industrial revolution and now the hi-tech revolution, civilization has 
accomplished just that.

The great pivot point...of human thinking was the conquering through 
science...of the forces of nature. Isaac Newton['s] ... ideas on forces 
defined through mathematics gave the basic template for all inventors to
consider the taming of natural phenomena...
(www.ucadia.com)

PICTURE CAPTION: Isaac Newton's mathematical insights unlocked the secrets of gravity,
planetary and lunar orbits plus the laws of motion -- which led directly to the industrial revolution.

(NASA)

In the 21st Century it is clear that technology has altered our lives in basic ways: parents 
can now choose how many children to have. Travel is almost effortless. Communication via 
cell phone is instant and cheap. Food is plentiful. Many people live in comfortable, climate 
controlled homes with cable television and an Internet connection that allows them to keep in 
touch with others around the world.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: A wood cook stove. About 100 years ago there were no refrigerators,
running water or washing machines for a majority of households. Stoves required tending with

fire wood. This meant that household chores consumed most of people's free time. BOTTOM: A
modern kitchen that today we take for granted. 

Nevertheless, we still live on the Earth and our advanced technology has begun to 
seriously affect the Earth's environment and its cycles. Speaking from an artistic point of view,
I wrote the following about 10 years ago.

The old bond between humans and nature has been permanently 
altered by technology. The task of the 21st century artist is to forge a 
new relationship between humans and the world, since our fate is 
inseparable from that of the Earth. 
Rick Doble, 2002

We have taken many of the powers of natural forces and put them into our own hands. So 
it is now up to us control these powers that we hold.
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PICTURE CAPTION: This composite photograph, by a NASA satellite in 2012, recorded light at
night from human activity across the surface of the Earth. (NASA)

As I pointed out in my blog, A Revolution In Time, time also has changed radically over 
that last two hundred years. And the net affect has been to disconnect us from the cycles of 
the sun, moon, and stars -- which means we are much less sensitive to and less in tune with 
the natural forces of the Earth. Yet, as we all know, Mother Nature will win in the end.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: The fire was the center of the home, before electricity, central heat
and television. Before radio and music recordings, people played instruments to entertain

themselves. BOTTOM: A modern living room, with the heat and air conditioning unseen, an
electric lamp on a table and a TV at the center. 

Why worry about global warming when you live and work in air conditioned buildings and 
travel in an air conditioned car? Technology has insulated us from the world that is our home 
but in the long run we cannot live independently, apart from the Earth. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: NOAA map from the US government, predicting the changes in
precipitation about 100 years from now. (NOAA)

In the future we must come to terms with the changes that technology has created along 
with an understanding of how to create a technology that does not disturb the balance of the 
Earth. 

The basic difficulty has to do with time. For example, while the rise of sea levels is a 
problem, most important is how quickly they will rise. A rapid rise could be catastrophic as 
people will not have time to adjust; a slow rise will allow gradual changes that people can 
accommodate. Right now conservative sea level rise estimates range from a 1/2 foot (15cm) 
rise in the next 100 years to a 6 foot (2 meters) rise.

PICTURE CAPTION: This US government NOAA map shows the June, July, August (JJA)
predicted surface air temperature changes and the December, January, February (DJF)

predicted temperature changes in about 40 years. (NOAA)
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A second time related problem is that humans are not long term oriented. In a sense our 
average 75 year life span is out of sync with the hundreds of years it will take to deal with 
global warming. It might take several lifetimes before we begin to see results. It is not in our 
nature to spend money and effort for goals that are so far in the future.

Sea level rise is expected to continue for centuries...On the timescale of 
centuries to millennia, the melting of ice sheets could result in even 
higher sea level rise. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise

PICTURE CAPTION: If there is significant melting of the Greenland glaciers or Antarctic ice, sea
levels could rise much higher than predicted. 

Plus it will take visionary leadership to commit resources for an outcome hundreds of 
years from now. Yet this is exactly what we must do: Our survival depends on it.

So ironically having separated ourselves from Mother Nature -- having conquered nature 
as Isaac Newton and others intended -- we find that it is our human nature that we must come
to terms with. 

It is now our own nature that we must conquer and tame.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A US government EPA chart showing the recorded sea level rise for a
number of US cities from about 1900 to today. If there is significant melting of the Greenland
glaciers or Antarctic ice sheets, sea levels could rise much higher than current projections. 

NOTE: WILL PUBLIC OPINION LEAD TO ACTION ON GLOBAL 
WARMING?
According to polls in the Washington Post and the Gallop organization: 
60% of people do not think global warming will affect them in their 
lifetime. While 84% of scientists agree that global warming is due to 
human activity less than half of the public believes this. 70% of scientists
believe that global warming is a serious problem, again less than half of 
the public thinks so.
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Global Warming & The Future:
Part 2

I've got good news and bad news.

GOOD NEWS:

While humans used to be at the mercy of disease and weather, today's technology can 
cope with these threats quite well. The Black Plague that killed between 30–60% of Europe's 
population in the 14th Century, for example, could now be cured with antibiotics. The Irish 
Potato Famine around 1850, that killed over a million people, could today be prevented with 
chemical treatments and resistant strains of potatoes.

And while hurricanes will always do considerable harm, modern weather warning systems 
now give people plenty of notice and as a result have minimized the death toll and damage to 
property.

PICTURE CAPTION: This is a US government NOAA map showing the projected path for
Tropical Storm Danny in 2009. Sophisticated satellite monitoring and aircraft reconnaissance in

combination with computer programs can now predict the path, speed and strength of
hurricanes. Unthinkable only a few years ago, this system provides accurate warnings and gives

people time to prepare and get out of harm's way. (NOAA)

In the last 100 years according to the US CDC (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention), infant mortality rate in the US has dropped 90% and the maternal mortality rate 
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(mothers who died in childbirth) has declined 99%. During the same time period life 
expectancy has doubled.

PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: The DeWitt Clinton, 1831, (one of the first railroads in the US)
traveled at 24 miles per hour (39 km/h) on 16 miles (26 km) of track from Albany to

Schenectady, New York. BOTTOM: The Japanese Shinkansen AKA 'Bullet Train' (photo taken in
2012) can travel at speeds of 149–199 mph (240–320 km/h) on 1,483.6 miles (2,387.7 km) of

high speed track.

After riding the DeWitt Clinton train in 1832, a passenger wrote "Among 
the astonishing inventions of man, surely that of the locomotive steam 
engine hath no secondary rank. By this matchless exercise of skill, we 
fly with a smooth and even course along once impassible barriers, the 
valleys are filled, the mountains laid low, and distance seems 
annihilated...as if by some invisible agency flown the distance of 16 
miles in 40 minutes..." 
Quotation from wikipedia.org/wiki/Albany_and_Schenectady_Railroad

BAD NEWS:

In the last two hundred years the pace of industrial and technological development has 
surpassed our understanding of the effect that this development has had on the Earth's 
environment.
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In 1900 there were about 8,000 cars in the United States. In 1950 there were 25 million 
cars. In 2009, according to the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics, there were over 254 
million cars in the US. Today worldwide there are over one billion cars. And automobiles are 
just one example.

PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: Ad for the 1905 automobile Knox. It sold for $1350 with a leather
top, equivalent to $33,968 in today's money, the cost of the Cadillac SRX in the photo below. As

you can read in the ad above, this 1905 car had a single cylinder 8 horse power engine and
could go 27 miles per hour (43 km/h). BOTTOM: 2010 Cadillac SRX with a 6 cylinder, 308

horsepower engine with a top speed of 130 miles per hour (209 km/h). Over the last 100 years
cars have become much cheaper, faster, more comfortable, safer and more reliable.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: In 1900 there were 144 miles (232 km) of paved roads in the US.
Unpaved roads were often impassable in bad weather or certain times of the year as in the

photo above. BOTTOM: Today there are 2,615,870 miles (4,209,835 km) of all weather
highways in the US.

In another example, a scientist has suggested that humans now move more earth 
than is moved by the natural forces of the Earth.
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PICTURE CAPTION: TOP: Famous photograph of the Wright Brothers' first flight in 1903 at Kitty
Hawk, North Carolina, USA. The plane, known as the Wright Flyer, flew 120 feet (37 m) at a

speed of 6.8 mph (11 km/h) carrying one person. BOTTOM: State-of-the-art Boeing Dreamliner
today. It can hold over 200 passengers, travel at about 650 mph (about 1000 km/h), with a range

of about 7,650 nautical miles (about 14,150 kilometers). In 1900 there were no such aircraft;
today there are about 40,000 commercial planes and about 34 million scheduled flights per year.

Quantity has a quality all its own.

The problem is not the technology itself, but rather the rapid expansion of that technology 
and its environmental impact.

HOW REAL AND IMMEDIATE IS THE THREAT?

In Part 1 of this 2-part blog: Global Warming & The Future of Civilization, I made the case 
that this threat to civilization is quite real. And our future, especially the future for our 
grandchildren and generations to come, depends on our actions now.

For example, while oil companies have continually doubted whether humans are 
contributing to a warming trend on the Earth, they are also looking into using new shipping 
lanes through the Arctic Ocean, once this ocean melts sufficiently to allow tankers through -- 
probably by mid-century according to estimates. So even these skeptical companies are 
assuming the sea levels will rise.

Sea levels are rising -- that is just a fact. How much of this rise comes from human activity 
is still being debated, yet it is clear, we are affecting the Earth's natural cycles to some 
degree.
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Sea level rise is expected to continue for centuries...On the timescale of 
centuries to millennia, the melting of ice sheets could result in even 
higher sea level rise. 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise

The irony is that while technology has caused these problems, technology can provide the
solution by helping us design with the environment in mind. Eventually we will create accurate
computer modeling systems -- for the environment, world weather and sea current patterns -- 
that will guide us. As I wrote in a published Letter to the Editor at the Raleigh News & 
Observer, Raleigh, NC about 20 years ago, the future could be the "age of design" when all 
aspects of a product are considered in its design -- the manufacturing, usage, disposal -- all of
which could have a minimal impact on the environment.

PICTURE CAPTION: While global warming may be caused in part by our advanced technology,
technology will also provide us with the tools to understand the effects of global warming and

how to design for the least environmental impact. This photo shows the wide array of US
government NASA satellites that monitor conditions on the planet -- something which was

unthinkable about 50 years ago. (NASA)

So the good news is that unlike past history, today we do have the power to solve these 
problems. 

With great power, comes great responsibility.
Voltaire

And since we do have the power, the central question now becomes one of will. Do we 
have the political will to insist on efficient automobiles that do not pollute, for example?
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EXAMPLES OF 'FUTURE' THINKING AND DESIGNS

The following experimental cars, concept cars and futuristic designs show how we can 
design for minimum environmental impact. They also document that the quest for such 
designs has been ongoing for 80 years.

PICTURE CAPTION: Visionary inventor Buckminster Fuller designed and built this experimental
auto, the Dymaxion car in 1933. It was one of the first aerodynamic passenger automobiles.

Roomy, it could hold 11 people, get 30 mpg (very good mileage for the time) with a top speed of
90 miles per hour (140 km/h).
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PICTURE CAPTION: Patent drawing filed in 1933 for the Dymaxion Car by Buckminster Fuller.
(US Patent Office)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Called, L'Oeuf (The Egg), this compact concept car design was built in
1942 by French designer Paul Arzens. It could go 80 km/h (50 mph) and was electric. Also
called L'Oeuf Electrique (The Electric Egg) it was constructed of Plexiglas mounted on an

aluminum chassis. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Honda 3R-C concept car, shown at the Geneva International Motor Show
in 2010. This single passenger electric vehicle allows amble storage and is designed for safety

and 'zero emission commuting'. 
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Climate Change & Our Age Of Denial
Years from now our age will not be seen as a high point in technological achievement. 

Instead it will be seen a major failure. While we had the information and the technology to 
keep our planet from being harmed, instead humans buried their heads in the sand.

this age will be seen as 
The Age of Denial

A hundred years from now, this hi-tech age we live in will be seen as a watershed moment
when we failed to grasp the seriousness of the situation. The obsession with consumer goods
and instant gratification put civilization at risk. In our expanding consumer societies, people 
were more interested in comfort than the resulting damage to the environment.  The warnings
about climate change and global warming that began about 40 years ago were ignored. And 
today it is obvious that we are going to pay the price -- and a very steep price at that.

JOKE: Why worry about global warming? 
Just turn the air conditioner temperature lower.

Read Carl Sagan's 1980 original essay, about the dangers of climate change, that he 
wrote over 30 years ago: 
http://io9.com/heres-carl-sagans-original-essay-on-the-dangers-of-cl-1481304135
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Now with the recently reported (May 12, 2014) irreversible collapse of Antarctic glaciers, a 
domino effect has been set in motion that will cause sea levels to rise and lead to a number of
other related effects.

Read the following current report:
Irreversible collapse of Antarctic glaciers has begun, studies say
http://www.latimes.com/science/environment/la-sci-0513-antarctic-ice-
sheet-20140513-story.html

But first things first. 

The collapse of the glaciers means that sea levels will rise about 4 feet or 1.2 meters in 
the future due to this one factor. This is now a virtual certainty. But other forces are also at 
play. To put it simply, the hotter things get, the hotter they will get. Removing the reflective 
ability of the ice means that the oceans will absorb the sun's heat and heat up more. The 
additional heat around the globe will cause other glaciers to melt such as in Greenland. The 
addition of large amounts of fresh water into the salt water of the oceans may affect ocean 
currents -- see the graphic below. This in turn will cause extensive climate change across the 
globe. So a 4 ft./1.2m rise in sea levels is just the beginning as other parts of the domino 
effect will add to that.

PICTURE CAPTION: Ocean Currents
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PICTURE CAPTION: "Ocean Circulation Conveyor Belt. The ocean plays a major role in the
distribution of the planet's heat through deep sea circulation. This simplified illustration shows
this "conveyor belt" circulation which is driven by the difference in heat and salinity. Records of

past climate suggest that there is some chance that this circulation could be altered by the
changes projected in many climate models."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ocean_circulation_conveyor_belt.jpg

While the naysayers continue to doubt, the scientific community is in 
almost total agreement. "Just over 97% of climate researchers say 
humans are causing global warming."   
wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming_controversy

The irony is that we have the technology and the knowledge to design energy systems 
such as solar or wind that are sustainable and workable. And what do we have to lose by 
switching from a fossil based energy source to a sustainable, non-polluting energy source? 
Not very much in the long run. 

But all is not lost -- perhaps. If we can slow the inevitable warming by cutting back 
greenhouse gases now, the rise in sea levels can take much longer which will give us time to 
build and adjust. 

Time (the subject of this blog) is the critical factor. We need to make changes now for 
benefits that none of us will live to see, benefits that are a hundred years or more in the 
future. These benefits will be felt by our great-great-grandchildren -- perhaps. We cannot 
know for sure. 

This is hard for humans, who live a relatively short time, to plan for -- but if the survival of 
the human race is important, we have no choice.
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NOTE:25 years ago I wrote a series of essay warning about the dangers
of global warming. Almost 15 years ago I wrote the following essay 
which has been ranked in the top ten search results in Google for most 
of those years.

THE WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS TODAY
Rick Doble (2003)

Dr. Michio Kaku has written that we live in an especially dangerous time. By time he does 
not mean the last couple of years or even the next fifty, but rather the hundreds of years it 
may take for us to progress from a planet of special interests to a  planetary culture.

Right now we are in the infancy of technological development with crude energy sources 
and chemical processes that have the potential to destroy the environment either as by-
products of our civilization or with their deliberate destructive use in another world war.

Energy systems could be created that would cause virtually no pollution. Furthermore 
world wide economic development can proceed without harming the environment. 
Decentralized systems such as  solar panels can bring electricity and non-polluting 
development to many corners of the world.

Yet the destructive technology that we continue to use will have consequences for many 
years to come. In fact, we will feel the effects long after we have stopped using this 
technology and switched to a more environmentally friendly one.

Global warming will affect just about everyone, even though it is primarily a small number 
of nations that are responsible for greenhouse gas emissions. The same holds true for 
radiation pollution, as we saw in the Chernobyl disaster. Radiation crossed national borders 
and ended up all across the world.

Even over-population will affect us all, because a severe strain on the ecosystem in one 
part of the globe will create stress on other parts.

This crisis is very real. If the global temperature increases and the sea level rises, there 
will be massive changes in the weather which will cause migrations across the world as well 
as wide spread flooding. In this kind of environment, new and rapidly spreading diseases 
could wipe out large numbers of people and the food supply could be threatened. These kinds
of disruptions could also lead to wars.

The problem is that any solution is a long term solution. As Hans Blix, the United Nations 
weapons inspector before the second American-Iraq war, has pointed out, these 
environmental questions are much more dangerous than weapons of mass destruction. Yet 
since politicians do not often think beyond their four or eight year terms, they feel no urgency 
to risk their political future to forge a fifty or hundred year policy that may be required.
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THE NATURE OF TIME
AND OF THE HUMAN SENSE

OF TIME
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Basic Facts About Time
Okay, lets keep it simple, really simple -- no tricks, nothing up my sleeve.

#1. Time only exists in the moment. Period.
#2. The past did exist in the moment at an earlier time.
#3. The future will exist in the moment at a future time.
#4. The present is now -- you reading these words. This moment. The past is #1, #2, #3 
you read earlier. The future is the rest of this blog -- if you continue reading.

In a sense everything that happens, everything that is real is time-stamped. Nothing is real
unless it has that time stamp -- even our speculations -- as those speculations, imaginations, 
fantasies, etc. happen in time -- even our thoughts about probabilities or our delusions 
happen in time.
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Yet the human perception of time, which is linked to memory, which in turn is rooted in 
brain functions, is quite different from time stamps and clock time. 
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As living beings with blood going through our veins, we are always moving through time. 
With every breath and every heart beat, time moves forward -- and not just by seconds like a 
clock's second hand, but continuously in tenths of a second, or millionths of a second, or 
nanoseconds (billionths) or even picoseconds (trillionths). We are always in time, we can 
never be outside of time.

I believe much of the confusion about time is due to mistaking our artificial divisions of 
seconds and minutes -- which are quite useful for managing time -- with the fundamental 
nature of time which is indivisible; it is an unbroken stream that flows continuously.

As I quoted in an earlier blog in this series:

A deep-sea fish has probably no means of apprehending the existence 
of water; it is too uniformly immersed in it...
Sir Oliver Lodge, British scientist

What could a fish tell you about water? Probably not much. It lives in water, it is 
surrounded by water, it floats and moves in water; water is the world that it lives in -- so a fish 
is probably unaware of many of the properties of water. I doubt, for example, that it could 
understand the concept of wetness.
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And so, like the fish, we live surrounded, but not by water but by time. There is no way out 
-- no way around it. While we work with it everyday and every moment, we are so immersed 
in it, we have trouble grasping its complexities.

Common phrases about time provide some hints about how we operate, phrases like, 
"she's been through a lot" -- implying that time is something we move though and also that 
there is no way around it, there is only a way through it.

But even when we try to simplify and focus only on the now moment and the present time, 
there are complications:

At no point is the present only now, some of it is always future and some always past -- 
and without this connection between past and future, the now moment and time itself could 
not exist.

Time keeps on slippin', 
slippin', slippin' Into the future
Steve Miller

Neither from nor towards; 
at the still point, there the dance is,
But neither arrest nor movement. 
And do not call it fixity,
Where past and future are gathered.
T.S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, 1936, Four Quartets

Consider this:

At every moment in the present

you are reaching into the future

and letting go of the past
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PICTURE CAPTION: From the point of view of the passengers in the boat, the wake of the boat
is the boat's past, the bow and direction is its future, and the passengers are in the present.
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PICTURE CAPTION: In this shock wave photo of a plane breaking the sound barrier, past,
present and future are all in one shot: the nose breaking into the future, a passenger in the

middle of the plane in the present and the past trailing behind.

PICTURE CAPTION: The 'arrow of time' has often been used as a metaphor to describe the
relentless headlong movement of time. The now moment is like an arrow that flies always

forward: the arrowhead piercing the future, the tail trailing behind and the shaft in the middle, in
the present and between them. Without all of the parts: arrowhead, shaft and tail, the arrow

could not fly.

My point is this:
Past/present/future are not separate from each other -- this is a misunderstanding and one

which can cause a number of problems. 

Further this lack of separation is not only true moment to moment but also day to day, 
week to week and year to year. Past/present/future are inseparable and intertwined.
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The Past Isn't Dead
Que Sera, Sera (Whatever Will Be, Will Be)
The future's not ours to see
Que Sera, Sera
From Alfred Hitchcock's The Man Who Knew Too Much, 1956

Don't tell me the past is dead 
and the future is not ours to see:
Without the past 
the present cannot be understood
and has no meaning;
Without the future 
the present has no purpose.
Rick Doble

The past is never dead. It's not even past.
William Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun, 1951

Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.
T.S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, 1943
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PICTURE CAPTION: Allegory of Time Governed by Prudence, Titian, c.1565, allegorical
painting
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The Dance Of The *Now Moment*
At the still point of the turning world.
Neither flesh nor fleshless;
Neither from nor towards;
At the still point, there the dance is,
But neither arrest nor movement.
And do not call it fixity,
Where past and future are gathered.
Neither movement from nor towards,
Neither ascent nor decline.
Except for the point, the still point,
There would be no dance,
And there is only the dance.
T.S. Eliot, Burnt Norton, 1936, Four Quartets

Except for the point, the still point, 
There would be no dance, 

and there is only the dance.

A gallery of dance pictures from ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome, the Renaissance, colonial 
times, Native Americans, to contemporary dance today, in all cultures and at all levels of 
society -- dance is and has always been part of human expression. 
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Time & The Human Sense 
Of Duration

Perhaps the most mysterious aspect of the human experience of time is duration. 
Duration, by definition, is a time span. 

We have to ask ourselves: how can we perceive an arc of time, operate within a span of 
time, when the only thing that exists is the now moment?

In other words how do we hold onto a consistent sense of ourselves -- where we have 
been and where we are going -- in the now moment where everything must reside to exist?

Just as time could not exist without the now moment, we could not function or survive 
without a sense of duration. We could not start a task and finish it without a sense of duration,
for example. 

PICTURE CAPTION: These popular drawings from the 19th century depicted the duration of a
lifetime. 
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As usual the answer lies in the human brain. I believe the brain has a number of areas that
hold time in suspension. Parts of our brains are "waiting for the other shoe to drop." 

We all know about short term memory. A waiter must remember each person's order, bring
the right food to the right person with the right drinks but then once the customers have 
finished and left the restaurant, forget that particular order and sequence -- virtually erasing it 
from memory.

Without short term memory we could not operate. We could not even drive down the road.
We must remember that the speed limit has changed, the school children get out in a few 
minutes, that a car suddenly appeared out of nowhere and is driving just behind us in the left 
lane.

PICTURE CAPTION: A lifetime duration for a man -- at the bottom of the picture is Chronos, the
Greek God of sequential time who rules over our lives. 

There are a wide variety of durations as we experience them: from very 
short term to very long term. As I quoted in an earlier blog: "Humans can
perceive relatively short periods of time, in the order of milliseconds, and
also durations that are a significant fraction of a lifetime. Human 
perception of duration is subjective and variable."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_perception

One long term duration we all know is our life story: our parents, where we are from, 
schools, education, jobs, relationships, marriage, children -- a story which continues as we 
live.
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A shorter term duration might be a job you held for a year or two. In your memory you 
might recall the early days of the job, the later routine, the final days when you knew you were
leaving.

And still shorter term is what you did earlier in the week and plan to do by the end of the 
week. Or what you have done today and plan to do by the end of the day. In another month if 
I asked you about the specifics of either of these -- that occurred a month before -- you might 
be hard pressed to remember. But today, you know in detail. And more, today you have a 
mental checklist of what is done or completed and what remains to be done.

I believe the human brain has a number of levels of memory which are related to the 
sense of duration. 

VERY SHORT TERM: Minute to minute
SHORT TERM: Hours or days

MEDIUM TERM: Weeks or a month 
LONG TERM: A year 

VERY LONG TERM: Decades or lifelong

PICTURE CAPTION: It is our brains that stitch time together 
and give us a sense of duration.

Over time the shorter term memories tend to get erased, as they are in a sense working 
memories that must be cleaned out in order to make room for the next task at hand. Yet 
certain events in the short term, even events that might normally have been erased, can 
become part of long term memory -- due to their importance. 
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For example, you might not realize that when you said hello one morning to a new person 
at the office, that you would be married to them in a year. That moment of meeting would 
normally have been forgotten, but now is clearly remembered for the rest of your life.

And while I believe this article has shed some light on how we humans handle a length of 
time, it also raises a number of questions.

There is, for example, what might be called 'vigilant duration'.

A task, for example, requires that a kind of mental flashing red light keeps blinking until we
have finished all aspects of the job. For many of us, we cannot shut off that interior red light 
until we have done the job to our satisfaction. Then and only then can we check off the job as 
completed. And only then can we begin to erase that job from our memory.

PICTURE CAPTION: A joyous leap into the air before the senior prom -- celebrating the end of a
duration, high school. 

So the question is this: How does this mental flashing light operate in our brains? How 
does it continue to flash until the job is done? And how does it shut off when we are done?

And then there is 'remembered duration' -- in which the brain stitches together a number of
events over time that are related to each other and creates a coherent memory..
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So like most aspects of time, there are a number of ways we sense, understand and 
operate when it comes to duration.
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Continuity & Time
Closely related to duration, yet quite different, is the concept of continuity. 

Continuity means that we expect the sun to rise every morning, we expect the road we 
drove down yesterday to be there tomorrow. Continuity means that things continue from the 
past into the present and into the future; things remain. Continuity can also incorporate a 
sense of change that is regular or predictable such as expecting our children to grow taller as 
they grow older. With continuity time in a sense stops or stops being noticed. Even though 
your workday was different, your house is the same when you come home and does not 
change, for example.

Continuity provides the framework for 'meta-time' that you will read about later in this 
eBook -- it is the basis for our mental maps of our office, our home, our favorite bar or coffee 
shop.

Without a sense of continuity it would be hard to function and do our jobs. We need to 
assume that roads are safe, that electricity will be available, that the phone will work. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: This medieval 'calendar' shows the work needed for each month, starting
with January at the top. Known as the Crescenzi Calendar, it was a monthly calendar of tasks

for successful farming. Adhering to these tasks at the appropriate time insured continuity.

The observance of annual rituals such as New Years and Halloween are ways that 
societies assert a sense of continuity -- with traditions that reach back thousands of years and
that will also be celebrated in the future.

The daily news is often about a break in continuity. We expect planes to take off and land 
safely; we assume ships will have uneventful trips across the Pacific Ocean. So when a boat 
sinks or a plane crashes, this is reported.

When continuity suddenly changes, it can be quite traumatic. This is because it calls into 
question what we had assumed would continue. Expecting a loved one to be home by a 
certain time and then finding that they have been in an accident, for example, is a break in 
continuity.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Accidents interrupt continuity and bring about uncertainty. 

A break in continuity can also lead to artistic, creative, and conceptual leaps that see the 
world in a new way.

When the young Charles Darwin was on shore during his voyage on the ship, the Beagle, 
he experienced a severe earthquake in South America -- something he had never felt before. 
He wrote:

A bad earthquake at once destroys the oldest associations: the world, 
the very emblem of all that is solid, has moved beneath our feet like a 
crust over a fluid; one second of time has conveyed to the mind a 
strange idea of insecurity, which hours of reflection would never have 
created.
Charles Darwin

In this case, Darwin's assumptions about the stability of the Earth had been upset. Rather 
than being rock solid, the earthquake showed that the Earth had an almost fluid nature and 
that it could move substantially over time. And if the Earth itself was not unchangeable, what 
else might be brought into question?

I believe his experience of this earthquake became a metaphor for what he himself was to 
do years later, i.e. create a scientific and conceptual earthquake by asserting that humans 
were descended and had evolved from apes. This idea was a wrenching break in the 
prevailing continuity of thought because people believed that humans had been created by a 
supreme being in one stroke and came into existence fully developed.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Annual rituals, such as the Chinese New Year, are an expression that
continuity will continue. 
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New Terminology About Time
Time is the most used noun in the English language according to the Concise Oxford 

English Dictionary. 

Yet although there are numerous phrases involving the word time such as:
no time, good time, find time, out of time, and in time? 

there is not much clarity or distinction in the usage.

Therefore a major problem when discussing time is that the we do not have the necessary
vocabulary to talk about it. Words are like tools and without the right tools, we can't get the job
done. It's like needing a wrench when what you have is a hammer. When we consider the 
subject of time, we simply don't have the right wrenches and pliers in our toolbox.

PICTURE CAPTION: Don't give me a wrench when I need a hammer. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Don't give me a hammer when I need a wrench.

For example, the words time or past or future or now can each have very different 
meanings depending on the context. Some meanings are even contradictory. 

Take the word *now*:
 it can mean this exact moment (such as: What is the time now?)
 or a bit before this moment (I did what you asked just now.)
 or a bit after this moment (Lets do this now.)
 or today (I'll get this done now.)
 of this year (Now the politics are getting ugly.)
 or this decade (Now we do things differently than they did in the 1990s.)
 or the near future (Will we be able to build a high speed rail network now?)

If we want to talk about time and understand time in a more nuanced manner, we must 
have more words, more phrases, more concepts. 

In the arctic climate the "language of the Sami people [ED: also known 
as Laplanders] actually includes around 180 snow and ice related 
words..."
(en.wikipedia.org)

We must learn from the Sami people and construct at least as many different words and 
phrases for different aspects of time as they have for kinds of snow. Because for both us and 
them, our lives depend on it.
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The six-tense language Kalaw Lagaw Ya of Australia has the remote 
past, the recent past, the today past, the present, the today/near future 
and the remote future. 
(en.wikipedia.org)

A major effort of this blog will be to suggest new terms and new terminology. Naturally 
these are only suggestions and readers may have better ideas. I invite feedback. But to get 
started here is a suggestion for two new terms.

SUGGESTED NEW TERMS: 

Fluid Time & Hardened Time

Time has two different almost opposite natures: one is quite flexible, the other is hard and 
unforgiving. 

While many of us believe that "what's done is done and what's past cannot be undone," 
this is simply not true. For most of our waking hours, we live in what I call 'fluid time'. This 
means that you have flexibility to, for example, go back and fix something if it did not get fixed
the first time -- to change your schedule around; to rework things that did not work properly.

PICTURE CAPTION: With fluid time, if you miss a train, you can always catch the next one.
Time can be corrected and is not irreversible.

In this case time has not 'hardened' because what you are doing can still be molded, 
modified, altered, changed or corrected. Most days you deal with this kind of time.

Yet like a beloved dog or cat who suddenly decides to bite, time can rear its other nature 
and cause no end of grief.
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Perhaps the most agonizing and mysterious aspect of time is when it becomes irreversible
and suddenly sets like hardened concrete; this is hardened time. Or we could call this 
'irreversible time'. It can happen in minor ways and in major life events. When a cup falls off a 
table and breaks into a hundred pieces, it is only annoying yet irreversible. 

'Irreversible time' can happen gradually. A man who can never get around to asking his 
girlfriend to marry him may find, without his realizing it, that she has slipped away and the 
moment to marry her has passed. 

'Irreversible time' can happen suddenly. When out of the blue a car swerves into your lane 
and causes an accident in which a person is killed, it is too late to go back and change things.
It is this kind of time that people are speaking about, when they say there's no use worrying 
about the past and there is no going back. There's no use crying over spilled milk.

PICTURE CAPTION: With hardened time, there is no going back. While you might recover from
an injury, the injury is a fact and its consequences will be with you for the rest of your life.

There are points when fluid time slips into irreversible time, as when I leave home and 
drive to work forgetting an essential notebook. For the first few minutes, if I remember, I can 
go back and get it, but later in my commute, I do not have that option as it will make me late 
for work. The 'window of opportunity' will have closed.

So the two phrases I would suggest adding to the terminology about time are:

fluid time -- this could also be called flexible time, but that might confuse it with the work 
related term flextime

hardened time -- this could also be called irreversible time
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NOTE: A major effort of civilization has been to gain more power to 
correct things that were once considered part of hardened time. As we 
humans obtain more knowledge, we have been able to do this. For 
example, I just had two hip replacements. Thirty years ago I would have 
been confined to a wheel chair for the rest of my life, but today I can 
walk around like a much younger man. So what was once considered 
hardened or irreversible, is now a bit more fluid -- as I still had to go 
through two operations and 6 months of rehab.
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CULTURE AND TIME
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How Games Let Us Play With Time
Games allow us to 'play' with and improve our time skills, to exercise our brains.

We are involved with games from the moment we are born. And these games usually 
involve time. They allow us to "play it safe," to work with and consider time in ways that would 
be impossible in real life. They also utilize our uniquely human areas of the brain that deal 
with time -- as the following quote about short-term memory and chess points out. 

This ability to hold on to a piece of information temporarily in order to 
complete a task is specifically human. It causes certain regions of the 
brain to become very active, in particular the pre-frontal lobe. This 
region, at the very front of the brain, is highly developed in humans. [ED:
my emphasis] 
Perhaps the most extreme example of short-term memory is a chess 
master who can explore several possible solutions mentally before 
choosing the one that will lead to checkmate. 
'SHORT-TERM MEMORY': McGill University, Montreal, Canada

We all know the game Peekaboo that is played with very young children. Peekaboo 
appears to be quite old and is played worldwide in a variety of cultures. 

An older person covers their face or hides behind a door only to reemerge. Some children 
are quite upset when the person goes away and bubble with laughter when the person comes
back.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Peekaboo is thought by developmental psychologists to demonstrate an
infant's inability to understand object permanence. Object permanence is an important stage of

cognitive development for infants. (Wikipedia.org)

Another way to talk about 'object permanence' is from the point of view of time. Peekaboo 
requires that a child remember the person when they reappear in the 'now' moment and to not
be upset when they disappear as they will come back. The game trains a child to develop 
short-term memory. 

While Peekaboo is a game, separation anxiety is the real thing -- and affects many young 
children. When a child must leave a parent and go to kindergarten or is left with a baby sitter, 
he or she may become upset. In this sense we can see Peekaboo as a safe game that allows
a child to work through the idea of a parent being gone for a while.

Children's games are often about 'now you see it, now you don't'; they frequently involve 
hiding while retaining a sense of the permanence of things even when out of sight.

Hide-and-seek played by older children, has some of the same elements as Peekaboo but
at a more sophisticated level. The children are first together, then all hide separately until they
are caught; finally at the end they come back together and are reunited. This reinforces the 
central theme: people can go away but when they are out of sight, they still exist.

It is also interesting to note that this game is usually passed down by older children to 
younger children -- not taught to them by adults. This is an example of an oral tradition that 
still persists in our culture.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Blind Man's Bluff is an older children's game during which people in a
sense disappear because the person who is 'it' is blindfolded -- but at the end everyone is back

to normal. It has been played around the world by children for about 2500 years.

Games 
have universal appeal 

and often cut across cultural boundaries. 
Chess, for example, is remarkable in this way.

PICTURE CAPTION: Chess began about 1500 years ago and has been played continuously
around the world at all levels of society, by all ages, by both men and women and in developed

and less developed countries.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Two knights at a chess game in 1283.

The black and white alternating squares are a grid, a classic artificial human pattern, that 
becomes the frame, the world during the game. Like all games it has a beginning, a middle 
and an end. While not necessarily limited by a specific time, the game goes through clear 
phases such as the beginning characterized by the phrase "opening moves" and the final 
moves known as the 'endgame', a term which comes from chess. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Chess Grandmaster Jennifer Shahade in competition in 2002 at the U.S.
Chess Championships in Seattle, Washington. 

If you have ever been around serious chess players, you know that when they are playing 
their concentration is total and they are not to be disturbed. For the duration of the game, they
live on the chess board. Normal everyday time, in a sense, is suspended while it, 
nevertheless, continues relentlessly forward on the field of play -- the board.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Two boys playing a game of chess in Santiago, Cuba. 

Benjamin Franklin on Chess & Time:
In his essay, On the Morals of Chess, Franklin listed the lessons learned 
from the game -- starting with how it taught a player to consider the 
future: 
Foresight: which looks a little into futurity, and considers the 
consequences that may attend an action; for it is continually occurring to
the player, "If I move this piece, what will be the advantages or 
disadvantages of my new situation? What use can my adversary make 
of it to annoy me? What other moves can I make to support it, and to 
defend myself from his attacks?" 
Benjamin Franklin On the Morals of Chess (1779)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Chess players at a park in Kiev, Russia. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Young German chess players in 1952. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A game of chess in Algeria. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Painting by British painter James Northcote about the game of chess,
circa 1800. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A page from a Persian manuscript, A Treatise On Chess, from the 14th
century. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Carved ivory mirror case depicting a couple playing chess around the year
1300. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Known as the Charlemagne chess set, these pieces were made in the
11th century. This piece is a knight from this ivory set. 
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How Culture Plays With Time
While we must each live, work and die with the unrelenting march of irreversible time, the 

culture often *plays* with time in safe ways, ways that provide metaphors for life. 

Games, movies, drama, music and other cultural forms are time based. But their peculiar 
nature allows people to consider time in a secure environment.

Who has not felt their pulse race when the home team is down a few points with only 
seconds to play? Or the exhilaration when the team wins? Or the crush of defeat when they 
lose?

We tell ourselves, it is only a game -- yet these victories and defeats are rehearsals for the
real things in life -- when someone close to you dies, when you suffer a serious injury, when 
you achieve a major goal.

Every game has a beginning, a middle and an end, just like living: birth, life, death. Just 
like episodes in our lives: being born into a family, growing up, leaving.

Game: A complete episode or period of play, typically ending in a 
definite result: "a baseball game". 
Google instant definition
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While some games are open ended when it comes to a specific time span such as 
baseball, others are controlled by the clock such as football. Yet every type of game plays 
with our sense of duration, as I have written about in an earlier blog: Time & The Human 
Sense of Duration.

Baseball in the United States is particularly interesting -- especially with sayings about the 
game that have spilled over into life: It ain't over 'til it's over; you're down to your last out; 
three strikes and you're out; it's the ninth inning with bases loaded. See a full list of English 
Language Idioms Derived From Baseball at Wikipedia.org.

Baseball provides many other ways of thinking about time as well. Each action occurs 
within the context of a bigger event, which itself is part of something even larger. For example,
each pitch is an event which in turn leads to plays which lead to hits, runs and outs which lead
to the completion of innings which leads to the completion of the game. And the game is part 
of a season and the season part of the ball club's history.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A sequence of shots showing the complete motion involved with making a
pitch. This is a modern chronograph similar to the horse galloping sequence of photos by

Muybridge. 

Football, because it deals with time constraints, has a different dynamic. In the beginning 
there is often plenty of time to make up for mistakes -- because in the early periods of the 
game, fluid time is available and a team can make up for early errors. However, as the clock 
ticks down, hardened time begins to take over and every little mistake or success can have 
major consequences. In a close game in football, the tension builds to a fever pitch. A team 
down by 2 points with 2 minutes to go, could win the game, but the window of opportunity is 
closing fast.

And while sports operates on one level, movies operate on quite another. If you arrive late 
to a baseball game, lets say the 4th inning, you can easily catch up by looking at the score 
board and seeing the number of runs, hits and errors for each inning. Not so with movies. If 
you arrive twenty minutes into the movie, you may never catch onto the full meaning of the 
story.
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Drama plays with our short term memories as you must hold in your mind the action from 
beginning to end to make sense of what happens. For example, some insignificant event in 
the beginning might have serious consequences at the close. And for you to make sense of 
the plot, you will need to remember this small event that occurred at the start.

Film and drama also deal with an arch of emotions. This emotional passage is like a 
journey. In one type of typical story the hero or heroine, for example, is faced with seemingly 
impossible tasks, but somehow overcomes obstacles to prevail at the end. Such a story often 
takes us through a slew of roller coaster emotions. At times it may look as though the hero 
can never survive. The emotion we feel at the end, when the hero triumphs, occurs only 
because we have followed his journey from start to finish, because we shared a time span 
with him.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The audience reaction is often quite intense, even though everyone knows
the action is fictional. 

Tragedy, especially Greek or Shakespearean tragic drama, takes us though an arch of 
emotions, but with the death or destruction of the hero at the end. In this kind of story, we 
often know what will happen to the hero or heroine but are helpless to keep him or her from 
their inevitable fate -- a fate often brought on by their own blindness or pride. We see the path
they have chosen swallowing them and we want to stop time, stop the relentless march that 
takes them to their final end. Many in the audience are deeply saddened or weep when the 
fictional hero dies.
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PICTURE CAPTION: From the film: D.O.A. (Dead On Arrival): From the moment this American
Film Noir tragedy starts, we know this fictional hero, Frank Bigelow, will die. A quiet accountant,

he has been poisoned and is doomed. Yet while he is alive he is driven to find out why. We
follow his journey knowing the inevitable -- and are deeply moved at the end when he dies. 
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Why Great Art Is Great,
Using Shakespeare's Macbeth

 As An Example

The Power Of Great Art

A work of art is great 

because 

it is compelling 

but not because 

it has a clear meaning -- 

since it is often understood

differently

by other cultures

and other generations

(From Rick Doble's Haiku-like blog)

This blog is about the human experience of time. So in this article I will cover what, in a 
sense, is timeless in the human world.

When I was in college, getting my degree in English, teacher after teacher would explain 
why a work of art was great. With a tone of certainty they would list all the reasons.

In the 1960s Freudian interpretations were popular and many literary works were seen 
through a psychological perspective. This approach was often so heavy handed we all 
learned the joking phrase, "Well, sometimes a cigar is just a cigar."

Others interpreted works with a Jungian or symbolic slant. When I was in the honors 
program for creative writing at UNC-Chapel Hill, we were told that Eudora Welty had once 
been asked if the sudden appearance of marble cake in one of her short stories was a 
reference to the yin-yang symbol, the two complimentary sides of life. Her reply was simple, "I
just like marble cake." 
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In my senior year I became quite irritated with academic explanations. Teachers taught a 
work of art was great because it involved universal themes, archetypes, fundamental conflicts
etc. -- all of which were true, of course, but something basic was missing. It took me years to 
understand just what that was.

I began by thinking in reverse. Suppose I wrote a novel that had all the elements a great 
novel must have, would that mean that my novel was great? Of course not. Very few works of 
art seem to grab us and hold our attention decade after decade, century after century. So 
there had to be something more -- and quite fundamental.    

There are no facts, only interpretations.
Nietzsche

I now believe a work of art is great because, in a sense, it cannot be explained for all time. 
A work of art is like raw experience or raw nature.

What that man creates by means of reason 
will pale before the art of inspired beings. 
~ Plato ~

Thomas De Quincey said in 1823 that Shakespeare's plays 
were a "phenomena of nature, like the sun and the sea, the stars and 
the flowers."

Each generation -- and also different cultures -- find they are fascinated by a particular 
story or music or imagery or poetry, but each may see it quite differently from the way it was 
seen originally. And each will interpret it through their own particular prism. 

This is to be expected. The view point of each is different. Yet great art contains a timeless
core that is compelling no matter how much a culture changes and no matter what the era.  

A work of art is great because
it can be seen differently
and still retain its power.

HOW TO TEACH GREAT LITERATURE TODAY

I believe great literature should be taught not only with today's understanding, but also 
with an historical perspective that includes various interpretations from the past. This method 
would allow students to consider different approaches and as a result think in greater depth 
about the meaning of a work.

A TIMELINE OF MACBETH PERFORMANCES
AND PICTURES BASED ON THE PLAY

To make my point, I researched a number of images from performances of Shakespeare's 
Macbeth. For 400 years this play has held our attention, and today seems more popular than 
ever. The following pictures are in chronological order. In them you will see a wide variety of 
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interpretations starting in the 1700s right up to a few years ago. In addition you will notice that
Macbeth has been performed in the non-English-speaking world as well. 

You can find these pictures and many more at:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Macbeth

I found these images on commons.wikimedia.org so that I could publish them in this blog 
without any copyright problems, but these pictures are just the tip of the iceberg as this play 
has been performed by hundreds of theater groups over that last four centuries.   

In addition to theater productions there have been 
24 films made since 1908:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macbeth_on_screen

PICTURE CAPTION: From the First Folio of Shakespeare's plays published in 1623
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1768 England -- Painting of famous actors as Macbeth and Lady Macbeth

PICTURE CAPTION: 1786 London, England -- Painting of two famous actors as Macbeth and
Lady Macbeth
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1784 England -- Painting of Lady Macbeth sleepwalking
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1785 England -- Engraving of the witches

PICTURE CAPTION: 1786 England -- Engraving of Macbeth seeing the witches
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1812 England -- Painting of famous actors as Macbeth and Lady Macbeth

PICTURE CAPTION: 1824 England -- Watercolor of the witches
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1832 England -- Colored engraving of Lady Macbeth
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1838 England -- Famous actor playing Macduff
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1855 Boston, United States -- Boston Theater
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1888 London, England -- Photo of a famous actress as Lady Macbeth
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1933 Harlem, New York, NY -- Voodoo Macbeth

PICTURE CAPTION: 1948 Film, Orson Welles as Macbeth 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Contemporary high school production, United States -- Macbeth with the
witches
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PICTURE CAPTION: 2005 United States -- Processed photo of Lady Macbeth

 Non-English Speaking Productions and Images 
 of Macbeth 

 in chronological order 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1787 Berlin, Germany -- Painting of a famous actor as Macbeth 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1819.Italy -- A ballet performance with a Frenchman as Macbeth
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1850 Italy -- Poster for Verdi's opera based on Macbeth

PICTURE CAPTION: 1855 -- Macbeth and Banquo come upon the witches, painting by a
French painter 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1855 -- Ghost of Banquo, painting by a French painter

PICTURE CAPTION: 1892 France -- Painting of Sarah Bernhardt as Lady Macbeth 
in a French language production 
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PICTURE CAPTION:  1916 Prague, Czechoslovakia -- Photo of a famous Czech actress as
Lady Macbeth 
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1933 Poland -- Pastel of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth  
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1930s Azerbaijani actor playing Macbeth
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1945 Berlin, Germany -- Photo of two famous actors (in the year of
Germany's defeat)
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PICTURE CAPTION: 2009 Slovenia -- Photo during performance of Lady Macbeth

PICTURE CAPTION: 2012 Tunisia -- Photo during performance 

AFTERWORD

While today there are perhaps seven different standard ways to interpret Macbeth, there 
are many other variations: https://3bshakespeare.wikispaces.com/Interpretations 
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I have seen a film performance in which Macbeth was a member of the mob (Men of 
Respect)  and also read about Macbeth depicted as a VP in a corporation as was done in 
2015 in Bend, Oregon.

From the Japanese film, a Samurai version entitled Throne of Blood, to a low-budget film 
adaption called Teenage Gang Debs which involved a  girl who got her biker lover to kill the 
head of the gang and so take over, there have been many interpretations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macbeth_on_screen

Nevertheless there is still plenty of room for other ways to present this play. For example, 
the marriage of Lady Macbeth and Macbeth was called by Harold Bloom "the best marriage in
Shakespeare." So the focus and tragedy of the play could be the dissolution of a marriage 
rather than simply the fall of an ambitious man. 

I am sure there are many other possible interpretations. In the future there will probably be
many more that I cannot imagine. 

And that's why this is a great work of art.
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School's Most Important Subject:
Time

What did you learn in school today? 
Most of us believe in the words of the old song:

School days, school days
Dear old Golden Rule days
'Reading and 'riting and 'rithmetic
"School Days" by Gus Edwards and Will D. Cobb (1907)

While the subjects taught in school such as reading and writing are essential for 
functioning in the modern world,  education from the first grade teaches an even more critical 
subject -- the subject of time.

Who does not jump -- even years after graduation -- when they hear a school's clanging 
bell? Who does not feel a bit of anxiety when they hear a sound like a buzzer that signaled 
the beginning of a class period?
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PICTURE CAPTION: The bell tower that chimes the hours can be seen throughout 
the campus at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill -- my alma mater. 

And what young person does not chaff under the yoke of the relentless time demands 
required by the society?

My eyes are burning, bells are ringing in my ears
Alarm clocks wailing, class bells screaming, I can't hear
A text book mad-house, twelve years I'm here in a rage
A juveniles jail, And I'm here locked up in their cage
...School Daze, school daze, I'm here doin' time
"School Daze" by W.A.S.P.

The fact that students must spend a minimum of 12 years in school emphasizes how 
much is required to instill a civilized sense of time. This does not come naturally but must be 
drilled in day after day, year after year over more than a decade -- starting at a very early age.

As students progress from one grade to another, the demands of time and time 
management increase. Be slightly late and you may be penalized. In some schools being 
seconds late three times is the same as missing an entire class.
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Give me a minute, ohhhhh I can't be tardy
My class is already started, they told my mom I'm retarded
"14,400 Minutes" Chance The Rapper

Being on time is only one aspect. Homework, for example, does not have to be done at a 
certain time. You can do your homework on your own schedule, BUT it needs to be completed
before the class meets.

PICTURE CAPTION: A typical homework schedule, that does not need to list specific times 
like a class schedule, but indicates when homework must be completed. 

While the school will have a variety of clocks, each student is expected to own an accurate
watch and to keep a close eye on his/her personal time.
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In addition students are taught a number of things about the nature of time: organize your 
time, don't waste time, time is money, time flies, make the best use of your time. Time 
management is often taught as the key to success in school. In the west this constant 
message from teachers, parents, businesses and institutions instills the idea that time is a 
commodity -- a resource -- that you can use or squander.  See my blog about time as a 
commodity.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Time flies.

With each higher grade there is more homework, more preparation, more deadlines, more 
planning. In high school and college there will be papers due that become increasingly long 
and require more research and that must be submitted by specific deadlines. The more 
advanced your studies, the more demands will be made on your time.

And there are other aspects of time as well. From the moment a student walks into school 
he/she is taught to conceptualize and visualize time. For example, classes are divided into 
blocks -- there is even the expression "a block of time." A school day is often pictured in 
schedules as actual blocks on a day calendar. Blocks are a useful metaphor and symbol 
since most children have played with blocks early in childhood.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A high school class schedule that divides time into blocks. 

And school, of course, tests your memory -- a major component of understanding time. 
Learning is basically knowing how to store information along with the ability to reproduce it 
and put it to use. But, as most of us know, few can remember many of the subjects we 
learned in school. What we did learn was how to memorize for a short period and then to take
tests. After that what we had remembered could be forgotten.

What does a flush course teach? Certainly not the subject matter.

When I was teaching at a community college, students said that many of their courses 
were 'flush courses'. I had never heard that term so I asked them what it meant. It meant they 
did the work, read the books, passed the tests, and then promptly forgot the subject matter 
covered in the course. They just flushed the knowledge down the toilet. So they did not really 
learn a subject but they did learn to do their work on time and to memorize as required to 
meet the demands of the school.

The constant repetition over a decade or more of class periods, deadlines, assignments, 
tests and long term projects plus a universal message from a variety of teachers and 
authorities leads to an acceptance of how time is handled within a culture. It also establishes 
time habits that become second nature and ingrained when a student graduates and goes 
into the workforce.

After attending school, graduates have learned 'job time' and 'corporate time' -- a principal 
skill when they enter the workforce. So when a company hires a worker, it is assumed that 
he/she knows about time and will be 'on time' for job requirements.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A sophisticated business chart with target dates on the left and the work 
that must be completed on the right. This was used in a construction project. 

Please Note: I am not against these notions of time. However, I think it is important we are
aware that school does not just teach subjects, but a cultural understanding of time itself. Yet 
this is only one way to think about time. To be healthy human beings, we need to know how to
function when 'on the clock' and how to relax and enjoy life when 'off the clock'. See one of 
my blogs about this aspect of time: A Revolution in Time.

These pressure cooker time requirements are a heavy burden. Young people chafe under 
the shackles of time constraints -- as this does not come naturally and has to be learned in 
each culture. This teen-angst is expressed in Chuck Berry's song, School Days. The rigid 
logical time requirements of school need to be shaken off at the end of the day, with a 
different kind of time -- the natural rhythms of human beings.

Up in the mornin' and out to school...
Ring ring goes the bell...
Soon as three o'clock rolls around
You finally lay your burden down
Drop the coin right into the slot
You gotta hear something that's really hot
Long live rock'n'roll
The beat of the drum is loud and bold
Rock rock rock'n'roll
The feelin' is there body and soul
"School Days" Chuck Berry
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PICTURE CAPTION: Time is initially presented to children in a friendly almost playful manner. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Later the ever present clock becomes a major presence in children's lives.
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PICTURE CAPTION:  As they grow up, children are taught the more severe and unforgiving
aspects of time.
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PICTURE CAPTION: By adulthood workers are expected to have a sophisticated sense of time. 
This not only involves the hours of the day 

but also an understanding of how their work each day 
relates to their weekly and monthly schedules. 
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TV Crime Dramas:
Morality Plays And Modern Myths 

The number of crime, detective, serial killer shows on TV is mind boggling. In the last 60 
years there have been about 650 different crime series on TV worldwide. Many ran for a 
number of years.  And it does not stop with television. There are also movies, video games, 
popular novels, documentaries, and true crime dramas. Even older stories and novels are 
being downloaded in huge numbers such as the original Sherlock Holmes stories. This 
phenomena is global from North America to Europe, South America, Asia, Australia etc., etc. 
So I have to ask: Just what is going on here?
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PICTURE CAPTION: A picture of a crime scene from 1905 in France, showing the public's long
time fascination with crime stories. 

While I would like to blame the media for pushing this steady diet of murder and mayhem 
on us -- that simply is not true. These stories are popular because this is what people want to 
see. Law & Order ran for twenty years because it was popular and the same can be said for 
CSI. Since the year 2000, Criminal Minds has been running continuously and the show was 
just renewed for another season.

 As of May 13, 2015, 777 episodes of the CSI franchise have aired. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSI_(franchise)

"CSI's worldwide audience was estimated to be over 73.8 million 
viewers in 2009. In 2011, CSI is the most watched drama series in the 
world, again.
http://www.imdb.com/list/ls004729995/

I have already suggested part of the answer in another of my blogs on Patterns and 
Memory: In this blog I state that as humans we are driven to look for patterns and to create 
order. So even in our leisure hours, we enjoy looking for patterns -- crime being one of the 
difficult puzzles to solve.

But there is much more going on in these dramas.

MORALITY PLAYS

I believe these shows are morality plays that assure us good will triumph over evil.

Crime dramas are morality plays which feature struggles between good 
and evil, between heroes who stand for moral authority and villains who 
challenge that authority (Rafter, 2006). 
Gray Cavender and Sarah K. Deutsch 
CSI and moral authority: The police and science 

But even more than the eternal struggle between good and evil, we are told a story that 
civilization itself will triumph. These shows are designed to reassure us that civilized values 
prevail -- that civilized society works -- that civilized society will catch people who break the 
law and try to live outside the rules. These shows offer us a modern mythology.

According to one well-known formulation, culture consists of the stories 
we tell ourselves about ourselves (Geertz, 1973). The stories provide an
interpretative framework through which we are encouraged to 
understand various aspects of culture (McCullagh, 2002)...Today, these 
stories are told on television. Television circulates the cultural images 
through which we understand aspects of our social world ranging from 
our own identities to our concepts of right and wrong (Wilson, 2000; 
Wittebols, 2004; Wykes and Gunter, 2005). 
Gray Cavender and Sarah K. Deutsch
CSI and moral authority: The police and science 
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PICTURE CAPTION: This 1945 comic book cover has many of the elements of a morality play.
While being told that the comic contains "TRUE stories of COLD-BLOODED KILLERS!" we are

also assured that "CRIME NEVER PAYS." 

For example, the basic plot of virtually every 'police procedural' drama, as the police 
investigative stories are called, is almost always the same. In the opening minutes we find 
that a serious crime has been committed. This means that the normal order of civilized 
society has been upset. Then in one hour we go from cataloging and recording  this 
mysterious crime -- which is almost always a murder -- to gathering evidence that could point 
to hundreds of people. This investigative process often involves the full force and resources of
the police whose powerful tools and skills are then brought into play. Through a process of 
elimination investigators zero in on the most likely suspects, until finally, bingo we know which
one it is and we have got our man. Then we cut to the chase, locate where the criminal might 
be, track him down and, more often than not, get him or her to blurt out their guilt -- relieved 
that they can unburden themselves of this awful deed. At the end, usually at  night after a 
hard day's work, the investigators can put their feet up, relax a bit, sip a drink, watch TV and 
eat a pizza because civilized order has been restored. All is right with the world.

In the broadest terms, these shows are about a threat to order and the reestablishment of 
order. The message is clear. Civilization must maintain order or our primitive savage instincts 
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might get the upper hand.  The longest running crime show even had the word "order", i.e. the
show Law & Order, as one of its main themes. These shows reassure us that civilization can 
handle these threats quite nicely -- especially given the powerful tools of science and 
forensics and the money that civilization has allocated for police and other authorities -- but of
course, it does take work, vigilance and determination.

PICTURE CAPTION: Photograph of an episode of Law & Order SVU being shot. 

Serial killers are a special case -- and have taken center stage in a number of crime 
dramas. Generally serial killers have no guilt, they have no remorse, and more often than not 
they are proud of the victims they have killed, even keeping trophies from each episode. 
These people are a particular threat to civilization because they not only break the rules, they 
don't care about the rules. These killers are like 'mad dogs' who must be locked up or "put 
down". Here the pattern-finding aspect of these shows goes through a bit of a change, as 
investigators must learn to think like serial killers in order to find them. And they will be found 
by following their own twisted logic.
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PICTURE CAPTION: In TV programs such as The F.B.I. of 1965, 
we are reassured that the authorities will do their work 

and keep the criminal forces in check. 
"Photo of Stephen Brooks as agent Jim Rhodes from 

the television program The F.B.I." 

I started thinking about writing this particular blog because of my concern about time. Time
is a key element in any investigation. A reliable timeline of events leading up to the crime must
be established. Yet we are reassured that with today's cell phone records, cell phone tower 
locations, receipts with time stamps, credit card purchases, GPS, and the ability to access an 
electronic paper trail of a person's spending, police can easily reconstruct the past with a high
degree of accuracy. We are led to believe a criminal cannot hide his or her actions in the fog 
of the past. And we are also led to believe that more often than not, clever perpetrators, who 
think they have covered their tracks, have made or will make a small mistake which will 
expose them and reveal their guilt.

These shows make good drama -- as death, murder, evil people and action will get our 
attention. But the reality presented is generally false. I call it 'TV reality' because what you see
on TV and also in court room scenes has almost no relation to the real world.
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REALITY CHECK

Most crimes that come to trial, for example, are circumstantial and have little or no direct 
evidence and little hi-tech scientific evidence. The size and resources of the police force are 
much smaller than generally depicted on TV. Virtually no criminal with a lawyer present will 
confess to a crime. Many crimes are not solved or they go undetected until it is too late to 
investigate them properly. A huge amount of evidence has never been entered into 
databases, meaning it cannot be searched or connected with other evidence or crimes. 
Reconstructing what happened in the past is particularly difficult. Video surveillance is often 
nonexistent or poor quality or useless -- such as not showing a person's face. And BTW it is 
almost impossible to get usable fingerprints off of a gun.

Forensic scientist Thomas Mauriello estimated that 40 percent of the 
scientific techniques depicted on CSI do not exist. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSI_effect  
Cole, Simon; Dioso, Rachel (13 May 2005). "Law and the Lab". The 
Wall Street Journal.

PICTURE CAPTION: An actual crime scene footprint.
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A friend of mine, who had been a judge for over 30 years, told me that he had to turn off 
the courtroom scenes in crime dramas as they had no basis in fact -- and misrepresented the 
courtroom process.

NEW RESEARCH FROM PURDUE UNIVERSITY
People who watch forensic and crime dramas on TV are more likely than
non-viewers to have a distorted perception of America's criminal justice 
system, according to new research from Purdue University....Viewers of 
crime shows also misjudged the number of law enforcement officers and
attorneys in the total work force. Lawyers and police officers each make 
up less than 1 percent of the work force, but those surveyed estimated it
at more than 16 percent and 18 percent, respectively......The reality is 
that few crimes have hard, scientific evidence such as ballistics, gunshot
residue or DNA evidence. 
Researchers rest their case: 
TV consumption predicts opinions about criminal justice system 
http://www.purdue.edu/uns/x/2009b/091028SparksCrime.html

Here is a list of some of the things in TV crime dramas which are not true
-- from an experienced prosecutor: 
http://allisonleotta.com/2012/06/love-tv-crime-dramas-hate/ 
For more background about this see these links: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circumstantial_evidence 

Yet the popularity of these crime dramas has created its own reality. Known as the 'CSI 
effect' jurors often need to be educated to the realities of crime and put away their 
assumptions that they have gleaned from TV programs.
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There’s actually a phenomenon created by these shows called the CSI 
Effect. Jurors today want to see some kind of high-tech crime-fighting 
science, because they’ve seen it on TV: DNA off an eyelash left at the 
scene, or a magical fingerprint detecting camera. As a prosecutor, a 
large part of my job was bringing the jury’s expectations into line with 
reality, despite these TV shows. 
Allison Leotta 
http://allisonleotta.com/2012/06/love-tv-crime-dramas-hate/

BUT THERE IS REALISTIC GOOD NEWS

The modern ability to obtain DNA evidence has both helped bring about more convictions 
and also provided a greater likelihood that the person accused is the offender. DNA is so 
important that law enforcement officers talk about the pre-DNA era and the post-DNA era. And
most types of crimes are significantly down in the United States over the last 20 years.

Crime statistics from the FBI, USA: 
http://www.fbi.gov/stats-services/crimestats
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Revisionist History: 
How The Past Can Be Altered 

If a US high school student opened a textbook and read:

87 years ago our ancestors arrived here to make a new country

as the beginning of Lincoln's famous Gettysburg Address, instead of the actual words:

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation

and was told that these were the words Abraham Lincoln spoke, what student would 
question this?

But of course this would never happen -- right? Well, wrong.

When I was in high school I was given the standard poetry textbook, an anthology entitled 
MODERN AMERICAN & MODERN BRITISH Poetry. The book opened with this verse by 
Emily Dickinson:

I never saw a moor,

I never saw the sea;

Yet know I how the heather looks,

And what a wave must be.

It turns out, this is not what she wrote. Instead here is her wording:

I never saw a

Moor —

I never saw

the Sea —

Yet know I

how the

Heather looks
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And what a

Billow be.

Emily Dickinson's editor Higginson "had attempted wherever possible to smooth rhymes, 
regularize the meter, delete localisms, and substitute sensible metaphors. It was carefully 
designed to spare the reader's sensibilities by producing a maximum of decorum."
(http://archive.emilydickinson.org/classroom/spring99/edition/johnson/j-poems.htm)

Editing and publishing most of her poems after her death, Higginson rewrote poem after 
poem -- turning Dickinson's entire body of work, her wonderful original verses, into sing-song 
rhythms and rhymes. And still today these edited poems are what you will find on the Internet 
if you Google her writing -- as these rewritten poems have become the accepted versions of 
her poetry.
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PICTURE CAPTION: More than 70 years after Emily's death in 1886, my authoritative poetry
high school textbook presented students with altered versions of her work. "A complete and

mostly unaltered collection of her poetry became available for the first time in 1955 when scholar
Thomas H. Johnson published The Poems of Emily Dickinson."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson

Today Emily Dickinson is considered one of the greatest poets of all time and one of the 
first modern poets in the English language, but the full power of her work has been kept from 
us.

REWRITING HISTORY

History is often rewritten by those in power. As modern historians have pointed out, we 
now realize it was/is written by the victors, the wealthy, the authorities and the educated. Very 
little is known about the lives of the working classes in the past, for example, because they 
were not considered important and they often did not have the means to record their own 
history.

History can be distorted in a number of way: by omission -- i.e., simply ignoring an 
important event, by downplaying the importance of an event, by interpreting the past to fit with
a particular nation's or culture's assumptions, or by simply not telling the truth.

Yet the two examples I have cited might seem fairly harmless. But these are just the tip of 
the iceberg.

SOVIET REVISIONISM
REWRITING THE FACTS OF THE PAST

Soviet Russia was well known for rewriting history when it suited the purposes of the 
regime. Stalin, for example, often erased the records of people who were executed. These 
two photographs below show how good the Soviet retouchers were at removing someone 
once they had fallen out of favor.
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PICTURE CAPTION:  "Kliment Voroshilov, Vyacheslav Molotov, Stalin and Nikolai Yezhov at the
shore of the Moscow-Volga canal." (text and image from wikimedia.org)  Yezhov, standing to the

right of Stalin, was executed in 1940. "By the beginning of World War II, his status within the
Soviet Union became that of a political unperson. Among art historians, he has the nickname
'The Vanishing Commissar' because after his execution, his likeness was retouched out of an

official press photo; he is among the best known examples of the Soviet press making someone
who had fallen out of favor 'disappear'."  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Yezhov

It is enough that the people know there was an election. 
The people who cast the votes decide nothing. 
The people who count the votes decide everything.
Joseph Stalin
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/j/joseph_stalin.html

But even these examples of the Stalin era do not go far enough. Until 1989 the Soviets did
not acknowledge a secret protocol that was part of the non-aggression pact they had made 
with Nazi Germany in 1939. Eight days after it was signed, Germany invaded Poland and 
World War II began. Two weeks after that the Soviets began the takeover of parts of Poland, 
Finland, Romania and all of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania -- as agreed in the secret 
agreement.
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Certain regions and periods of history [ED: for Soviet historians] were 
made unreliable for political reasons. Entire historical events could be 
erased, if they did not fit the party line. For example, until 1989 the 
Soviet leadership and historians, unlike their Western colleagues, had 
denied the existence of a secret protocol to the Soviet-German Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact of 1939, and as a result the Soviet approach to the 
study of the Soviet-German relations before 1941 and the origins of 
World War II were remarkably flawed. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historiography_in_the_Soviet_Unionhttp://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Molotov%E2%80%93Ribbentrop_Pact

HOW THE WEST REWROTE HISTORY

Yet many countries in the West rewrote history as well.

When I was growing up in the 1950s in the United States, we were told the Soviets and 
communists were so inept at inventing and manufacturing, they needed to conquer and keep 
conquering adjacent countries to provide for their economies. This led to the idea that later 
became known as the domino theory -- meaning that communist countries must enslave other
countries since they had no principles and were incapable of managing a practical economic 
system.

But while the 'Iron Curtain' countries in Europe were cruelly conquered and dominated 
after WW II by the Soviet Union, there was much more to this story. In 1945 after being 
attacked three times in less than 30 years (five times in 150 years), the Soviets wanted a 
buffer zone to protect themselves. The Eastern Bloc satellite countries became that buffer 
zone from the Soviet point of view -- rightly or wrongly -- but they were not part of a wide-
ranging domino master plan. (http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Iron_curtain)

Moreover, although not widely reported in Western history books, "The United Kingdom, 
France, Japan, Canada, the United States and many other countries had backed the White 
Russians against the Bolsheviks during the 1918–1920 Russian Civil War, and the fact hadn't 
been forgotten by the Soviets." 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_intervention_in_the_Russian_Civil_War)

These mostly western countries sent tens of thousands of troops to land on Russian soil 
and to fight the Russian government. These military forces stayed there seven years from 
1918 until 1925.

Today this Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War is barely mentioned, if at all, in 
western college history courses. For example, in my Modern Civilization course at a major 
university, it was only referred to in a minor footnote. However, for those in Russia this 
intervention was quite important and some say still is important. 

"It was this victory [ED: over Allied forces in Russia] that helped forge 
post-tsarist Russia's self-image as a strong country that had stood up to 
the bullying of the west, and that lay at the root of the Cold War."  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/worldwars/wwone/eastern_front_01.shtml
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PICTURE CAPTION:  US so called 'Wolfhounds' in Siberia, Russia 1918) 
http://www.worldwar1.com/dbc/siberia.htm

As for the ineptness of the Soviets when it came to design and manufacturing -- this was 
simply a lie. The Soviets designed, built large numbers, and constantly improved the best 
tank of World War II, the legendary T34. This tank was a key factor in the defeat of Nazi 
Germany.

Nazi Field Marshal Paul Ludwig Ewald von Kleist, called it  
"The finest tank in the world" 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T-34
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PICTURE CAPTION: Soviet t34 tank assembly line 

From conception, to design, to manufacture, to use on the battle field, to constant 
improvements, the T34 tank was a remarkable Soviet success. This fact was well known to 
the US military but never shared with 'us boys' who were only told about the ineptness of the 
Soviet system. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Soviet Katyusha multiple rocket launchers
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These rockets were devastatingly effective militarily and psychologically -- striking terror in Nazi
solders when they heard it's telltale sound known as Stalin's organ. The inexpensive, flexible

and mobile Soviet multiple launchers could fire dozens of rockets within seconds which
demoralized the Nazi troops. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katyusha_rocket_launcher. These
Soviet rockets turned the tables psychologically on the Nazis whose Stuka dive bomber had

been designed to produce a terrifying whine known as the "Jericho-Trompete ("Jericho
Trumpet") wailing sirens"  and which had become "the propaganda symbol of German air

power." http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junkers_Ju_87

Their numerous aircraft  designs were also remarkable.

"The Tupolev Tu-104 (NATO reporting name: Camel) was a twin-engined medium-range 
narrow-body turbojet-powered Soviet airliner and the world's first successful jet airliner."  
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tupolev_Tu-104)

Soviet aircraft designer, Andrei Nikolayevich Tupolev, "designed and oversaw the design 
of more than 100 types of aircraft, some of which set 78 world records." 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Tupolev)

Also as young American boys we were told that the Soviets were not capable of original 
thought and could only copy our designs. It was a fact that they were very good at copying but
again there is much more to this story.

Tupolev headed the major project of reverse engineering the American 
Boeing B-29 strategic bomber, which was the world's first nuclear 
delivery platform. The USSR had repeatedly asked unsuccessfully for 
lend-lease B-29s. Using three machines which landed in Siberia after 
bombing Japan in 1945, Tupolev succeeded in replicating them down to 
trivial detail. Moreover, he got it into volume production, with crews fully 
trained in time for the 1947 May Day parade. The copy was designated 
Tu-4, with many subsequent Tu aircraft having the number 4 in their 
designations. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Tupolev

Even the defeat of Nazi Germany by the Soviets was downplayed in the US. We were told
that the Soviets won because of the severe Russian winter and not their military expertise. 
While the winter was a major factor in the Nazi defeat, it was because the Soviets knew how 
to use their winter to their best advantage. In fact it was called "General Winter" by the Soviet 
military as though the winter itself were a member of the armed forces. In the pivotal battle of 
Stalingrad, which many consider the turning point of the war, the Soviet's waited until winter to
launch a counter attack which encircled the Nazi army and led to their surrender. 
http://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/battle-of-stalingrad 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Uranus

And there were many more examples. But, of course, as young boys we were only told the
western view of history. And for good reason. With the peace time draft in place, there was a 
possibility we might be called to fight -- and we had been conditioned to protect our country 
against the communist menace and to fight an enemy that we had been taught not to respect.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conscription_in_the_United_States
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NOTE: I am not defending the Soviet domination of Eastern Europe after
World War II or Soviet expansionist policies. I am saying that the West's 
point of view was based on assumptions and not on facts. American 
relations with the Soviets might have been quite different if the American 
view of history had been more realistic.

THE VIETNAM WAR AND WESTERN ASSUMPTIONS

Yet time and history have an odd way of taking people and countries in directions they 
never expected. After China became communist, authorities in the west assumed that 
adjacent countries would fall under China's influence -- as countries had in Europe under the 
Soviets. So the domino theory and disrespect for the communist system clouded military 
thinking in the US and led to an unnecessary war in Vietnam. 

PICTURE CAPTION: John Wayne signing a soldier's helmet during the Vietnam War. Like many
Americans, John Wayne accepted the US assumptions and made the film, The Green Berets

(1968), in support of the Vietnam war -- yet he did not serve in the military as many high profile
actors did. He co-directed this film, "requested and obtained full military co-operation and

materiel from President Johnson," (wikipedia.org).
...movie critic Roger Ebert gave it [ED: The Green Berets] zero stars and cited extensive use of

cliches, depicting the war in terms of "cowboys and indians."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Green_Berets_(film)

Wayne's failure to serve in the military was the most painful experience of his life. His widow
later suggested that his patriotism in later decades sprang from guilt, writing: "He would become

a 'superpatriot' for the rest of his life trying to atone for staying home."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Wayne
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2 years before the major commitment of US troops to the conflict in Vietnam, I was a 
student in college and could see the writing on the wall.   

When I researched the history of Vietnam, a number of facts stood out: Although the 
reasoning for the war was an Asian domino theory, it did not apply because the Vietnamese 
disliked the Chinese, so the Vietnamese brand of communism was not a spreading of 
Chinese influence.

"The last time the Chinese came, they stayed a thousand years...But if the
Chinese stay now, they will never go." — Ho Chi Minh, 1946

In addition Vietnam was not an independent country that was being invaded, it was 
instead a French colony that had been badly treated by the French who at one point had 
exported rice from Vietnam while Vietnamese were starving. (http://www.san.beck.org/20-10-
VietnamandFrench.html)

Because the Vietnamese were trying to overthrow a colonial power, early on Ho Chi Minh 
sent a clear signal that he wanted to work with the United States. Around 1915 he had 
memorized much of Thomas Jefferson's Declaration of Independence. In a speech in North 
Vietnam in 1945, he quoted it at length -- hoping that the USA would realize he was fighting 
for Vietnamese independence and freedom from a colonial power just as the Americans had 
done in the Revolutionary War. (I did not this know at the time but found out later. However, 
the people in Washington should have known this.) (http://www.thehistoryreader.com/modern-
history/ho-chi-minh-thomas-jefferson/)

Was it a civil war or an invasion by a foreign power? After the 
division of Vietnam into a North and South Vietnam in 1954, the United 
States supported a referendum about possible unification and said "that 
peoples are entitled to determine their own future and that it [ED: the 
USA] will not join in any arrangement which would hinder this." However,
this vote was never held in part because it became clear that the people 
of Vietnam would have voted to unify with the North under Ho Chi Minh. 
President Eisenhower wrote in 1954 that "I have never talked or 
corresponded with a person knowledgeable in Indochinese affairs who 
did not agree that had elections been held...possibly eighty percent of 
the population would have voted for the Communist Ho Chi Minh as their
leader..."  
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Mandate for Change. Garden City, New Jersey.
Doubleday & Company, 1963, p. 372 

Lastly there was a model the USA could have followed, that of making an alliance with a 
communist country that was independent -- as we had done in Europe with communist 
Yugoslavia that had declared its independence from the Soviet Bloc. 
(http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/united-states-gives-military-and-economic-aid-to-
communist-yugoslavia)

In short the domino theory did not apply to the conflict in Vietnam; instead it was a civil war
in which we could have had considerable influence if we had chosen to work with the North.
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Now, if a 19 year old college sophomore in North Carolina could figure this out, someone 
in the halls of power in Washington DC should have figured this out too. But instead they 
believed their own revised history about the weakness and flaws of a communist system and 
the domino theory. So the US went to war. As a result tens of thousands of my generation 
were killed or wounded or permanently scarred by PTSD, many more Vietnamese soldiers 
and civilians were killed and wounded and the US lost.

PICTURE CAPTION: Demonstration at Raleigh-Durham Airport, 2 years before the massive
deployment of US troops in the the Vietnam War 

https://d.lib.ncsu.edu/ocr/technician-v48n16-1963-10-21/technician-v48n16-1963-10-21.pdf 
From the NC State University Student Newspaper The Technician, October 21, 1963

 2 years before the start of the war I was one of many students who picketed Madame 
Nhu, considered the First Lady of South Vietnam, in the Raleigh-Durham airport October 21, 
1963 -- as I did not want the United States to get involved and could see no reason why we 
should. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madame_Nhu)

After the war was over, the principle architect of the war, Robert McNamara, the US 
Secretary of Defense, said that the war had been a mistake and that it was a civil war and 
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that we should not have gotten involved. In a documentary film he expressed the following 
opinion:

"The conflict in Vietnam was a civil war in the eyes of the people [ED: of 
Vietnam], not a Cold War battle that the U.S. thought it was."
http://handofreason.com/2011/media/the-fog-of-war-eleven-lessons-
from-the-life-of-robert-s-mcnamara

 "In 1995, he took a stand against his own conduct of the war, 
confessing in a memoir that it was 'wrong, terribly wrong.'
Quote from New York Times obituary  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_McNamara

Today most historians have come to agree with my view of the conflict in 1963 -- when I 
and many others picketed Madame Nhu.

The 'dominant interpretation of the Vietnam War' today is that the
"Vietnam conflict was a tragic misadventure that could have been 
avoided had American leaders only been wiser, more prudent, and less 
wedded to the assumptions of the past."
The Oxford Companion to American Military History 
http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/vietnam/interpretations.htm

POSTSCRIPT

As I write this, the current Oscar nominated movie, The Imitation Game, has included a 
major factual error. In the movie Turing does not reveal the identity of a Soviet spy because 
the spy threatens to reveal Turing's homosexuality. This was simply not true. However, this 
fictional episode plays to people's prejudices about gay people in security positions -- and is 
likely to be believed. (http://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/nov/20/the-imitation-game-
invents-new-slander-to-insult-alan-turing-reel-history)

We might hope that the days of rewriting history are behind us. With the wealth of 
information on the Internet and also the speed of communication, fact checking can now be 
done in ways only imagined just a few years ago. It is up to each of us to keep historians 
honest and to not let preconceived ideas, assumptions and prejudices determine our view of 
the past which, in turn, will determine our actions in the future.

NOTE ABOUT THE KOREAN WAR: I am sure someone is going to 
rightfully say -- what about the Korean War -- wasn't that the 2nd domino
to fall in Asia after China? And this is a legitimate question. But here are 
the facts: the Soviets were in Korea at the end of WWII because they 
were fighting the Japanese there, so that explains how the USSR ended 
up on Korean soil. Most importantly the soldiers defending South Korea 
in the war were fighting under the flag of the United Nations -- as this 
was not an American war, although this fact has been largely forgotten. 
And lastly, Korea is in a very different part of Asia than Vietnam -- so the 
falling domino metaphor, of countries next to each other falling into 
communist hands, is quite a stretch.
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PERSONAL TIME
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Choosing Your Personal 
Time-Style

INTRODUCTION

This blog, now in its fifth year, has been about the human experience of time. And there is 
nothing more personal or, I would suggest, more important than crafting you own individual 
relationship to time. 

This particular blog-post is about finding your own 'time-style'. It is also about making you 
more aware of time demands that the society and family put on you. Plus it is about making 
you more aware of your own feelings. If you can take  control of how you function in relation 
to time, you will feel better about your life.

PICTURE CAPTION: This modern digital display of time (left) reinforces the notion of linear time,
time always going forward, unlike this circular clock with hands (right) that emphasizes the

repeating and cyclical nature of time.

Each society thinks its understanding of time is correct and absolute. But this is not true. 
Although each culture must live with time as a fact of life, there are many different ways of 
both thinking about and relating to time, i.e., time-styles. See the AFTERWORD part of this 
blog-post for descriptions of how other cultures deal with time.
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HOW OUR CULTURE TEACHES US ABOUT TIME

From the time we are born, we are indoctrinated with and held accountable to an 
understanding of time. 

In the United States, for example, we are expected to 'be on time,' to 'save time' for 
important things, to not 'waste time', to manage our time wisely -- time, after all, is money. 
Time is considered something you own: if you have 'got time' you might go to a party, for 
example. Virtually everyone from parents to teachers to coaches to bosses to co-workers will 
express this same understanding of time. Everyone assumes this is simply the reality of time 
-- and like it or loath it, that is how time operates. 

PICTURE CAPTION: A traditional time card system for employees to log in and log out of work
by punching a time card.

However, this is not true. Different societies have quite different concepts of time and 
different ways of functioning. 

Nevertheless once you realize that your own society's concept of time is not written in 
stone, you will still need to meet people's expectations about scheduling. If you have a job, 
you should be on time and not be surprised if you are reprimanded for being late. But work is 
40 hours a week, so 72 hours a week (after 8 hours sleep a night) is yours to do as you 
please. 
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“Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. Don't be
trapped by dogma - which is living with the results of other people's 
thinking. Don't let the noise of other's opinions drown out your own inner 
voice. And most important, have the courage to follow your heart and 
intuition. They somehow already know what you truly want to become. 
Everything else is secondary.” 
Steve Jobs 
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/5255891.Steve_Jobs 

Your relation to time has a lot to do with how you feel about your life. It will affect your 
marriage, your work, your sense of worth and your sense of who you are. If you feel rushed 
and over burdened, then you may have a negative view. If you can do things at a comfortable 
pace, you will feel more at ease. While there are many things you cannot control, there are 
many things you can. 

I believe there is a simple relationship between your sense of self and time: how you 
spend your time, which includes time spent in your thoughts, is who you are.

"I know for sure what we dwell on is who we become."
Oprah Winfrey
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PICTURE CAPTION:  In the United States and other industrialized countries, people are
encouraged to go, go, go -- or "live life to the fullest by doing more." Energy drinks, such as the

one pictured here, encourage people to keep going non-stop.

MY OWN PERSONAL 'TIME-STYLE' SOLUTION 

Perhaps the best way to illustrate what I mean about time-styles, is to give you specific 
examples from my life. 

I realized that if I could live inexpensively I would not have to earn as much money and I 
would have more time for my marriage and my art work -- the two things that were most 
important to me. The more I could do by myself such as car repair and heating with wood, the
more money I could save and the more independent I could be. Also when I did my own work 
I avoided taxes -- because instead of earning money that I paid taxes on and then hiring 
someone or paying the oil company, I simply did the work myself. In a sense I was paying 
myself.

Knowing how to save money gave me more independence as well, because the time I 
spent buying used items or comparison shopping or doing repairs was time I did not need to 
spend at a job. Car repair is a good example. Not only did I save money, but also time as I did
not have to wait at a repair shop or find a second car while my car was being fixed. And if my 
car broke down on the road, I could often figure out how to get it back running. Since I was 
living far out in the country at the time, this made a lot of sense. 

As for earning a living, I started a business as a freelance photographer and I also taught 
independent photography classes at night. I made a point of being prompt and prepared for 
all my work but freelancing gave me the flexibility to decide which classes I would teach and 
which jobs I would accept.

Short Overview Of My Own 'Time-style'

Live cheap -- e.g. buy things used, learn a number of diy skills, comparison shop 

Teach independent photography classes at night

Take freelance jobs and conform to the time demands of any job, which would be short 
term so it would not be too disruptive

Never promise to do a job that I could not fulfill as agreed -- be reliable, on budget and on 
time

Work on my art during the times I was not earning a living

Have time for activities with my wife

My method for saving money was so complete, I co-authored a book entitled Cheaper 
published by Random House about my methods:

Cheaper: Insiders' Tips for Saving on Everything    
     https://www.amazon.com/Cheaper-Insiders-Tips-Saving-Everything/dp/0345512081 
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LEARN THE DISCIPLINE OF TAKING TIME OFF

One of the successful people interviewed on the program RoadTrip Nation that airs on 
PBS made the following point: When you work hard to achieve a goal and you succeed, there
can be a kind of let-down because what do you do now, what do you do next? His point was 
that when you achieve something, don't immediately rush into doing the next thing but instead
relish the moment of success. He further added that learning to relax and enjoy that moment 
was a discipline in itself.

I found this quite interesting as I have always tried to take a day off when I got a job I 
wanted, won a prize, got a book published, got my degree in college, had an art exhibit etc. 
And I highly valued that moment of success in and of itself. It was like hitting a peak note in a 
song or a central chord in a symphony. "Aha," I would think, "I did it. Who knows what 
tomorrow will bring, but for now I can say I have reached a place I wanted to reach." 

PICTURE CAPTION: Relaxing in a hammock by the sea.

Learning To Put Aside Your 'Checklist Clock'

Whether we realize it or not, each of us in the developed world carries around what might 
be called a 'checklist clock'. We are constantly referring to this checklist from minute to minute
and as a result checking off what we just did, concentrating on what we planned to do at that 
moment or will do later -- often living a distracted life that seems a bit empty. 

While this is necessary for the time you are 'on duty', learn to turn that clock off when you 
are 'off duty' and learn to experience the now moment, that wonderful sense of time we all 
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had when we were children. While planning and scheduling and doing your work are 
important, it is also important to regularly be 'in the moment' to lead a fulfilling life.

"Clocks slay time... time is dead as long as it is being clicked off by little wheels;
only when the clock stops does time come to life." 

William Faulkner

THE DIFFERENT TIME-STYLES OF DIFFERENT PEOPLE

I have a friend who says he has two time-styles: fast and slow. When he is working, he is 
all business; when he takes time off, he relaxes completely and there is no schedule. He is 
comfortable with this and it seems to fit his personality.

I have another friend who likes to work hard and play hard -- which seems to fit her 
personality. 

However, I have other friends who always seemed rushed, out of time and with more 
things on their list than they can possibly do. They complain a lot and feel they are under too 
many demands.

It is up to you to find your own time-style -- and while there will always be things that you 
must do that you would prefer not to do, you can learn to gradually shape your life so that it 
roughly matches your particular time-style.

Understanding your time-style can become a guideline for your life. It is a goal you can 
aim for -- but often outside demands will take over. Nevertheless, you can learn to navigate 
the demands in your life so that they begin to be in-tune with your own personal time-style.

VARIOUS THOUGHTS ABOUT TIME-STYLES

The Myth Of 'Having It All' In The United States

In the United States we are often told the myth that we can 'have it all': a good marriage, a
healthy family, an exciting career and enough money. But this is a myth. Barbara Walters 
once said that everyone wants a marriage, children and a career but you only get two out of 
the three. Not a simple choice -- but probably realistic. And even if you do achieve 'having it 
all' you will probably be too tired and stressed to enjoy it. 

Your Expectations

Be aware of your expectations. They are powerful and set the tone for how you view your 
life and your path in life. If you set them too high, you will always be disappointed. If you set 
them too low, you may not be able to achieve what is possible. Try to be realistic and flexible. 
As you gain more experience, reset your expectations accordingly.

Your Time-style May Change As You Age

I think that an individual's time-style can and will change during different periods in their 
life. When I was in college I loved being around lots of people both in class and late at night in
coffee shops, along with working in a group on a class project -- and all the various time 
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demands these required. Now that I am much older, I usually prefer to work alone and do not 
like being interrupted. 

Advertising

The tens of thousands of ads we see in the United States each year (and I assume in 
other countries) have one overall message: buy something better, do something better, never 
be satisfied. The Lowe's hardware and building supply store has the slogan: "Never Stop 
Improving." In other words the message is you should never be content but always striving 
toward the future and always be a bit dissatisfied with the present. So the 'now moment' is 
devalued, as is your enjoyment of it. This is a perfect example of linear time in a culture (see 
more about linear time in the Afterword).

A VERY PERSONAL EXAMPLE OF TAKING CONTROL

When I was at boarding school, I had no control over my schedule and I rarely got enough
sleep. I had to be in chapel every morning at 8 o'clock. The first class was at 8:30 AM and I 
never did well in a class scheduled for that hour. When I went to college, I learned how to pick
classes that met at later times. I never took a course before 10 AM and I made sure I got at 
least eight hours sleep at night. My grades improved and I was on the Dean's list the entire 
time. 

My Advice

Listen to your body. It will tell you if you are stressed, anxious, comfortable, getting enough
sleep, rested, on edge or out of tune with the things you really want in your life. Men in 
particular are taught to ignore these physical signals -- to 'be a man'. Forget that. Instead 
learn to listen to the pleasure and the pain of your body as it will guide you. 

New Research Shows High School Students Don't Get Enough Sleep

It turns out that probably none of us got enough sleep when we were in high school. This 
happened because our culture had fixed ideas about how teenagers should be conditioned. 
We were expected to go to bed at 10 PM and get up at 6 AM -- eight hours sleep. BUT 
studies now show that teens need to go to bed at 11 PM and get more than 8 hours of sleep. 
This means that they should not get up until 8 AM. This is not coddling, this is good sense as 
it brings the human biological needs in line with the needs of the culture. The culture will 
benefit because students will pay better attention and be more willing to do work. And it might 
reduce the well known teenage rebellion tendencies as well.
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PICTURE CAPTION: High school students taking a lunch break between classes.

Findings From Recent Research

These recent studies (cited next) have shown that teenagers operate on a different clock 
than adults. Teens who are allowed to go to bed later and get up later perform much better in 
school. So what I did with my college course load -- when I had control -- turned out to be 
intuitively correct. This is a good example of following your intuitions about your own personal 
time-style and sleep needs.

Biological sleep patterns shift toward later times for both sleeping and 
waking during adolescence -- meaning it is natural to not be able to fall 
asleep before 11:00 pm.
Teens need about 8 to 10 hours of sleep each night to function best. 
Most teens do not get enough sleep — one study found that only 15% 
reported sleeping 8 1/2 hours on school nights.
https://sleepfoundation.org/sleep-topics/teens-and-sleep 
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Research shows that teens need eight to nine hours of sleep at night, as
compared with eight hours needed for adults. However, they are not 
getting enough sleep. A recent study at Drexel University of students 
aged 12 to 18 found that "20 percent of those studied got the 
recommended eight or more hours of sleep during school nights with the
rest getting less than eight hours. The average sleep for U.S. 
adolescents is seven hours..." A study of Rhode Island teenagers found 
that "85 percent were chronically sleep-deprived and accumulated a 
minimum 10-hour sleep deficit during the week. Forty percent went to 
bed after 11 p.m.; 26 percent said they usually got less than 6.5 hours 
on school nights." Thus, sleep deprivation in teens is causing a growing 
concern among researchers, educators and parents.
http://www.mathgoodies.com/articles/teens_sleep.html 

Personal Note

This new understanding about teens and their sleep needs is quite personal to me. One of
my best friends at boarding school kept oversleeping in his senior year and was eventually 
kicked out for that reason. A brilliant and thoughtful student, being thrown out of school 
affected him for the rest of his life.

SOME THOUGHTS 
AND SAYINGS ABOUT TIME

"New York Minute"
It appears to have originated in Texas around 1967. It is a reference to the frenzied and hectic
pace of New Yorkers' lives. A New Yorker does in an instant what a Texan would take a 
minute to do.(http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=New%20York%20Minute )
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PICTURE CAPTION: New Years Eve at Times Square NYC.

"It ain't over 'til it's over."
Yogi Berra

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Yogi_Berra 

"Time You Enjoy Wasting is Not Wasted Time"
Don't beat yourself up over activities that are generally not what society
considers to be worthwhile. If you're enjoying yourself and if it's making

you happy, the time is well spent.
http://www.popsugar.com/smart-living/photo-

gallery/34157152/image/34181854/Wasted-Time 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Steve Jobs holding the iPhone 4.

"And the only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven't
found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of the heart,

you'll know when you find it."
Steve Jobs

"No one is busy in this world. It's all about priorities."
http://www.popsugar.com/smart-living/Life-Changing-Inspirational-Quotes-

34157152#photo-34181328 

"Slow Parenting" (a phrase in the Urban Dictionary)
The movement to raise children with less pressure, more free time to 
play. Anti helicopter parenting.
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Slow+Parenting 

"We need to have two time skills:
one by the clock
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the other off the clock"
Rick Doble

AFTERWORD

Susan Reynolds writes that today in the world there are three basic time-styles:

Linear: These cultures "view time as a precious commodity to be used, not wasted" -- as 
in the United States (also Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, and Scandinavian societies)

Flexible: These "cultures...view time as flexible [and] are reluctant to strictly measure or 
control it." (Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese, Greeks, Arabs, and Latinos)

Cyclical: "In cyclical time cultures, however, time manages life, and humans must adjust 
to time. In these cultures, time is neither viewed as linear nor as event/person related, but as 
cyclical, circular, repetitive. " (Asian, African, Native American)

The above is quoted from the following website
Linear, Flexible, and Cyclical Time: Analyzing Time in Cross-Cultural 
Communication
By Sana Reynolds, PhD
http://consultingsuccess.org/wp/?page_id=1204  

PICTURE CAPTION: Relaxing on the beach.

The Sense Of Time In Different Cultures

Quoted from The Exactly What Is Time Website

Future-orientated cultures: tend to run their lives by the clock, such as the United States
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Past-orientated cultures: like that of India, for example, are much more laid back

Present-orientated: cultures like those in France that see the past as gone and the 
future unsure

No time orientation: The peaceful Hopi tribe of Arizona, USA, as well as some other 
Native American tribes and other aboriginal peoples around the world, have a language that 
lacks verb tenses and their language avoids all linear constructions about time. 

http://www.exactlywhatistime.com/other-aspects-of-time/time-in-different-cultures/ 

Another Definition Of Linear Time Vs. Cyclical Time

Time is non-linear, cyclical in nature. Time is measured in cyclical events. The seasons 
are central to this cyclical concept.

Time is usually linearly structured and future orientated. The framework of months, 
years, days etc. reinforces the linear structure.

The above was quoted from the following website:
     http://www.ictinc.ca/blog/indigenous-peoples-worldviews-vs-western-worldviews 
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The Internet Research Revolution

Big Data for the Little Guy

New Ways To Connect The Dots 

Using Your Imagination With The Internet 

INTRODUCTION

Scientists are excited about the possibilities with Big Data. Big Data is a new buzz word 
that refers to the ability of computers to process massive amounts of data that can then lead 
to new scientific findings and insights. 

Computers and digital information is not only a tool, but it can discover and reveal things 
that were not possible before. One of the earliest examples was the exploration of fractal 
structures by Benoit Mandelbrot. His fractal geometry, of "the art of roughness" as he called it,
could only be accurately and completely constructed with the help of computers.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram of Big Data and chart of the growth of digital storage.
(Top) Big Data is a tool that is changing science. 

(Bottom) Diagram of the huge growth in digital storage.

Big Data is being used today, for example, to construct ancient proto-languages and to 
also make predictions about the development of language in the future. In this study linguists 
are trying to construct 600 Asian proto-languages from a massive data base of 140,000 
words. See: Scientists create automated 'time machine' to reconstruct ancient languages
(https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130212112025.htm)

But this blog-article is about something different. It is about the ability of the individual, the 
little guy. It is about intuitive people with hunches who can now explore their educated 
guesses in ways that were not possible just a few years ago. Big Data applies to them 
because now they have access to huge amounts of information via the Internet -- information 
that can be searched quickly and is easily available on any computer. Thinkers, writers, 
researchers with a hunch and imagination can now 'cut to the chase' and quickly zoom in on 
facts to support or develop an idea, if such evidence exists. 

With the power of the Internet a person's imagination can roam free. By "connecting the 
dots" in new and different ways, I believe major advances in science, art and technology can 
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be achieved. These resources allow a researcher, inventor or artist to investigate an idea or a 
theory to its fullest. What follows are a number of personal examples from my own work.

DOING RESEARCH BEFORE THE INTERNET

In 1971 I was getting a Masters Degree in Communication. I worked as a research 
assistant for a professor in my department. He wanted me to find everything available about 
talk radio with a political slant.

So I spent many hours at the million volume UNC-Chapel Hill Wilson Library -- which was 
huge at the time -- going through hundreds of books. This was tedious work to say the least. 

PICTURE CAPTION: The Louis Round Wilson Library is a library at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. With 1 million volumes in 1970 it was considered huge.

In the beginning I slogged my way through the card catalogues which were not very 
helpful. They contained brief descriptions which were often misleading or incomplete. 
However, I quickly learned a trick to speed things up: I would find one book that I was certain 
was relevant and then I would get permission to go to the stacks where the actual books were
shelved on book cases and look at all the books that were in the same section. This worked 
because the Dewey Decimal System for libraries put books with similar subjects together. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dewey_Decimal_Classification)

This short cut meant that I could put my hands on dozens of promising books in an hour, 
open each one up, check their table of contents and their index and quickly skim one or two 
chapters to see if I was on the right track. However, I found that this particular topic had not 
produced much mention in books. It turned out that most information could be found in 
magazines and periodicals. So when a book referenced an article, I would locate back issues 
of that particular magazine, rifle through a stack of issues that were usually not in order and 
then find the article which might or might not be relevant. This often took fifteen minutes just 
to find one article -- something you could now do with a couple of clicks on the computer.
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After a while I learned to follow references in one article that led to another article or look 
for mentions in articles of a particular author or radio host -- assuming that the Wilson library 
had a full set of those periodicals. It was a good exercise for me, as I learned to skim articles 
quickly to see if they had the information I needed -- and only then to read in depth. After a 
while I got a nose for determining which articles would be more substantial and worth my 
time. At the end of the semester, I had found plenty for my professor who was quite pleased 
with my work.

RESEARCH ON THE INTERNET TODAY

Now -- fast forward to the Internet. 

Today a million volume library sounds like peanuts. Within seconds Google can search 
tens of thousands of websites that are relevant to just my query and quickly hone in on the 
most worthwhile ones. And forget about reading descriptions of a book or an article -- I can 
target specific words and phrases that should appear. \ However, my skills I developed doing 
research at the Wilson Library years ago have paid off because I now employ a number of 
short cuts such as knowing which set of words to search for and which set of words to put 
quotes around. This means I can often find exactly what I want in minutes. And much of the 
information I want is quite obscure.

Also it does not matter if what I want is in a book or an article or a column or a blog or a 
PDF file or in a graphic image. All of these are available to me. Of course, with the Internet, I 
have to check the credibility of the source and that does take a bit of time.

But wait! There is even more -- with Google Maps I can zoom in on specific areas and also
find correct names. With Google Translate I can get a crude translation of a page in just about
any language. With Google Earth I can almost 'walk through' any place on Earth and grab a 
picture of it - with Google's permission. In addition Google Books and other such projects 
such as Gutenberg are putting a huge number of books online. 

About Google Books

"The Google Books initiative has been hailed for its potential to offer 
unprecedented access to what may become the largest online body of 
human knowledge and promoting the democratization of knowledge... 
"As of October 2015, the number of scanned book titles was over 25 
million, but the scanning process has slowed down in American 
academic libraries. Google estimated in 2010 that there were about 130 
million distinct titles in the world, and stated that it intended to scan all of
them."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Books 

A principle player in this new power for thinkers, bloggers and researchers is the wonderful
free online encyclopedia, Wikipedia. While it is not perfect, it does provide overview articles 
on just about any topic in straight forward easy to understand language, but in a way that is 
also professional. If there is an issue with a particular entry, the editors flag that at the top of 
the article. The overview these articles provide are also linked to a number of expert and 
professional articles as well as links to a full list of references stated in the article. However, 
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as with any good research, crucial facts and definitions of concepts need to be verified with at
least two different sources. Using Wikipedia as the only source would be a mistake.

At the same time it is hard to overstate the importance of Wikipedia. Articles which cover 
much of human knowledge, that are linked and divided into an understandable structure, are 
at the center of how Western civilization has evolved. In the 1700s in Europe one of the main 
changes in thought was brought about by the Encyclopedia Movement -- which in large part 
led to the Enlightenment and the democratic and more open societies we have today in the 
West. As of this writing Wikipedia now has over 5 million pages in English, with a total of 40 
million articles in 293 languages -- making a significant collection of knowledge available to 
any one who has access to an Internet connection.

PICTURE CAPTION: Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des
métiers (that is, "Encyclopedia, or a systematic dictionary of the sciences, arts, and crafts") 

(Left) This early French encyclopedia, first published in 1751, was crucial to the spread of the
Enlightenment and more open ideas in the west.

(Right) A figurative, tree-like diagram, of human knowledge -- not unlike the tree structure that
computer hard drives use today to organize information -- was part of the Encyclopedia and

known at the tree of Diderot and d'Alembert, editors of the Encyclopedia (left)

In addition to Wikipedia its companion, commons.wikimedia.org, contains almost 34 
million images, photographs and videos that are free and available for anyone can use. 

With this much information at my finger tips, it means I can do in hours what used to take 
a week. And even so my work back then would not be nearly as good as that which I can 
accomplish today.
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So the Internet is a game changer. Big time. Not only can I find things quickly, I can copy 
the text and the necessary crediting info and then quote them quite easily. The tens of millions
of public domain images and videos also adds another layer to my research. Often a picture 
says more precisely and directly what I need or is actual proof of a point I am trying to make. 
But this is just the start.

While the Internet has streamlined my research, even more importantly it has allowed me 
to make connections I never would have made when I was a graduate student. Because to 
me the real advantage is that I can now follow my hunches. In the years before the Internet, it 
took too much time to trace the development of a scientific idea, for example, that might lead 
nowhere. Now I can do a detailed search in a matter of hours. 

So today hunches have become a large part of the way I work. I have major hunches such
as a hunch for a principal topic that I might write a number of blog-articles about -- and minor 
hunches such as looking for a telling quote or further documentation. 

The Internet also lets me make tons of notes, bookmark websites, put them in a program 
that allows me to structure and search them -- and then bring them up in a week or in a year 
as needed.

EXAMPLES OF INTUITION AND HUNCHES WHEN
RESEARCHING THE INTERNET

Perhaps the best way to explain this is to give you some examples:

The Genius Of Cavemen

One of my major aims for this blog about the human experience of time, 
DeconstructingTime, was to prove that prehistoric people were just as smart as we are today 
given the technology they had at the time. 

My first major Internet discovery had to do with the 15,000 year old cave paintings at the 
Cave of Altamira in Spain. My father had been to that cave in the 1920s before it was closed 
to the pubic. When I was a child he told me that he had to go into the totally dark cave to see 
the paintings on the walls and the ceilings.

Because of the Internet I was able to find a large picture of the wall paintings. One image 
in particular jumped out, a painting of a bison. It was an accurate depiction. Then it struck me:
if this was painted inside a dark cave, the painting had to have been done from memory -- 
and the prehistoric man who did it had to have had an almost photographic memory and also 
be a skilled artist. He was not some stupid crude stereotypical caveman. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Wall of mostly bison paintings in the Cave of Altamira in Spain.

So I researched the Altamira cave to double check the accuracy of what my father had 
said. But then my intuition kicked in. Could I search the Internet to find a photograph of a 
bison that looked similar to the painting? I had a hunch I could. And if I could, it would prove 
that the stone-age painter was a highly accomplished artist able to draw an accurate painting 
on a cave wall from memory. 

And voila: I not only found exactly what I was looking for but in a similar pose as the 
painting in the cave. When you look at the two together it is remarkable how accurate that 
cave drawing is.
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PICTURE CAPTION: (Top) Cave painting of a bison at Altamira.
(Bottom) Photograph of a modern European bison.

This blog has proved to be one of my most popular posts, with almost 1600 page views in 
the three year. This was my first article based on this kind of research -- and this early 
success encouraged me to do more of these.

The History Of The Future

Another idea I wanted to prove was that technology had to be imagined first before it could
become a reality. I wondered if I could use the Internet to prove my point.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Apollo 17 Command Module as it orbited the moon.

In the 1960s & 1970s I had closely followed the US space race and moon explorations. 
Then a few years ago I watched the animated 1902 movie by Méliès entitled A Trip to the 
Moon on YouTube. Something in that very early sci-fi film struck me but I was not sure what it 
was. I went back and looked at it again and it hit me: it was the design of the capsule that was
being loaded into a large gun to be shot to the moon. On a hunch I still framed a colorized 
picture at the only point when I could see the entire module and then screen grabbed that 
picture. 

While I was not sure, I wanted to see how similar this capsule was to the actual command 
modules that were used by NASA in their the moon missions. When I researched the Internet 
I found not one but two NASA images that proved exactly what I was trying to say. The 
fictional capsule and the actual command module were strikingly similar -- which helped prove
my point that early fiction and imagination had laid the ground work for the moon landing 
many years later.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Photo from the 1902 animated movie A Trip to the Moon compared to an
early NASA design for the command module that would go to the moon.

(Top) Screen grab from the 1902 animated movie A Trip to the Moon of the moon capsule. 
(Bottom) Early NASA design for the command module that would go to the moon.

Researching The Nature Of Consciousness

Another hunch: 

As you know this blog is about the human experience of time. In doing my research I 
began to wonder if someone had gone from an unconscious state to a conscious one -- a 
person who was intelligent and articulate. My hunch was that their perception of time would 
be quite different. 

It turned out that the deaf, dumb, blind Helen Keller was such a person who went from not 
knowing words to suddenly grasping their meaning. It happened when she was almost seven 
years old, so she had a full memory of the transition when it occurred. When she learned 
words her sense of time changed completely -- which she stated explicitly.
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PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) Helen Keller as a child with her teacher.
(Right) Helen Keller as a grown woman who graduated from Radcliffe.

The birth of language for her, mean that time suddenly existed which it had not before.

The following is an edited composite of things she said:

Suddenly I felt a misty consciousness...and somehow the mystery of 
language was revealed to me. 
Once I knew only darkness and stillness.
My inner life, then, [ED: before consciousness] was...without past, 
present, or future.
It was not night—it was not day. . . . . . 
But vacancy absorbing space, 
And fixedness, without a place; 
There were no stars—no earth—no time—

After she understood words and language, time itself opened up for her.

Researching The Evolution 
Of The Geocentric Model For The Solar System

A Key Idea In Western Thought

When taking the required Western Civilization course as a freshman at UNC-Chapel Hill, 
my professor mocked the Earth centric astronomy of Ptolemy, even though it had been fairly 
accurate and had worked reasonably well for about 1500 years. The sun centered 
Copernican revolution had pushed this old outdated way of thinking aside, he told us, and in 
turn ushered in the new age of science and technology. To prove his point, he showed us a 
diagram of Ptolemy's complicated circles within circles known as epicycles and then the fairly 
simple modern view of the solar system with planets moving in simple ellipses. 
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At the time I thought this was a misunderstanding of the scientific process. It was clear to 
me that more sophisticated science was built on the science that had come before it. The fact 
that Ptolemy's calculations were close was a major accomplishment and not something to be 
ridiculed.

Sometime later, I saw a diagram of clock gears that I found fascinating but was not sure 
why. Then I realized I was struck by the similarity of the gearing to the diagram of Ptolemy's 
circles within circles that I had seen in my history class many years earlier.

In 1989, before the Internet, I wrote a series of essays. I put forward the idea that the 
discredited geocentric theory was not only useful for astronomy but had led to a sophisticated 
understanding of gearing in complex machines. I knew that early clocks (I had just read a 
book about time) were basically planetariums -- so I was quite sure that the mechanics of 
these clocks were based on the gearing of circles as described by Ptolemy. I also knew that 
clocks were a key machine for the Industrial age. But in the 1980s this was as far as I could 
go with the idea. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Comparison of Ptolemy's model of planetary movement around the Earth,
gears inside a clock -- early large clocks also included the movement of the planets, sun and

moon, and  gearing for an early steam locomotive.
(Left) Simplified diagram of Ptolemy's model of planetary and solar movement around the Earth.

(Middle) Gears inside a clock -- early large clocks also included the movement of the planets,
sun and moon.

(Right) Gearing for an early steam locomotive.

However, now because of the Internet and Wikipedia, I was able to follow the geocentric 
model from its inception with the astronomer Ptolemy to the modern day. To my surprise there
was a virtually unbroken trail of ideas, concepts and yes, mechanisms for a period of about 
2000 years. Because of the Internet I believe I was able to prove that this discredited idea 
was, in fact, a major factor in both scientific thinking and critical to the development of clocks 
in particular and then later to machines. It played a major role in the industrial revolution. So 
instead of being an outmoded and useless ancient way of thinking, it was a vital component to
scientific thought and technology -- right up to today.

AFTERWORD

Here is what i wrote in 1989 before the internet  
about Ptolemy and the geocentric model of the solar system
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The Ptolemaic universe has become a cliche for bad astronomical ideas. It described the 
sun, moon, and planets moving around the Earth in perfect circles, and circles within circles 
called epicycles. This idea was superseded by Copernicus who put the sun at the center of 
the solar system. His idea was refined by Kepler who described the planet's orbits as ellipses,
not circles.

So Ptolemy was discredited. When I studied astronomy, Ptolemy's ideas, when they were 
mentioned at all, were described in disparaging terms, as foolish ideas that finally got 
corrected by the modern world.

But first of all, it does look as though the sun and the moon and the planets move around 
the Earth, so it was not foolish to assume this. Secondly his system was fairly accurate. It 
described the movements of the heavenly bodies reasonably well and was useful for the 
buildup of knowledge, the accurate observations, the necessary data so essential to 
astronomy or any science. The fact that his system was accurate gave astronomy a basis for 
Copernicus to work with. Now Copernicus's system of putting the sun at the center also used 
perfect circles, and epicycles, about as many as Ptolemy. So Copernicus did not totally refute 
Ptolemy, in fact he used a number of his ideas. Thus it really took a third genius, Kepler, to 
make the final discovery, that the heavenly bodies moved in ellipses, not circles.

But I have discovered through my own independent research that there is more to this 
story. Ptolemy's system was so precise, machines could be made which would accurately 
imitate the movement of the planets, sun, and moon. Some people referred to these as 
astronomical clocks. They were created based on Ptolemy's understanding of epicycles. 
These machines became an essential component for the creation of clocks. And clocks 
became the "key machine of the modern industrial age" according to the book A History of the
Machine by Strandh.

Twenty years before he discovered his theories, Kepler was driven by the desire to prove 
that the solar system ran like a clock, the very clock that might not have existed without 
Ptolemy.
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How To Be Intuitive:
Intuition, Imagination And Discovery

There comes a point where the mind takes a leap 
— call it intuition or what you will — 
and comes out upon a higher plane of knowledge, 
but can never prove how it got there. 
All great discoveries have involved such a leap.
Albert Einstein

Intuition is often both a clear thought and a strong feeling at the same time -- it is a thought
that literally *hits* you with its importance and often comes unexpectedly, out of the blue. 

PICTURE CAPTION: Archimedes getting into his bath just before the Eureka moment

The most famous intuition story is about Archimedes and his Eureka moment. Eureka 
roughly translated means 'I've found it'. Archimedes was trying to figure out whether a crown 
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was made of pure gold or contained some silver as well. So he needed to determine the 
density of the irregular shape of the crown. After struggling with the problem, he put it aside 
for a while. Then later sitting in his bathtub -- all at once in a flash -- he understood how to 
measure the volume of the crown by the water that was displaced, the key information he 
needed to make his calculation. He realized that the volume of water that rose when he got 
into the bath was equal to the volume of his body and therefore he could measure the volume
of an object no matter how intricate. The story goes that he screamed, "Eureka" and was so 
excited he jumped out of his bath and ran naked though the streets of his city. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eureka_(word))

In our logical number driven world, intuition is frequently dismissed as not fitting with our 
modern rational outlook, but nothing could be further from the truth.

Einstein's great insights and Newton's as well -- two key thinkers whose ideas were/are 
critical for the creation of our modern world -- were originally flashes of intuition that then took 
years to work out, years to understand how to do the math on paper.

PICTURE CAPTION: In his early twenties Newton saw an apple fall and suddenly in a flash
connected the force that caused it to fall to the Earth with the force that affected the orbit of the
moon -- a story that appears to be mostly true. Nevertheless his central work that described the

necessary calculations and formulas, Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687),
would not be published for another 20 years -- as  it took him that long to come up with the

correct math.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-core-of-truth-behind-sir-isaac-newtons-apple-

1870915.html
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PICTURE CAPTION: A page from Isaac Newton's Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica
(1687) in which he gave a detailed explanation of the forces of gravity.

One unique aspect of intuition is that while it feels true, how you arrived at that idea or any
obvious proof of its truth is often missing. And finding that rational logical proof can be a 
lengthy process. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: As a teenager Einstein fantasized about riding a beam of light. He
invented what came to be known as 'mind experiments'. For example, if he were traveling at the

speed of light and looked into a mirror, would he see his reflection? Yet it would be ten years
before he could work out the math for his Special Theory of Relativity.

“Imagination is the highest form of research.” 
“I never made one of my discoveries through the process of rational 
thinking” 
Albert Einstein

I believe that intuition needs to be and can be developed just as becoming skilled at math 
is learned. As I said about imagination -- there are ways to markedly increase your ability to 
imagine and the same is true for intuition.

Yet intuitions can often be wrong. So how do you know when a feeling is something you 
should explore or ignore?

Like much of human thought, intuition can be tested. I follow my intuitions often, but at the 
same time test them to see if my thought process plays out the way I think it should in the real
world. Over time I have learned when to trust things and when not to -- and also to become 
more aware of the things that were triggering my educated guesses.

I think of myself as having a 'tool box' for my creative and imaginative thinking. Sometimes
my approach is simply information gathering, sometimes logical, sometimes intuitive, 
sometimes I imagine several scenarios and pick the one that seems to have the best chance 
of succeeding. Being able to fully imagine several outcomes is often quite helpful when I need
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to make a decision. In hindsight my method really combines all of these -- as I use each tool 
when the situation requires it. And when one tool does not work, I change to another.

Perhaps one of the oddest aspects of intuition is that it is both active and passive. On the 
one hand you are looking for something (active) on the other hand intuition requires that you 
be receptive to thoughts that come into your mind (passive), as though from somewhere else.
This is a key part of intuition -- to both move and be moved, to search and to be found. Again 
this is a bit at odds with out modern mindset, but this is how it works.

PICTURE CAPTION:  (Left) By chance as he walked near a blacksmith's shop, the ancient
Greek mathematician Pythagoras heard a musical harmony when different sized blacksmith

hammers hit an anvil. 
(Right) This sudden insight led to his understanding of the mathematical relationship between

notes and became the basis for Pythagorean tuning. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_tuning

The normal workday requires focus and attention while tuning out distracting elements. 
Intuition requires a more receptive and listening frame of mind. Neither approach is right or 
wrong -- they are simply tools in your tool box that give you the flexibility to try different 
approaches.

Intuition did not come naturally to me. I was brought up in a quite strict rational, logical, left
brain environment. I had to teach myself to be intuitive but then test my intuitions against 
reality -- as intuition must pass the reality test just as logic does. 
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Intuition is the supra-logic that cuts out all the routine processes of 
thought 
and leaps straight from the problem to the answer.
Robert Graves

Here are some examples of my intuitive thinking.

One of my first successes happened when I was sixteen. During summer vacation I went 
to New York City convinced I could find a sublet apartment for little money. This was just a 
guess on my part and everyone said it was impossible. After staying with friends and 
spending a week searching, it looked like I was wrong. Then I decided to go to every 
laundromat in the area and look at their bulletin boards. And guess what? I found a small 
hand written note for a summer sublet, a very tiny apartment that today would be about $400 
a month, that I then rented for two months.

Here is another example:

I knew at an early age that I wanted to write and had worked on my writing up through my 
years in college. But when I had almost completed my bachelors degree in English and was 
enrolled in the Honors Program for Creative Writing, I also knew that I wanted to do 
something more. So I made a deliberate effort to find another art form to compliment my 
writing. I wanted to do something quite different -- something that required less thought, 
something that I could do with my hands. 

A principle goal during that time was to discover a visual way of working -- as I felt that 
reading and writing were not enough. However, I had been told by my father and others that I 
was not visual. Yet my intuition was that they were wrong.

But where to start? 

I could not draw -- it was just not something I could do as I had tried many times. But I 
liked working with my hands. For example, in eighth grade in a shop class, I had designed 
and built a simple tray out of plywood and molding. The tray not only worked well but was 
almost indestructible -- as I continued to use it for the rest of my life.  

Then I remembered constructing a model of the Wright Brother's first airplane, known as 
the Wright Flyer -- out of balsa wood and tissue paper -- for a history project in grade school. I
built it with balsa strips to frame the wings and then stretched and glued tissue paper over the
frame. There were no plans, so in addition I had to draw a design best as I could from old 
photographs. But perhaps more importantly, I remembered a feeling of extreme satisfaction 
when I had completed the model.

Then having just seen the Calder retrospective in New York -- the man who invented 
mobile sculpture -- I decided to make some simple mobiles out of balsa and tissue paper. In a
sense I was picking up where I had left off nine years before when I had made the Wright 
Brother's plane. And voila! Making these mobiles was exactly what I had been looking for. I 
found that I enjoyed working with my hands as it put me in a different frame of mind -- quite 
different from reading, writing and doing research.
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PICTURE CAPTION: (Left)The Wright Brothers first airplane, the Wright Flyer
(Right) An example of a mobile (not by me) based on Calder's work

Now flash forward a couple of years: After I made the initial mobiles, one hands-on 
creation led to another. Then all of a sudden I had a camera in my hands and it was like a 
revelation -- it was what I had been looking for. Composition, positioning myself for a shot, 
and darkroom developing gave me the tactile visual art form I needed. So I have been 
working with photography ever since. 

PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) One of my first successful photographs on film -- of water and
reflections in a pool near my house. I developed the negative and made the print.

(Right) 30 years later: a digital photograph taken from a van while moving in the rain in traffic --
in which I used all my photographic skills (depth of field, camera movement, close-up focus, long

exposure).

That is just one story about using my intuition but I could tell you many more. Because of 
my intuitions I found the house that I now live in 30 years ago, I met my wife, I developed my 
particular type of photography that I in part invented called time-flow photography and I 
started working with computers in 1983 -- when no one thought they were that important for 
individuals. And today as I work with my art photography, my intuitions guide me every step of
the way. 
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HOW TO BE INTUITIVE

I do believe intuitive thoughts and ideas will come about in different ways for different 
people and different disciplines. But I think the following general approach would apply to 
many. 

When you are tackling a problem gather as much information as you can, have a clear 
idea of what you want to accomplish, imagine a number of scenarios, brain storm a bit and 
come up with some possible solutions -- but then put everything aside and go do something 
else for a while. It is often when you let go that the unconscious process of problem solving 
occurs and that out of the blue the correct solution comes to you -- like a flash. 

The Eureka Moment is also known as the Aha Moment 

Years ago I was friends with a scientist whose specialty was the 'Aha Moment'. She 
emphasized that her studies showed intuition was not a logical process that cranked out an 
answer, but rather one that required struggling with a problem and then letting go for a while. 
As this next link explains, intuition often requires immersion followed by incubation before the 
Aha Moment can occur.  http://comfortpit.com/5-step-aha-moment-process/

Here is a recent study about how the brain comes up with an Aha solution. 
http://brainworldmagazine.com/the-aha-moment/

This article goes into detail about how your off-time is often the best time for intuitive 
solutions.  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/your-best-creative-time-not-when-you-
think/

To go back to Archimedes, I am quite sure he had been wrestling with the problem of how 
to determine the density of an irregular object when he finally gave up. While I do not know for
sure, I imagine that sometime later while thinking about something else he took a bath. Then 
in a relaxed state he saw the water rising as he got into the bathtub and BANG, it came to 
him. He realized the volume of the water that rose was equal to the total volume of his body. 
And that with an irregular object if he factored in its weight in relation to the volume it 
displaced, that would give him the density. Eureka!

There are no rules here -- we're trying to accomplish something.
Thomas Edison                  

AFTERTHOUGHTS

Reason and Intuition:

Reason and intuition are often seen as opposites. But, as a philosophy teacher pointed 
out, when used to their fullest extent they can almost be the same. The mistake is to equate 
reason with logic. Logic is mechanical and rigid -- reason is flexible. The teacher suggested, 
for example, that when considering a problem you fully imagine the problem and walk yourself
through it in your mind. Out of that imagining would emerge the solution. And this process 
could be thought of as reasoning or as being intuitive. 

Inspiration: 
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Inspiration is closely related to intuition -- as an idea that encourages you to act can come 
out of the blue, for no reason. Again, I feel it is important to pay attention to such ideas and to 
do something when they occur no matter whether you are at work or at the beach. I have 
carried a notebook with me since I was 20 years old; I find the simple act of writing an idea or 
making a drawing on paper gives such ideas a reality. Later when I have time, I go over my 
notes in my notebook and decide which ideas I want to work on. Otherwise, like a dream, 
these thoughts can vanish and if you do not pay attention to them, they will stop coming to 
you -- a variation on 'use it or lose it'. As a creative person you want to encourage ideas; 
finding a way to pay attention and to record them will help keep your ideas flowing.

What that man creates by means of reason 
will pale before the art of inspired beings. 

Plato
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The Work Of The Imagination
A Crisis of Imagination:

We Must Imagine the Future to Survive

  

What is now proved was once only imagined.
William Blake

  Yet even Blake could not have imagined the impact human technology would have on the
Earth as a whole.

No society has ever yet been able to handle the temptations of 
technology...
We have to learn to cherish this Earth and cherish it as something that's 
fragile, that's only one, it's all we have. We have to use our scientific 
knowledge to correct the dangers that have come from science and 
technology.
Margaret Mead

  

We are all interested in the future, 
for that is where you and I are going to spend the rest of our lives.
Plan 9 From Outer Space (Directed by Ed Wood) :)

The future of humankind is now directly tied to our imagination. Whether we know it or not,
we have taken on the task of managing the Earth itself. With the effect that technology has 
had and will have on the environment, we must learn to imagine a world that we are now in 
charge of.
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“Imagination is the highest form of research.” 
"I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. 
Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the world."
 "Logic will get you from A to Z; imagination will get you everywhere."
Albert Einstein

While we have abundant data from satellites, photographic imaging, temperature 
readings, the rate of glacier melting, etc., this is only the beginning. This is merely data. This 
data must be combined in sophisticated ways to create knowledge. And then with a 
foundation of knowledge we must begin to imagine what our world will look like in 50 years or 
100 or when our great-grandchildren are alive. For the first time in our history we must look at 
ourselves and monitor our effect on the world's climate. 

The task is huge. it requires people who can think across a number of disciplines -- which 
takes many years of study, many more than it takes to get a standard advanced degree in 
only one subject. Then it requires that people think 'outside the box' to find a way that we can 
live with and mitigate the impact of human technology on the Earth.  

The old bond between humans and nature has been permanently 
altered by technology. The task of the 21st century artist and inventor is 
to forge a new relationship between humans and the world, since our 
fate is inseparable from that of the Earth.
Rick Doble (1999)
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This is a tall order. But a key is the ability to imagine what the future could be. As I wrote in
my blog The History of the Future , the future must first be imagined before actual working 
inventions, concepts and formulas can be created. I call this initial thinking 'The Work of the 
Imagination'. 

PICTURE CAPTION: (Top) 1902: Still from the Méliès Sci-Fi film: A Trip to the Moon. The
command module that held the astronauts was inserted into a super-gun to send it to the moon. 

(Bottom) 1964: A NASA drawing of the command module that would take astronauts to the
moon.  (NASA)

The similarity in the shape between the module in the 1902 film fantasy and the actual NASA
design is remarkable.
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PICTURE CAPTION: 1972: The Apollo 17 actual command module floating above the moon in
1972. Notice the similarity in shape and even the similarity in construction with the Sci-Fi module

(above) in the Méliès 1902 film, A Trip to the Moon.

____________________________________________________________
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The Imagination Connection Between:
Jules Verne's novel From the Earth to the Moon (1865)

and the Apollo landing on the Moon in 1969

PICTURE CAPTION: Book cover of an English translation of Verne's novel of 1865.

"During their return journey from the moon, the crew of Apollo 11 made 
reference to Jules Verne's book during a TV broadcast on July 23, 1969.
The mission's commander, astronaut Neil Armstrong, said, 'A hundred 
years ago, Jules Verne wrote a book about a voyage to the Moon. His 
spaceship, Columbia [sic], took off from Florida and landed in the Pacific
Ocean after completing a trip to the Moon. It seems appropriate to us to 
share with you some of the reflections of the crew as the modern-day 
Columbia completes its rendezvous with the planet Earth and the same 
Pacific Ocean tomorrow.' " 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/From_the_Earth_to_the_Moon 
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NOTE: In Jules Verne's novel the command module was shot into space
by Americans from a location in Florida just as the Apollo 11 mission had
done. In the novel the method for firing the command module into space 
was with a Columbiad super-gun.

____________________________________________________________

Now many of the things imagined will not be built or will not work, but from a world 
community of imaginary technologies and outcomes, the necessary ideas and technologies 
could emerge.

I find that few men of imagination are not worth my attention. 
Their ideas may be wrong, even foolish, 

but their methods often repay a close study.
Stephen Jay Gould

Late Breaking News!

NOW! On October 5, 2016 the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to three 
nanotechnology scientists who have made great advances in designing microscopic 
machines known as molecular machines or nanomachines. The idea of such machines first 
appeared in a 1966 science fiction  movie, Fantastic Voyage. This concept was so farfetched 
everyone assumed it was pure fantasy. In the movie a tiny submarine, smaller than a white 
blood cell, was placed into an important scientist's body so that his damaged brain could be 
fixed. This is a contemporary example of the importance of imagination -- and that what has 
been proven must first be imagined.  

OUR SELF-CONSCIOUS AGE

However, we live in time that is quite self-conscious. And the constant comments and 
chatter that people now experience on their cell phones and social media has put an 
additional damper on this kind of thinking. I call this a 'Crisis of Imagination'.

Think I am exaggerating, consider these lyrics from a popular contemporary song.

Stressed Out  (2015) by Twenty One Pilots
Album: Blurryface
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I wish I found some better sounds no one's ever heard
I wish I had a better voice that sang some better words
I wish I found some chords in an order that is new
I wish I didn't have to rhyme every time I sang
I was told when I get older all my fears would shrink
But now I'm insecure and I care what people think
My name's Blurryface and I care what you think

I am not sure why Blurryface thought his fears would go away when he got older. As 
teachers know, kids often become quite critical as they grow up and lose the ability to draw or 
paint with the freedom they had when they were younger. As many people have pointed out, 
from Picasso to Einstein, this is neither necessary or desirable.

Every child is an artist. 
The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up.

Pablo Picasso

The Supertramp's Logical Song of 1979 says it best:
(Album: Breakfast in America)
When I was young, it seemed that life was so wonderful,
A miracle, oh it was beautiful, magical.
And all the birds in the trees, well they'd be singing so happily,
Joyfully, playfully watching me.
But then they send me away to teach me how to be sensible,
Logical, responsible, practical.
And they showed me a world where I could be so dependable,
Clinical, intellectual, cynical.

The effort to make young people logical and clinical as they grow has been around for a 
long time. However, I do believe that our era today is more self-conscious than when I was 
growing up. I also believe that this can put a damper on 'thinking outside the box' or on 
fledgling ideas that are often rudely criticized before they have a chance to develop.

However, I also believe the ability to reach out to the creative and imaginative side can be 
recovered. Like anything, to be able to imagine you must do the work. Don't use it and you 
lose it. Like exercising muscles, you must use your imagination on a regular basis. And the 
more you use, it the easier it is to see new things in your mind.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Plan 9 From Outer Space was the winner of the Golden Turkey Award as
the "Worst Film of All Time" and Ed Wood (writer, director and producer) as "Worst Director." Ed
Wood is now admired for his perseverance as a moviemaker in spite of overwhelming obstacles.
Oddly it was the Golden Turkey Awards that brought him out of obscurity and a reevaluation of
his work; his relentless enthusiasm in spite of damning criticism has earned him a respect that

he was never given in his lifetime. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed_Wood 

Part of learning to imagine requires that you do not let others influence your ideas in a 
negative way. First of all you do not have to share your work unless you want to. Second 
when you do share your work pay attention to the attitude behind any comments. Did the 
person 'get' what you were trying to do; did they have their own agenda and see what you 
were doing as a threat or as incompatible with their preconceptions. Were they constructive or
were they jealous? Everyone has their own point of view which affects how they see things -- 
but some people can be more objective than others.

USING YOUR IMAGINATION
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In a limited way all of us use our imagination often. We use it when we think about an 
upcoming party on Saturday or when we think about our home when we are away. 
Imagination is always there, but is often used for everyday tasks rather than creative tasks.

So how could a person add to, develop and enhance their ability to imagine?

When I was teaching a short story creative writing class, I assigned the following exercise:
I asked each person to go back to a house or place that they had known as a child and fully 
describe it. I asked them to walk through the place in their mind and to use all of their senses: 
sight, hearing, touch, taste, smell etc. I asked them to touch the walls, look out the windows, 
smell the food in the kitchen, sit in a chair. No one that I taught over a number of years had 
any problem with this exercise and for many they felt it opened a door to the imagining they 
needed to write a good short story.

In a personal example, I built a small studio out in the woods of our property. I drew a 
crude drawing of what I wanted with measurements  (I really cannot draw) but it was good 
enough to tell the builder exactly what I wanted. Then I went into the woods, cleared the area 
where the studio was to be and put stakes in the ground at each corner with a string from 
stake to stake. Then I put an actual chair on the ground in the middle and looked out through 
the imagined windows, sat at the imagined desk and grabbed a book from an imagined 
bookcase. When the building was finished it was exactly as I had imagined it and it felt quite 
comfortable.

To invent, you need a good imagination 
and a pile of junk.
Thomas Edison

PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) A MAGIC BULLET: In the early 1900s physician and scientist Paul
Ehrlich imagined an ideal medicine, a 'magic bullet', that would attack harmful diseases but

would avoid hurting the normal body. This idea has been a key concept in the development and
discovery of a number of modern medicines, such a cancer drugs and antibiotics.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ehrlich

PICTURE CAPTION: (Middle) WAR OF THE WORLDS: Robert Goddard was inspired by the
fictional novel War of the Worlds of H. G. Wells which he read in 1898 at the age of 16.

Considered the father of American rocketry, in this picture taken in 1926 he was standing next to
the first liquid-propellant rocket -- an essential element of modern rocketry.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_Worlds
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Goddard

(PICTURE CAPTION: Right) 2-WAY WRIST RADIO: In 1946 a 2-Way Wrist Radio was
introduced in the Dick Tracy comic strip. In 1964 this turned into a  2-Way Wrist TV that Dick

Tracy wore. A small wireless portable easy to use communication device such as this became a
central idea that led to the development of cell phones.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Tracy

A DETAILED EXAMPLE OF USING MY IMAGINATION

I have always been interested in ancient peoples and cultures; I had what I called my 
'museum' starting when I was ten years old. I collected all kinds of things from different time 
periods including Indian arrow heads and a Neolithic stone ax. My Dad encouraged me and 
brought me things from his travels around the world. And he told me a story of going into the 
Cave of Altamira -- which was open at the time -- and seeing the Paleolithic paintings on the 
cave walls. Ever since then I have been fascinated by this time in human history.

When I started writing this blog, one of my themes was that ancient people were just as 
smart as modern people, given the technology of their time. I was quite sure about this based 
on the quality of the 15,000 year old cave paintings at Altamira which were beautiful, had 
remained in good condition and also contained realistic drawings of bison.  

In my research for this blog I came across articles about the Neolithic passage-tomb at 
Newgrange in Ireland. Although people had been aware of it for centuries, it was only about 
50 years ago that a dedicated archaeologist realized it was aligned with the winter solstice 
sunrise. As I read more about Newgrange, what I call 'bells and whistles' went off in my head 
-- a sign that there was something very significant about this new stone-age structure. My 
intuition and my imagination were starting to kick in.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Photograph of Newgrange showing how the light moves down the
passageway.  Used with permission: photo by Anthony Murphy, http://www.mythicalireland.com

So I collected photographs of Newgrange, read reports, and put together data about the 
way the sun entered the passageway. Next I imagined myself in that passageway as the sun 
entered it around the time of the winter solstice. The light came in, advanced down the 
opening, reached to the back and then receded -- an event that took about 17 minutes. As a 
photographer with 40 years experience I could see all of this quite clearly in my mind.

After much research and putting together data from various studies, I came to the 
conclusion that the Neolithic people at Newgrange, 3000 years before Greece or Rome, had 
built a precise instrument that could determine the day of the winter solstice in real time -- 
which the Greeks or Romans could not do. Whether I am right or not remains to be seen -- 
but there is a way to definitely prove it.  

To my delight my article has been well received and reprinted at the official Newgrange 
website in Ireland: http://newgrange.com/winter-solstice-newgrange.htm
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So that is my story but here is another one by a master inventor with a detailed 
explanation of how he was able to imagine and then build a number of sophisticated 
electronic devices.

A REMARKABLY DETAILED DESCRIPTION
OF HOW IMAGINATION CAN WORK

BY THE FAMED INVENTOR NIKOLA TESLA

The American Magazine
April, 1921
Making Your Imagination Work for You
An Interview With Nikola Tesla
http://www.teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/making-your-
imagination-work-you

PICTURE CAPTION: Two great men who lived by their imagination: 
(Left) Nikola Tesla "in front of the spiral coil of his high-voltage Tesla coil transformer" in 1896.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Teslathinker.jpg 
(Right) Mark Twain playing with electricity in Tesla's lab in 1895.

By that faculty of visualizing...I have evolved what is, I believe, a new method of 
materializing inventive ideas and conceptions. It is a method which may be of great 
usefulness to any imaginative man, whether he is an inventor, business man, or artist.

Some people, the moment they have a device to construct or any piece of work to 
perform, rush at it without adequate preparation, and immediately become engrossed in 
details, instead of the central idea. They may get results, but they sacrifice quality.
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Here, in brief, is my own method: After experiencing a desire to invent a particular thing, I 
may go on for months or years with the idea in the back of my head. Whenever I feel like it, I 
roam around in my imagination and think about the problem without any deliberate 
concentration. This is a period of incubation.

Then follows a period of direct effort. I choose carefully the possible solutions of the 
problem. I am considering, and gradually center my mind on a narrowed field of investigation. 
Now, when I am deliberately thinking of the problem in its specific features, I may begin to feel
that I am going to get the solution. And the wonderful thing is that if I do feel this way, then I 
know I have really solved the problem and shall get what I am after.

This feeling is as convincing to me as though I already had solved it. I have come to the 
conclusion that at this stage the actual solution is in my mind subconsciously, though it may 
be a long time before I am aware of it consciously.

Before I put a sketch on paper, the whole idea is worked out mentally. In my mind, I 
change the construction, make improvements, and even operate the device. Without ever 
having drawn a sketch, I can give the measurements of all parts to workmen, and when 
completed these parts will fit, just as certainly as though I had made accurate drawings. It is 
immaterial to me whether I run my machine in my mind or test it in my shop.

The inventions I have conceived in this way, have always worked. In thirty years there has 
not been a single exception. My first electric motor, the vacuum tube wireless light, my turbine
engine, and many other devices have all been developed in exactly this way.

 PICTURE CAPTION: One of Tesla's inventions, the electric induction motor of 1888, 
that he first imagined in detail in his mind.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Moteur_%C3%A0_induction.jpg
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Living With Rejection: 
Living The Creative Life

The solitary visionaries are despised
or regarded as abnormal and eccentric.

Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art

The unfriendliness of society to his activity is difficult for the artist to 
accept. Yet this very hostility can act as a lever for true liberation. Freed 
from a false sense of security and community, the artist can abandon his
[her] plastic bank-book, just as he [she] has abandoned other forms of 
security. Both the sense of community and of security depend on the 
familiar. Free of them, transcendental experiences become possible.
Mark Rothko, The Romantics Were Prompted

In 1891 when Herman Melville died, his book Moby-Dick, that had been published 40 
years earlier, was out of print, a commercial failure, and virtually forgotten. It would take 
another 30 years after his death for the first new mentions by favorable reviewers to appear. 
Today It is considered perhaps the greatest American novel. 

Moby-Dick was far ahead of its time, combining a number of elements and writing styles 
such as an "exploration of class and social status, good and evil, and the existence of God. In
addition to narrative prose, Melville uses styles and literary devices ranging from songs, 
poetry, and catalogs to Shakespearean stage directions, soliloquies, and asides." "One of the 
most distinctive features of the book is the variety of genres... sermons, dreams, travel 
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account, autobiography, Elizabethan plays, and epic poetry." 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moby-Dick 

As an accomplished published writer, Melville must have known that he was testing the 
limits of what his audience of the day could accept -- yet he must have hoped that at least 
some of the more than 60 reviews at the time would 'get it.' As the famous contemporary 
author Hawthorne wrote "What a book Melville has written! It gives me an idea of much 
greater power than his preceding ones. It hardly seemed to me that the review of it, in the 
Literary World, did justice to its best points." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moby-Dick 

But oddly it was an English reviewer D.H. Lawrence who in 1923 wrote that it was a 
masterpiece which helped bring about its rediscovery. In fact, time and time again it has been 
critics from other countries who recognize the worth of an artist who cannot find recognition in
their own country.

The saga of important creative original artists and thinkers whose work is initially rejected 
and often ridiculed, repeats itself again and again. The list is very long and includes some of 
the most famous names in science, archaeology, music, literature, and art and some of the 
most important technology of the modern world. 

We think of a person who is original and creative as a good thing: a person brings gifts to 
the world and reveals things not seen or understood before. This gifted person adds to sum of
human knowledge. As a result, civilization reaps great benefits. 

That is the myth -- which in a sense is true but only long after the person has died in all too
many cases.

Culture grows and changes often due to the contributions of men and women with original 
ideas. While we think of their work as beneficial, they themselves often had to work 
independently and alone -- frequently shunned by their own society.

Original creativity, almost by definition, is breaking new ground, coming up with new ideas,
taking us out of our comfort zones. And what this means for many original and creative people
is that their work may be misunderstood, rejected and often scorned -- in large part because it
is unfamiliar.

HERE IS A BRIEF LIST OF IMPORTANT PEOPLE 
WHOSE WORK/IDEAS WERE INITIALLY REJECTED:

Music

J.S. Bach: After his death he was considered merely a musical technician. For about 100 
years his works were not played and as a result many were lost -- including two major 
masses. He is now considered by some the greatest composer of all time.

Franz Schubert: While respected for his song writing, his other work went unrecognized 
during his lifetime. He is now considered one of the five most important classical composers 
by many.

George Bizet: His opera Carmen met with terrible reviews and he died thinking it was a 
failure. Carmen is now one of the most performed and popular operas.
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Literature

Herman Melville: Moby-Dick was virtually forgotten when he died. It is now considered one
of the greatest novels by an American.

Henry David Thoreau: Not well understood or published during his lifetime, his work has 
led to the civil disobedience movement in India and the Civil Rights movement in the US, 
along with a host of other ideas about nature and simple living that have become important in 
the last 100 years.

John Keats: Criticized for not being highly educated and part of the lower class 'Cockney 
School', his work was not taken seriously even years after his young death. He is now 
considered one of the greatest poets in the English language.

Edgar Allan Poe: Not considered an important writer during his lifetime, he is now 
regarded as a major American author who invented the detective story and made 
considerable early contributions to the short story and early science fiction.

Franz Kafka: Now considered a major 20th century author, very little of his work was 
published during his lifetime.

Poetry & Painting

William Blake: Blake's poems and paintings were virtually unknown during his lifetime. He 
is now considered one of the major Romantic poets and painters.

Painting

The Impressionists: One critic likened the Impressionists to mad men who wanted to pass 
off unfinished and poor paintings as legitimate art. Today their work is one of the most popular
styles of painting. 

Vincent Van Gogh: He only sold one painting in his lifetime -- paintings which now sell for 
millions of dollars.

Paul Gauguin: His work was ridiculed at the Post-Impressionist exhibit in 1910 -- and it 
was not until the 1940s that his symbolist imagery began to be appreciated. His paintings now
sell for millions of dollars.

Johannes Vermeer: He was virtually forgotten after his death for almost 200 years -- not 
unlike JS Bach. He is now considered one of the greatest Baroque painters and his work is 
virtually priceless.

Science

Alfred Wegener: The principal scientist who championed the idea of tectonic plates was 
ridiculed during his lifetime. This idea is now considered essential for understanding 
earthquakes, continental drift and Earth science. 

Albert Einstein: Considered a poor student he was not given any recommendations after 
getting his degree and was confined to a patent office in Switzerland. His work in physics is 
now considered the most important of the last 100 years
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Arthur C Clarke: Wrote a detailed plan for placing geostationary/geosynchronous satellites
in orbit -- satellites that would appear stationary in relation to the Earth because they would 
orbit at the same speed the Earth turns -- that could be used for communication. Although his 
math was correct, he was derided for promoting this idea. These satellites are now the 
cornerstone of modern communications for cell phones, the Internet, TV etc. The orbit which 
Clarke predicted, 22,236 miles (35,786 km) above the Earth, is now known as the Clarke orbit
and the array of satellites placed in this orbit is now known as the Clarke Belt.

Robert Goddard: Now considered the most important early rocket scientist, he was 
subjected to humiliating criticism. In a condescending review, using incorrect math, the 
prestigious New York Times derided Goddard's idea that a rocket could go to the moon. This 
review caused Goddard's money to dry up and severely limited his ability to continue -- all of 
this happening as the Nazi's were using his ideas to develop V-1 and V-2 rockets that were 
effectively used to bomb England. 

Archaeology

The Cave of Altamira: When the paintings by stone-age people were discovered in this 
cave, experts -- who never went to the cave -- denounced the findings, some even accusing 
the man who found them of fraud. Now these paintings are considered one of the most 
important discoveries about Paleolithic people.

THE MODERN WORLD COULD NOT EXIST 
WITHOUT THE FOLLOWING REJECTED IDEAS 

FINALLY BEING ACCEPTED

Consider this: Without the contributions of Goddard, Clarke, and Einstein (above) the 
modern world we have today would not exist. Goddard's rockets are required to put satellites 
into orbit. Clarke's geosynchronous satellites are now used by cell phones, TVs, the Internet 
etc. for communications, and Einstein's formula's about space-time make corrections that 
properly sync Earth and satellite times -- and without which cell phones, GPS and other 
technologies could not operate.
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PICTURE CAPTION: (Left) Indian Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mk III. 
(Middle) The first working geosynchronous satellite, Syncom II. 

(Right) Time dilation formulas based on Einstein's General Theory of Relativity -- used to correct
the time difference in a moving satellite to the time on the Earth. Formulas from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_dilation

Now to be fair -- there are many unusual ideas that will not past muster. Each needs to be 
looked at carefully. As Carl Sagan said about scientific ideas, "Extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary evidence". Or as Pierre-Simon Laplace said in the 1700s, "The weight of 
evidence for an extraordinary claim must be proportioned to its strangeness." Yet each work 
needs to be judged on its merits but not because it is different or because something like it 
has never been seen before. 

BUT WAIT -- HERE'S THE GOOD NEWS

But there is a flip side to this. I believe that those of us who must be creative -- no matter 
how hard the path -- are the lucky ones. 

Henry Thoreau, himself unappreciated during his lifetime, wrote "The mass of men lead 
lives of quiet desperation." Many if not most people show up for work and pay their bills but 
wonder "what is the point" or ask themselves "isn't there more to life than this." Often they 
dream about doing something artistic or creative if they could ever find the time away from the
daily grind. 

For the creative person, those questions have been answered: Creativity is not secondary,
it is primary. 

Such a person might say: Being creative gives me nourishment, without it I would starve. 
So I create because I must create and my creativity gives me a reason for living and immense
satisfaction. 

Nevertheless everything comes with a price. To commit to a life of independent creativity 
means you'll probably live modestly at best and you'll never be rich or famous. Many of the 
people you know may think of you as unsuccessful. Your work will often be rejected by 
established people in your field -- and you may have to put up with damning reviews.

I am writing this article in part because a young friend of mine, Daniel Diver who is just 
starting out, was turned down by a school for computer animation. We have become friends 
because he wanted to use some of my experimental art as a background for his animation. I 
was delighted that he liked my work -- so of course I said yes. I did not realize that he would: 
draw the figures, write the music, write the lyrics, sing the words and create the animation. 
And I feel that it all worked very well together (see the animation below).
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PICTURE CAPTION: This abstract picture by Rick Doble is a photograph of TV static that was
then enhanced with software. Doble was interviewed by NPR (National Pubic Radio) about his

work with television static.

When I saw that he had been rejected by a school (he posted their letter to him on his 
website), I felt the need to give him some positive feedback about his work. Then I asked him 
to write a short piece for this blog about his views of being creative and the struggles he has 
had to endure. 

Here Is What A Young Artist, Daniel Diver, 
Had To Say About His Experience 
See his website at: http://www.leinadsivad.com/
See his video(s) on YouTube at: https://youtu.be/yTefDp8EOpU

I have no idea what I'm doing. I feel like I'm alone in a pitch black room 
and creativity has taken my hand and seems to be slowly leading me 
through it. 
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I've always been into a lot of different things - mostly writing, drawing, 
and music - but never all three at the same time. For some reason, 
depending on the day, one of them is always more dominant. This 
seems to be a perpetual problem, because I've never been able to just 
focus and master one medium. I can't actually play an instrument, so I 
pluck-bang and sample. When I write, my grammar sucks and my 
spelling is alien. I think drawing is a strength but even my drawings are 
cartoon-y and unfinished. This might be why people and/or institutions 
have never taken me seriously. However, I actually think that it’s the 
ability to bang around between these mediums that has kept me working
and it has helped me develop a style – albeit one that’s kinda ratty.
Over the past few years, I started seeing a sort of spider web forming in 
my writing, drawings, and recording. In 2015, I started messing around 
with animation and I was able to roughly animate my drawings to some 
music I was making. It totally freaked me out and gave me a new wave 
of inspiration, followed by some confidence, which led me to apply to 
school again. Ultimately, this would be met with a second letter of 
rejection that I received three months later. It hurt BAD and I felt super-
lost. But after the initial let-down, I feel like my work is actually starting to
make sense - not just to me, but maybe even to one or two other people.

This is a video by Daniel Diver who used my TV static background in the video. He did 
everything to create this artwork: wrote the music, the words, did the drawings, the graphics 
and the animation. (https://youtu.be/yTefDp8EOpU)

Daniel's story as a young artist is very similar to my own story, looking back. I was first a 
writer who also became a photographer. But in addition I became involved with personal 
computers in the early 1980s long before most people were working with computers. At the 
time I had no idea how these different skills were going to fit together, I just knew that it felt 
right. But now with the Internet all of these skills do fit very nicely.

So The Moral Of The Story Is This: 

If you feel the need to be an artist or do creative original work of any kind -- then explore 
that feeling. If being creative gives you a deep satisfaction, then consider pointing your life in 
that direction.

Also if you see new and unusual work that you like, let the artist, scientist, writer etc. know 
-- and tell them what you found interesting and be specific. Those of us who put our work out 
there need to know that some people 'get' what we are doing.
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Your Personal Past:
Regaining A Sense Of Belonging 

By Understanding 
Your Personal History

 The only thing new in the world is the history you do not know.
 Harry S. Truman

Every generation tends to discount the past -- until they "get knocked in the head by 
experience" and then they look to history for examples and lessons.

Harry Truman, who had to make numerous unprecedented decisions at the end of World 
War II, looked to history for guidance.
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PICTURE CAPTION: President Truman who faced some of the most difficult decisions.  

Truman said:"The next generation never learns anything from the 
previous one until it’s brought home with a hammer."
"I’ve wondered why the next generation can’t profit from the generation 
before but they never do until they get knocked in the head by 
experience." 
"Handed-down wisdom was not accepted until a crisis proved its 
wisdom. This meant that each generation, in its hubris, had to learn this 
painful lesson because it did not think that the past had anything useful 
to teach it."
http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2009/spring/truman-
history.html

However, history has a number of stories to tell -- and to those who will listen the stories 
are priceless.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Military strategists today still study the tactics of Alexander the Great who
fought more than 2300 years ago and who always faced a much larger army. This is a Roman

picture of Alexander's Battle at Issus in Persia in 334 BCE.   

If you are interested in helping the environment, there are a number of examples of past 
ecological collapses. Such as:

A study that traces ecological collapses over 6,000 years of Egyptian history:
http://news.ucsc.edu/2014/09/egyptian-mammals.html

PICTURE CAPTION: A Texas dust storm in 1935 approaching a town  
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And the tragedy of the Dust Bowl in the US in the 1930s: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dust_Bowl

Today, however, it seems that even recent history -- anything more than 10 or 20 years 
ago -- is often considered 'old school', 'out of date' and not really relevant.

Now, to be fair, there has been a definite break in the last 20 years -- computers and 
computer technology such as the Internet are distinctly different from typewriters and 
telegrams. And each generation must carve out a new path that is different from their parents.
In addition cell phones have changed the way people communicate and relate to each other --
which is quite different from the recent past when all phones were connected to landlines and 
were anchored to a fixed location.

However, today there is often a kind of joyous ignorance as a friend of mine has pointed 
out, an attitude of "I don't know and I don't want to know."

Yet to be mired in the present is to never gain an overview of life -- the limitations of the 
brief present will not give you enough of a perspective. Understanding the past is like 
standing on a high hill where you can view a broad sweep of what life has to offer.

WHY THE PAST IS NEVER DEAD

But even more importantly you would not exist without the past. The threads of life from 
your great-great-great-etc-grandparents have lead directly to you being alive today. And 
without those unbroken threads you would not exist.

And the past can reappear in surprising ways. Many children find that they take after their 
grandparents, more than their parents, for example. And psychologists have found that 
children who know their family history are better able to cope with crises in their lives -- 
because they can look to experiences in their family when relatives had to overcome similar 
problems.

Yet I hear over and over that the past does not matter, it is dead, and what's done is done.

So for a minute come along with me and participate in the following 'mind experiment'.

If you have always assumed that your parents were your birth parents, imagine how you 
would feel if later in life you discovered something different. For example, the singer Bobby 
Darin found out at the age of 32 that his family was entirely different from what he had 
thought.

...he discovered that he had been brought up by his grandparents, not his parents, and 
that the girl he had thought to be his sister was actually his mother. These events deeply 
affected Darin and sent him into a long period of seclusion. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Darin)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Bobby Darin

This is a particularly good example, because in a sense nothing had changed -- his family 
was still alive and well -- but events in the past had suddenly come alive and completely 
changed his relationships. So the past was not dead.

When you cut yourself off from the past, you have in a sense cut yourself off from who you
are. You have made yourself into an orphan, who has landed on an island but who does not 
know how they got there and where they came from.

HOW TO FIND OUT ABOUT YOUR PAST: 
DISCOVER YOUR OWN LIVING HISTORY

To understand the history that is important to you, you need to do the following:

Ask parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts about their past. You might do this at 
Christmas or on a birthday. But be in charge; don't let them ramble or focus on conflicts. If this
starts to happen, ask another question.
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Learn about the history of your town, your county, your state, your region -- this is easy 
now with the Internet. Wikipedia, for example, has a separate page for just about any town of 
any size. In any case just Google the name of your town and you may be surprised at what 
comes up. Read about the industries, famous people, geography, natural disasters, etc.

Learn about the history of your country: You should know the presidents (or prime 
ministers) during the last 50-100 years and the major events that occurred while they were in 
charge.

Learn about the world: When a major conflict or issue erupts learn the history of the 
conflict -- and read opinions from both sides about what led to that conflict.

Learn about your culture: Customs and holidays are often steeped in tradition -- learn 
about those traditions and how they were viewed at different times in the past.

PICTURE CAPTION: Rock group picture from commons.wikimedia.org

Learn about people you admire: If you like a certain music group, for example, read about 
their influences and the history of the type of music that they play.

PUTTING MY IDEAS TO THE TEST

To test my own advice, I went online to learn more about my first home town of Sharon, 
Connecticut, the place where I was born but left more than 50 years ago. Being a writer and 
photographer today, I have always been interested in the arts and literature but was not 
aware that Sharon, in particular, was the home of so many actors and writers. For example, 
way back in 1781, Noah Webster author of the famous Webster's Dictionary taught in Sharon.
When I did some online research I also found that a good friend of my mother's, Judson 
Phillips, was an important mystery writer and he also founded the summer theater, the Sharon
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Playhouse. This theater has made the town a magnet for actors, so today people such as 
Kevin Bacon have a home here. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharon,_Connecticut)

PICTURE CAPTION: Sharon Library

This unusual looking library was built in 1893. It was funded privately by Maria Bissell 
Hotchkiss. I have to believe that this remarkable library which has been part of Sharon for 
over 100 years has attracted writers to the town and also helped create an appreciative 
audience. It is still open everyday along with an annual book signing that features a number of
famous authors.(http://www.hotchkisslibrary.org/)

Most things you learn about your personal past will add to your enjoyment and also to a 
feeling of being connected. Even when you discover stories of extreme pain and conflict, you 
may feel a sense of pride that those who came before you suffered and survived.

Knowing about your past will help you feel more comfortable in your own skin and also 
give you a sense of belonging and a sense that you are part of a long family tree.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Town of Sharon, Connecticut (Google Earth)
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Personal Responsibility
And Personal Time

It might seem strange to write about time from the point of view of responsibility, but that is
what I will attempt to do.

A person's sense of self has a direct relationship with their past and how that past is 
remembered. Who you are is the sum of your past behavior, past events, past achievements 
and failures.

People who avoid taking responsibility have a problematic relation to their own past. I 
don't believe that most of them think they are lying -- they would tell you they just remember 
things differently. But this memory is often a bit fuzzy or distorted. To avoid responsibility they 
must blur the past, smudge the details because it is those details that reveal the truth. 
Consequently the sharp edges of reality are lost. And after many years, the ability to 
remember things with clarity is no longer available to them.

I have noticed that people who avoid responsibility have a kind of 'out of focus' memory. 
They often say things such as what occurred was "just an accident" or even more telling, they
often say, "it just happened." Saying it "just happened" puts the blame on no one and makes 
an event appear to be out of anyone's control. It was just fate; it was just one of those things. 
Without realizing it they may also lapse into passive voice such as the famous Watergate 
phrase by the Nixon administration, "Mistakes were made." 

These people are not quite connecting with world we live in; they are keeping reality at 
arm's-length. In order to protect themselves, they deny any culpability. But they have, 
unknowingly, made a deal with the devil. If you don't take responsibility, then you cannot learn
from your mistakes, and if you can't learn then you can't grow. So often these people are quite
childish and assume it is 'adults' who are responsible but not them -- and I am talking about 
childish people of any age.

Oddly, taking responsibility is the best way to find true freedom. This is because you 
quickly learn after taking on tasks you don't like, what to avoid and what is worth committing 
to. And when you do eventually commit to something you like, through thick or thin, you may 
experience one of life's deepest joys. 

These irresponsible people are often intelligent and quite good at avoiding accountability. 
They instead blame their father, their mother, an abusive school, or an unfortunate upbringing 
for any failings. And while there may be some truth to this -- at some point every person who 
grows up needs to accept responsibility for who they are and take charge of their personality 
no matter what forces shaped them up to that point.
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But the intelligence of non-responsible people, which could have been used to gain insight
and wisdom, is instead, dedicated to making sure they are never blamed for anything. This 
takes a lot of psychic energy and further erodes their personality.

Also because they are so good at evading responsibility, they often assume others are 
doing the same. Since they blur reality, they are sure everyone else does too. So they can be 
quite difficult to deal with. 

They think they have gotten off scot-free but instead have paid a terrible price.

Quite simply they need to 'own' their actions and not tell themselves stories. Unfortunately 
I  believe most think they are telling the truth; I think that they filter (to use the computer 
phrase) their memory of the past so that it is to their advantage and after a while believe their 
own fictions.

In my experience I have found this lack of responsibility to be much more common than I 
would have imagined when I was taking psychology classes in college. For example, I 
suspect it plays a role in most psychological Personality Disorders.

But there is another side to this issue. There are also people who take on other's 
responsibilities as their own. And often it is the responsibilities of these very same people I've 
been talking about. This is equally bad. A realistic view of the world requires that you be 
accountable for your actions but not for the actions of others. So this too is a distortion.

Ideally each of us, say in our late teens or early twenties, needs to find a balance: we 
need to take responsibility for our own actions and learn when to take on or not take on the 
burdens of others. Yet this balance can be learned at any age. This is not an easy or simple 
process, but it is essential for growth.

The psychologist Erikson postulated that there are eight stages of psychosocial 
development which are encountered at different ages. Each stage requires finding a balance. 
I would suggest that understanding responsibility would also fit with his concepts.  
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erikson%27s_stages_of_psychosocial_development)

From The Great Gatsby

Perhaps one of the best descriptions of irresponsible behavior comes at the end of The 
Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald.

Here is the background for the following quote about a married couple, Tom and Daisy: 

Driving Gatsby's car Daisy accidentally kills a woman in a hit and run -- driving off quickly 
hoping never to be caught. Tom lets the woman's husband believe it was Gatsby who was 
driving the car. As a result the husband kills Gatsby and then kills himself. Then Tom and 
Daisy abruptly leave with no forwarding address or anyway to find them.

The narrator of the novel writes:  
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I couldn’t forgive him  [ED: Tom] or like him, but I saw that what he had 
done was, to him, entirely justified. It was all very careless and 
confused. They were careless people, Tom and Daisy — they smashed 
up things and creatures and then retreated back into their money or their
vast carelessness, or whatever it was that kept them together, and let 
other people clean up the mess they had made. . . .
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INDIVIDUAL TIME OF AUTHOR
RICK DOBLE
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A Day In My Life:
The Birthday Cycle (2013)

Like sands through the hourglass, so are the days of our lives. :)
Quote from the opening of the long running soap opera, Days of our 
Lives

Today on my birthday, July 24, 2013, having turned 69 years old and now staring 70 in the 
face, I marvel at our current human understanding and our moment in time.

While it is fashionable to complain about the troubles of our day, from a historical 
perspective, we live in a remarkable time.

Today science has confirmed what seemed impossible just a few short years ago: that the 
universe began with the Big Bang -- starting from something smaller than an atom. And we 
have cracked the code of life with DNA, mapped the human genome and know where we as 
humans came from -- we evolved from tiny microorganisms. We now know that there are 
more than a hundred billion galaxies each with a hundred billion stars. And we have landed 
humans on the Moon, landed robotic instruments on Mars and explored all of the planets with 
our probes. Plus taking half of my lifetime, the Voyager 1 spacecraft just became the first 
man-made object to go beyond the edge of the solar system and into interstellar space (see 
photos at the bottom).

PICTURE CAPTION: Planck Satellite Image: A map of the entire universe; this is a map of the
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) from the Big Bang. (NASA)
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PICTURE CAPTION: Electron microscope photos of microscopic organisms that led, over
billions of years, to the human species. 

If a person had suggested any of these ideas at the time I was born, they would have 
been labeled off-their-rocker. To suggest that all these things could be true would have been 
total madness.

PICTURE CAPTION: At age 13, I made a notebook. I essentially copied drawings from George
Gamow's book One Two Three ... Infinity in which he explained time & space-time in diagrams

and terms I could understand. (Rick Doble)

Yet this is the brave new world we find ourselves living in. In short, we can see where we 
came from, how we got here and where we are going -- answering all those childish 
questions.

When I was growing up, I did ask these questions, but there were few answers -- only 
doomsday forecasts about the future. Books and movies like On the Beach or Dr. 
Strangelove envisioned a world in which no one survived a nuclear war. Others such as 
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Orwell's 1984 imagined a world of 'no exit' in which the individual would be crushed. Huxley's 
Brave New World foresaw a well ordered but quite Draconian and sterile modern civilization.

Today there are regional wars and conflicts, but the World Wars are memories. Thousands
of years of prejudice and intolerance also seem to be on the decline. In the 1960s I was in the
Civil Rights Movement as a white guy and never thought I would see the day when a black 
man would be nominated for president -- yet he was elected and reelected.

PICTURE CAPTION: That's really me in the Civil Rights Movement, in Chapel Hill, NC, 1963. I
am on the far right, in front, holding up the end of the banner. (NC State Government)

Just 60 or so years ago, when I was born, women were essentially second class citizens. 
Women did not go to college. A woman was expected to be a housewife or, if she wanted to 
work, be either a secretary, a nurse or a teacher -- those were the only choices. So today, this
is perhaps the most important social change: the unequal treatment of women is fading.

Plus we are on the verge of creating a truly global culture that recognizes we are all 
citizens of the Earth. Yet at the same time we can be loyal to our own nation and traditions 
while respecting others whose nations and cultures are different.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Electric lights at night on the Planet Earth -- showing the extent of human
civilization and development. 

Okay -- I get it -- the world is not perfect and never will be. The environmental problems 
will take all of our attention for the next several hundred years, I believe. The inequality of 
world living standards may take just as long. And very soon there will be more people on the 
Earth than the Earth can reasonably sustain, according to the United Nations.

But today, like never before, we have developing technologies that could solve many of 
these problems -- imagine low cost electricity from decentralized solar panels, for example.

And it is quite certain that as our technology improves we will explore our solar system 
and beyond -- that the human race will continue, expand and survive.

So today we stand on a mountain top where we can see where we have come from and 
where we are going. The view from here is really stunning. Lets take a moment and enjoy the 
scenery -- let the *now moment* take over and be glad we were given this gift.
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PICTURE CAPTION: A Titan rocket takes off with Voyager 1 in 1977.

PICTURE CAPTION: Color photo of Jupiter's atmosphere, sent back by Voyager 1.  
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PICTURE CAPTION: Diagram that shows where Voyager 1 is now (2013) in relation to the solar
system. It is the first man-made object to leave our sun's system and go out into interstellar

space.  
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70th Birthday:
Ashes And Diamonds (2014)

On July 24, 2014,  I turned 70. It is a milestone -- a point of no return. Clearly I have fewer 
miles ahead than I have behind. Which, of course, sets me to thinking about what I have done
with my life.

The Polish movie Ashes and Diamonds   makes the point that we never know whether our 
contributions will turn to ashes or be recovered by others as shining diamonds.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashes_and_Diamonds_(film)]

For most of my life I have tried to add to the human dialogue. I believe I have a number of 
things to say with a unique perspective. I would like to think that I have made some important 
points in this blog of 42 in-depth postings and also in my other publications and eBooks.

But I will never know if my work is seen as a diamond or is lost in the dust and ashes of 
time. Nevertheless, if there is a chance that this could add to the human pool of knowledge, 
the human discussion, it is well worth the trouble.

I do know this: If I do not put my ideas out, my thoughts will never have a chance of being 
heard. It's sort of a lottery of ideas. As a lottery player says, "I probably won't win, but I have 
absolutely no chance if I don't buy a ticket."
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ASHES AND DIAMONDS

So often you are as a blazing torch,

With flames of burning rags

Falling about you --

Consuming all that you cherish.

You do not know if these flames

Will bring freedom or death.

Yet as your ashes fall into the abyss,

Could there be buried under the dirt

The glory of a starlit diamond?

-- A morning star --

The dawning of an everlasting triumph?

Cyprian Norwid (1821-1883)

NOTE: I did not like the translations of this poem in English, so with apologies to Cyprian Norwid -- since I write poetry myself
and have translated poems in French and Spanish -- I freely improvised taking the best lines/words from four different 
English translations, then added my own ideas and made my own English version. Here are the links to the various 
English translations that I found plus the original poem in Polish. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashes_and_Diamonds_(film)]
[http://www.ucis.pitt.edu/eehistory/H200Readings/Topic3-R4.html]
[http://dmorgan.web.wesleyan.edu/films/ashes.htm] 
[http://www.translatorscafe.com/cafe/MegaBBS/forumthread429msg279712.htm]
The original poem in Polish: [http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popi%C3%B3%C5%82_i_diament_(film)]
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PICTURE CAPTION: Cyprian Kamil Norwid (1821-1883), Daguerreotype
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyprian_Kamil_Norwid] 

In a positive irony, Cyprian Norwid and his work suffered the same fate as he described in 
his now famous poem. Ignored during his lifetime, almost forgotten for seventy years after his 
death, his work and this poem were rediscovered in the 20th century. This particular poem 
resurfaced to be the inspiration for a Polish novel and then a Polish movie made in 1958 -- 
when Poland was under Soviet domination. The movie, Ashes and Diamonds, spoke to the 
soul of the Polish nation and is now considered, by some, to be one of the best films ever 
made.

MEANING

My interpretation:

In the end the only freedom is to act and in this action to find meaning -- and by acting I 
include writing and ideas. No one will ever know the ripple effect of their actions far into the 
future. But acting with the best of intentions is the most today, in the present, that we can offer
and expect.

I am a great believer in the power of art as a positive force. As we know many artists have 
spoken to future generations without being acknowledged during their own time. For example,
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JS Bach's [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Sebastian_Bach] compositions were not well 
admired during his lifetime and after his death his music was considered old fashioned -- so 
much of it was lost. Yet today he is considered one of the greatest composers of all time. I 
think an artist does not always create for the present, often he/she creates for a future 
audience the artist will never know.

PICTURE CAPTION: The gravestone of the beloved actor Zbigniew Cybulski
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zbigniew_Cybulski], the Polish James Dean, who played the lead in

Ashes and Diamonds and who died tragically in 1967 at the age of 39. 

ABOUT POLAND AND ART
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PICTURE CAPTION: Allegory of the First Partition of Poland in 1772.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Partition_of_Poland]

Perhaps better than any nation in Europe, the Poles understand uncertainty and 
oppression. Starting in 1772 they were partitioned by the more powerful adjacent countries of 
Germany and Russia (and also Austria). In WW II Poland was conquered by Nazi Germany 
and then Stalinist Russia who held Poland under its control until the collapse of the Soviet 
Empire in 1989. Except for a brief period after WW I when Poland was free, the Poles have 
been fighting for their independence for almost 200 years. Nevertheless they have kept their 
identity and their sense of who they are intact -- which includes one of the first societies to 
tolerate different religious beliefs and also different ethnic groups. Now today they are free 
and independent -- after numerous uprisings against their oppressors that in the past had only
led to defeat. However, throughout this history their faith in art and creation seemed to sustain
them with artists like Chopin -- along with an 800 year-old literary tradition. The movie Ashes 
and Diamonds was filmed while under Soviet domination. Will the Poles continue to remain 
free or be oppressed again? Ashes or diamonds?

"Wajda [ED: director of Ashes and Diamonds] has frequently remarked 
upon the special role of the artist in Polish culture: the political 
conscience of a nation during long periods when politics could not be 
openly and honestly discussed. He has also noted that Polish artists 
have fulfilled themselves not only in their art but in their participation in 
history. [ED: such as Paderewski, a famous pianist, who also became 
prime minister]."
[http://www.ucis.pitt.edu/eehistory/H200Readings/Topic3-R4.html] 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Civilian killed by the Nazi Luftwaffe during the invasion of Poland in 1939.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invasion_of_Poland]

My free eBooks (no ads, no strings):

Hoping that my ideas might be around years from now, here are some of the eBooks and 
books I have written. And here is the general address for free eBooks and also free 
eReaders.
[http://www.rickdoble.net/ebooks]

== An eBook of essays about digital photography and the creative process  
[http://rickdoble.net/ebooks/doble_rick_essay-blogs_digital_photography.epub]
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== My autobiography in poetry that focuses on the creative process (eBook) 
[http://rickdoble.net/ebooks/doble_rick_autobiography_poetry.epub]
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I have also written:

== A print book: Experimental Digital Photography, Sterling Publishing, 2010, New 
York/London. A how-to book and picture book about digital photography that focuses on 
photographic effects and not software manipulation. It is the first book of its kind.  
[http://www.rickdoble.net/experimental_digital_photography_book.html]

== Cheaper , Random House, 2009. Rated 5 stars by three reviewers, this is a complete 
print book about saving money, so that as artists we can concentrate on our work and live as 
cheaply as possible. 
[http://www.amazon.com/Cheaper-Insiders-Tips-Saving-Everything/dp/0345512081]

== An original website about coping with abusive relationships, AbusiveLove.com.
[http://www.abusivelove.com]
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You Are Unique, A Miracle:
Get Used To It 

71st Birthday (2015)
Today, I turn 71 years old -- my 71st yearly trip around the sun. On my birthday, I like to 

think about how I got here.

I know that for everyone there are some days when you just can't win. But when you feel 
insignificant in a world of 7 billion people (as of 2013) who live on a small planet that orbits an 
average star that is only one of a hundred billion stars in the Milky Way galaxy that is only one
of a hundred billion galaxies in the Universe -- consider this:

The odds against your existence are much much greater than the number of atoms in the 
Universe. In fact, probably greater than all the subatomic particles in the Universe.

How could that be? Well consider how unlikely it was that your mother met your father. 
And then consider the chances of their particular combination of sperm (out of the many 
millions your father produced) and egg (out of the hundreds your mother produced) that 
created you. Now take that same unlikely event back in time to your four grandparents, your 
eight great-grandparents, your sixteen great-great-grandparents etc. etc. to primal beings 
billions of years ago that started this chain of events.

Still don't believe me -- well, do the math:

Here is a link to a detailed explanation of the calculation:

http://www.businessinsider.com/infographic-the-odds-of-being-alive-2012-6 

Dr. Ali Binazir -- on the above web page -- computed the numbers.
"The number of atoms in the known universe is estimated at 1080 " [ED: 
10 followed by only :) 80 zeros.]
"The probability of you existing at all comes out to 1 in 102,685,000  — 
yes, that's a 10 followed by 2,685,000 zeroes!"  

Now I know we are often told told how insignificant we are. For example,  consider Carl 
Sagan's famous statement about the Earth as a tiny pale blue dot in space:
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Look again at that dot. That's here. That's home. That's us. On it 
everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you ever heard of, 
every human being who ever was, lived out their lives. The aggregate of 
our joy and suffering, thousands of confident religions, ideologies, and 
economic doctrines, every hunter and forager, every hero and coward, 
every creator and destroyer of civilization, every king and peasant, every
young couple in love, every mother and father, hopeful child, inventor 
and explorer, every teacher of morals, every corrupt politician, every 
"superstar," every "supreme leader," every saint and sinner in the history
of our species lived there--on a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam.
Carl Sagan

Our posturings, our imagined self-importance, the delusion that we have some privileged 
position in the Universe, are challenged by this point of pale light. 

The Earth is a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pale_Blue_Dot 

PICTURE CAPTION:  "This is the "Pale Blue Dot" photograph of the Earth taken by the Voyager
1 spacecraft on July 6, 1990. The Earth is the relatively bright speck of light about halfway

across the uppermost sunbeam."  (nasa.gov)
Quoted from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PaleBlueDot.jpg

The original NASA caption reads as follows: 
"This narrow-angle color image of the Earth, dubbed 'Pale Blue Dot', is a part of the first ever

'portrait' of the solar system taken by Voyager 1. The spacecraft acquired a total of 60 frames for
a mosaic of the solar system from a distance of more than 4 billion miles from Earth and about
32 degrees above the ecliptic. From Voyager's great distance Earth is a mere point of light, less
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than the size of a picture element even in the narrow-angle camera. Earth was a crescent only
0.12 pixel in size. Coincidentally, Earth lies right in the center of one of the scattered light rays

resulting from taking the image so close to the sun."

 Carl Sagan's famous Blue Dot quote emphasizes the smallness and the delicateness of 
our existence -- which is also true.  Yet this does not take away from the miracle of your 
existence.

As we all know, people walking along the sidewalks of New York City look like ants when 
viewed from the top of the Empire State building, but that does not diminish or change their 
value as people. And when we are back down walking along the street, we see these people 
quite differently.

Where we live is fragile, isolated and alone in the Universe as far as we know. Which is all 
the more reason to value it, hold it dear, celebrate it - protect it. And all the more reason to 
realize that we are unique. 

The Blue Dot and its fragility, "underscores our responsibility to deal more kindly with one 
another, and to preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only home we've ever known." 
Carl Sagan added.

So take a break. Look at the sunset. Enjoy the moment. Build a better life for your children
and grandchildren in the future. 

You and those who follow you are unusual and quite unlikely.
I believe that man will not merely endure: he will prevail. He is immortal, 
not because he alone among creatures has an inexhaustible voice, but 
because he has a soul, a spirit capable of compassion and sacrifice and 
endurance.  [ED: Please note the word "immortal"]
William Faulkner
Nobel Prize Speech
Stockholm, Sweden
December 10, 1950 

AFTERWORD

Not only is each person unique but so is our species along with its wonderful curiosity. 

Just a few days ago the NASA New Horizons spacecraft did a flyby of the planet Pluto -- 
which completed a full exploration of all the major planets by human spacecraft -- a quest that
began about 50 years ago. This marks a milestone in human achievement.

While Pluto has been technically downgraded to a dwarf planet, Pluto is extremely 
important because its discovery opened the door to an entirely different view of the solar 
system. The discovery of Pluto in 1930 led, 60 years later, to a major new understanding 
about our solar system. Pluto is the largest -- as far as we know -- and first known object of 
the Kuiper Belt. This large unexplored region, only discovered in 1990, contains perhaps 
100,000 objects on the edge of our solar system. 

So as we learn more and more, we realize we have just begun to learn. And we also 
become more aware that we as a species are remarkable and unique because we can ask 
these questions, explore, and build devices that take us even further.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Until the New Horizons flyby, this view of Pluto and its largest moon,
Charon was all we had from the hi-tech Hubble space telescope. (nasa.gov)
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PICTURE CAPTION: The New Horizons spacecraft shot this view of Pluto - showing us a world
we never imagined. (nasa.gov)

 

PICTURE CAPTION: This is a photograph of Pluto's moon, Charon -- never seen before.
(nasa.gov)
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PICTURE CAPTION: This closeup of Pluto's surface will probably be studied for decades and
yield new ideas about our solar system and our life on Earth. (nasa.gov)

But wait there's more!

The voyage of the New Horizons spacecraft is far from over. It is now headed into the 
heart of the Kuiper Belt which may give us new information about this huge and virtually 
unknown region.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Images of the Kuiper Belt and caption from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kuiper_belt_plot_objects_of_outer_solar_system.png
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Birthday Blog 2016
My 4th Annual Blog On My Birthday

You don't choose your art,
your art chooses you.

~ Unknown Graffiti Artist ~

Today I turn 72. As an artist and author, I have accomplished much more than I ever 
dreamed I would. Often I did not know where I was headed, but I just kept going. In hindsight 
my creative work has brought me immense satisfaction and consistently steered me in the 
right direction. It has been the cornerstone of my life.

How my art came to be and came together is the subject of this blog. I write this in the 
hope that it might help other younger artists who are struggling -- and wondering if they have 
taken the right direction. My advice: hang in there, trust your instincts, keep on keeping on.

THIS BLOG CONTAINS POEMS
FROM MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Living My Life As an Artist, an Autobiography: 
True Stories of Art, Love, Family 

& the Creative Process Told in Poetic Form
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PICTURE CAPTION: When I was recovering from a hip operation in 2010, a flood of poetry filled
my head. One of my rules is that when "you hear dictation, pay attention." So I listened and as a
result wrote what may be the first full-length autobiography in poetic form -- starting at age 4 and

ending at age 66, my age at the time I wrote it. I have included four poems from this
autobiography in this blog.

This autobiographical eBook is free and online. It is now published under the Creative 
Commons copyright, meaning you can quote from this eBook without special permission as 
long as you credit me, Rick Doble, as the author.

You can view and/or download the full eBook in PDF format:

https://www.academia.edu/8140114/PDF_version_of_eBook_Living_My_Life_As_an_Artis
t_an_Autobiography_True_Stories_of_Art_Love_Family_and_the_Creative_Process_Told_in
_Poetic_Form 

You can also download this as an eBook in the standard eBook (epub) format.

https://www.academia.edu/3513145/eBook_epub_version_Living_My_Life_As_an_Artist_
an_Autobiography_True_Stories_of_Art_Love_Family_and_the_Creative_Process_Told_in_P
oetic_Form 
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Over 2000 people around the world have looked at this eBook since I wrote it.

SO HERE IS MY STORY

I always knew I wanted to be an artist -- whatever that meant. I knew I wanted to be a 
writer from the time I was seven when I wrote a little book, illustrated it and bound it in a 
cardboard cover. 

PICTURE CAPTION: In 1952 when I was 7 years old I wrote this book. I bound it in a hard
cover, illustrated it and included an inside title page. On the left above is the cover, on the right
side one of the pages in the book. I did not remember writing this until 30 years later after my

mother died and I found it among the things she had saved.

To me being creative was something I had to do, something I was meant to do -- it was 
really the only path I could take. But of course there was a price to pay. Early on it became 
clear to me that wanting to be an artist put me at odds with most people my age. They were 
trying to fit it and were headed for careers and jobs with companies. I was striking out on my 
own.

____________________________________________________________

Since Feeling Is First
Age 14-17, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire, 1958-1962

since feeling is first
who pays any attention
to the syntax of things
will never wholly kiss you;
wholly to be a fool
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while Spring is in the world
~ e.e. cummings ~

Manliness is not all swagger and mountain climbing. Its also tenderness.
Robert Anderson, Tea and Sympathy [about Phillips Exeter Academy]

Hazers are themselves victims, wounded souls 
who are acting out their own unfinished business.
Jayson Gaddis, Men and Hazing

Standing up to pain

became a badge

boys don't cry

take it like a man

be tough

is that all you got?

give me more

as a male it was your fate

to suck it up

never let it get to you

as said in Tea and Sympathy

to be a "regular guy"

and not just physical pain

but also emotional

such as humiliation by a teacher

only there was more to it 

we thought we were just hiding our feelings

instead we were learning not to feel

like all boys I paid lip service

to this show of manliness
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later I realized it was like playing

5 notes in a 12 note octave

we were denied the full range,

confined to the sounds those few notes could play

as the depth of emotional chords and complexity

were not available

we were allowed to yell at sports

or to be angry - perhaps the easiest emotions -

but sorrow or joy, hurt and affection

were off limits

and then I saw the results:

teachers whose dead-end lives

meant they took their anger out 

on boys they were mentoring,

their cruelty masked as a rite of passage

a Latin teacher was noted

for taking a chalkboard eraser

and slamming it against the back of a student

when he did not give a correct answer

or took too long;

often the instructor picked on the same boys

who emerged from class

with their coats covered in white 

- like a mark of shame -

and the boys had to pretend not to be bothered

by my senior year I had found the truth:

what they wanted
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was a kind of spiritual death,

it meant that my life would be one of shadows

where emotions became so disguised

I could never reach them

so I let some of my classmates think less of me

because as an aspiring artist I knew that

what I felt was at the heart of who I was

"No tears in the writer, no tears in the reader,"

Robert Frost told us

when I had heard him speak at Exeter

revered like a saint,

that was all the permission I needed
____________________________________________________________

In 1966 at the age of 21 I had achieved one of my goals. I graduated with Honors in 
Creative Writing with a B.A. in English from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. So 
my ambitions to become a writer were starting to take shape.

But there was more. I also knew I wanted to do something else besides write. So I made a
deliberate effort to find another art form to compliment my writing. I wanted to do something 
quite different -- something that was more intuitive and required less thought, something that I
could do with my hands. For several years I made a number of small mobiles out of balsa 
wood and tissue paper along with abstract drawings and paintings and a variety of other 
experiments.

PICTURE CAPTION: Large painting by Rick Doble (about 9' X 3') in the style of early Jackson
Pollock (1967)
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____________________________________________________________

Drawing Calligraphy in the Sand
Age 22, Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, 1967

calligraphy based on the late works of Paul Klee

A drawing is simply a line going for a walk.
~ Paul Klee ~

I had learned not care 

about what others thought

not even what I thought myself

when the pen in my hand meandered 

across pieces of paper

drawing line after line

after months a kind of alphabet

or hieroglyphics

had evolved -- 

yet it was more drawing than writing

and interlocking, 

each 'letter' part of the next

by that time

the characters had become automatic

like speaking in tongues

like a language that my heart knew

but my brain could not decipher

buying reams of blank paper

I often stopped after only a stroke or two

while other sheets were more complex
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"What do these mean?"

a friend asked

"I don't know," I said

then on a weekend

at the beach

the shore empty late at night,

I drew in the canvas of the sand

like a calligraphy brush 

that can draw thick or thin

I straightened my fingers 

to plow wide grooves

and then turned my palm sideways 

to carve sharp and narrow -

after minutes I used my feet as well

the work went 

for ten yards

etched around seashells

outlining driftwood

and across the side of a dune

when the tide came in

it erased most of my script

but left an edge

above the high-water mark

later on Sunday

a breeze blew

and my writing merged with
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the wind ripples in the sand

PICTURE CAPTION: Very small abstract pen drawing, slightly larger than shown above, in the
style of Alfred Otto Wolfgang Schulze known as Wols (1968)

____________________________________________________________
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Discovering Photography
Age 24, Durham County & Apex, North Carolina, 1968

PICTURE CAPTION: Film photography portrait of my good friend in graduate school, Frank
Renfroe (1970). I developed the negative and made this print in my darkroom,

You don't choose your art, your art chooses you.
~ Unknown Graffiti Artist ~

He has found his style, when he cannot do otherwise.
~ Paul Klee ~

The sensation was hard to explain:

lets say it was like memories

that I threw into a closet

until it was stuffed, overflowing 

and when I believed what I had been told
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- that I was not visual - 

I pushed the door shut,

squeezing scenes I had seen

all my life:

from the car's rear window at age 5

the snow on the mountain

the civil rights marches

the smiles of my friends

the nakedness of girlfriends -

I had to push the closet door hard 

to get it to close

years later when I picked up a camera

I was only going to take a few abstract photos

just for fun

instead the closet door popped open

and a thousand memories feel at my feet

then a few months later

in a darkroom I saw my memories

or whatever they were -

maybe dreams I had made real

maybe quiet moments I wanted to freeze -

become black and white in the developer,

while the pictures -

like pieces of paper 

in the pond where I grew up -

floated gently in the tray

that first night after printing

I floated in my bed - 
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the scenes emerging

like ghosts from a forest

and then there were 

those architectural pictures

a few years later,

my first foray into color:

the abandoned Holly Springs high school 

with peeling paint

doors ajar

sun splintering through a rounded window

echoes of students running in the hall

in the ground glass of an old

Rollei twin lens reflex

I saw my past

about lost time, lost love

lost desires

at boarding school

later a painter told me

she had come to my photo exhibit

but had to leave - 

the sadness of those

empty hallways

moving her to tears
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PICTURE CAPTION: The abandoned Holly Springs school before it was demolished in Holly
Springs, NC (1973)

____________________________________________________________

The visual, physical, hands-on, outgoing aspect of photography was the perfect 
compliment to the internal, mental, cerebral requirements of writing.

But having to master two crafts meant that it would take me much longer to put my artistic 
statement together. No artist knows how long they have to live and whether they will live long 
enough to say what they have to say. I had essentially added ten years to the normal length 
of time it should have taken to master my craft. And to add another wrinkle, at the time 
photography was not considered an art by most people and was not well respected. 

Again, I felt I had no choice -- the two art forms felt right. But my friends wondered why I 
had not settled on one or the other. 

Yet photography, it turned out, allowed me to freelance and make a living -- an unexpected
benefit. I taught photography classes independent of any institution -- and was able to attract 
more students than the Arts Council or the community college. I did this in part because I 
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wrote a column for a local monthly magazine in which I featured the photographs of area 
people. This was the first time I was able to combine my writing and my photography.

"When you come to a fork in the road take it."
Yogi Berra

Then I hit another fork in the road. In the early 1980s, when I was almost 40, cheap 
personal computers became available. I felt sure they were a key element to what I was trying
to do and that they were the technology of the future, so I added this third discipline to my skill
set. I had no idea how they were going to work with my art -- but I was certain they would. I 
became fluent in the BASIC computer language and again added another ten years to the 
learning of my craft so I could master the digital world as well.

____________________________________________________________

Meta-Tools
Age 39, Durham, North Carolina, 1983

Meta- (from the Greek...), is a prefix... 
meaning transcending, or going above and beyond.

~ PC Magazine ~

For words are to thought what tools are to work; 
the product depends largely on the growth of the tools.

~ Will Durant, History of Civilization: Part 1 ~

BTW: This may be the only poem with lines from an actual computer program.

You might find it odd

to read a poem about computers:

bits, bytes, and Boolean

but I will do just that

all at once in '83 

cheap computers were everywhere

and everywhere I went 

some kid had tweaked the thing

so it repeated his name

"Chris Jordan was here Chris Jordan was here Chris Jordan was here..."

graffiti and 
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the urge to declare existence

now entering the electronic age

and I thought

"Well, if a kid can do that..."

so I set about figuring it out 

watching youngsters in the stores 

punch in text commands in BASIC

as the early computers required

after a couple of weeks I typed in:

10 print "Rick did it "

20 goto 10

run

and like fireworks

"Rick did it Rick did it Rick did it Rick did it" 

filled the screen

side to side and top to bottom

scrolling endlessly

until the store pulled the plug

that night I could not sleep

my dream world pixelated

broken into computer bits - 

the digital world was calling

in spite of what my friends said - 

that computers were just a passing fad - 

I took a sharp right turn
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artistically

and went from cameras and f/stops 

to RAM and ROM

I cannot tell you 

what I understood at the time

but it was something about

a digital common denominator

of the future

about power tools for the mind
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PICTURE CAPTION: Before digital photography, I invented a form I called 'computer
photography' in which I digitized black and white photographs from the landmark work by

Eadweard Muybridge of the human figure in motion. Then using computer programs I wrote, I
colorized his black and white photographs. (1987)

____________________________________________________________

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

PICTURE CAPTION: In 2003 this was the graphic I used to announce my ideas of a new kind of
photography in which long exposures could reveal a different kind of photographic imagery. At

the same time it was a style that was purely photographic and did not use computer
manipulation. This kind of imagery was virtually impossible before digital photography. Yet the

basic idea had been around for about 100 years, when Anton Bragaglia, a photographer
associated with the Italian Futurists, did some similar work in black and white -- but the

technology of the time was not yet up to the task.

Now that I am 72 all these things that seemed so different, that seemed to be flying off in 
different directions, have come together on the Internet and in digital form. 
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My writing compliments my photography, my photography compliments my writing. My 
computer skills allowed me to make the switch to digital cameras ten years before most of my
colleagues. And because I was then on the leading edge of digital photography, I was asked 
to write three print books on the subject, one by the second largest publisher of photography 
books, and also to write an expert column online for my publisher.

PICTURE CAPTION: My third book about digital photography was published in 2010 by Lark
Books, one of the largest publishers of photography books. My idea of Time-Flow photography
has proved to be controversial in the US as quite a few people love it and a number of others

hate it 
-- but it has found wide acceptance in Europe and Asia. 

In any case there have been a number of misconceptions about this style of photography so I
wrote a Time-Flow Manifesto in which I answer the critics of this style. My ideas about the

connection between Time-Flow photography and the 100 year-old Italian Futurist art movement
were validated by one of the leading experts in the field, an Italian Professor Dr. Mauro

Francaviglia, who wanted to bridge the gap between science and art.
My Facebook page for my book and Time-Flow photography has 1,172 likes:

https://www.facebook.com/experimentaldigitalphotography.book.rick.doble
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CAPTION: In 2009 on the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Italian Futurist movement, I
co-authored and presented a paper entitled The Future of Futurism to the Generative Art

Conference in Milan, Italy -- the birthplace of the Italian Futurists. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Dr. Mauro Francaviglia invited me to be part of the SCIENAR (Science/Art)
exhibit in 2010 in Bucharest Romania at the University there. My photograph of the violinist is at
the top of this poster. In addition to my photography, the show also included my explanations of

my work and my approach. 
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PICTURE CAPTION: Top: Film photograph in 1980 of a close-up of condensation  on a window
in my home in Durham NC

Bottom: Digital photograph in 2003 of a close-up of rain on the windshield of my moving van in
an 8 second exposure -- a picture that required digital photography

TO SUMMARIZE

The conflict between writing and working visually did not exist for me. 

My ability to do research and verbalize has led to a number of ideas in my photographic 
work, such as the connection between the Italian Futurists of 100 years ago and the new 
capabilities of digital photography -- which led to my style of photography that I call Time-Flow
photography. 

My photography, in turn, has helped me illustrate and explain my ideas and my thoughts.

Finally computers have helped me put this altogether to reach a global audience. More 
than half of the tens of thousands of pageviews and document downloads I have received 
have come from 100 countries outside the United States. 20 years ago it would have been 
unthinkable to reach such a wide audience.
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Everything I do now is digital: my writing, my photography, my publications, my publicity, 
my art. I have had an art Internet website since 1997 -- one that I designed myself.

While it seemed for at least a decade in the 1980s that I was slipping behind, it turned out 
I was actually 10 years ahead of my colleagues in photography when the digital world took 
over because of my knowledge of computers. So instead of being behind, it turned out I was 
on the leading edge of the photographic arts.

While most artists do their best work in their 30s or 40s and almost none do it in their 50s, 
I have done my best work in my 60s. 

Seems like I am always breaking the rules just a bit.

PICTURE CAPTION: Self-portrait (no assistance), 8 second exposure, using only one handheld
flashlight. This self-portrait could only have been done with digital photography technology.

(2003)

VIEW AND/OR DOWNLOAD MY FREE WORK ONLINE

I have worked independently for most of my life which has given me the freedom to work 
on original ideas without having to worry about what others might think. When the Internet 
came along I was then able to continue my independence with my own website, blogs and 
documents. At the academia.edu website, I am listed an an independent researcher: 
https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble
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I have over 50 documents at Academia.edu which are free to view and/or download with 
no ads and no strings attached. Many of the blog-articles in this ebook are available as 
individual PDF documents.

Most are available under the Creative Commons copyright.

General address of my work at Academia.edu:
https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble
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Manifesto: Time-Flow Photography
NOTE: As a photographic artist, I wrote the following manifesto to 
explain my artistic approach which had been both misunderstood and 
improperly characterized. Like this eBook about time, my art also deals 
with time: Photographs during a long exposure time-period, a method 
and art form I call Time-Flow photography. The following is an 
explanation I wrote and an answer to my critics.

Imagery With Movement 
Is An Important New Aspect of Photography

 YOU MAY QUOTE FROM, COPY, RESEND THIS DOCUMENT AS LONG AS YOU  
CREDIT THE WORK AS: Time-Flow Photography Manifesto 

You can download a copy of this Manifesto as a PDF file at this URL: 
https://www.academia.edu/25824599/Time-Flow_Photography_Manifesto

PLEASE NOTE: This is the first draft -- we will accept comments, suggestions, additions, 
support or criticisms for the next couple of weeks and then will issue the final Manifesto in due
time. If you would like to also be one of the sponsors, let us know. This initial draft was written
by Rick Doble, but he expects that when completed it will be a work in which many have 
contributed.

We draft the following Manifesto because we are annoyed by critics who make 
unsubstantiated claims that Time-Flow Photography is purely accidental although it does, in 
fact, require more skill than traditional photography. And further we offer this Manifesto 
because we are also angered by pronouncements that Time-Flow Photography is not a 
legitimate form of photography.

TIME-FLOW PHOTOGRAPHY DEFINITION: We define 'Time-Flow Photography' as one 
that deals primarily with slow shutter speeds and movement that is visibly recorded in a 
photographic image. The movement can be camera movement, subject movement or a 
combination of the two.

TIME-FLOW PHOTOGRAPHY MANIFESTO
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 PHOTOGRAPHY IS THE ART OF LIGHT 
ON LIGHT SENSITIVE MATERIAL 

The word photograph comes from two Greek words: Photo = light and Graph = drawing or 
painting.

Photography is the art of light on light sensitive material -- no matter what form that art 
takes.

Therefore a photography of light recorded in movement is a valid form for the 
photographic arts.

We reject the notion that valid photography must, for the most part, be sharp and realistic. 
For various reasons in the past (see below) sharp realistic photography has been most useful 
and therefore considered the standard for the photographic arts. But now with the new 
capabilities of digital, this standard is outdated. 

Deliberate artistic blurred images or images that show motion or streaks of light or a 
duration of motion are just as valid a photographic statement as traditional photography.

PICTURE CAPTION: SUBJECT MOVEMENT:
Candid 4 second, telephoto, handheld, available light photography by Rick Doble.

Used as a central image at the SCIENAR (Science/Art) Exhibit in Bucharest, Romania, 2010.
https://www.academia.edu/24480664/Rick_Dobles_Space-

Time_Photographs_and_Writings_with_the_European_SCIENAR_Science_Art_Project
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The idea of recording motion in photography was suggested over 100 years ago by Anton 
Bragaglia, a photographer associated with the Italian Futurist movement. The idea of light in 
itself being the subject was suggested 50 years ago by Wynn Bullock who spent six years, 
from 1959 to 1965 creating what he called "Color Light Abstractions" on 35mm Kodachrome 
slides.

PICTURE CAPTION: Anton Bragaglia (his photo above) wrote his own Manifesto in 1911,
Futurist Photodynamism (Fotodinamismo futurista) in which he described many of the same
ideas that are fundamental to Time-Flow Photography but were difficult to implement with the
film and cameras of the time. He wanted to understand unbroken movement with precision --

and he wanted to put together what he called an "algebra of movement."

"Light to me is perhaps the most profound truth in the universe. My 
thinking has been deeply affected by the belief everything is some form 
of radiant energy."
"Light used in its own right...gives to photography the wonderful 
plasticity that paint gives to painting without loss of the unmatched 
reality of straight photography."
Wynn Bullock (1905 - 1975) writing about his "Color Light Abstractions"
http://www.wynnbullockphotography.com/galleries_color/color_index.htm
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 Experimental digital photography has the potential to create abstract 
expressionist pictures with the depth and quality of traditional painters 
but with light as the medium -- light which has characteristics all its own.
Rick Doble, 2010

 PICTURE CAPTION: CAMERA MOVEMENT
This photograph was created entirely with camera movement and a still shaft of light: 4 second

exposure, handheld and white balance set to give the light a blue color. By Rick Doble. Exhibited
in the Bridges Mathematical Art Galleries at the Bridges Conference in 2012.

http://gallery.bridgesmathart.org/exhibitions/2012-bridges-conference/rickdoble

WHY THESE SLOW SHUTTER SPEED EFFECTS
 ARE A NEW ART FORM THAT IS NOW POSSIBLE

 WITH DIGITAL CAMERAS 

In the past the effects possible with slow shutter speeds were virtually ignored due to the 
expense and uncertainty of the results and the desire to create only sharp imagery for 
documentation. While time-flow effects were possible with film, the result were haphazard, 
time consuming and expensive so for all practical purposes slow shutter speed effects were 
not used or explored.

Now however, digital photography allows a range of expression and an ability to 
experiment that was not possible with film because of the immediate feedback of the digital 
image and the low cost. Rick Doble wrote an essay about this over 15 years ago.
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In particular, candid digital photography is now possible with 'Time-Flow' effects -- which 
allows an immediacy and spontaneity that was first imagined by the Italian Futurists over 100 
years ago.

This means that difficult photographic imagery can now be crafted using a variety of slow 
shutter speeds and types of movement.

 PHOTOGRAPHY HAS BEEN CHANGING
AND EVOLVING FOR ALMOST 200 YEARS 

Almost from the moment photography was born, it has evolved and changed. But the 
standards of the past have often mistakenly been applied to the newer technology. Now with 
digital photography, the new possible imagery with Time-Flow Photography is being criticized 
by outdated notions that prohibit most kinds of blur or visible motion in a photograph.

From the very beginning photography has been changing. The first photograph by Niepce 
around 1827 required an eight hour exposure. About fifty years later Muybridge was taking 
photographs at 1/2000 of a second. Each technological advance in photography (from large 
tripod view cameras and collodion wet plates to handheld SLRs that took roll film, from black 
and white to color) led to new imagery but not without controversy. When small 35mm 
cameras became available their photographs were considered vastly inferior to the earlier 
large format cameras, for example. 

Like any new art form it will take some time to determine what effects are possible and 
which photographs exhibit these effects with the best possible artistic skill

We reject the notion that these images are purely accidental as some critics have 
asserted. 

At its most complex, this type of imagery requires more skill than traditional photography --
and does not happen by accident. The exact techniques have been described in detail by 
Rick Doble in his book, Experimental Digital Photography.

Like any new experimental art form there will be trial and error at the beginning which in 
time will evolve into specific techniques over which the photographer will have full control.

 WE LIVE IN A SPACE-TIME REALITY
WHICH PHOTOGRAPHY IS UNIQUELY CAPABLE OF

CAPTURING 

As Einstein pointed out, we do not live in a world that is purely space, we live in a space-
time world. Time-Flow Photography has the ability to record time as well as space and to 
make visual our space-time existence.

A photographic 'exposure' is created by the combination of light through the lens for a 
specific period of time (the shutter speed).

Therefore photography is uniquely capable of recording a space-time image because a 
photographic image is the combination of space (through the lens) and time (via the shutter 
speed) -- so each photo is a space-time picture.
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The dream and aim of recording the 'fourth dimension', that of time, is now possible with 
digital photography. A depiction of the fourth dimension has been a central theme of modern 
and contemporary art. This is an exciting time for people who are willing to work with a new 
way of thinking and new imagery.

 WHY A MANIFESTO? 

Writing a Manifesto in which one defines the goals of a new art is in keeping with a long 
held tradition in art such as the Cubist Manifesto (Du "Cubism") of 1912 or the Symbolist 
Manifesto (Le Symbolisme) of 1886 or the Surrealist Manifestos of 1924 & 1929 or the 
Dogma 95 Manifesto by avant-garde Danish filmmakers in 1995. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifesto

PICTURE CAPTION: SUBJECT & CAMERA MOVEMENT COMBINED
The camera is moving relative to the background outside the moving car,  but the camera is

steady in relation to Doble's wife who is driving and whose movements are subject movements.
Photograph of Doble's wife driving: 8 seconds, handheld, available light. By Rick Doble

Exhibited at the SCIENAR (Science/Art) Exhibit in Bucharest, Romania, 2010
https://www.academia.edu/24480664/Rick_Dobles_Space-

Time_Photographs_and_Writings_with_the_European_SCIENAR_Science_Art_Project
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NOTE: While we have named our kind of photography of slow shutter speeds with 
continuous motion, Time-Flow Photography, there may be a better name. It has been called 
space-time photography and also painting with light -- but neither of these, we feel, is as clear
as the term Time-Flow Photography.

 IS TIME-FLOW PHOTOGRAPHY ACCIDENTAL? 

Claims That Time-Flow Photography Is Accidental: 

One customer review said Doble's book Experimental Digital Photography was a "book 
about pictures you could easily take by accident." A new art form requires that people look at 
the works in a new way -- otherwise the artwork can appear random. When the Abstract 
Expressionists first exhibited their paintings in the 1950s, many said things such as "My kid 
could do that." Jackson Pollock's dripped paintings are now considered some of the best work
of the 20th century and sell for millions of dollars. With Time-Flow Photography a new 
dimension has been added, the dimension of time. To the untrained eye these pictures might 
appear to be the result of luck but the best Time-Flow photographs are subtle and carefully 
constructed. However, most of us have been taught to avoid any kind of blur in a photograph 
-- so changing gears and seeing blur as an artistic technique does demand a new way of 
seeing. 

The notion of accident brings up another aspect. One mistake with such criticisms is that 
they often confuse accident with chance. Time-Flow Photography is not accidental, but it does
take advantage of chance, which is quite different  -- and is explained below.

PICTURE CAPTION: Rick Doble, Raindrops on a Windshield in a Moving Car, 2003
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This photograph is not accidental. This shot might seem accidental to the untrained eye -- yet it
is anything but. 

In heavy rain as Doble was driving, he turned off the wipers on his windshield and then he
focused the camera so that it focused close-up on the drops of water on the windshield and also
threw the lights on the highway out of focus due to depth of field. Next he waited to take this 8-

second shot until he was the right distance from a stop light -- which he knew from past
experience would create a web like red pattern and the red would also be reflected in the water
on the highway. Then he steadied the camera on the dash of his car to eliminate camera shake

to get a sharp picture of the water drops. Since the distance between the camera and the
windshield was unchanging, the water drops on the windshield were relatively sharp. However,
the approaching traffic lights at a slow exposure were spread behind the drops and out of focus.
In addition because Doble had taken a number of pictures of water on glass, he also knew that

each drop of water would act like a lens which would distort the light and the colors coming from
the stop light and the traffic. 

 ACCIDENT VS. CHANCE 

Accident Vs. Chance: 

Saying that Time-Flow photographs are accidental can only mean no skill was involved --  
that the photographer had almost no control over the outcome. This is simply not true as seen
by the explanation above. However, chance often plays an important role, especially in candid
Time-Flow Photography. Dealing with chance is not unusual. In fact, we all deal with chance 
everyday, such as driving down the highway and expecting the unexpected. This can happen,
for example, when a car in front of us suddenly comes to a stop for no reason and we must 
brake quickly to avoid hitting it. Chance is something we all live with on a daily basis.

Candid Photography And Chance: 

Candid photography for over 100 years has depended on chance to give its imagery an 
immediacy and a sense of the moment. Cartier-Bresson, who many consider the greatest 
photographer of all time, often framed a composition and then waited for a chance element to 
enter his camera viewfinder. But he could also compose spontaneously when the situation 
demanded. The exact moment when all the pieces came together, Cartier-Bresson called, 
"The decisive moment."
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PICTURE CAPTION: Alfred Stieglitz, The Steerage, 1907 
Considered a milestone in photography, Alfred Stieglitz came across this scene by chance when
he was on a steam ship. He immediately saw the geometry and the stage-like arrangement, but
crucial to the picture was the man in the straw hat (upper left) which was catching the sunlight.

Stieglitz had to run back to his cabin, grab his quite large camera and return in the hope that the
man had not moved. He was in luck. As Louis Pasteur so wisely said, "Chance favors the

prepared mind," because it is one thing for chance to occur and a completely different thing to
recognize and take advantage of it. Candid photographers are tuned into chance and make it

part of their medium.

Stieglitz wrote:
On the upper deck, looking over the railing, there was a young man with 
a straw hat...A round straw hat, the funnel leaning left, the stairway 
leaning right, the white drawbridge with its railing made of circular 
chains…I saw shapes related to each other. I saw a picture of shapes 
and underlying that the feeling I had about life."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Steerage

Candid Photography And Time-Flow Candid Photography: 

Both of these photographic art forms count on chance to give it a power and spontaneity 
that other forms of photography do not have. A candid Time-Flow photographer can create a 
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framework in which chance can occur and then take advantage of such chance. For example,
when taking photographs of musicians, a photographer might spend half an hour finding the 
right spot to frame so that the light, the colors, the background and the way a musician holds 
his or her instrument fits into a composition. Then using a slow shutter speed the 
photographer will try to capture a sense of that moment, capture the rhythm and the energy in
a picture that records the musician in motion.

Chance And Modern Art: 

Chance has been a major component of modern art and contemporary art such as the art 
of the Surrealists, the Dadaists, the Abstract Expressionists in addition to candid photography 
or street photography. There is even a term for allowing chance into the art process: 
aleatoricism.     

"The marvellous mixture of emotion and geometry, together in a single 
instant."
Henri Cartier-Bresson 

 MASTERING TIME-FLOW PHOTOGRAPHY 

Time-Flow Photography demands that an accomplished photographer have a broad 
technical understanding of photography such as the interrelationship between focal length, 
aperture, depth of field, perspective, working distance and shutter speed; plus a knowledge of
hyperfocal distance, circle of confusion, reciprocity failure, shutter speed and the desired 
effect, absolute and relative motion and ghosting or negative ghosting -- just to name a few, 
all of which need to be done manually and often quickly.

But also, just as Ansel Adams said almost 100 years ago, photographers can learn to 
previsualize their photographs before shooting, i.e. see the scene the way the camera sees it 
and not the way the human eye sees it. A Time-Flow photographer can also use this method 
to previsualize what a scene will look like when exposed over time -- which with Time-Flow 
Photography is markedly different from what the eye sees. With years of experience a Time-
Flow photographer can imagine what a picture will look like with movement and a long shutter
speed before taking a picture. Consequently they can learn to zero-in on different and new 
lighting situations that will work with this technique. 

NOTE: "Visualization is a central topic in Ansel Adams' writings about photography, where 
he defines it as 'the ability to anticipate a finished image before making the exposure.'" 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Previsualization)

Minor White refined the idea a bit, calling the visualization before taking a picture, 
previsualization but crediting Ansel Adams with the basic idea.
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SCIENCE & RELIGION
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Science Vs. 
Faith, Religion And Belief

Scientists often scoff at what they call 'primitive belief systems' such as those with 
medicine men and shamans. Yet the roots of science come from the same fundamental 
human impulses that formed these beliefs.

All religions, arts and sciences are branches of the same tree.
Albert Einstein

For example, history of science professors James E. McClellan and Harold Dorn wrote, "In
the case of Neolithic astronomy, we are dealing not with the prehistory of science, but with 
science in prehistory."

And going back even further to animistic beliefs, the roots of science are still visible.

"Animism" is said to describe the most common, foundational thread of 
indigenous peoples' "spiritual" or "supernatural" perspectives. Animism 
encompasses the belief that there is no separation between the spiritual 
and physical (or material) world, and souls or spirits exist, not only in 
humans, but also in some other animals, plants, rocks, geographic 
features such as mountains or rivers, or other entities of the natural 
environment, including thunder, wind, and shadows. 
Wikipedia
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PICTURE CAPTION: The return of the Pleiades every year was a major event in many cultures
as it often marked the beginning of the rainy season and for some was the beginning of the new

year. Since there was a distinct seasonal change when it appeared, it was also given godlike
powers and treated with reverence in many religions. According to Wikipedia, the Pleiades was
known to "the Maori, Aboriginal Australians, the Persians, the Chinese, the Japanese, the Maya,

the Aztec, and the Sioux and Cherokee." as well at the Greeks. When the Pleiades first
appeared in the night sky -- which lasted only a few minutes at the beginning of its annual

reappearance -- indigenous tribes often greeted it with wild celebrations. Yet their ability to mark
time was sophisticated enough that they knew exactly when to look for the Pleiades -- even

though it appeared over the horizon very briefly at first. 
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The time of the rains was announced to the Hottentots by the rising 
Pleiades, whose reappearance was hailed at the annual festival. The 
first missionary to the Khoi-Khoi, George Schmidt, (1737), relates that, 
'At the return of the Pleiades these natives celebrate an anniversary; as 
soon as these stars appear above the eastern horizon, mothers will lift 
their little ones on their arms, and running up to elevated spots will show
to them those friendly stars, and teach them to stretch their little hands 
towards them. The people of a kraal will assemble to dance and sing 
according to the old customs of their ancestors. The chorus always 
sings, "O Tiqua! our father above our heads, give rain to us, that the 
fruits (bulbs, etc.), may ripen, and that we may have plenty of food and a
good year."'
[http://www.masseiana.org/ngbk12.htm]

PICTURE CAPTION: It is now believed that the 1600 BCE Bronze Age Nebra Sky disk, with
pictures of the sun, moon and Pleiades was used astronomically to determine the fall and spring

solstices and also had religious importance.  

An essential part of many animistic religions was the role of the shaman.

Shamanism among Eskimo peoples refers to those aspects of the 
Eskimo cultures that are related to the shamans' role as a mediator 
between people and spirits, souls, and mythological beings. Most 
Eskimo groups had such a mediator function, and the person fulfilling 
the role was believed to be able to command helping spirits, ask 
mythological beings to ... enable the success of the hunt, or heal sick 
people by bringing back their "stolen" souls. 
Wikipedia
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The above definition of the role of the shaman is not unlike the Greek hero:

In Greek mythology heroes are regarded as mediators between gods 
and mortals... 
 [http://www.presentationsistersunion.org/whereweare/view_article.cfm?
id=1514&loadref=181] 

Tylor, the anthropologist who coined the term animistic, was quite condescending:

Tylor believed that animistic beliefs were "childish" and typical of 
"cognitive underdevelopment", and that it was therefore common in 
"primitive" peoples such as those living in hunter gatherer societies. 
Wikipedia 

And what does all this have to do with science? Well, it's really quite simple, but hard to 
see from our modern technological and scientific perspective:

In the beliefs of all cultures
-- from the most 'primitive' to the most modern --

across the globe, there was/is 
an underlying uniquely human logic: 

There are forces outside of human beings 
which can be known 

and once known can be influenced.

This idea is so much a part of us and our cultures that we take it for granted. And more 
than that, we are still driven to better understand these outside forces and to learn how these 
forces can be tamed or used to our benefit.

This idea is at the heart of science. Rather getting the help of a shaman or making 
offerings to gods and goddesses, with science we now look for laws of nature which once 
understood can often be controlled or harnessed.

And BTW just how far removed is science from previous ideas about gods and 
goddesses?

Commenting on the Western fascination with technology and science, Dr. Eugen Weber in
his conclusion of the entire history of the West (52 1/2 hour lectures) pointed out the 
importance of Greek mythological ideas which led to today's obsession with modern 
technology. Weber believed that modern science is, in a sense, stealing fire from the gods 
and putting this power into our own hands.

Really when you think about it, our patron saint is Prometheus who stole
fire from the gods.
Eugen Weber
Professor of History, UCLA
Public Television Series, The Western Tradition 
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However, science was designed to answer some questions but not others.

Science, natural philosophy, proceeds on the information given by the 
senses. This line of its attack is thus limited and we cannot hope that 
anything but limited objectives can be reached. Science does not 
profess to solve ultimate problems. On the other had it does seek to 
solve its limited problems with a known degree of accuracy and a known
margin of error.
Charles Singer, A History of Scientific Ideas 

There are many things beyond our understanding -- and that always will be beyond our 
understanding -- which is the realm of religion. And yet there are things that we now do 
understand -- such a earthquakes, storms and disease -- that used to be part of religion. 
Nevertheless science will always be limited and religion will always speak to that part of our 
soul that craves a connection to a huge universe that fills the sky  with hundreds of billions of 
galaxies that contain hundreds of billions of stars.

It is also important to note that the father of the Big Bang theory was a Catholic Priest,  
Georges Lemaitre -- so a religious view point led directly to our modern understanding of the 
creation of the Universe.

Lemaitre explored the logical consequences of an expanding universe 
and boldly proposed that it must have originated at a finite point in time. 
If the universe is expanding, he reasoned, it was smaller in the past, and
extrapolation back in time should lead to an epoch when all the matter in
the universe was packed together in an extremely dense state. 
...Lemaitre argued that the physical universe was initially a single 
particle -- the "primeval atom" as he called it -- which disintegrated in an 
explosion, giving rise to space and time and the expansion of the 
universe that continues to this day. 
www.amnh.org
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PICTURE CAPTION: In 1931 Georges Lemaitre, a Catholic Priest, was the first to propose that
the Universe began with the Big Bang. 

In a recent article in the New York Times, a scientist, Adam Frank, bemoaned the fact that 
the truths of science such as evolution theory were not more widely accepted: "This is not a 
world the scientists I trained with would recognize. Many of them served on the Manhattan 
Project. Afterward, they helped create the technologies that drove America's postwar 
prosperity." 
[http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/22/opinion/welcome-to-the-age-of-denial.html?smid=fb-
share&_r=0]

Yet as we know, the Manhattan project brought us the ever-present threat of nuclear war 
as well as nuclear reactor accidents  -- so perhaps a blind faith in science is not always a 
good idea.

Science and the institutions of science should not become a kind of 
unquestionable priesthood that is as inflexible as the Catholic church of 
the 1600s that tried and imprisoned Galileo. 
Charles Singer, A History of Scientific Ideas 
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Knowledge for knowledge sake has created an imbalance in our 
worldview. Human knowledge should progress evenly on all fronts. 
When our understanding of the physical universe far surpasses our 
understanding of ourselves a great disequilibrium occurs. It isn't as 
though we don't need to know all this stuff. It is simply that there are 
other things we need to know in order to make sense out of all this 
physical knowledge we have gathered. 
Dr. John M. Artz 

As you look through the veil of stars in our Milky Way Galaxy to our companion galaxy, 
Andromeda -- with its billions of stars aligned in a majestic order -- it is hard to not believe in 
something much greater than ourselves. If you ever get a chance, look at it through a 
telescope. It will take your breath away.

A religion old or new, that stressed the magnificence of the universe as 
revealed by modern science, might be able to draw forth reserves of 
reverence and awe hardly tapped by the conventional faiths. Sooner or 
later, such a religion will emerge. 
Carl Sagan
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Science Vs. 
Faith, Religion And Belief:

Part 2
What do this and my previous blog have to do with time? Quite simply time is often at the 

center of disputes between religion and science. The scientific discovery that the Earth was 
billions of years old and humans millions of years old upset the accepted religious 
understanding as interpreted from the Bible, for example. At the same time religion often 
spoke/speaks of a supreme being who lived in a world independent of time or spoke about 
immortal gods or spiritual realms outside of time -- concepts which scientists often dismissed.

Religion and science go together. As I've said before, science without 
religion is lame and religion without science is blind. They are 
interdependent and have a common goal -- the search for truth. Hence it
is absurd for religion to proscribe Galileo or Darwin or other scientists. 
And it is equally absurd when scientists say that there is no God. The 
real scientist has faith, which does not mean that he must subscribe to a
creed. Without religion there is no charity. 
Albert Einstein 

It is also important to remember that the classic battle between science and religion, i.e., 
the arrest and imprisonment of Galileo by the Catholic Church was not religion vs. science but
rather a battle between two different scientific theories. Yet this battle seemed to set the stage
for today's conflicts between religion and science, such as those involving human evolution 
and the Big Bang Theory.
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PICTURE CAPTION: The Earth centered, geocentric, system held that the Earth was at the
center of the Universe. Refined by Ptolemy it was quite accurate.  

Galileo promoted the new idea that the Earth revolved around the Sun while the Catholic 
Church held with the earlier scientific theory that the Earth was at the center of the solar 
system, known as geocentric. The older theory had been in place for about two thousand 
years; in addition, over the centuries, this Earth centered system had been refined to be quite 
precise with the Ptolemaic model. It was not nonsense (as some modern commentators have 
stated) but good science in that it explained the movement of the sun, moon and planets very 
well up to a point. And while not widely known, the geocentric system is still useful and used 
today under various circumstances:

The geocentric (Ptolemaic) model of the solar system is still of interest to
planetarium makers, as, for technical reasons, a Ptolemaic-type motion 
for the planet light apparatus has some advantages over a Copernican-
type motion. 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model]
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PICTURE CAPTION: Zeiss Planetarium Projector in Montreal. 

It is also used by NASA when it makes some calculations easier.
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PICTURE CAPTION: NASA uses the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) system for some
applications. The GSE is now the preferred system for depicting vector quantities in some space

physics situations.   

The conflict between science and religion is often one of older ideas or an old science vs. 
new concepts. Ideas once held by religion such as lightning bolts being thrown by an angry 
god have been replaced by a scientific understanding of electricity in the atmosphere. Few 
people would argue with this today. As a result some ideas in religion need to give way to well
established scientific understandings.

It can scarcely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make 
the irreducible basic elements as simple and as few as possible without 
having to surrender the adequate representation of a single datum of 
experience. 
Albert Einstein

Science, on the other hand, needs to acknowledge that it cannot know everything. There 
is a limit -- as I have suggested in my earlier blog. Science, for example, relies on its ability to 
measure. Measurement is at the heart of the scientific method. Yet there are things, critical 
things, that cannot be measured.

Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.
Galileo Galilei  

Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything 
that counts cannot necessarily be counted.
Albert Einstein  

 I do not believe that science can explain, for example, why there is such wide ranging 
diversity in the Universe if the Universe is solely governed by predictable laws.

Every snowflake, every person, every galaxy is unique. If this were simply a scientific 
world of laws of cause and effect, then it would also be a cookie cutter world of duplicate 
people and galaxies -- a Universe of clones. Yet it is our uniqueness that science cannot 
explain, which is essential to life and a fundamental mystery.
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PICTURE CAPTION: Snow crystals photographed by William Bentley . While subatomic
particles, the building blocks of nature, are exactly alike, and water molecules are, for the most
part, exactly alike, every snow crystal is different. "The water molecules in an ice crystal form a

hexagonal lattice..." "it is indeed extremely unlikely that two complex snowflakes will look exactly
alike."  [http://www.its.caltech.edu/~atomic/snowcrystals] 

And there is more. The diversity in the Universe is a delicate balance. Too much diversity 
would cause galaxies to shred apart and many people would be born with three eyes. It 
appears that the Universe has just the right mix of predictable laws along with a sprinkle of 
diversity that seems to defy those laws.

We know with nature, in particular, that diversity is a survival strategy. Diversity gives a 
species the advantage of responding differently to changing environmental conditions, for 
example. 

Evolutionary processes give rise to diversity at every level of biological 
organisation, including species, individual organisms and molecules 
such as DNA and proteins.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution]

This principle of change or movement prevents nature from ever really 
repeating herself...
Charles Singer, The History of Scientific Ideas
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PICTURE CAPTION: Even something as simple as green seaweed seen through the natural
mosaic of endlessly diverse water surface ripples shows the infinite variations created by nature.

The soul given to each of us is moved by the same living spirit that 
moves the universe.
Albert Einstein 

This idea was also expressed by the poet/painter/photographer who went by the name of 
Wols. In 1944 when looking out at the Mediterranean at Cassis, France, he wrote:

... eternity
in the little waves of the harbor
which are always the same without being the same...
All loves lead to one love, and
beyond all personal loves,
there is the nameless love,
the great mystery,
the Absolute,
X
Tao
God
the cosmos ...

Wols (Alfred Otto Wolfgang Schulze)  
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To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.

William Blake
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PICTURE CAPTION: Electron microscope photograph of an "antenna of common wasp,
Vespula vulgaris" magnified 3000 times. Scale is about 30 micrometers or about 1/1000 of an

inch. 

PICTURE CAPTION: The Millennium Simulation, an extremely sophisticated computer
simulation of the large structure of the cosmos -- showing the filaments that the Universe is

made of -- is a "model... of the Universe in a cube over 2 billion light years on a side, holding 20
million galaxies." George Greenstein, Understanding the Universe. 

See a full video of the structure of the Universe, the largest detailed structure ever 
visualized by humans based on scientific data put together by the Max-Planck-Institute for 
Astrophysics.  [http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/data_vis/]
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The Limits Of 
Our Scientific Knowledge

True wisdom is knowing what you don't know.
 Confucius 

As I pointed out in my birthday blog [http://deconstructingtime.blogspot.com/2013/07/a-
day-in-my-life-birthday-cycle.html], we have come a long way baby in the last 50 years. Our 
understanding of the Universe today is far ahead of our mid-20th century ideas.

However, there are limits. And, moreover, there will always be limits. The idea of 
limitations is hard to accept. But oddly, once we accept these limits we may be able to see 
much farther.

Let me explain:

Some ideas about limits are already part of science such as Heisenberg's "Uncertainty 
Principle" that asserts we can know the position of a particle or its momentum, but not both at 
the same time.

...the uncertainty principle is any of a variety of mathematical inequalities
asserting a fundamental limit to the precision with which certain pairs of 
physical properties of a particle...can be known simultaneously. 
Wikipedia.org 

And this just scratches the surface. Today with our advanced understanding of the 
Universe -- the Big Bang and all that -- we now realize how little we know. Our current 
understanding is based on astronomy in the visible light spectrum -- i.e., ordinary matter, 
meaning things like us, the Earth, the Solar System and the galaxies -- which makes up only 
4% of the Universe. Most of the Universe, that is 96%, is not visible or easily measurable and 
quite mysterious, such as dark matter and dark energy. Today astronomers have no idea what
these are. [http://www.space.com/11642-dark-matter-dark-energy-4-percent-universe-
panek.html] 

So limits are a part of science. But there is still more.
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Science does not rest upon solid bedrock. The bold structure of its 
theories rises, as it were, above a swamp. It is like a building erected on 
piles. The piles are driven down from above into the swamp, but not 
down to any natural or 'given' base; and when we cease our attempts to 
drive our piles into a deeper layer, it is not because we have reached 
firm ground. We simply stop when we are satisfied that they are firm 
enough to carry the structure, at least for the time being. 
Karl Raimund Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery 

I believe that all our ideas, mathematical formulas and even our perceptions are limited 
and limited by our humanity. Everything we understand and all our knowledge  is based on 
concepts thought up by humans. For example, humans invented the notions of gravity, 
acceleration and space-time. And while these ideas are useful, they may only be scratching 
the surface of *REALITY*.

Could Even Our Perceptions Be Limited?

In a famous example, the Ames trapezoid [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ames_trapezoid] 
when rotated continuously in a circle is seen as a rectangle that oscillates back and forth by 
Westerners, but not by those in other cultures. It appears that Westerners are so used to 
seeing a trapezoid as a perspective drawing of a rectangle, they cannot see a real trapezoid 
when it is presented to them. I challenge you to see the following YouTube video as a rotating
trapezoid. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW7BZmYyAKY]
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It is as though our human understanding is and will always be surrounded by a thin film. 
Or to use another metaphor, human investigators will always be wearing gloves. We can 
grasp many objects with these gloves and see many marvelous things through this film. but 
we will never be able to hold these things in our bare hands or see them directly without the 
film being in the way. 

Gravity is a good example: We know how gravity operates, but we do not know what it is --
yet it holds the entire Universe together and without it there would be no Earth or Solar 
System or Universe. Newton was able to describe this force precisely so that we can now 
predict the tides and send rockets to the moon. Einstein was able to add significantly to these 
ideas with the concept of space-time. Yet we still do not know the fundamental nature of 
gravity. See the USA NASA article about gravity. [http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/what-is-gravity/]

How does all of this relate to time, which is the subject of this blog? As I have said, we are 
surrounded by time, submerged in time -- there is nothing that exists independent or apart 
from time.

When Newton had his great revelation about gravity -- when he watched an apple fall and 
then looked at the moon orbiting the Earth -- he was able to move his imaginary perspective 
out into space and see that these two seemingly different forces were the same -- both were a
result of gravity.

Yet when considering time, we cannot move our point of view out beyond time -- time is 
always there.

Anthropologists know that each person's culture will always be part of their point of view. 
There is no getting around this -- even trained scientists may not realize their own cultural 
bias. Yet this awareness -- that when a culture is studied the observations by an outside 
anthropologist may be biased -- results in better data and better ideas.

While Einstein was able to see further than any other scientist of his time, he was also 
keenly aware of his limitations.

Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them.
Albert Einstein 

If we want to understand time, then we must realize we are bounded by time from the 
moment we are born to the moment we die. Many if not most of our human ideas about time 
come from our human experience.
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Pure Speculation
About The Physics Of Time

While the focus of this blog is the human experience of time, I could not help wondering 
about quantum mechanics and Einstein's ideas.

While I admit to being a rank amateur when it comes to modern physics, I have taken 6 
semesters of physics and also 6 semesters of higher math, i.e., algebra, trigonometry and 
calculus.

So at the risk of getting way over my head, the following idea occurred to me as I worked 
on this blog.

#1. Everything is in motion

Atoms vibrate, your heart beats, your blood flows, the Earth turns on its axis, the Earth 
circles the Sun, the Sun's hydrogen atoms become helium atoms in a fusion reaction, the 
Solar System orbits around the center of our Milky Way Galaxy, our galaxy is moving toward 
the Andromeda Galaxy, and the Universe itself is expanding. Nuff said.

#2. Motion by definition requires time

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines motion as "an act, process, or instance of 
changing place" and changing place can only happen over time. Since motion means that 
something went from one point to another, movement can only happen during a period of 
time.

#3. Time is part of matter, not separate from it

Since time is a requirement of movement and everything moves -- from atoms to the 
Universe -- it is quite likely that time itself is an integral part of matter, not just something that 
exists separately from matter. In other words time is not something that matter moves 
through, time is an essential element of matter.

#4. A concept of matter-time might bring new insights

While most of us have gotten accustomed to the Einsteinian term 'space-time', we might 
want to consider a new term, 'matter-time'. And if time were factored into the equations of 
modern physics as part of matter, the results might be quite interesting.
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EARLY ESSAYS ON THE
NATURE OF TIME

I wrote the following interviews
with a fictional character in 1989

more than 25 years before
the publication of this eBook
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25 Year-Old Article About Time: 
Part 1

I have been writing about time on and off for decades. Yet it is only recently that many of 
my ideas have jelled -- which prodded me to write my blog Deconstructing Time and then this 
eBook. This essay and the next one are a 2-part essay I wrote almost 25 years ago that 
foreshadows many of the ideas I covered in this eBook. They are part of a decades-old wide 
ranging series of fictitious interviews with a mysterious character by the name of Kirk Elbod. 

This interview took place on the second story of an old church in Durham, North Carolina 
that had been scheduled for demolition but had been saved and restored. The time of this 
interview was 1989.

K.E. = the person I interviewed, Kirk Elbod

K.E.: History is neither dead or gone, even though about ten years ago, Dr. David Herbert 
Donald, a Pulitzer Prize winning historian and Harvard history professor wrote a letter to the 
New York Times, stating that it was. And the very odd things is that no one since then has 
been able to refute his argument.

What he said specifically was that history was no longer relevant to the modern world. To 
quote Dr. Donald, "What undergraduates want from their history teachers is an understanding
of how the American past relates to the present and the future. But if I teach what I believe to 
be the truth, I can only share with them my sense of the irrelevance of history and of the 
bleakness of the new era we are entering."

There may be a speck of truth in what he said, i.e. history probably cannot solve today's 
problems. But he has thrown the baby out with the bath water. History is our point of 
reference. It is how we got to the point we are at today. It is, in fact, who we are - but I am 
getting ahead of myself.

Look through the windows, here, out at the city. I have taken a sixty year old map of 
Durham and have driven through the town as though only the old roads existed. I saw what I 
thought I would see -- mostly old homes, old factories, old trees, old neighborhoods. When I 
followed the old map exclusively, I traveled the city as if it were old. It took a newer map to 
show me the newer parts. So I know that the older map, which is out of date, has meaning for
me today.

And of course this is true for most towns unless there has been wholesale renovation. But 
even then I find it's very rare that a road, once built, is ever destroyed. A majority of the roads 
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on the old maps still exist today. You can, for example, still follow the Blue Highways marked 
on the Rand McNally road map published in 1920s.

In fact if you look at maps of the Piedmont, hundreds of years old, you will see roads that 
roughly mark out where the four lane interstate is today. It seems that these roads had been 
an Indian trail before.

So I don't believe history is dead, any more than I believe that what my parents did has 
had no effect on me. Any more that I believe that what I teach my children will have no effect 
on them even after I'm dead. Each of us carries our history with us, even though we forget 
this in the present.

What Dr. Donald forgot is what I call the "vanishing point" of history and time.

ME: Well tell me what it is, even though I'm sure you were going to anyway without my 
asking.

Kirk glared slightly at me, but with a tinge of a smile and continued.

K.E.: Saul Steinberg drew a famous New Yorker cover depicting a New Yorker's view of 
the world. It showed Manhattan as huge, all of New Jersey as smaller than NYC, and the rest 
of the US diminishing in size and definition -- with humorous titles -- the further you went away
from the city. Now this is a "vanishing point" view of the world. Meaning that the further you 
get from your point of reference, NYC in this case, what you envision or imagine, gets 
increasingly smaller and less defined.

When I visited Washington D.C. not too long ago, I noticed a rack of huge blow-ups of this 
New Yorker cover. Only to my surprise, each one was from a different perspective. A view of 
the world from Hawaii, from Chicago, from Miami, etc. In each case the foreground "point of 
departure" was huge, such as Miami, and then increasingly the world got less and less 
defined and smaller and smaller the further you got from the initial point. Someone had a 
great sense of humor to put these all together, so that you could buy your own biased view of 
the world.

ME: (Getting impatient.) And what does this have to with history?

K.E.: Simple. This is how we view time. Recent events in time loom very large, ones 
somewhat further away are less important, ones many years away of very little importance. A 
vanishing point in time.

And this is how it should be: recent events are usually going to have much more impact on
us than events long ago.

Even historians recognize this. For example, when I took a basic Western History course 
in college, we spent more time on the Romans than the Egyptians. More time on the 
Renaissance than the Romans. More time on the modern world than on the Renaissance. In 
short the closer we got to the modern day, the more detail was covered.

Now Dr. Donald of Harvard had been teaching for a number of years. When he started in 
the 1940s, Teddy Roosevelt and Franklin Roosevelt were very important. But during his long 
career he decided that this time in history was less relevant than it used to be. When he 
thought about it, he realized it did not matter which Roosevelt carried the big stick, so he 
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concluded that history was not important. That you could go through life and live a perfectly 
useful, moral life without knowing about these things.

However during his long career other events had overtaken him, such as Korea, the cold 
war, Vietnam, the space program and Watergate. Now these more recent things are important
to know. And it is only natural that our view of the increasingly distant past will get vaguer and 
vaguer as we keep up with more recent events.

ME: So are you saying that it doesn't matter whether we know about the American 
revolution? Is this too distant for us to bother with?

K.E.: Yes and no. I'm saying that very important distant events which still affect us today, 
such as the American revolution and the Civil War, need to be understood in broad detail, but 
not fine detail. However, we ought to concentrate our efforts on recent history, three 
generations into the past. This time period is the most important.

For example, I think today it is important to understand the history of the world from about 
1930 to the present. This includes the causes leading to the 2nd World War, the war itself, 
and the post war period. Again I would want to understand the most recent events in more 
detail than the more distant events.

But the mistake is to think that history is dead and gone. History is alive. For example, our 
personal history is who we are. A family is its shared memories. I make choices based on my 
understanding of things my father did and maybe even my grandfathers. Further back than 
that my "vanishing point" view of my personal history gets dim.

But, Dr. Donald is advocating national amnesia. Imagine that each of us woke up one 
morning and could only remember the recent past. If you wanted to you could look up things 
in a book, as Dr. Donald suggested, but it was not in your memory. Where would you start? 
You would not know where to begin. You would have no background information to work from,
no frame work.

In short people would feel dislocated, alienated, frustrated, out of place. And this is exactly
what Dr. Donald is advocating.

Slaves in the south were kept in total ignorance as to their location. Even if they escaped, 
they did not know where to go and thus were easily captured and returned. So ignorance is a 
form of confinement, a limiting influence. Each of us needs to have "mental maps" of how the 
modern world came into being, so that we can better understand our position in this world, 
how we got where we are. If this map is blank then we are flying blind. We are to some extent
lost. And since time is one of the four dimensions of the world, as Einstein has stated, an 
ignorance about history means that a person's life is not fully realized; it is three dimensional 
but not four dimensional.

For a moment the sun broke through a hole in the clouds. Parts of the downtown were 
illuminated by shafts of light, in brilliant highlights and shadows.

Let me go back to the example of amnesia. If each of us woke up one morning and could 
not remember any history, even how the United States came into existence, e.g. not 
remember anything about the American revolution or that we had immigrated from Europe, 
then I believe we could not function effectively as citizens. We could not make informed 
decisions about issues, understand our place in the world, or have an understanding of the 
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laws that govern us. Therefore to answer Dr. Donald's implied question: under these 
circumstances, no, we could not be good citizens.

Further history is not just what Harvard or any one else says about it. It is an endless 
unbroken thread, some of which is written down in books studied in college and most of which
is not. As Gerda Lerner, author of the Creation of Patriarchy said, we must distinguish 
between History, with a capital "H" and history with a small "h". History with a capital "H" 
represents recorded and interpreted history. And history with a small "h" involves unrecorded 
history and/or history which has not been focused on and interpreted. Nowadays historians 
are reaching back into time and revising many of our notions of how things occurred. In a 
manner of speaking, they are creating new histories, because they are collecting, arranging, 
and interpreting past events in new ways.

Historians of women, for example, are trying to discover the lost history of females. It is 
obvious that women have always been a part of history, but little has been included in History 
with a capital "H". So in a sense they are discovering the past.

And history is allusive. Imagine that I made an appointment yesterday for a meeting 
tomorrow. Well yesterday is history but I'd better remember to be at my appointment tomorrow
or I'm in big trouble. To use the old joke, "Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday."
This may seem like a simple example but where do you draw the line? Are things a year ago 
history and events since then current time? I know of a daughter who is suffering an ailment 
from a drug her mother took thirty years ago when her mother was pregnant with her. Is this 
where you draw the line? There are recurring histories of diseases and susceptibilities to 
diseases that run for generations through families and affect people today. So where do you 
draw the line?

And if this is true for individuals then how true is it for nations?

Recently the Russians and the Americans held a conference on what happened during the
Cuban missile crisis. Now this event was over twenty-five years ago. Yet the conference was 
important and may affect us today. Because through the conference the superpowers may 
have learned ways to prevent such a crisis from reoccurring.

But we must come to terms with the dynamics of time and the human needs. Recent 
history has got to be more important than history ten years ago, which is still more important 
than history twenty years ago and so on. Like looking into a mist. Things up close are distinct. 
Things get blurrier and blurrier until we really cannot make out much of anything.

It is still history but recent events, and those preceding them need to be given more 
weight. Which is as it should be.
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25 Year-Old Article About Time: 
Part 2

This is the second half of the interview with Kirk Elbod about time and history -- which we 
continued on another day at a lunch counter in Durham, North Carolina. The time of the 
interview is 1989. See the blog before this for the first part.

K.E. = the person I interviewed, Kirk Elbod

K.E.: You're probably wondering why I brought you here to this lunch counter (He said in a
humorous tone of voice, recalling the old joke.). It's because of the short order cook.

ME: (Getting a bit impatient.) I don't care about the cook. I want to continue our discussion
about history.

K.E.: Precisely my dear Doble (He said again with a smirk.). History is about time and our 
concept of time.

Watch the short order cook! The way he perfectly balances all the elements of an order so 
they come out all at the same time. First the burger on the grill which takes the longest to 
cook. Then he slices some lettuce, tomato and puts it on the side. When the burger is almost 
done he toasts the buns under the grill, and when the burger is completely done he toasts the
cheese for just a second. Then, in one swift motion, he puts them all together on the plate, 
along with the mayonnaise and mustard and at last (We watched two burgers get passed to a
waitress who put them in front of us.) it arrives in front of me, with everything timed right. The 
perfect burger and the best short order cook I've ever seen.

With this I only could wait because he was devouring his burger. Together we sat in 
silence as we ate our food.

ME: (Finally when we had finished.) I believe the Harvard professor may be right. That we 
can lead perfectly good, useful lives, have children, be involved in our community and not 
know much about history, except perhaps a few essential facts.

K.E.: Superficially he is right. But the US is a democracy, and as such the people vote 
based on the information they have. What if their understanding is just plain wrong, and they 
make decisions based on a misunderstanding of history.

ME: I don't think it could be that serious.

K.E.: Judge for yourself. According to a poll most Americans think today that the Russians 
fought on the side of the Nazi's in World War II. In fact the reverse is true - not only did the 
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Russians fight against the Nazis, they suffered more deaths than any other single nation or 
ethnic group.

ME: And your point?

K.E.: That today, right now, we might be spending less money on armaments, and defense
if the majority of citizens believed the truth instead of misinformation. We might have saved 
billions of dollars if the public knew the facts. And this is just one example.

Now, as you know I'm not suggesting that everyone know all the history there is. My notion
of the "vanishing point of history" means that we mainly need to understand recent history in 
detail, by which I mean about ten years before World War II to the present.

But clearly a majority of people do not.

ME: Well, there will always be experts who can interpret present events in terms of history 
for us. Why not leave it to them?

K.E.: Another specialist! (He almost shouted.) Specialization is an entirely another subject.
But leaving history to the experts means that we will feel even more alienated than we already
do in modern society. If we have to go to an expert to understand our own past...(He made an
exasperated expression, reaching his hands into the air.)

One of the main complaints I hear about the modern world is that people feel a lack of 
connection. A feeling of not engaging; alienation. But much of this is the fault of the 
individuals, not the big corporations and big government who usually get blamed. If you want 
to feel a part of your own time, and culture you need to do the work yourself; understand 
history yourself, for example.

But also specialists, hired by certain people, can put their own interpretation, their own 
"spin" on history, which is what the Nazis did. In fact they can reinterpret history and redefine 
history to suit whoever hires them. In the book, 1984, George Orwell warned us against things
like this. Is this what we want in a democracy?

Let me give you a 'for instance'.

Suppose that the United States had fought for 2 years on Russian soil, aiding armies 
whose purpose was to destroy Soviet Russia? If this were true, wouldn't it explain some of the
current Soviet attitude toward the U.S., some of their military obsessions and paranoia.

ME: Yes, but of course it isn't true.

K.E.: Wrong, it is true. And very few people in the U.S. are aware that this ever happened. 
United States forces were in Russia -- Archangel and Siberia -- from 1918 to 1920 aiding the 
White Army whose purpose was to destroy the recently established Soviet government.

So this is what happens, even in a democracy, when you try to look up an incident that 
everyone would rather forget.

Let me attack the question from another perspective. Every time I see a news story on TV 
about a home being destroyed by fire, or tornado, or some such total disaster, the people 
invariably say "Even my photographs are gone." That's what they miss the most. Why? 
Because they can replace everything else, if they are insured, but not the photographs. Part 
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of them is gone. The photos which are their personal history have been lost, and they feel as 
though a piece of themselves was destroyed. Which it has been.

Now those photos are history, not stuffy academic history but a personal important 
essential history which is badly missed when it is eliminated.

Dr. Donald's way of thinking cuts off our connection to the past. But history is our point of 
reference. It is where we come from. The past is where most of our concepts, our culture, and
our language originated. Why else would we use a word like "horsepower" to describe a 
highly technical, modern engine? (He laughed.)

ME: To go back to why you brought me here: You said that history had to do with our 
sense of time.

K.E.: Yes, and the short order cook here.

Look at the cook again. Suppose he left the rolls in too long and they burned, or he didn't 
cook the hamburger long enough so it was a bit raw. Then he wouldn't be a good cook.

He is juggling, balancing each portion of the task so that even though the parts take a 
different amount of time, they all are ready at the same time. A juggler, if you will. A time 
juggler in fact. And a very good one.

ME: And what does this cook have to do with history?

K.E.: We think history is unimportant, because we believe history is in the past and does 
not affect us. Dr. Donald's main criticism, in fact, was that the study of history was no longer 
relevant to today's world. But perhaps the past does effect us, more than we realize, in the 
present.

So the question really is one about time. Now, I do not pretend to begin to understand all 
the subtleties about time, but I do know that there is more to time than meets the eye. So let 
me indulge in some speculation here.

ME: Why, that very humble of you Kirk.

K.E.: What is time? This is the key question. What is the past, the present, and the future?
Once something is done, can it be undone? Is their any point in crying over spilled milk? We 
are always "another day older and deeper in debt" and the river that you put you foot into is 
never the same. Is time the relentless forward movement of the ticking clock?

It turns out that our sense of time, according to psychological studies, is triggered by 
events. When an event ends, or one begins, or something significant happens within an 
event, then we feel the passage of time. In a sense the clock is a series of artificial, 
mechanical events which makes us acutely conscious of time, perhaps too conscious, or 
even self conscious - but I'll save that for another discussion.

However, life is lived by the ticking of events and more by the dynamics of events. It's as 
though each of us is a time juggler. We juggle a number of separate events in the air as we 
go though our lives. Not unlike the short order cook, only the events are larger.

ME: You've lost me completely. I don't understand.
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K.E.: My point is that time is subtle. And events which give us a sense of time also have 
dynamics all their own. There is time within an event to make changes, in a sense to go back 
into time until that event is over. This idea is expressed, for example, in the phrase "in time." 
Such as: I caught the jug of milk "in time" to prevent it from spilling; because I knew that if the 
jug fell and broke it would be too late; the event would be finished; and then there would be 
no use crying over spilled milk; instead I would be looking for the mop.

ME: Very cute Kirk (I said rather snidely.)

K.E.: (Ignoring me.) The assumption is that the past is the past, over and done with - 
which is why people think they don't need to understand history. But my point is that time is in 
reality a myriad of overlapping events. And that within an event you may be able to - in a 
sense - reach back into time, by being able to affect changes. Or things from the past can 
affect the present.

Events are like time areas or time spaces. However, these spaces in themselves, are very 
subtle. They are like 'windows of opportunity'. The windows can close - sometimes suddenly 
and sometimes gradually. When they do, we can no longer affect changes: 'the opportunity 
has been lost' or the 'time is gone'.

We do this everyday, but don't really think about it. Before I leave the house to go on a trip 
I have the opportunity to remember a notebook I've forgotten, pick it up, put it in the car. I can 
do this any time before I leave.

But once I've driven away it becomes harder and harder to do this. Five minutes down the 
road I still could, although it would be annoying. Two hours down the road I'll just have to do 
the best with what I've got and make do without the forgotten notebook. The time to easily 
pick up the notebook and put it in my car is gone. And besides I've got to get to my 
appointments and going back would make me late.

In an accident when things happen unexpectedly, quickly and violently we may only have 
split seconds to try things or to do things before the accident has run it course and whatever 
we do will be of no use. "What's done is done."

As an occasional photographer, I know about this. Photographers in fact, seem to develop 
a sixth sense about time because frequently taking a photograph requires being at the right 
place at the right time, whatever that may be. For example, when I take nature pictures 
outdoors there may be hours when I can take a number of pictures over and over until I get 
exactly what I want. But all the time the sun is moving, the clouds may be building. Suddenly I
look up and there's a bank of clouds covering the sun and I realize that I can no longer take 
pictures that day. It may be a day, or a months before I can get back, according to my 
schedule or the weather. In the meantime the foliage may have changed or someone may 
have bought the land and bulldozed it which has happened more than once. When I return 
the place may or may not be the same as the time before.

A death bed confession is an example of a person using a last opportunity to set things 
straight, to do something before they die, before the window closes on them and they can no 
longer act. What they confess may have happened when they were very young and they may 
have carried it all their lives. But before they die the window is still open for them to act. In 
effect, they want to reach back into time and set the record straight. In a sense a person 's 
life, from birth to death is one event.
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ME: (I could sense he was through.) So what you're saying is that past, present, and 
future are not so clear as they appear to be and that some of history is still part of the present 
if we can only understand it in the proper light.

K.E.: Yes, and also that we need to try to understand the dynamics of time, because as 
humans, in a sense, all we really have is time.
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APPENDIX
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Proposal For
A University Department
For 'The Study Of Time'

INTRODUCTION

PICTURE CAPTION: Today circular repeating time (right)  is being replaced with 
linear time as the digital clock on the left shows.

Time is the most used noun in the English language according to the Concise Oxford 
English Dictionary. This is probably true for most other languages as well. 

Time is critical to everything we do as individuals, as nations, and as human beings who 
inhabit the Earth. Consider: On your gravestone will be your name and the date you were 
born and the date you died. Time is that important.

There are, however, distinctly different ways of dealing with and understanding time in 
countries and cultures around the world. Further, time has been understood quite differently 
throughout human history. While the physics of time is fascinating, the critical area of concern 
for us as homo sapiens sapiens is the human experience of time -- as our experience and our
ability to understand time is crucial for our survival as a species.
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Because the human experience of time is so important, I propose that there should be 
departments at a number of universities for 'The Study of Time'. I find it odd, that while 
science is forging ahead with significant studies on a variety of topics from brain studies to 
climate change, there are virtually no university departments for The Study of Time.

I have a Master of Arts in Communication from the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. I am a great believer in the importance of academic studies because they can focus on 
important issues and guide the discussion and inquiry with professional rigor. But this kind of 
work is not being done by universities, as far as I can see.

These departments should NOT be about the physics of time such as that of Einstein and 
the theory of relativity, but instead time as we humans experience it from 9-5 on workdays, 
during time off on weekends, from New Years to New Years year after year and from 
generation to generation.

Yet there are few studies about the many different aspects of time other than time and 
motion studies for factories, i.e., studies only for commercial purposes. 

A search of the Internet revealed that there are two principle centers for the study of time:

The Centre for Time at the University of Sydney in Australia
http://sydney.edu.au/centre_for_time/

The International Society for the Study of Time 
http://www.studyoftime.org/ContentPage.aspx?ID=28

This society was founded by J.T. Fraser who almost single handedly 
mapped out areas of time that should be investigated.

In addition I found only one university course that is currently being taught about the 
human experience of time, yet even so it is only offered every other year during the fall 
semester:

Course Listing:
KULH1112 - Fast Forward -The Cultural History of Time: Texts, Things, and Technologies
The University of Oslo
https://www.uio.no/studier/emner/hf/ikos/KULH1112/index-eng.html
Course content: In the course we will focus on time as a cultural and historical phenomenon 
and explore how experiences of time have changed throughout history, mainly in the Western 
world. 

WHY 'THE STUDY OF TIME' IS IMPORTANT

Our understanding of the passage of time, plus our human perception of the future and 
what to do about it, may determine the fate of our species. 

A good example is climate change or global warming. If climate change happens quickly it 
will be hard to adapt; if it happens slowly, then we could learn how to cope and make plans to 
deal with, for example, rising sea levels. The amount of time we have and the time needed to 
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understand climate change and to build technologies that deal with climate change is pivotal 
for the survival of the human race. But just as important is the time it will take to develop the 
political will on a global scale that can deal with the consequences and modifications of our 
fast moving (there's that time thing again) technology that has led to climate change in the 
first place. Humans can handle day to day, month to month, and year to year time quite well. 
However, longer term time demands are problematic. 

I believe that a comprehensive study of time as outlined below will yield answers. This 
study will begin to reveal how humans relate to time and consequently how important issues 
can be framed that take this relationship into account.

However, coming to terms with climate change is only the most urgent aspect. There are 
many other ways that an investigation of our relation to time could affect life-styles, cultures, 
businesses, commerce and a sense of well-being for the individual. 

Yet we often lack the most basic vocabulary. I have proposed, for example, that we think 
of 'hard time' as time that is unforgiving and irreversible such as the death of a parent or a car
accident and 'soft time' meaning flexible time that can be changed or managed such as going 
to the store today or waiting until tomorrow. There are quite a few aspects of time that need to
be explored such as terminology. These can work toward developing a sophisticated 
understanding that will make us more aware of how time operates and also make us better 
able to work with time and to be more comfortable with time demands.

SPECIFIC TOPICS TO BE COVERED
BY A UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT

FOR 'THE STUDY OF TIME'

The following 10 areas of study could be included in such a department -- with examples 
of essays from this Deconstructing Time 3rd Edition eBook:

Modern Time Technology: 

This area of study would include the increasing accuracy and standardization in the 
keeping of time along with the coordination of time and how these have affected human 
societies. It would also include a study of new technologies that can record time related 
events such as photography, film and music and how these have changed the human relation
to time.

How Photography Changed Time: Part 1

How Photography Changed Time: Part 2 

The Environment & War Technology

A Revolution in Time
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PICTURE CAPTION: Today time is exact worldwide, 
since Internet time is synchronized to an accurate atomic clock. 

Language and Symbolic Thinking: 

This area of study would include how concepts of time are part of all languages and how 
those concepts differ. It would also include how cultures share symbolic structures for a 
shared understanding of time.

How Our Concept of Time Is Embedded & Derived from Our Language

The Human Revolution: Symbolic Culture

Virtual Human Meta-Time

Prehistoric and Ancient Timekeeping: 

This area of study would include how time was marked and understood in the past.

The Ancient Manipulation of Time: Part 1 

The Ancient Manipulation of Time: Part 2

Computing the Winter Solstice at Newgrange:  Was Neolithic Science Equal To or Better 
Than Ancient Greek or Roman Science?

Winter Solstice Celebrations: Roman Saturnalia and Modern Christmas
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PICTURE CAPTION: The neolithic Newgrange passage tomb in Ireland was able 
to determine the time of the winter solstice 5000 years ago. 

The passageway was carefully designed to align 
with the rising sun on the day of the solstice.

Education: 

This area of study would include how each culture teaches its children about time during 
the education process.

School's Most Important Subject: Time

Commerce: 

This area of study would include how business affects and changes a culture's relation to 
time.

Modern Time: Time as a Commodity
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The Individual: 

This study would include an understanding of how the human psyche deals with time 
demands, especially time on and off the clock.

Choosing Your Personal Time-Style

The Future: 

This area of study would include how human societies make predictions about the future 
and then make decisions based on those predictions to build and plan for the future.

The Protective Bubble of Civilization

Global Warming & The Future: Part 1

Global Warming & The Future: Part 2

Biology: 

This area of study would include how the human brain has a unique sense of time 
unavailable to other animals.

Animal Senses Compared to the Human Sense of Time (my most popular essay)

Art and Sport: 

This area of study would include how various art forms and cultural forms use time.

Games & Time

How Culture Plays With Time

PICTURE CAPTION: This time lapse series shows the motion of a baseball pitcher. 
Time and motion is at the heart of sports' contests.

The Nature Of The Human Sense Of Time:

Time & The Human Sense of Duration

Continuity & Time
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Patterns & Memory

New Terminology About Time

AFTERWORD

The above areas of study are, of course, merely suggestions. Each department would 
need to decide how it would organize it's field. 

But isn't the Department of History about time you might ask? In a word, no, not at all. 
History is about events and the sequence of events. History does not generally deal with the 
nature of time itself. History will be important in my proposed department but it will be a 
history of how humans have understood and dealt with time. 
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About The Author
Here is what I wrote for the Academia.edu website about my background
and my approach. This eBook, individual articles from the eBook and my
artistic work is free and online at this website. 
https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble

I find that few men of imagination are not worth my attention. Their ideas may be wrong,
even foolish, but their methods often repay a close study.

Stephen Jay Gould

Having just turned 70, I now realize that the subject of time has always been at the center 
of my work. From reading T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets in the 1960s, to spending two years 
reworking the hundred-year-old motion photographs of Eadweard Muybridge into digital form 
with software that I wrote (10 years before digital photography existed), to my later work with 
experimental digital photographs shot over an extended period of time, to today as I write my 
blog DeconstructingTime, (http://deconstructingtime.blogspot.com) the simple question "what 
is time?" has always been there. So the work I have posted on academia.edu is about the 
subject of time, but from many different points of view. 

I am an independent researcher with a Master of Arts in Communication from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1974. I also received a B.A. in English with an 
Honors in Creative Writing from UNC-Chapel Hill in 1966. 

In addition I am a professional photographer with over 40 years experience who has 
written a book about my experiments with digital photography, a book entitled Experimental 
Digital Photography (Sterling Publishing, New York/London, 2010) and whose experimental 
photography has been shown around the world. I have also written two other books about the 
craft digital photography.

See my CV at Academia.edu:

https://unc.academia.edu/RickDoble/CurriculumVitae
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